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E VOLUTION.
When Madrigal Audio Laboratories introduced the Mark Levinson No.38 preamplifier in 1993 and the No.38S
ayear later, they built in alevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading- edge technology of the day.
The Madrigal design team listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development.
The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognised for their outstanding performance and craftsmanship
with numerous awards world-wide, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then Madrigal have identified many new devices, using previously unavailable technologies.
Armed with these powerful new technologies Madrigal decided to re-evaluate both preamplifiers.
A careful design review revealed that while the basic topology of the original preamplifiers was still the most desirable,
these designs could significantly benefit from ahost of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the No.38 and 106 to
the No.38S result in sonic improvements that effect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson No.380 and
No.380S preamplifiers will reveal improved low end authority and impact, cleaner, more natural high frequency
performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imaging focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the No.38 and No.38S through authorised Mark Levinson dealers.
Visit one soon and discover how aMark Levinson preamplifier can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.
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For full details contact:-

Evinson

Pbth Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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You'd expect
this amp to give
acardboardy
sound, with
some plastichy'
mid colorations
and ametallic
top. Fortunately,
it doesn't
actually produce
sound. Ws an
imaginative
competition
entry by Chris
Burrell of
Welwyn, Herts.

Michaelson is the
founder
and
managing
irector of one of the UK's
best-known hi-fi companies, Musical
Fidelity Ltd. But he also plays music
— he trained at the Trinity College
of Music, with aview to becoming an
orchestral clarinettist.
In recent years he has returned to
the instrument and has recorded
Mozart's Clarinet Quintet and the
Brahms Clarinet Quintet, but last
November's recording of the Clarinet
Concerto was truly amajor project.
The sound of the instruments and the
Henry Wood Hall acoustic have been
expertly captured by Tony Faulkner,
the leading freelance classical balance
engineer. The disc comes with some
technical information that's not usually
available — for example, the recording
level at different points on the disc is
specified in decibels, so the hi-fi
enthusiast will be able to judge how
well the system reproducing dynamics.
A proponent of the English type of
clarinet, Antony uses clarinets which
are specially made for him by Luis
Rossi of Santiago, Chile, and have a
particularly beautiful lower-register
sound. This enabled him to get closer
to the sound of the type of instrument
which would have been envisaged by
Mozart. We are sure this recording
will help HFNIRR readers get closer
to Mozart too!
The disc is given with all UK
bookstall copies and to all UK and
overseas subscribers. We regret that
it was not possible to offer this disc
with overseas non-subscription copies.
However, these readers will be able
to buy the disc at a modest price
(which will cover our costs) through
the Accessories Club mail order
service: if you wish to take advantage
of this, simply send your request
together with £ 3.50, or post or fax
your credit card details, to the
Accessories Club: see page 97.

AUDIO VALVE AND MERIDIAN
PRIZE WINNERS
Winner of the stupendous £ 10,000
pair of Audio Valve amplifiers in our
December ' 97 competition was Phil
Morris of Cheshire, but we have to

give special mention to Chris Burrell
of Welwyn Garden City, who
delivered his entry in aparticularly
eye-catching way (see picture). We're
awarding him aspecial prize of one
year's subscription to HFNIRR.
Correct answers in the Audio Valve
competition were 1, c; 2, b; 3, b.
Lucky winner of the 24-bit
Meridian 508 player offered in our
£2000 January ' 98 contest was John
Turner of Somerset. The correct
answers to the questions in this case
were 1, c; 2, b; 3, d.

RINGMAT FOR ROKSAN
Analogue-minded readers will have
noticed another plug for the paperand-cork Ringmat in JMH's March
issue review of the Ghibaldani Domus
turntable. I've also been a Ringmat
believer for some time now, using one
on aRoksan Xerxes.
Now, the Roksan platter is one of
the few in which the centre area is
recessed to give clearance for the label
section of the record: this is always
slightly thicker than the rest of the
disc. So other, flat, turntable platters
tend to contact only the label area,
unless a lot of clamping pressure is
applied. I'm sure that Linn, if asked,
would come up with a convincing
explanation of why its own flat platter
was best, but the Roksan recess always
seemed logical enough to me.
Roksan's felt mat sort of sags into the
centre, leaving the grooved parts in
contact. With the Ringmat, the record
is supported only by a series of
concentric cork rings, the innermost
of which is at well outside the edge of
the label; so the platter centre would
not seem to matter. However, on a
Roksan, the inner ring is not ideally
supported because of the centre void.
So Ringmat Developments has
launched aspecial edition (or rather
addition) which literally fills the gap.
This consists of two discs of spongy
black material 125mm in diameter
and with a combined thickness of
4mm. At the risk of admitting a
dereliction of duty, Iconfess that I
haven't really worked out whether the
it's significant which way up the discs
go (their two surfaces are different)
but I'm certain that the things work.
The benefits of the Ringmat really
come to fruition, with afurther degree
of tactile realism, agreater firmness
and accessibility to to the sound. It
all just goes to show that there really
is more in the grooves to be dug out
and, no matter how futile it may seem
in this digital age, that we can still go
on enhancing our enjoyment of those
old vinyl treasures. If you're aRoksan
owner, ring Ringmat. The number is
01277 200210.
Steve Harris
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COVER
DISC
Antony Michaelson plays Mozart
The Michelango Chamber Orchestra
Engineered by Tony Faulkner
Recorded at the Henry Wood Hall
Overseas readers please note: we regret that the free
CD offer had to be restricted to UK readers and
subscribers ONLY. But you can order a copy
of this disc for .
0.50 from Accessories Club:
order form on page 97.
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Aerius — Best Loudspeaker Valul
AAHEA Golden Note Award

M ARTIN LOGAN electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers successfully combine the 'slam' of moving
coil bass with the transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic ea,Martin Logan Ltd—the electrostatic
loudspeaker technology company—offers arange that incorporates the classic CISIlzfull-range,fidl-height
electrostatic, the flagship hybrids re:Quest and Monolith and the massively popular SL3 and Aerius ihybrids
éa• The Aerius iis the culmination of adecade of advances in hybrid loudspeaker technology. Compact
enough for the smaller room, this revealing speaker sacrifices nothing in performance. Recent cosmetic and
electronic changes including anew woofer and crossover topology has created aspeaker that has been
awarded the accolade 'Best Loudspeaker Value' in the prestigious AAHEA Awards for 1996 ?e
,Reviewers'
opinions of Martin Logan products are remarkably positive—(What HiFi? June 1996): It's the natural sound
of every instrument that makes this speaker so appealing.' Ai- Alvin Gold (
HiFi Choice January 1996) also wrote
of the SL3: `more capable of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to
name'. es- Ken Kessler (
11iFi News August 1995)found the S13 to be: 'one of the sweetest, smoothest mid-price
electrostatic hybrids I've ever heard regardless of maker.' He continued: `The SL3 can produce images that
don't impress: they convince.' ea,Contact Absolute Soundsfor adealer list where you can audition these
remarkable loudspeakers 4,And now Martin Logan Home Cinema speakers es,Stylos surround speakers are
in/on wall full-range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrechannel wide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid hi,Martin Logan—the name in electrostatics
Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE

Tel
Fax
Email

0181-9475047
0181-8797962
73064.1710@compuserve.com
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'Why should
anyone have
to pay afee
to make a
personal
copy for
his or her
own use,
when this
is already
legal using
tape, on
which no
copyright is
paid?'

COPY WRONG?
Dear Sir, Since the advent of the
CD-R machines it appears- that end
users are being charged copyright
royalties on blank media —
presumably on the rationale that at
some point they might copy some
copyrighted material on to it. The
manual for the Philips CDR 870
machine explains that you can only
record on to CD-R disks that are
marked ' digital audio' and ' for
consumer use'. It then explains:
With adisk carrying this mark...
the copyright fee has already been
paid to the copyright owner as
defined in the relevant copyright
law so that the user can record
music on it for personal use'.
It is right that you can't use other
disks. Inserting aCD-R sold for use
with acomputer CD-R drive just
results in amessage saying that the
disk is for data only. The price
difference is significant.
One of my main uses for the
machine is to archive valued
material of which no company
owns copyright.
In my case it is acollection of
Iranian folk music made in 1969 on
/in magnetic tape. Why should I
4
1
have to pay acopyright fee to do
this? For that matter, why should
anyone have to pay afee to make a
personal copy for his or her own
use, when this is already legal using
tape, on which no copyright is paid?
Who gets the fee?
Hilary Calvert, Tyne and Wear
ANALOGUE FACTS...
Dear Sir, In ' Comment'
(December) you say: ` Of course, the
enthusiasts' tiny island of analogue
audio is still insignificant in the
great world of consumer electronics,
and nobody seems to be able to
come up with any figures to prove
that there really is an analogue
revival'.
One need look no further than
page 65 of last November's
Stereophile, where Michael Fremer
presents the mid-year software
shipment figures from the
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Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA). In summary, the
figures the RIAA published are:
Overall CD shipments dropped
7.3%. Vinyl enjoyed a16.7% growth
in shipments (27.3% in dollar
value) — over 27% value growth
from aformat the record industry is
doing it's damnedest to kill off!
Just think what the figures would
be if vinyl were more readily
obtainable... Icould rant on for
ages, but I'll sign off with anod of
thanks to the enlightened record
companies — EMI, for example —
who still support us diehard
analogue lovers.
Richard Teer, Risc Key
Developments Ltd
...AND HOPES
Dear Sir, Your December
'Comment' about LP all-analogue
classics is really very good news. I
hope it will happen. There is no
rationale in spending thousand of
pounds for high-end CD transports
and converters just to have music
that never equals agood analogue
LP played on much cheaper
hardware. The high end is aniche
compared to consumer hi-fi. OK, if
there are customers for expensive
hardware for niche high end, then
surely there are many for high
quality analogue, which is essential
to listen to music the way it is.
Paolo Baiocchi, Parma, Italy
EXPENSIVE IDEA
Dear Sir, Iam very grateful to Barry
Fox for uncovering the details of
NorWeb's proposal to carry the
Internet on the mains supply
['Technology', January]. From the
newspaper coverage, Ihad assumed
that they had devised some method
of providing acheap, reliable service
at an acceptable speed. Icouldn't
quite see how, but feared the worst.
Now it's perfectly clear that it can
hardly be cheap with aseparate feed
being required on the consumer side
of the mains sub-station, which also
means it won't be universally
available in the short term. Nor is it
likely to be reliable if the glitches
and general filth on my mains
supply is anything to go by.
As to speed, wonderful news has
turned up in the computer press
with proposals for a1Mb modem
able to carry digital data and voice
simultaneously over ordinary
telephone wires, and set to kill
ISDN stone dead. It may be that we
can breathe again, even if it's too
early to lower our guard.
Finally, there is surely amistake
at the end of Barry Fox's article. I
can see how the proposed box
could lift Internet signals from the
mains supply, but Iwould be very

surprised if the same box was able
to clean the mains of such signals at
abelievable price. Perhaps we
could hear Ben Duncan's views on
the matter?
G Bird, London
PERFUNCTORY REMARKS
Dear Sir, After many years of
singular praise from your
publication for almost all Meridian's
products, Iwas extremely
disappointed with the rather
perfunctory dismissal afforded the
557 by Peter Comeau in HFNIRR
last May. Ihad put pen to paper in
the heat of passion after originally
reading this article, but later
abandoned the missive, deciding
instead to afford the matter similar
lack of recognition.
When Iopened my December
'97 issue, Idiscovered an almost
throwaway reference to the
Meridian in Alvin Gold's decidedly
strange review of the limited edition
Mission 750, wherein the 557 is
recognised as a ' master-amp'.
Thank you Alvin for giving this
wonderful-sounding amplifier due
respect, at least in passing. It is
most certainly not for everyone (for
astart you need to be fairly supple
to lift its 28kg mass), but as part of
awell balanced system it can sound
glorious. Ihave owned mine since
1996. Iheard it in the system which
Iuse now; and, sad though some
may think me, Ihave yet to hear a
better sounding one. (Iknow they
exist, but perhaps not in my price
range.) In fact Ihave been hoping
to add asecond one to get just that
little extra, neighbourhood-friendly
sound.
Iwill say in defence of the original
review that the 557 with a508-20 is
totally unforgiving of poor source
material, but for the best engineered
recordings the results are sublime,
no matter the vintage, and Ican
only praise Bob Stuart and his
colleagues for asuperb amplifier
design.
Ido have acriticism: on the
slightly flimsy back panel we have
the unforgivable plastic binding
posts! At this price level Iwould
expect gold-plated terminals and a
beefy mounting plate too. This does
not, however, detract from the
performance, which like all good hifi deserves to be auditioned. Iwill
close with aplea to keep up the
focus on analogue issues, and also a
request for more news on Einstein.
S Stuart, e-mail
HORN VIRTUES
Dear Sir, When will someone
publish the truth about horns?' asks
Mr Mate (`Views' Sept '97). The
truth is that the real value of good
7

It was 20 years ago today....

10

In November '77, the design team of Bob Stuart and Allen Boothroyd launched
their first Meridian product, an active loudspeaker of course!
Since then, Meridian Audio has continued to pioneer advanced audio design
in products such as the first high end CD player, the first CD transport,
the first DSP domestic loudspeaker, the first digital home theatre
and now, high end DVD.

Safeguard you ,investment, trust Meridian - the real leaders in audio and video
BOOTHREDYE) STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Limited
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED
Tel (0) 1480 434334 Fax (0) 1480 432948
http://www.meridian-audio.com
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horn speakers is not limited to large
venue, loud rock concerts as he
asserts, but also lies in the delicacy
of detail available in the intimacy of
aliving room at low listening levels.
There is adegree of truth in what
Mr Mates says, but he seems
unaware that careful design can
overcome most of his objections.
Problems of size, phasing and
timing can be negotiated. Indeed,
in your September ' Show Update'
(page 11) you quoted apress report
of our Virtuoso Gold model as
having 'the finesse of an
electrostatic and the timing of a
Rehdeko'. Not much of aproblem
here, surely?
Eric Thomas, Thomas
Transducers

'Having
made other
kit lcudspeakers, I
can honestly
say that I
h3ve never
eijoyed a
project so
much'

READERS'
LEITERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.
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A FINE KIT
Dear Sir, Congratulations to
yourselves and to Dave Berriman
on the excellent DBS7 loudspeaker
project [
HFNIRR Sept ' 97]. Having
made other kit loudspeakers, Ican
honestly say that Ihave never
enjoyed aproject so much: due in
the main to your excellent article
and in particular to the excellent tip
of getting your supplier to cut the
MDF for you. This makes the
cabinet construction simple for
those without asaw bench and
ultimately leads to amore
professional finish.
Ifollowed all instructions to the
letter, with the exception of the
MDF plinth for which Isubstituted
a40mm thick piece of solid ash (to
match the veneer) picked up for £8
from alocal sawmill. This Icut in
three strips, reversing the grain of
the middle strip before glueing, to
avoid warping; it was then shaped,
spiked and glued to the base.
But they don't just look good —
at atotal of around £ 350 their
sound betters by aconsiderable
margin apair of well reviewed
comercially available speakers
selling for over £750. (No names: I
want to sell them!)
Their character, or lack of
character, is of self-effacement, yet
the longer you listen the more you
realise that everything is there in
perfect balance. Bass is full yet fast
and agile, mid smooth and open,
and treble detailed yet not spotlit.
The tonal evenness is something
Igradually appreciated more and
more as Ilistened over the first
weeks after completion. This,
combined with their excellent pace,
timing and transparency, has meant
that the DBS7's have opened a
whole section of recordings that
simply sounded uninvolving or even
nasty before. Isuppose it's fair to
say that Ilike them!
Stephen Mills, Norfolk
APRIL 1998

GREATER EXPOSURE
Dear Sir, Iread with interest you
views on the Exposure CD player in
HFNIRR December. Ishare your
opinion in that it is avery natural
sounding player. Although it costs
£1050, Ifirmly believe it is the hi-fi
bargain of the year.
Ihave auditioned it against far
more expensive players including
Krell and Theta and to my ears it is
superior. The competition in its
own price-range, from the likes of
Audiolab, Naim and Meridian, just
does not compare.
My system consists of the
Exposure CD player, aThreshold
Forte Model Three power amplifier,
Mod Squad De Luxe Live Drive
and ATC lOs on Acoustic Energy
AEI stands.
My previous CD player was a
Teac VRDS 10, an excellent unit,
but the Exposure is avast
improvement in every way possible.
The bass response and treble are
very smooth indeed, and
reminiscent of aLinn LP12
turntable set up — you cannot get a
higher compliment than this. It is
very analogue-sounding and does
not strain on any type of material.
.
Particularly impressive is rock
music from the likes of Pink Floyd
and Rush. Iuse `Xanadu' from the
Rush album A Farewell to Kings as a
reference track when auditioning
equipment. Some equipment has
had me running out of the shop
because it could not handle Geddy
Lee's high pitched vocals or the
high transients this track contains.
The amount of detail the Exposure
extracts from this all-time classic
track is absolutely phenomenal.
This company has transformed
my musical collection and Iam
hearing things Ihave never heard
before.
IC Heading, Cambs
THE SHORT ANSWER
Dear Sir, Isuggest that you inform
Arthur Morley, Devon ['Views' Sept
'97], and other readers who listen to
Radio 3, that they may as well get
used to that ' Bloody Optimod
Compression on R3'.
In aletter from the BBC, in
response to my complaint that the
quality of transmissions of live
broadcasts from the 1997 Proms
was inferior to those of previous
years, although Idid not associate
the decline with Optimod, Iwas
informed thus: 'The use of Optimod
on Radio 3is very limited. A low
level of compression is applied
during " drive time" for that
majority of listeners travelling to
and from work, whose listening
enjoyment is impaired by
extraneous noise. Your views are

noted, but this policy decision is not
taken lightly and will not be
changed'.
G A Jolly, Essex
DOWN-TO-EARTH ARTICLES
Dear Sir, While the accountants
make up their minds how to
maximise profits from DVD at the
expense of technical excellence,
your readers equipped with separate
coaxially linked DACs who have yet
to implement Ben Duncan's DIY
Digital Link [
HFNIRR, Nov '97,
page 70, then December's ' Black
Box'] may be encouraged to do so
based on my own experience. Begin
by reading Ben's articles very
carefully: his attention to detail is
both valuable and commendable.
The improvement to sonics that
comes from removing all those
discontinuities (RCA phonos,
Mickey Mouse tracks on PCBs) by
hard-wiring the coaxial link between
the isolating transformers in the
transport and DAC is quite a
revelation — specifically, much
greater clarity, more authentic
character to voice and instruments,
whether it's pop, operetta, classical
or whatever, plus relaxing, emotive
communication. The foregoing presupposes that the interface AC
impedances are close to 75 ohms,
±0.5 ohms, but knowing how the
hi-fi industry stubbornly refuses to
acknowledge the importance of
match, we just have to assume that
is somewhere near — those of you
with access to appropriate test gear
might enlighten us.
Abandoning the sonically useless
mains earth and adding asound,
low-impedance silent earth/ground
to your CD ground plane is a
definite low-cost improvement.
Again, Ben's articles on grounding
techniques are comprehensively
covered in HFNIRR.
Additionally, the November
article stresses the importance of
true match between transport digital
out and DAC input in order to
minimise jitter. How can we be
absolutely sure that the impedances
at the transformer taps are atrue 75
ohms, thus ensuring optimum
transfer with minimum reflections?
Measuring impedance across the
spectrum requires asignal generator
and level measuring set and ahybrid
transformer: not the sort of kit to be
found is anormal domestic set-up.
G W Carman, Coventry
Ben Duncan replies
This is agood point. Ihope we can look
at some DIY accessible methods of RF
tuning of the SPDIF in/outs in alater
issue. If the process is simple enough, it
may be possible to tune-up with no test
gear, simply for best sonic resolution.
9
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Music's Finest Conductors
Audio Noie is the only High- End company to design and manufacture complete analogue and dital
systems . nhou. Our product range scans cartridges, tonearms, DACs, CD players, amphfiefs, loudspeakers,
speaker supports and cables plus a wide range of carefully selected high qual'N components,
The same sonic assessment criteria are app2ied to each individual component and therefo .e all our products will remain
consistent with each other regardless of price We regard the system as a whole where complementary design parameters
and thei ,realisation result in a level of emotional involvement and musical enjoyment unobtainable in other systems.
FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM
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Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unir C, Peacock Industrial Estate, Lyon Close, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

Web: www.audionote.co.uk
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JAG EXPANDS
QUAD AND
WHARFEDALE
RANGES
INTERNATIONAL Audio Group, the

panel principle, seen as a set of prototypes

new company formed in October 1997

intended for in-wall or in-ceiling application.
Wharfedale's NXT loudspeakers are expected
to be launched in the first half of 1998.
Following its acquisition by JAG, Quad is

and which now owns Wharfedale and
Quad, set out its stall at CES.
Extending Wharfedale's niche product lineup are the new £ 200 AVR-405 surroundsound Wharfedale receiver, the 16thanniversary Limited Edition Wharfedale
Diamond compact loudspeaker, and aset of
powered subwoofers. Three new Wharfedale
loudspeaker ranges, Opal, Emerald and
Sapphire, are intended to re-establish this
famous marque at the forefront of the
mainstream, stand/shelf hi-fi loudspeaker
market.
A technological
beacon
in
Wharfedale's product line-up at CES was
the
company's
first
generation
of
loudspeakers based on the licensed NXT flat

preparing to launch its ' third generation' of

DSP chip with 24-bit precision to support
Dolby Digital, DTS and MPEG2 decoding.
The DSP56362 chip expands the domain of
HDCD ( High Definition Compact Disc)
beyond its present CD and DIA converter
applications. While more than 100 models
of CD player and DIA converter now include

technology of the ESL- 63. Improved
structural rigidity and an upgraded power
supply are designed to give more dynamic
performance under conditions such as low
humidity environments. Launched in 1982,
the ESL63, with its coherent spherical
wavefront concept, is itself an evolution of

licensed HDCD digital filtering and decoding,
the new Motorola DSP56362HDCD opens
the way for manufacturers of Home Theatre
A/V receivers, DVD-Video players and car
audio components to include HDCD
processing for improved CD playback
performance. Further details from Pacific
Microsonics/HDCD, + 1860 542 1234.

JBL's latest portable music system, the Harmony,
combines many aspects of component hi-fi in an
innovative £ 350 package, which is said to be far
more flexible than even the most upmarket
`ghettoblaster', or any affordable mini- component
hi-fi system. Featuring 40W active loudspeakers, a
CD player, and 8- preset FM/AM RDS tuner, the
Harmony may be operated from a wide range of
power sources, including car cigar- lighter socket
and the rechargeable batteries supplied. Two alarms
can be assigned to either CD or tuner, the clock programmed for snooze or sleep
functions. Flexiblility is further enhanced by the Harmony's provision of inputs
for TV, multimedia computer, stereo VCR and one other line level source. For
further information contact JBL's UK distributor, Gamepath Ltd, 01908 322'04.

ATC loudspeakers have been selected
by ateam at Abbey Road Studios,
London for use in monitoring the
soundtracks for movie and compact
disc releases of Brassed Off, and the
movie soundtracks of GI Jane, Lawn
Dogs, Desperate Measures as well as
the new movie Dark Cily.
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• See Lw Vegas show report, page 56.

new full- range electrostatic models are
anticipated: the ESL988 and ESL989 are
both based on the exclusive patented

JBL PUTS HARMONY INTO
NEW LIFESTYLE SYSTEM

ATC AT ABBEY
ROAD STUDIOS

full-range electrostatic loudspeaker. Further
details on the new models from Wharfedale.
01480 431737 and Quad, 01480 447 700.

electrostatic loudspeakers and a 77 system
replacement, known as the 99 Series. Two

HDCD GETS READY FOR DVD ERA
MOTOROLA has developed an HDCD

the original ( 1957) Quad ESL, widely
regarded as the world's first high-performance

CELESTION PLUGS
A-SERIES SPEAKERS
INTO AV

CELESTION has diversified its A-Series
loudspeaker range to include acentre
channel, dipole surround and powered
subwoofer, enabling step-by-step system
evolution to full 5.1 channel AV capability.
Retailing at £500 per pair, the three-way
A4c centre channel model combines an
A series 25mm Titanium dome tweeter with
injection moulded bass and midrange
drivers (apair of 165mm units and a
single 110mm unit). A pair of A5r
surround channel compact speakers, which
operate as dipoles above 200Hz and
bipolar radiators below 200Hz, retails for
£600. Two 250rrtm rigid fibre cone
magnetically- shielded bass units and a
built-in 200W power amplifier help the
A6s subwoofer reach up to 116dB sound
output. Celestion proclaims 29Hz bass
extension for the A6s, which retails for
£800. The A4c speaker is finished in
Video Grey, the A5r in Video Grey or
white, and the A6s in black. Further details
from Cele%tion, 01622 687442

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
24 28 APRIL SIM Hi Fi

Consumer Electronics, Milan,
Italy. Contact 0171 354 8855.
21 24 MAY High End Show,
Hotel Kempinski, Frankfurt,
Germany. Contact The High End
Society, +49 202 70 2022.
10 14 JUNE The Home Theater
& Specialty Audio Show, Los
Angeles Airport Hotel, sponsored

by Stereophiie magazine
Contact + 1914 476 3157.
15 18 AUGUST Hi Tech
Consumer Electronics Show, •
Hong Kong, +852 2591 9823.
17 20 SEPTEMBI R The Hi Fi
Show, Ramada Hotel, Heathrow,
London ( 17- 18th, trade oily),
sponsored by HFN/RIQ Contact
Janet Belton on 0181 686 2599.

24 27 SEPTEMBER Live 98

Earls Court, London Contact
0181 742 2828.
22 26 SEPTEMBER CEM
Consumer Electronics, Moscow,
Russia. Contact + 1203
8341122.
13 1e °CLOSER Hong Kong
Electronics Fair. Conrad 0171
828 1661

lI

the best hi-fi a home cinema

deserves

the best service
me*

• Authorised main dealer for over
100 leading manufacturers.
• 4 branches covering the M25.

• Twelve demonstration lounges single speaker dems and Multi
room aspeciality.
• Qualified information
and advice.
• Dedicated design and

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535

installation service.
• Interest free credit facilities+

Edgware Branch

Musical Images
45 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 TRH
Tel: 0181 569 5802
Hounslow Branch

• Open 7 days aweek
• ' London's Premier AV place'
Home Entertainment Magazine on
Musical Images, Covent Garden.

Covent Garden Branch
linajes
18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346

BAD.C‘

Beckenham Branch
Minrcal linajes
126 High Sheet,
Beckenham,
Kerr BR3 1E -D
Tel: 0181 663 377/

Open Sundays

1111

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

Musical Images is an authorised main dealer for over 100 leading manufacturers
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news
NAIM ADDS HDCD PLAYER
NAIM AUDIO'S new HDCDequipped CDX CD player, which
is based on the latest CD7 Philips
transport, retains Naim's own
unique, unmotorised, hinged
loading-drawer mechanism.
A total of 20 low noise regulated
power supplies on the main circuit
board, plus separate servo and display
board power supplies are fitted. For
upgraders, Naim's new XPS, astandalone very low noise power supply, is
scheduled for launch this Spring. Later in the
year, look out for revisions to the flagship Nairn
CD player, the CDS. The plan is to ensure
compatibility of CDS and XPS, clearing the way
for asmooth, staged longterm upgrade path

from CDX to CDS/XPS. Approximate price for
the CDX is expected to be in the region of
£2000 to £2200. No price has yet been set for
the XPS. For further information contact Nairn
Audio Ltd, 01722 332266.

AUDIOVECTOR BACK IN UK
DANISH speaker manufacturer
Audiovector's high sensitivity
designs are back in the UK,
represented by Glaive Ltd. Three
series of bookshelf/ standmount
and floor standing models are
available. The M1 bookshelf series
features three bi-wireable models,
the basic Ml, MI Super and MI
Signature (prices range from £759
to £ 1449 per pair), each
containing acompression treble
driver. The two-way floor standing
M2, and three-way M3 and M3
Signature range in price from
£1399 to £2499 per pair. Active
versions of the Signature models
are expected to be introduced later
this year. Glaive has set up a
customer registration service, which
will have the effect of entitling existing owners to extend
their warranty. Glaive will also be able to supplythese
owners with upgrade kits for older models. For further
information contact Glaive Ltd, 01622 664070.

HARMAN/KARDON
DOLBY DIGITAL
RECEIVERS READY
FOR DVD IN EUROPE
TWO NEW Harman/Kardon Dolby
Digital AV receivers are designed to
accept multiple source formats and
produce ahefty power output. The
flagship AVR85 and the AVR75
stablemate have been launched in the
UK following the announcement that
Dolby Digital has been agreed as part
of the revised mandated standard for
European DVD-V players. Rated,
respectively, at 85W and 65W per five
discrete channels, the AVR85 and
AVR75 accept five A/V and three
audio-only inputs and provide three
audio-only outputs. Six S-Video
connections are fitted. Prices are
£1199.99 for AVR85 and £899.99 for
AVR75.
Further
details
from
Harman/Kardon's UK distributor,
Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.

ALPHASON HOT RODS
SUPPORT SPEAKERS
ALPHASON's unique tension-rod construction, designed
to tackle the problems of rigidity and resonance
susceptibility, is akey ingredient in its two new loudspeaker
stands, the Akros I (£49/pair) and II (£59/pair). The single
column of Akros Iand twin columns of Akros II support
loudspeakers and provide pathways for loudspeaker cables
to be routed; the Aluns II design allows separate routing
for the twin lengths of bi-wire or bi-amping speaker cable.
Soft PVC floor protectors are provided as well as carpetpiercing floor spikes. Alphason Designs, 01942 678000.

KEF'S THX
SURROUND
SPEAKERS
USING its UniQ driver technology,
KEF has developed aTHX surroundsound loudspeaker system designed
to Reference Series standards. The
hand-built seven-speaker package,
which retails for £3094, may also be
purchased incrementally. Front centre
(TDM23C) and front lefüright
(TDM 23F) units are priced at £399
each, while the TDM 34DS surround
channel -dipoles are £699 per pair.
Completing the system, the TDM
45B active subwoofer sells at £799.
Each
three-way
front-channel
loudspeaker is packed with drivers:
a 19mm Ferrofluid-cooled soft dome
tweeter, twin 80mm midrange units
and twin ' racetrack' bass drivers,
mounted in discrete enclosures.
Fourth generation 160mm twin UniQ mid/treble drivers and aracetrack
bass driver are fitted to the three-way
TDM 34DS dipole. At the heart of
the TDM 45B sealed box subwoofer
is a 300W power amp driving
375mm long throw bass driver.
Further details from KEF Audio
(UK) Ltd, 01622672261.
HANDYLINK,
from Labgear,
seen on the
right, is anew
remow-control
add-on,
designed to
enable easy
remote
switching of
satellite
channels and
video operation
in amulti-room
set-up, Call
Labgear on
0800 616481.

IL MAESTRO JOINS FLAT- PANEL LOUDSPEAKER FRAY
has
developed an intriguing full-range flat
panel loudspeaker system said to be based
on bending-wave technology. The company
also produces azero feedback, Class A
pre/power amplifier to match. Alk 1.5mm
thick membrane-covered, transparent acrylic
plate is set into motion by acentrally-

A SPECIALIST Swiss firm, Il Maestro,

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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placed electrodynamic driver such that the
vibrations reduce in amplitude towards the
periphery. This is said to prevent the
formation of standing waves and eliminate
the possibility of edge reflections. II
Maestro's founder and designer, Dr
Giorgio Csikos, uses the slogan 'for your
ears only', to promote his remote-controlled

high end designs. Made entirely in
Switzerland, the total loudspeaker/amplifier
combination is priced at £ 3,500. The
technology and design of II Maestro's flat
panel loudspeakers are apparently not
related to the distributed-mode flat-panel
deveroped and licensed by NXT. More
details from 0Maestro, +41 91 751 9431.
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probably the two best specialist retailers of hi-fi
and home cinema equipment - give independent
advice, excellent deals and a level of after sales
service that keeps customers
returning
year after
year.
We are not
just the same
as other
dealers, so
THE UL TIM
why not send
for our full
brochure to
see why.

BRISTOL
65 Park Street
Tel: 0117 926 4975

BASINGSTOKE
4 Feathers Lane
Tel: 01256 324311

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

CARDIFF
134/136 Crwys Road
Tel: 01222 228565

BRENTWOOD
30 Crown Street
Tel: 01277 264730

APOLLO

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

AUDIOLAB

CAMBERLEY
173-175 London Road
Tel: 01276 685597

B&W

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

CELESTION

Ask for your
free copy of
MUSIC AT
HOME
The Ultimate
Guide

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

CHESTER
88/90 Boughton
Tel: 01244 345576
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

EXETER
156 Sidwell Street
Tel: 01392 491194
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

GLOUCESTER
58 Bristol Road
Tel: 01452 300046

HI-FI SYSTEMS HI-FI SEPARATES AMPUFIERS CD PLAYE
LOUDSPEAKERS MULTI-ROOM SYSTEMS HOME CINEMA
ACCESSORIES LIFESTYLE SYSTEMS

8am - lOpm 7 days a week (UK only)
Or return the FREEPOST coupon below
• 47 years of experience
• authorised dealers
• full demonstration facilities
• 7day exchanges
• 30 day no charge upgrades
CeepEtAr)1\
• interest free credit
• part exchange
• 3year guarantee on hi-fi separates and systems
• home loans and home dems
d. •••

tern%

ENFIELD
159a Chase Side
Tel: 0181 367 3132
Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

PRESTON
131 Friargate
Tel: 01772 253057

GANTS HILL
442-444 Cranbrook Rd
Tel: 0181 518 0915

SWANSEA
9 High Street
Tel: 01792 474608
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Sound
woW SI T

Tues - Fri 10am -6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

LONDON
WEST HAMPSTEAD
190 West End Lane
Tel: 0171 794 7848
Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

OXFORD
19 Old High Street,
Headington
Tel: 01865 765961

R

N

WORCESTER
Independence House
The Trinity
Tel: 01905 619059
Tues - Sat3 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

All shops are closed on
Mondays.
• Please send me my FREE copy of
▪
• MUSIC AT HOME - The Ultimate Guide

Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

tEr FREEPHONE 0500 101501

CHELTENHAM
40/42 Albion Street
Tel: 01242 583960

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

READING
4 Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall
Tel: 0118 958 5463

MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:
ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
ACOUSTIC
PRECISION
ALPHASON
ARCAM
ATACAMA
AUDIOQUEST
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CHORD
CYRUS
DE NON
DENSEN
DYNAUDIO
DYNAVECTOR
EPOS
GRADO
KEF
LINN
LOEVVE
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNTSHORT
NAD
NAIM
ONKYO
ORELLE / XTC
PANASONIC
PIONEER
PROAC
PRO-JECT
QED
QUAD
QUADRASPIRE
REGA
BEL
ROKSAN
ROTEL
ROYD

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

RUARK

SWINDON
60 Fleet Street
Tel: 01793 538222

SONY

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late 'til 8pm

SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
SOUND STYLE
STANDS UNIQUE
TALK
ELECTRONICS
TANNOY

(
UK only)

For the very latest information please check our web sites at
www.audio-t.co.uk and www.audio-excellence.co.uk

NAME
▪ ADDRESS
•

PRICE PROMISE
* You won't find better sound.

Music at Home HFN4, Freepost LV1747, Abingdon, OX14 4Y0

TDK
TEAC
TECHNICS

* You won't find better service.

POST CODE

TARGET

* But if you find abetter deal,
let us know and as long as we
can verify it we'll be happy
to match it.

VAN DEN HUL
YAMAHA
Not all products
are stocked by
every shop
so please check
with your local
branch befora
travelling

news
NEW LOW PRICE FOR
SONY PRO DAT
SONY's latest professional DAT recorder, available to UK 'pro' buyers,
shows adramatic cost reduction compared with all previous models.
Selling through anationwide network of specialist HHB DAT stockists, at
just £799, the PCM-R300 is designed as alow-cost professional mastering
recorder for recording musicians and project studios. Unlike the Sony DTC
range of DAT recorders, which it replaces, the PCM-R300 is not fitted with
the Serial Copy Management System and can thus be used to copy freely
in the digital domain. It is the absence of SCMS that defines the recorder
as a ' professional' rather than a ' consumer' product, hence its restricted
distribution. More details from HHB Communications Ltd, 0181-962 5000.

SECOND PANASONIC DVD-V
PLAYER INCLUDES MPEG2 SOUND
PANASONIC has
introduced its
second DVD player,
the DVD-A350
which, unlike the
debut DVD-Al 00
model, includes
both MPEG2 and
Dolby Digital (AC3) surround sound
decoders. Any combination of 16, 20 or 24- bit word length, at 48kHz or
96kHz sample frequency, may be replayed. Using aVirtual Battery
operation power supply, borrowed from Technics' hi-fi amplifier designs,
the DVD-A350 can be expected to achieve stable, two-channel stereo and
multi-channel sound. Compatible with PAL and NTSC DVD discs with
suitable regional codes, the DVD-A350 also replays audio compact discs
and Video CDs. Further details from Panasonic UK, 0990 357357.

ATC ACTIVATES
SCM20 TOWER

ATC has developed an active version of
the SCM2OT floorstanding loudspeaker,
the SCM2OSL TA at abasic price of
£3750 per pair. Advantages said to
accrue from its built-in power amplifiers
and electronic crossovers include:
improved frequency response accuracy;
phase correction across the crossover
region; reduced power amp distortions;
and overall cost-effectiveness. Standard
and special finishes include Cherry,
Walnut, Black Ash, Rosewood and
Piano Black. Call ATC, 01285 760561.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
BADA dealers, Audio Designs of East
Grinstead, Billy Vee of London SE13, Jeffries
Hi Fi of Eastbourne and Brighton, Phase 3of
Worthing and Powerplant of Brighton will
provide service and guarantee support for
customers of Vi Hi Fi, the Kent dealer which
recently closed due to the owner's ill health .
BSI has published BS 6840: Sound System
Equipment and BS6840-4:1997 ( IEC 602684:1997), the latter superseding BS 6840-4:
1987 and recommending characteristics to
be specified and methods of measurement
for sound system microphones.
CITIZEN'S CBM888V, a £450 portable
MPEG 2.0 video CD player, is designed to
play specifically-authored MPEG material
such as company videos, sales presentations,
video CD films and CD-Audio discs. UK
distributor: GB Consultancy, 01869 233200.
DENSEN claim to be one of the first
specialist hi-fi manufacturers to install
Siemens MS-90 SMD pick-and-place robot
insertion machines in its production line,
maintaining high standards in surface-mount
PCBs fitted to products such as the BEAT
B400 CD player and BEAT 200 pre-amp
due later this year. Densen, +45 75181214
GECKO INC is anew UK company formed
to distribute Miller and Kreisel
subwoofer/satellite systems, Definitive
Technology bipolar speakers and the
Millenium DTS processor. More information
from Gecko Ltd on 01273 233021.
JBL has anew surround speaker package
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using four CM52 satellite speakers, based on
the well-known Control 1format but with
improved drivers which offer higher
sensitivity. The Control Center centre channel
speaker and Sub 10 active sub complete
the£699.99 Control 52 package. JBL's UK
distributor is Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.
KOPPERAE has developed the CD Roof, a
new anti-vibration, anti RF interference
Medite slab/copper sheet accessory which
retails for £49.95. Call 017970 654356.
NXT technology has gained awider range
of application, following adeal between
NXT ( New Transducers Ltd), and Waves, one
of the leading software suppliers of signal
processing and user interfaces for Windows
and Macintosh pro audio/multimedia
markets. Contact NXT on 01480 451777.
PENTACONE, the Batley-based hi-fi
manufacturer, is using its new website
http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com//nlm to
promote its hi-fi tweaking/System
Harmonising service. Tel: 01924 445039

PHAZE AUDIO, manufacturer of Tube
Driver hybrid amps and accessories for car
audio, has acquired the prestigious brand
Precision Power. Call + 1602 461 9559.
PHONOGRAPHY, a new specialist hi-fi
shop stacking Arcam, Chord Co,
Dynavector, Naim, Rega, Shahinian and
other brands has opened at 2Star Lane,
Ringwood, Hants. Call 01425 461230.
PIONEER has four new packaged car
speaker systems, ranging from £ 110 to
£250, combining the award-winning TSW302C and TS-W252C subwoofers with full
range enclosures. Call 01753 789895.
SCR, the French firm, has made its new
wide-ranging line of high quality capacitors
designed for audio filtering purposes
available through Wilmslow Audio. For more
information call 01455 286 603.
STEWART SCREENS, the leading US
projection screen manufacturer has
appointed Anders + Kern (A + K) to
distribute its full range in the UK. For more
information call 01638 510900.
STRAIGHTINIRE has published its new
four- page, colour newsletter, detailing the
four-tie- structure of its interconnect and
loudspeaker cable range covering entry level
to high end products. Call 01423 359054.
SVETLANA'S new SV572 group of four
small 211-type triode valves ( pictured
above, capable of 125W plate dissipation,
are available in limited quantities. For more
details call +650 233 0429.
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Our cover CD really is a true 'hife recording,
not least because the soloist, Antony Michaelson is the
founder of a successful British hi-fi company
by JAMES M HUGHES

to use the main pair only, adding spot
mics for Antony to bring the clarinet into
focus and centre it in the stereo mix.
The sessions started around 10.30am
with a complete run through of the first
movement. As the musicians played live
in the hall, we listened to a direct feed
from the mixer via a pair of Quad ESL63s driven by EAR 549 power amps.'The
sound in the control room was sweet and
luscious, with a nice honeyed quality to
the strings. Volume levels were similar to
those one might opt for at home, and the
tonal balance had a pleasant ' woody'
quality very close to the timbre of the
orchestra heard live in the hall. Overall,
the sound was pretty good, but Tony
wasn't completely happy.
He wanted acoustic screens placed
behind the horns to focus their sound
more and stop it flying all over the place.
He also closed the curtains at the back of
the hall to dampen reverberation. These
changes made, producer Michael Ponder
announced Take One and at five minutes
to eleven the recording began. Perhaps
the sight of the red recording light created
afew jitters; the orchestral playing seemed
marginally less relaxed than it had been,
and Antony made a few slight fluffs. But
within minutes confidence returned, and
things were soon flying along.
In the control room Tony and Michael
listened intently on headphones, Michael

W

ell, how are you then? The
greeting was warm, the
handshake
firm
and
welcoming; if Musical Fidelity's
founder and MD Antony Michaelson
was nervous it definitely didn't show.
He was striding around London's
Henry Wood Hall, looking confident
and jovial, waiting to record Mozart's
clarinet concerto.
This relaxed demeanor certainly
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spoken to on the phone acouple of weeks
earlier. Then, he was anything but
relaxed, as though the enormity of the
task ahead had suddenly dawned. 'What
have Ilet myself in for?', he asked. Would
he be able to play the work well enough?
How could he, an amateur, stand there
and play with professional musicians?
Although technically not the most
challenging work in the repetoire, Mozart's
great clarinet concerto is certainly among
the most difficult to interpret musically.
Antony mastered the notes long ago; it was
questions of interpretation that concerned
him — the endless expressive possibilities
that confront all performers when faced
with agreat masterpiece. And his concerns
were heightened because this wasn't just a
single performance, heard once; he was
preparing for arecording — it had to be
right.
Tony Faulkner was balance
engineer, ably assisted by Michael
Dutton of Dutton Labs fame, and
he'd already set up his equipment
several hours before recording was
î
due to start. At first glance, it
looked as if five or six spot mics
were being used in addition to the
main stereo pair, but these ' extras'
had only been put out in case
balance difficulties arose that needed
putting right quickly. Tony was happy

marking points in the score where he
might want aretake. Antony seemed to be
playing very well, and his clarinet
sounded good on the Quads — rich and
warm- toned, yet articulate, with a
pungent woody low register and brilliant
liquid highs. He'd only recently
(September 1997) taken delivery of anew
set of clarinets made specially for him fQr
him in Chile, and this was their baptism
of fire. A second play-through of the fire
movement completed, Antony, conductor
Robert Bailey, and several members of the
orchestra came into the control room for
aplayback.
As they listened, there were discussions
as to how the performance might be
improved — details that needed sorting
out. Meanwhile, Tony took the
opportunity to make further changes,
moving the main microphones forward a
few inches. At 11.20, asecond take of the
first movement commenced. The sound
was noticeably better; sharper and more
focused, but not drier. Stereo separation
seemed a bit wider too, and the sound
had more of a wrap- around threedimensional quality. Cellos and basses
were cutting through clearly, while
tonally the sound had a more luminous
holographic quality. The playing was
better too: more alert and precise, and at
aslightly faster tempo.
With a good overall take of the first
movement in the can, producer Michael
Ponder began to concentrate on specific
details. His psychology in handling
orchestra and soloist was sometimes quite
funny. ` Wonderful! Now just one more

•
•
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time for luck...' It's coming along nicely,
but Iwouldn't mind hearing it once
again...'. Later, he remarked to Tony that
it was fast approaching lunchtime and the
playing had lost its edge slightly. MP: ` It
always happens at this time — it droops
— Idon't know what one can do'. TF:
(drily) ' Threaten to shoot them...' MP:
(ignoring this last remark) ' It happens
with every orchestra around the world
I've ever worked with'. TF: ' Maybe it's
just when they work with you, Michael!'.
At the end of the morning session,
conductor Robert Bailey bounded into
the control room, looked at the orchestra
on the CCTV monitor chatting among
themselves, and boomed 'Turn the sound
up — Iwant to hear them bitching about
me!'. Significantly, Antony avoided
playbacks after the first one; he said it was
because (like many musicians) he didn't
much like his sound — rather in the way
many people don't like (or recognise) the
sound of their own voice when recorded.
Robert advised him to put himself in the
hands of the producer and trust his
judgement on matters musical.
Something very noticeable with these
sessions was the way the technical process
was totally subordinate to the music and
performance. After the sessions, Tony
said he always tried to minimise time
spent on the technicalities of recording.
He preferred everyone to concentrate on
musical problems, not technical ones. It's
difficult to retain freshness at the end of a
long session, especially when everyone's
tired and starting to lose concentration.
Hence the importance of quickly getting
the sound right.
The sessions were relaxed and happy,
with much good natured banter between
musicians and control room. As leader
Adrian Levine delicately put it: ' Stop us if
you have to — scream obscenities over

leaders that they play the Shostakovich
together as aquartet — just for the hell of
it. And they did.
It was perhaps just as well the recording
finished ahead of time. At the end Antony
looked drained, yet elated, rather like
someone who'd just run a marathon. He
was happy it was over, relieved it had all
gone so well, and kept repeating: ' I've
done it, I've done it!'. In the control room

the recording was being checked to make
sure everything was okay. Ahead lay the
task of editing the tapes and selecting the
best takes . But Antony didn't stay to hear
the recording; he'd had enough for one
day!
Tony Faulkner recorded using two
Tascam digital recorders configured to
give 24-bit resolution. Additionally, a
DAT machine was used in parallel for

Cut out this panel and fold it to fit in a standard CD jewel case
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Robert Bailey Conductor

filler for the Mozart. Originally, Antony
hoped to record Weber's Second Clarinet
Concerto, but wisely decided to
concentrate solely on the Mozart. The
Weber hasn't been ruled out though; it's
pencilled in for some time in 1998.
The Mozart sessions went went very
smoothly — so smoothly, the recording
was completed about an hour and a half
earlier than expected. Naturally, most of
the musicians packed up and went home,
but Iwas impressed when cellist Andrea
Hess suggested to the other string section

MUSICAL FIDELITY

the talkback!'. Although the orchestral
players were all top freelancers, paid to
perform, their approach was spirited and
involved, as though it was more than just
a day's work. Quite apart from main
business of the day — recording the
Mozart — the recording witnessed the
birth of a new ensemble — The
Michelangelo Chamber Orchestra.
The Mozart was recorded on Friday
7th of November; on Saturday the 8th,
the strings of the Michelangelo chamber
orchestra returned to record Rudolf
Barshai's orchestral arrangement of
Shostakovich's Eighth String Quartet — a
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The greatest concerto written for the clarinet, and probably for any wind instrument, this was the

O

last major work Mozart composed. It was completed in Vienna in October 1791.

Antony Michaelson, Clarinet
Is the founder and managing director of Musical Fidelity Limited, which manufactures hi-fi
equipment for demanding listeners. At the age of 15, he was introduced to the clarinet

The concerto is in three movements. The greatest weight is in the first movement, which contains

and fek an immediate affinity for the instrument, for which he displayed natural ability.

awealth of melodic and harmonic material.The second movement is woven of beautiful melodies,

He studied at Trinity College of Music, London, where he was taught by Keith Puddy,

seemingly lit from within with agentle melancholy.The last movement is abright, cheerful rondo

John McCaw and more recently Thea King. During the last 15 years, he has devoted his

which regularly shifts to much darker and more disturbing hues. No full autograph score exists for

efforts to Musical Fidelity. He has only recently resumed his practice of the clarinet.

this concerto, which was written for Anton Stadler. Stadler invented an instrument, called the
Robert Bailey, Conductor

basset clarinet, which had agreater range in the lower register than the standard clarinet.

Born in Northampton and studied cello and piano at the Guildhall School of Music and

The only manuscript which exists in Mozart's hand is of 199 bars, written for an instrument with a

Drama. He won all the prizes available to acellist and was awarded the Concert recital

range similar to that of the basset clarinet. From this, it is possible to deduce Mozart's intentions

Diploma. As aconductor Robert Bailey was recently appointed principal Conductor of

for many passages not available in his hand. Generally, this concerto is performed using an edition
based upon one published by Andre in 1801, for clarinet in A. Several passages had been
re-written, or transposed up an octave, as the ordinary instrument does not have the range of the
basset clarinet.

the Locrian Chamber Orchestra with whom he gives regular performances at St Martin in
the Fields. He has further received award from the Wally Crater foundation and the
Rogers Estate and has studied with Bernard Keefe and Barry Werdsworth.

Adrian Levine, Violin
After studying at the Royal Academy of Music, Adrian Levine joined the English

In this performance, the soloist has, wherever possible and musically appropriate, altered Andres
arrangement to use the lowest range of the clarinet in A.

Chamber Orchestra, leaving after 3years. to lead the Amphion String Quartet, then
resident at Liverpool University. In 1985 he was invited to share the front desk of the
Academy of St Martin-in-the Fields, appearing regularly as leader and soloist before
becoming Associate Leader of the Philharmonia Orchestra in 1990. In 1992 he was
appointed Leader of the Rome Opera House. He now freelances in London.

(
1
)
The clarinet used in this recording is unique. It was manufactured in Chile by the
virtuoso clarinettist and clarinet- maker. Luis Rossi. The instrument embodies ideas from
the greatest English clarinets of the early 1930s. and is notable for its wide dynamic
range and velvety sound quality.
This recording was made by Tony Faulkner. using the Sony OSO system.
This is the first recording using this system to be made outside lapan.
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THE TECHNICAL STORY...
How do you get the best sound for your artists?
Here's the full story and an explanation of what makes
this FREE disc a hi-fi reference CD
by TONY FAULKNER

W

hen you buy aregular CD of a
well known classical piece, it
does not usually come with a
free hi-fi magazine. Also, a Mozart CD
booklet would seldom carry much technical
information, because most classical CDs are
bought by people primarily interested in the
music or the performer. Knowing that you
must be an audio enthusiast to have got this
far, you need some technical details about
the recording.
Musical Fidelity's Antony Michaelson
wanted this to be a recording made as
simply as possible — straight to stereo, no
multitrack, no phony echo, no messing
around with dynamics. This required an
orchestra with a good sound of its own
without needing technical ' dirty tricks': we
hand-picked London's top chamber

face the conductor from the left side. This
set-up meant that soloist, conductor and
orchestra could see and hear each other
much more easily than in a concert.
Unfortunately,
the
non-standard
arrangement meant that the stereo image
picked up by our main pair of microphones
was not ideal as far as the soloist was
concerned, and we needed to use a tiny
amount of sound from some extra
microphones to locate the solo clarinet
satisfactorily.
For the soloist, we mixed in a small
amount of apair of Neumann KM130s,
small modern mics from the Model 100
range. They are very useful microphones
and sounded good partners to the M250cs
in this application. The soloist's pair of
microphones was added at around - 26dB
(ref. main stereo pair) using our DDA
Interface mixer. The level was determined
to keep the perceived image of the soloist
around midway between the speakers
without the centre image collapsing to
mono.
The console output was fed via van den

orchestra players.
The next essential was asuitable hall with
a pleasing acoustic of its own and an
environment not too polluted by outside
noises: increasingly ahazard when recording
in acity. We decided on Henry Wood Hall
in Southwark, aconverted church used by
Hul carbon-fibre balanced cable to aDCS
all the major classical labels, and which has
analogue-to-digital converter set to 44.1k
awarm acoustic.
sampling rate (64-times oversampled) and
For the recording we used amain stereo
24-bit output word-length. Although the
pair of Neumann M250c valve microphones
mounted on awide AEA stereo bar, on a A/D converter achieves anoise-floor closer
to 20-bit in absolute terms, the linearity is
large boom stand located just behind the
excellent. Further, our recorders and editing
conductor. Many recording purists insist on
system can handle 24-bit word lengths with
using a pair of coincident directional
no more trouble than 20-bit, so we might as
microphones, rather than M250cs, but my
well record the full 24 bits. The data was
experience with Henry Wood Hall is that
fed to a Prism MR2024 encoder, which
much of the warmth and ambience gets lost
takes each 24-bit sample and breaks it into
when Iuse, say, crossed figure- of-eights.
two separate shorter length words for
My microphones originated from RCA's
recording on different 16-bit tracks of an
New York Studios and were used originally
unmodified digital multitrack recorder. This
by Lewis Leyton, the legendary RCA
way astudio can record 24-bit digital audio
engineer who did spectacular recordings in
with no ' smoke and mirror' data
the US during the 1960s.
compression systems; the only penalty is
The output of the old valve Neumann
mics was fed to EAR valve pre400 secs
secs
100 secs
200 secs
300 secs
I •
II
amplifiers through 5 metre lengths
ma...utter, te tt el
4dEtt,
76 , ect
7•.iEe,
of Chris Bryant's single strand
oxygen- free silver, wired direct
from the microphone's Tuchel
connectors. The line level output
of the EARs went direct into the
control room via balanced Belden
copper cabling.
In a public concert the soloist
would normally face the audience,
next to the conductor. Since there
was no paying audience in Henry
Wood Hall for our recording
sessions, we suggested that Antony
Michaelson look the other way and
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Mozart Clarinet Concerto 3rd movement
(peak levels) left channel
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that what was once an eight track 16-bit
recorder becomes just afour track 24-bit
recorder. For this recording we used two
parallel Tascam DA88 recorders with preformatted Sony HMEX90 metal evaporated
Hi8 tapes.
Monitoring
was
Quad
Proti3
Electrostatics driven,by two heavy EAR
valve monoblock power amplifiers.
Although there are professional 24- hit
digital to analogue converters, on sessions I
normally still use a 16-bit Marantz CDA94
plus aMeridian 618 to redither the 24-bit
digital audio to 16-bit.
The final technical link in the chain is
editing. No artistes are permanently
infallible technically, and editing is an
unavoidable fact of life, even if it is just
compiling the individual best performances
of each piece. We used the British PC based
SADiE editing system, which records the
24-bit audio on to SCSI disks. The final 16bit CD manufacturing master-tape was
redithered to 16-bit using aMeridian 618
set to flat dither.
Throughout this recording the relative
levels
remained
unaltered.
The
accompanying graph tracks the volume level
throughout the third and final movement.
The figures are all unweighted and show a
total recorded acoustic dynamic range of
around 52dB, with the background level set
not by electronic artefacts like hiss or hum
rather the acoustic room-tone and rumbles
of the hall itself. Noise-weighting of the
hall's ambient noise in musical silence
would probably increase the measured
dynamic range to 65dB or more, depending
on the bass roll-off of the chosen curve.
Peak to mean ratio of the music appears to
be around 15dB. The figures for afull size
orchestra including percussion or chorus
would be up to 20dB greater than
soi: secs
I
those for this chamber orchestra,
e
whose peaks are relatively tame for
good musical reasons.
As already reported by JMH, we
future-proofed Musical Fidelity's
recording by running the very
impressive Sony- Philips 2.132MHz
sampling
DSD
prototype
recording system in parallel with
our 44K1 recorders. Let us hope
audiophiles do not have to wait too
long before enjoying the benefits of
high definition digital audio like
this at home, it is worryingly easy
to listen to.
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422 .Richmond Road, East Tickenham, Middlesex. TVV1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

AVAILABLE WITH 0% FINANCE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
MAIL ORDER FACILITY
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab, Audio Research, B&W, Bose, Copland, Castle,
Denon, Dwin, Krell, KEF, Meridian Marantz, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan, Nakamichi, NHT, Pioneer, RCF, REL,
Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, Theta, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pm Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment

technology

Early
adopters
beware!
'hose firstgeneration
DVD players
aren't ready
to play DS
sound:
and getting
a CD-FtOM
recorder
to record
musk; tmin
be a
nightmare

I

n January Yamaha announced
the ' flagship' DSP-Al, which is
'ready for anything'. The price is
£1600 and availability was to be 'late
February'. The new 7-channel home
cinema amplifier ' will allow a
consumer to choose aDolby Digital,
DTS or MPEG disc, and get the
finest performance available from...
DVD video discs'.
Although Yamaha very honestly
admits that MPEG surround playback
will need ' a compatible MPEG
decode? (not yet available) there is no
such honest admission over DTS
compatibility. Only when pushed does
Yamaha admit that none of
the first-generation
DVD
players,
already sold, in
shops or in the
distribution pipeline,
will work with the
DSP-Al to decode
DTS. The digital outp
on existing players do not pass the
DTS bitstream intact so adecoder.
The same thing happened at the
American launch of a simlar
product, late last year. Yamaha failed
to warn of DTS incompatibility with
all
existing DVD players.
I
mentioned this in aprevious column
only briefly, on the assumption that
Yamaha would come cleaner in the
UK. But the publicity material put
out by Yamaha UK's Sales Office is
similarly wanting.
`We haven't said ir directly. But
all the major magazines and press
already know the situation' says
Terry Murphy, Technical Sales
Officer, adding rather vaguely that
Yamaha 'will let people know when
the Al is launched'.
How?
'Our sales team will be telling the
dealers. There are no secondgeneration DVD players yet. We
don't yet know how people will
know
that
they
are
DTScompatible.'
Failing even to mention an
important compatibility problem, on
the assumption that the press fully
understands it, sounds suspiciously

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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like the government policy line ' it's
not asecret, we just don't tell people
unless they ask'. So does relying on
company reps to tell dealers, who
are then relied on to tell customers
— even though it is likely to kill a
£1600 sale.
Here is what Yamaha has neglected
to say. The standard for labelling the
DVD DTS bit stream with headers
and flags to identify it as DTS-coded
material was only agreed in late 1997.
So existing players strip the flags from
the digital output. Panasonic promises
aDTS-compatible player, that passes
the DTS bitstream, ' in the Spring'.
Denon says March, in the USA, at the
premium price of $900. These players
will probably carry the DTS logo.
The DTS discs will have either
PCM or AC- 3 stereo as well as
DTS, depending on how much bit
space there is on the disc. And this.
will vary from movie to movie,
depending on picture content. The
DTS bit-rate runs up to 1.536
Mbit/s with different rates for
different movies, but a consistent
rate through the movie. David
DelGrosso of DTS says 1.536
Mbit/s is ' overkill', so the use of
lower bit rates will not compromise
the sound. But discs will not have

PC-based CD-ROM recorders can record
music: but Philips' CDR 870 makes it easier!

AC- 3 surround as well as DTS.
There just isn't room. So if your
player cannot connect to a DTS
surround decoder, you will only get
stereo or Pro Logic from the DTS
disc.
DTS promised a list of DTS
DVD tides at CES in January. There
was no list, just asquabble over the
unauthorised promise of DTS titles
from the Warner and Fox studios.
The planned US launch has now
slipped to April.
Can existing players be modified
to connect to aDTS decoder? 'We
are looking at this on .
acase by case
basis', says DelGrosso. 'There have
been no announcements yet, but
some companies may be able to
modify. We can't give brand names
yet.. We can't give false hope'.
DelGrosso says this is the price to
be paid for the DVD Forum's wish
that future players and decoders will
self-adjust to whatever audio bit
stream is coming off the disc.
Confusingly, although no current

DVD player will pass the DTS DVD
flags, DTS audio CDs will play on
current DVD players and the CD
bit stream passes unaffected to a
DTS decoder.

ROM RECORDER PITFALLS
Be very wary of trying to use aCDROM recorder instead of a CD- R
deck. It is true that the ROM
recorder is cheaper. And it can make
audio recordings on ROM blanks,
which are cheaper than consumer
blanks and — once recorded — will
play back on conventional CD
players. It is also true that the ROM
recorder does not have SCMS (serial
copy management), so will copy
digital copies. The ROM recorder I
tried, from Philips, works well. It is
getting it working that is the problem
— which I'd recommend only to a
PC expert or aworst enemy.
Opening aPC is easy, if you know
how. Physically sliding the bare ROM
drive into the metal frame can be a
tight fit, with screw holes inaccessible.
The drive must share its ribbon leads
with the other disc drives. These leads
may not be long enough for easy
access. The plugs should fit only one
way round, but may fit either way.
Break apin in asocket on the PC's
motherboard and the PC is effectively
dead. Disc drives must
work as masters and
slaves on internal
'ports', and there
are several possible
permutations here.
Philips'
manual
recommends one
and the Helpline
another. You will also need to change
the basic BIOS software which is
frozen into the heart of the PC. Get
it wrong and the whole PC stops
working.
The Philips ROM recorder comes
with Adaptec's Direct-CD and EasyCD, which allows audio use. For an
extra £'70 you get extra software
from Seagate. Iinstalled both, and
my computer crashed so disastrously
that Ihad to completely re- install
Windows, which meant that Ilost
literally days of work. So far, neither
Adaptec nor Seagate has been able
to say why this happened.
'We
haven't
actually
tried
installing both together', admitted
the Philips Helpline. But at least
Philips has skilled helpers. Hewlett
Packard badges the Philips drive and
one computer dealer had to make at
least six calls to the HP Helpline
who frankly admitted they were
unprepared for the product.
So unless you are very clever with
PCs, if you want to record audio on
CDs it's better to play safe and buy
the gloriously simple-to-use Philips
CD-R deck.
Barry Fox
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"THE ULTIMATE ONE"
The Ultimate one generally creaksJar i&ef injact it umally, dfres,,
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Ultimate Music Transcriptor Model I
Audion's reputation has so far been built on the sonic quality of their amplifiers. Round the world they have managed to amass anumber
of awards for their products from the humble Sterling through to the Silver Nights.
It may come as something of asurprise to discover that they have now diversified into a new company called the ' Digital Analogue
Company' and launched themselves in with ahi-end integrated CD player.
The shock doesn't end their either; this large imposing gold-plated player flies in the face of almost all other players in the way it
blatantly displays the valves on the top of the chassis and unashamedly dispenses with any reference to standard 'spec- mongering', preferring
instead to let the listener or prospective buyer make their mind up using natural transducers ( ears) rather than an intellectual judgement based
on technical jargon.
If pushed, DAC will provide aset of 'operating parameters' but as, they contend, it's unlikely that many will listen with a 'scope on their
knees or a wow meter plugged in, there's no real point in knowing what the specs are, other than that compatibility with partnering
equipment can be achieved.
The Ultimate, as mentioned above, is an imposing piece of equipment. Sporting achassis dimension not unlike alarge analogue turntable,
the black slim front plate belies the large gold areas of chassis top behind, relieved only by the transport 'tower' set amidships, itself standing
some three inches taller than the surrounding chassis.
'Hidden inside this large central raised area is the renowned TEAC mechanism, and the remote supplied is from the same stable. From there
no, any similarities with a 'conventional' player fly out of the window.
The rear corners on either side of the chassis house two output transformers ( one each side) accompanied by on one side apair of output
valves, and on the other avalve rectifier.
On the rear panel there are also some departures from the norm; both balanced and single-ended output sockets are offered, the former
via XLR connections, the latter via standard RCAs, and two levels of output via the RCAs, ahigh level ( which seemed to work better with
passive pres), and alower level for pres with gain.
Mains enters via astandard IEC, and there's also adigital output for those wishing to play with an external digital- to-analogue converter.
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Sound Quality
It would seem churlish to use other than Audion's own amplifiers as they complement the Ultimate both visually and electrically, so their
pre and apair of Golden Nights were pressed into service. Ishould also say, though, that the Ultimate was also partnered with awide
variety of other electronics, and acouple of outboard DACs just to see what the effects would be. The conclusions below are an overall
appraisal of the results.
It should be said right from the outset that this is no ordinary CD player. Not everything is quite what you might initially expect from a
player at the £4000 price point, and certainly ( as with any other item at whatever price point) there are trade offs to be had. With this
player, though, they weren't the obvious ones.
Having regard to settling in and so on, the Ultimate was left on playing aCD on repeat overnight (with the power amps off; Ihave to
sleep sometimes) with the listening panel assembling after breakfast the next day. Musical tastes varied as did preferred volumes, so the range
of listening experiences was wide. Later, after the general melée Iconducted my own more particular tests to see how they compared with
the panel's reactions.
The five- CD set from Nimbus of the 'Celebrated String Quartets' by Mozart ( NI 1778) enjoyed the first airing. The Dissonance quartet
hit the CD drawer first, and the almost tortured opening flowed into the room. The depth of the 'cello and bite of the violin came as
something of asurprise. Quite often people expect violins to be soft and gentle, but in reality, as here, the upper strings have an incisiveness
which can be at times quite painful ( but true-to-life nevertheless). As the viola player commented 'that's just how it really sounds' which was
vindication of the real things. Later Philip Sainton's ' Nadir' and 'The Dream Of The Marionette' ( Chandos CHAN 9539), both premier
recordings elicited more comments regarding how natural and lifelike the presentation was. Voices particularly, came across very well with a
nice natural weight but without that nauseous chestiness which sometimes afflicts vocal recordings.
In choral ' large space' recordings there was atremendous element of the large space coming through in the reproduction. Somehow the
Ultimate managed to push back the walls in the listening room ( which itself is quite large) and really convey the feeling that you were in a
big auditorium.
Thankfully this feeling wasn't ever present. Turning to close-miked jazz the Ultimate reflected the change in ambience, and although in
many tracks the audience could be heard in the ' background' the instruments still had an immediacy and closeness that had one of the panel
recoil in surprise as ( in atrack he didn't know) the sax made asudden raucous entrance. That notwithstanding, the Ultimate still managed
to reveal much about the performances in both an emotional, and in adetail retrieval sense.
In many players the ' big' things are done well, but the little things — the fine detail, the nuances, the oh-so- small pieces of information —
are lost or corrupted which can leave the listener with the feeling they're being short-changed in some department. Usually it's the musical
and emotional area where this happens.
Paradoxically here, there was another factor at play.
Ihave heard many systems over many years, and realism and naturalness have always been a strong part of my critical ethos. Here,
however, Ihad aproblem.
One test Iapply to asystem or piece of kit is whether it holds my attention for long periods, and whether it will 'pull' me back to the music;
for instance if Ileave the room to make acoffee will the system keep tantalising me with aural snippets which keep pulling at me saying 'come
back; you're missing more music'?
Well, the Ultimate was easy to listen to for long periods, and it kept pulling at me if Ileft the room. The conundrum is that it sounds
convincing, engaging, musical and lives and breathes music. But it also sounds lifelike and realistic which is usually in conflict with the
'convincing, engaging ( and) musical' comments.
Moving away from acoustic to more electric music, again the Ultimate gave agood account of itself. Its speed and poise made light of
complicated passages, and whether the complicated textures of vintage Yes and Vangelis, the more 'popular' 3T, or Eternal, or something like
Hue and Cry, it remained unflustered throughout.
Bass weight and depth was good, regardless of whether it was electronically generated, or the traditional acoustic sort. The bass didn't slur
or blur the upper regions either, and imaging was of avery high order. Not in the pinpoint precision sense, but in the 'presence and realism'
sense; in other words you knew exactly what sort of performer was at play, and could identify with its size and weight and three- dimensionality rather than being able to say to apin-point accuracy.
It has to be said that the 'wholeness' of the presentation was something of asurprise, offering perhaps the most tangible CD reproduction
Ihave encountered to date; this quality shone through whatever amplification type was employed, and therefore must be attributed to the
Ultimate, perhaps its greatest accolade.
Conclusion; for many it will be audio heaven for CD reproduction. Certainly another significant step to narrowing the gap between CD
and vinyl and one which should be considered as afirst choice.
Chris Beeching
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aving established itself as the
brand
for
affordable
audiophile CD players,
Marantz is going out of its way to
prevent what's known as ' cherrypicking'. Cherry-picking happens
when abrand has one outrageously
successful product, but the rest of
the range is just so-so; retailers
order the star item by the truckload,
but rarely stock anything else.
In Marantz's case the company
would prefer to see its SE-suffixed
CD players connected to Marantz
amplifiers, and the company has
already issued plenty of decent
amps, worthy of the CD-63SE KI et
a/. But last year Marantz launched a
Ken Ishiwata'd CD player further
up the price ladder, and the
competition hots up when you're
finding homes for £ 1100 source
components.
Although
Martin
Colloms
reviewed the CD- 17 KI Signature
last May, it was late '97 before the
PM- 17 amplifier arrived. But it was
worth the wait, especially as
Marantz decided to make it part of
a complete set-up, thus crosspollinating with another genre.
Now that Marantz has introduced
the ST- 17 tuner, the KI Siggie
owner can create a system offering
full remote control of the three
components, as well as uniform
aesthetics. ( Before you ask about
suitable speakers, note that Marantz
distributes Tannoy in the UK, so
they'd prefer it if you sourced
speakers from Scotland.)
You already know about the CD
17 KI Signature, its built-to-boogie

solidity, sleek low profile and
involving, up-front sound. Imagine
a CD- 63 Mk II SE KI exhibiting
even greater refinement and better
dynamics and you've got its
measure. What the matching amp
and tuner had to do was reflect this
level of sound quality, while sharing
the ultra-luxurious finish, feel and
functionality. Given the success of
the CD- 17, Marantz's need for
stablemates was clearly pressing: its
unique look makes the CD- 17
stand out like a Ferrari amongst
Fords when sharing shelf- space
with most other amps.
Although the 17-Series is offered
in black, as was the sample
photographed for MC's test, the
system really does blossom in a
coating of traditional Marantz
champagne/gold. It creates a
delicious visual contradiction. The
gold
colouring
makes
the
equipment look light and delicate
— yet the tuner weighs an
impressive 5.1kg and the amplifier a
meaty 15kg. These are not filledwith- air boxes, but substantial

Imanaged to
stack 'em
with the amp
below, and I
worried not at
all about too
much heat,
thanks to the
system's most
obvious talking
point: afrontpanel mounted
temperature
gauge

Marantz adds an amplifier and
tuner to build an upmarket, remotecontrol system around the
Ken Ishiwata-tweaked CD- 17 KI
Signature compact disc player
by KEN KESSLER

constructs which will impress the
hell out of you when you unpack
them. It's what you'd expect if
Porsche ever made hi-fi equipment.
Although you can stack them,
you won't be able to put the amp
on top as habit would dictate,
because it's deeper (and abit taller)
than the CD- 17 and the ST- 17.
They share footprint dimensions of
454x300mm, while the CD player
is 81mm tall and the tuner a mere
68mm. The amplifier requires aslot
measuring 454x110x444mm (whd).
But Imanaged to stack ' em with
the amp below, and Iworried not at
all about too much heat, thanks to
the system's most obvious talking
point: a front- panel mounted
temperature gauge.
Try though Imay, Ican't name
another component — not even an
all- valve or pure Class-A solid-state
amp — which comes fitted with a
thermometer. The PM- 17's 'WarmUp Meter', though, tells you more
than whether or not the amp needs
more ventilation; as its moniker
suggests, the gauge tells you when the
amplifier has reached the operating
temperature for best performance.
After roughly 30min depending on
ambient conditions, the needle
should reach the 2/3rd point on its
arc. Iran it for days at the bottom of
a stack, admittedly on an open
surface, and the needle never moved
past the optimum point.
It's tweaky touches like this,
along with the extra-large feet, the
overkill socketry, the heavy-duty
binding posts and a source-direct
setting bypassing the tone and
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balance controls which allow the
'17 to remain firmly a part of the
audiophile camp, despite remotecontrol status and interiordecorator- friendly looks, and
dimensions which place it in the
'Next Level Above Midi' arena.
The
aforementioned
crosspollination between genres is simply
the blending of audiophilic
performance with convenience,
tempering the minimalism of short
signal paths and by- passable
circuitry with the niceties that midisystem owners take for granted.
Buy if the cynic in you thinks that
there's asonic price to pay for these
luxuries, check out what's on offer
besides ahand-held IR commander.
From left to right, the PM- 17's
front panel offers a source selector
marked ' Phono', ' CD' and line
inputs 1-3. The differences are
reinforced on the back panel, which
features abutton to choose between
m-m and m-c for the phono stage
and an earthing post, while CD is
singled out from the other line
sources with more substantial
phono sockets, although all of the
connectors are gold-plated. Below
the source selector is a headphone
output, then a row of controls for
record selection, the choice of two
tape decks, a speaker on/off button
and
the
IR receptor.
The
thermometer is positioned deadcentre, above the on/off switch. To
the right are balance, bass and
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treble, the rotary volume control,
and the source direct selector for
by-pass mode.
Although rated at 60W/ch, the
PM- 17 acts like an amp boasting
three times that power. Driving
either the Apogee LCRs or ATC's
A7s, it never required a setting past
the 11 o'clock position for nearheadbanging
purposes
firing
lengthways down a 22x14ft lounge.
And however precious its low profile
and remote control makes it seem to
purists, the PM- 17 was designed for
ahard life. Among its design details
are an overspecified power supply
with a ' Super Ring- Core Power
Transformer' ( which I think is
Marantz-ese for a toroidal), dualmono construction, a 4-gang active
volume control, silver-relay input
selection and the aforementioned
hefty chassis to create a vibrationfree
environment.
External
confirmation of the purist intent also
includes enormous WBT speaker
terminals and pre-amp out socketry
for driving asecond amplifier.
For serving as the heart of either
a purist's system or a facility
fanatic's operations centre, the PM17 seems to have everything
covered. It just seems so right,
whatever hat you're wearing at the
time. The sheer convenience of its
comprehensive remote control, with
buttons which change function
according to which source is
selected, the fuss- free behaviour,

Although the
17- Series s
offered in
black, the
system really
does blossom
in a coatirg of
traditional
Marantz
champagne/
gold. It creates
a deliciouf:
visual
contradiction,
the gold
colouring
making the
equipment look
light and
delicate, when
the tuner
weighs an
impressive
5.1kg anc the
amplifier a
meaty 15%

Marantz PM- I7
amplifier ( left),
supports the CD- I7
KI Signature CD
player and .S7-17
tuner (above)

the comprehensive source routing
options — it's one of the most ' fun'
Marantz integrateds since the
legendary PM-4. What makes it a
prime candidate for those who hate
to mix brands, though, is the
existence of amatching tuner.
RDS is something which comes
in handy in the car — Iwouldn't be
without it on the accursed M25 —
but not something I'd ever felt to be
necessary for home use. Then
again, Ilive in what is probably the
biggest transmission hell- hole in
England: East Kent. Still, I
managed to trigger all of the RDS
functions, and got a minor, if
transient, kick out of seeing legends
scroll by, like. ' Status Quo Rockin'
All Over The World'. Given that I
still use tuners devoid of frills like
presets, let alone the facility to
program names for each preset, I
must point out that Iwas more
impressed
by
the
ST- 17's
beautifully weighted ' gyro' tuning
wheel, reminiscent of older Marantz
tuners. Amusingly, it also selects
presets, but you have to develop a
feel for it; it's actually easier to
access the presets from a numeric
keypad, as on the remote control.
For such a cleanly-styled device,
the ST- 17 actually boasts a fair
number of controls. In addition to
the comprehensive digital display
and the gyro wheel, the ST- 17 also
provides selection between two
aerials and wide or narrow
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bandwidths,
both
functions
monitored by LEDs, a display
mode button, a mono button and
the myriad keys needed to address
RDS functions like station labelling.
LS, SW and FM bands are offered,
along with 60 presets, and the ST17 is one of the most substantiallybuilt tuners this side of a Sequerra
or a Trio L-01T — both of which
were used for comparison.
And, surprise, surprise, the
Marantz wasn't slaughtered by these
lofty rivals. How much of it simply
the newness of the ST- 17 versus the
vintage Sequerra and Trio Ican't
say, but the new differed from the
old by exhibiting a character which
Ican only describe as ' digital'. No,
this isn't entirely the kind of
difference noted between CD and
LP, but that isn't such afar-fetched
concept.
The ST- 17 sounded cooler, more
detailed and more forward. On live
broadcasts, it came close to the
Trio for scale, but the Sequerra
produced awider stage. Given that
all shared the same aerial and the
signal strengths were at maximum,
the ST- 17 revealed a slight edge
over its OAP rivals through far
quieter backgrounds.
Both the Trio and the Sequerra
delivered softer, sweeter highs, but
the Marantz demonstrated faster
attack. Bass was drier, too, the Trio
and the Sequerra less suited to the
sort of row created by electronic
music. On spoken word, the
Marantz avoided chestiness, but
exhibited slightly hissier sibilants.
Choosing between ' em? Let's just
say that the qualitative
differences are so fine that
Iwouldn't put it past
regional transmission
differences to turn it
all around. Suffice
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to say, the sessions proved that the
ST- 17 is a stunning tuner...
especially at £599.
Yup — £ 599 for a tuner not
embarrassed by an old but revered
Sequerra, or one of Trio's ( now
Kenwood) sleepers. In fact, it
sounded alot like aradio version of
the CD- 17, which boded well for
the system as awhole. Provided the
PM- 17 complemented the two.
Which it did in spades. As with
the Audio Research SP8/VT60
package reviewed elsewhere in this
issue, the combination yielded a
silky, satisfying ` whole' — further
confirmation, if any were needed,
that one-make systems can provide
undeniable coherence often missing
from mixed-brand assemblies. Or
achievable with the latter only
through careful selection and
painstaking set-up. Which is
something precluded from Series 17
ownership: set-up was as simple as
it gets.
Feeding non-Marantz sources,
including the Theta Data III/Pro
Gen Va digital front - end, the
aforementioned tuners and a
Thorens Jubilee/Audio Technica
AT- F3 to sample the phono stage,
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The ST- 17 is
one of the
most
substantiallybuilt tuners
this side of a
Sequerra or a
Trio L-01T —
both of which
were used for
comparison.
And, surprise,
surprise, the
Marantz wasn't
slaughtered by
these ley
rivals
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Marantz PM- 17
amplifier reveals its
Super Ring-Core
Power Transformer
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the PM- 17 emerged as the star of
the system. However wonderful
the CD- 17 KI, it's still an £ 1100
CD spinner and therefore one of a
number of superb contenders. The
ST- 17? Tuners are dependent on
radio, which sucks in the UK, so
it's about as viable and liberating a
source as 8-track, however good it
sounds. But they do complete a
system based on the PM- 17,
which — if you follow that
reasoning — has the toughest job
to perform. But, wow, does it
perform.
Its driving capabilities are not an
issue, the Apogee LCRs, old Quad
ESL, Rogers LS3/5As and ATC
A7s — as varied amix as you could
assemble — all working well with its
60W. It always erred on the sides of
neutrality and transparency, and so
admirably that Iwas able to A/B/C
the three tuners in its three lineinputs with immediately discernible
results. But that's not to say it
lacked character.
At times, the Marantz could
sound — especially driven by the
CD- 17 — like a slightly less
commanding version of the Krell
KAV300i integrated: abit less slam,
a trace less bass extension, but
almost as satisfying for overall
competence.
More
direct
competition, Roksan's delightful
Caspian for example, sounded more
tube- like if less precise. What the
PM- 17 possesses, what makes it so
like the Krell, is its resemblance to
pure Class-A designs costing aload
more money.
It never screams or shouts, yet
it's never reticent. The freedom
from constraint, demonstrated by
the way it handles all types of
speakers with ease, unchallenged by
their impedances, makes you think
that you spent a lot more than
£899.
The value-for-money element is
reinforced by the build quality, the
styling and the surfeit of facilities.
And while it's never wise for ahi-fi
product at this point to attempt to
be all things to all men/women, the
PM- 17 comes microscopically
close.
I can already feel the saliva
welling up in the corners of my
mouth in anticipation of a KI
Signature version...
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Another 845- based single-ended amp? From California,
Bel Canto's well-built SET 40 stands out from the crowd
by MARTIN COLLOMS

C

laimed to be one of the more
eloPLIER
powerful single- ended amps
Audiofreaks,
around, Bel Canto's SET 40 is
15 Link Way,
said to produce 35 watts or so into 8 Ham,
Surrey,
ohms, with awide power bandwidth.
TWIO 7QT.
Priced at £ 3450 (including afull
Tel: 0181-948
surround safety cage in perforated
4153
steel, not shown in our pictures), the
amplifier is warranted for three years
for the electronics, while the valves,
covered for premature failure or
transit damage. Replacement valves
are said to be at cost from the Picture below shows
manufacturer,
as
these
are the SET40 without its
considered as consumables, rather protective metal cage,
(supplied as standard)
like light bulbs. Inputs are
but fitted with the
unbalanced via gold plated phono
stylish US-style goldsockets while the outputs are coloured valve
shrouded gold plated binding posts protectors, which are
by Cardas. A lever switch povides 4 an optional extra at
and 8 ohm speaker matching; mains 060 per pair

connection is via a detachable IEC
power cord. Bel Canto's single-ended
monoblock amplifiers, model SET
80, were available for comparison.
The absence of negative feedback,
global or local, is the byword for this
pure triode, pure Class A singleended design. Bel Canto is fully
aware of the need to produce an
amplifier where the typical errors of
narrowing frequency bandwidth and
distortion are not going to be solved
by the usual panacea of negative
feedback. Consequently, the design
must be very conservative, and in
particular the output transformer
must be of the very highest quality.
Using miniature triodes, the input
stages are configured as ahigh-gain
high linearity SRPP cascode
differential, where the active follower

triodes appear as the anode loads.
Over 100V RMS is available at a
moderate impedance to drive the
relatively insensitive grid of the
massive 845 output triode. This
substantial device has a directlyheated thoriated tungsten cathode
and an anode which is milled from
solid graphite. In high- efficiency
Class B, you could get some 400W
from a pair in push-pull, while in
single-ended mode, astanding anode
dissipation of around 110W delivers
perhaps 40W before gross clipping.
The high-voltage supply is around
1.2 kV, so keep out!
Given the chosen operating
conditions, no negative feedback is
required to achieve satisfactory
linearity, noting that the known
higher distortion levels are only
present on music peaks and that at
cruising levels of 0.5W to 1W, the
distortion is at or below audible
thresholds.
Checking inside, the build quality
is clearly superior and should be
indicative of better than average
reliability and longevity. Over 5000
hours life can be expected for the
output tubes, with replacement 845s
costing £60 eachl.
While a good burn- in was
mandatory, once settled in the SET
40 warmed up pretty quickly from
switch- on, taking those big 845
anodes to the edge of visible redness.
Depending on the time of day, some
mild variation in mechanical hum
was observed from the transformers,
but this was not enough to be a
significant annoyance.

SOUND QUALITY
Having experienced the monoblock
SET 80 version, Ifound the ' 40
surprisingly different to its bigger
brother. In fact, the '40 sounded like
atrue SE triode design while the ' 80
was so neutral and powerful as to
disguise its inherent nature.
The 845 output valve used here
certainly has guts. This amplifier
played like 60-80 watts worth and is
quite the loudest SE triode for its
price class. Moreover the usual
bandwidth limiting of many SE
models experienced at the frequency
extremes was largely absent with the
SET 40. It played quite well on the
WITT II, which is not a
highly
sensitive
speaker, and was just
loud enough if you
avoided
flat
out
sections, With the
10OdB/W-plus
Avantgarde Duo, peak
sound levels were
achieved long before the Bel
Canto reached clipping. Speakers of
90 to 96dB sensitivity will be most
suitable — the Tannoy Definition
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700 comes readily to mind in this
price group. Unmistakably, the SET
40 had that musically desirable and
tonally seductive zero-feedback SE
signature. Not only was the mid band
exceptionally natural, it also
combined fine transparency with
excellent transient definition. The
mid was entirely free from glare, and
instead provided a spacious
presentation
with
natural
perspectives. With analogue sources,
the synergy was plain to hear. The
most worthy SE amplifiers have an
unmistakable rightness about the
broad mid range, a combination of
speed, vitality and good timing with a
timbre which can be described as
'rich', rich as natural sounds can be.
Without attempting to break the
sound quality down into particular
components, when judged on my
usual subjective scale this power
amplifier scored a very good 28
points, generally seen with designs
are far higher prices. Moreover, with
mild softening of peak level sounds it
could play remarkably loud. You
needn't make special excuses for it,
you can take it just as it comes.
The bass was tolerably good, the
treble tidy and free of audible grain
or roughness, while the general level
of resolution and transparency was
rewarding, and unmistakeably
ofaudiophile grade.

CONCLUSION
Ienjoyed my workout with the Bel
Canto SET 40. There's still ahint of
that mildly band- limited quality
associated with so many zerofeedback SE power amplifiers, but it
fared far better than average in this
respect. Choice of an appropriate
speaker
with
complementary
response
and
impedance
characteristics is a key aspect in
building a system which brings out
the best in any SE triode amp.
Don't look for serious slam in the
bass or all out sound levels. Instead,
value the liquid midrange, the lively
timing and dynamics and the high
musical involvement factor and low
listener fatigue. And overall, this
amplifier did achieve ahigh score
for sound quality.
The lab performance was
impressive for the genre,
while noting the need to
match the low damping
factor to your particular
choice of speaker, on
grounds of sensitivity
and
impedance
loading effects .
Combine all this
with the fine build quality
and in context, this relatively
powerful SE triode power
amplifier is actually good value for
money; and it is recommended.
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BEL CANTO SET40
LAB REPORT

implied apower
bandwidth relative

in output
impedance to 1.7

to rated power of

ohms.

about 30Hz to
15kHz, more than

At moderate
powers, the

sufficient for the
music programme

amplifier proved to
have awide, flat

that we should
take amore

power envelope. A

frequency response,

moderate loss of

-0.5dB at 12Hz

relaxed attitude to
the definition of

typically 1.5dB

and 14kHz, -3dB

clipping at

occurred with both
channels loaded at

at 30kHz and still
going strong at

maximum power.

4ohms.

150kHz - 12dB.

The aurally
benign distortion
characteristics of
low or zero
feedback SE valve
amplifiers suggest

A 3% criterion is

in designs of this
type, the intrinsic

were at 9Hz and

distortion is
predominantly

output impedance
self-limits the peak

20kHz (Fig 1].

second harmonic.
On this basis,
the SET 40 turned
out to be quite

current, in this case
to +5A (8ohm

impedance was
usefully high at
100k ohms mid

powerful for the
genre, delivering
16dBW (40
watts) midband,
nicely exceeding
the 35W
specification. With
4ohm loading, on
the 8ohm setting,
the output fell
4dB, mainly due
to the significantly
high output
impedance; but on
the 4ohm setting,

matched to the
power rating. Since
current clipping
was also relatively
benign, the actual
peak current
reading is
inconsequential.
An output
resistance of 2.8 to
3ohms was
measured,
commendably
constant over the
frequency range

the amplifier

though high enough
to significantly alter

would happily
provide 13dBW or

the practical
frequency response

40W into 4ohms.
Given the absence

of most
loudspeakers

offeedback, good
power was
available at the

connected to it. A
damping factor of

band extremes;
with an 8ohm
load, the 20Hz
and 20kHz output
was remarkable,
with figures of
I2.5dBW and

nearly 3was
obtained for
nominal 8ohm
loads.
In practice, you
can use the 4ohm
tap setting for both

11.5dBW

4and 8ohm
speakers, since the

respectively. This

power loss is just
2dB; for which
you get in exchange
aresponseflattening reduction
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Fg 1. Bel Canto SET 40: frequency response

The - 1dB points

appropriate, if the

setting), this

• •
l

The input

band.
Iset the practical
maximum power at
25Wfor the high
level distortion
measurements and
got -24dB (??%)
at 20Hz, -33dB
(2.2%) 1kHz, and
-29.5dB at
20kHz, these levels
aurally identifiable
but not very
damaging in a
musical sense.
Down at cruising
levels, 1W, OdBW,
the inherent

Fg 2. Bel Canto SET 40: distortion spectrum
a ¡ kHz (see text)

with musical
timbre. At 35W the
high frequency
intermodulation
result was par for
the course at
-31dB, or 2.8% of
difference tone,
which might be
audible on fullpower cymbal
crashes. At the
more usual 1W
levels the fine result
shown in Fig 4was
obtained.
Ichecked for

held to 0.38dB, a
satisfactory match
while there was
some mild hum in
the noise residuals.
For example, at
1W the
unweighted signal
to noise was 61dB
(audible on horn
type speakers of
>96dBW
sensitivity) but
when hum was
excluded Igot
87dB, or 80.4dB

stability using

when 'A'
weighted.

triode circuits

combinations of
capacitance with

At full level you
got 76dB

became clear with
distortion
measuring in the

squarewave signals.
Commendably
square, the response

unweighted, 95dB
`A' weighted.

range -54 to

was essentially free
from overshoot or
ringing,
unperturbed by any
load combination.
Channel balance

linearity of these

-47dB, 20Hz to
20kHz, including
noise. An example
spectrum analysis is
given in Fig 2for
1kHz. Note the
monotonic decay of
harmonics with
2nd order
predominant, in
this case at -54dB.
Odd orders
remained well
suppressed, for
example, 9th was
at - 101dB.
Another classic
result was
seen on the
test for power
supply
modulation. This
was agood result,
since no 50Hz
supply harmonics
were evident, the
spectra was again
desirably monotonic
and thus consonant

Test results

Input sensitivity
was quite low at
260mV for 1W,
with 1.75V is
required for full
output, 37W18
ohms.
Bel Canto SET 40

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec)
35W ( 15.58W*; 4ohms, 12.5d6W1
20Hz lidiz 20kHz
One chanel 8ohm load (dBW) 12.2
16
11.5
Both channels 4ohms
10.8
12
9
Burst 10ms, 8ohms
16.5
Burst 10ms, 4ohms
13
Burst 1Cms, 2orrres
9.5
Distortion (
dB)
THD,rated power 8 ohms -24 -33 -29.5
THD, at OdBW 8ohms -54 -50 -47.5
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19kHz/20kHz rated power, aux input)
31
(19kHz/20kHz rated power, at OdBW -47
Signal-to-noise ratio, full gain (
dB)
22Hz-22kHz ( rel OdBW)
-61
22Hz-22kHz ( rel full level rated) - 76
'A' wtd ( rel OdBW)
80
'A' 'odd ( rel full level rated)
95
DC output offset L/R (mV)
OmV
Input sensitivity ( IHF,OdB)
260mV passive
input sensitivity (for programme clip)
1.55V
Stereo separation, aux (dB) 82
85
52
Output impedance (ohms)
3 2.83§
2.8
Vu
ox
lum
de
B/balance tracking
OdB .20dB -60dB
A
0.05
0.1
0.6
Dimensions ( whd, mm)
430x110x309
Typical price (
inc VAT)3450
£
'where OdBW .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
§1.75 ohms on on 4 ohm tap
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ust in case you were afraid the
Ref 1 pre- amp and Ref 600
monoblocks were leading Audio
Research Corporation into the
stratosphere, along comes the alltube LS8, joining the list of entrylevel Audio Research goodies.
Remember he CA50 integrated?
Quite where the economies were
made is hard to determine. Nothing
suggests that the LS8 is anything less
than pure Audio Research. It's alltube (except for its solid-state power
supply), line-level-only and fundamentally minimalist. But while it
lacks a balance control, record-out
facility and other non-essentials, it
still manages to feature an over-thetop muting arrangement, tube
damping rings are supplied and it
even comes with aparticularly nice
cross-head screwdriver for removing
the lid so you can fit its four
6922/E88CC dual triodes.
Remove the lid and you'll see a
well- made, single motherboard,
carefully routed cabling and a
profusion of designer components
like Wonder Caps, InfiniCaps and
Rd-Caps. They've been installed in
specific locations, indicating that the
caps were chosen for a particular
point in the circuit, according to their
sonic suitability, rather than the
company simply sticking to one
politically correct brand throughout.
And you will have to open the preamp, unless your dealer is doing the
installation, because the LS8 arrives
with the valves packed in adense
foam cube, placed inside the
voluminous chassis. They're
marked VI through V4,
even though they're all
the same type, and a
road map tells you
where
they
go,
because the units
are assembled and
tested
with
a
specific valve in a
specific position.
(I didn't swap the

tubes around to check if there was
any change in performance, because
I'm such a trusting soul.) Don't
worry if you lose the sheet; a close
examination of the circuit board also
reveals which tube base is which.
Another sheet indicates that, since
October 1996, all ARC products
using 6922s feature valves with silver
rather than grey centre sections, and
each sports the aforementioned
black, rubbery, damping ring — one
only per tube! — located precisely
28mm from the bottom of the valve.
Given the overall simplicity of the
LS8, the rear panel is utterly
uncluttered: five pairs of substantial,
gold-plated phono sockets for linelevel inputs marked tape, tuner, CD,
video and auxiliary, and two pairs of
phonosocketed outputs marked tape
and main. An IEC-style socket
accepts the mains input and there's a

Quite where
the economies
were made is
hard to
determine.
Nothing
suggests that
the LS8 is
anything less
than pure
Audio
Research

The new all- tube line- level- only LS8
pre- amplifier is classic Audio
Research... yet costs less than £1500

by KEN KESSLER

user- accessible fuse fitted near the
AC input. That's it.
The front panel is equally free of
clutter, but the controls need some
explaining. Between the black
handles are two toggle switches, two
rotary controls and apilot lamp. The
toggles flank the green light, the left
switching the unit on or off, the right
choosing between operate and mute,
the mute action preventing any signal
from reaching the outputs. The
rotary to the left is the volume
control, with its own form of muting,
while the right-hand rotary chooses
between the five sources.
The LS8's muting ritual begins
with switch-on, when the green light
flashes for around 30 seconds.
Assuming you've been agood boy or
girl and made sure that the muting
toggle was in the ` mute' rather than
'operate' position before you
switched on, the green lamp will
revert to its half- illuminated state
when the flashing stops, indicating
that the circuitry has stabilised. Flick
the muting toggle to ' operate' and
the light illuminates fully. You hear
an internal relay's click each time the
muting is activated or de-activated.
But that's not all. The volume
control also elicits arelay click when
you rotate it from full off in a
clockwise direction, or return it to
the ` off' position. The click occurs
around the 7 o'clock position, and
there's no way you can silence the
pre- amp
completely
without
activating this ` back-up' mute.
With this secondary form of
muting — proper muting as
opposed to a volume
control merely set to its
lowest position — the
green light stays fully
illuminated, but as
per the toggleapplied muting,
you do hear that
same relay click.
Another point
worth
noting
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about the volume control is that it's
detent-free, so you don't feel the
position where the muting kicks in;
you have to listen for the relay.
Additionally, ARC actually describes
the volume control as providing 64
steps of gain, in 0.5dB increments for
40 steps, but the control rotates
smoothly rather than step-by-step.
In practice, provided you follow a
regime of using both the manual and
automatic muting states provided
respectively by the toggle switch and
full anti- clockwise rotation of the
volume control, you need never
worry about ' unexpected transient
signal pulses' reaching your power
amplifier. As one who's always
swapping equipment and who's
intrinsically impatient, Iprefer the
LS8's offer of total muting to
switching off apre-amp at the mains
every time. Note, though, that if you
do switch it off, even after the LS8
has been warmed up and in use for
hours, it will still go through the 30second flashing light period when
you switch it on again.
Like the company's dearer models,
the LS8 uses microprocessors to
control the front panel actions. Your
attention is called as well to the need
to avoid discharging static when
touching the LS8, which could
render the controls inoperable.
Should static cause the microprocessors to lock up, all you have to
do is mute the LS8, switch off the
power, disconnect the AC cable and
wait afew seconds before plugging it
in again and powering it on.
Fortunately, I didn't get the
opportunity to test this because the
phenomenon never occurred during
the weeks Ihad the unit at home,
despite carpeting of dubious origin
and weather (mid-December to early
January) so cold that Iexpected
flashes of static every time Imade
contact with anything in the room.
All of the LS8's inputs are
specified as 50k ohms, output
impedance is 200 ohms, gain is
12.2dB and it's non-inverting. And
while Idid connect it to avariety of
tubed and solid-state amplifiers, I
preferred to use it with the power
amp most likely to be its mate, the
VT60. And for acouple of reasons.
The first is that the VT60 is one of
my all-time favourite amplifiers,
definitely on my shortlist if Iwere in
the market for a sublime, mediumpowered, push-pull tube amp, but
couldn't locate amint D-70. Even in
its non-SE, uglier-than- sin form, I
still love the VT60. Iknew it would
match electrically the LS8. More
important,
though,
was
its
accordance with the LS8's main
selling point: price. The VT60 has
just had its price lowered to £ 1999,
reflecting the strong pound. As
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Audio Research's entry-level all-tube
power amp, the VT60 is anatural
partner for the company's entrylevel all-tube pre-amp. Which
brings us to the best news of
all: the LS8 retails for
£1449. And if you've
read this far, then it's
likely you're not the
hair-shirt fantasist sort
who thinks that apint
still costs ashilling. And
£1449 is way below
average for aUS-built alltube pre-amp, especially one
which behaves like the LS8.
I slipped the LS8/VT60
pairing between aKrell KAV300cd
CD player and a pair of Quad
ESL63s,
using
Discovery
interconnects and Harmonix speaker
wires. After switching everything on,
Idisappeared for an hour into the
kitchen, had acup of tea, did some
writing — anything to make me
forget about warm-up, having heard
that the LS8 doesn't sound good
until it's been tasting the AC for at
least 30 minutes.
The results? The kind of system
you only ever assemble by accident.
OK, OK, so there are bound to be
Krell CD players feeding Audio
Research pre- amps somewhere on
the planet, but Quad ESL63s don't
seem to be afashion item except for a
core of totally dissimilar UK
reviewers. Normally, Iprefer the
Quads to be driven by tubes, so the
stretch to the LS8/VT60 wasn't all
that great. But most of the time, Iuse
the ' 63s with elder British tube amps
of the sub-25W variety. The VT60,
with over three times the power of
Quad Hs, matched rather than
threatened the now- venerable
electrostatic, and the cohesion from
Krell to ARC to Quad was nothing
short of revelatory.
It's all down to smoothness and
control. If the ESLs are abused, they
complain audibly and immediately.
The Audio Research components
cosseted the Quads, the LS8's acting
as both an intermediary and a
conductor. As the Krell is sublimely
neutral and unexpectedly friendly
toward tube pre-amps, all the LS8
had to do was amplify or attenuate
the incoming signal. What did it add
to the Krell? Surprisingly little. As
I've been using the KAV300cd for
some time, I ' know' its sound and
can ' subtract' it from the LS8's.
What was added was nothing more
than ashade of warmth to an already
'human'
midband,
with
no
constraining of the Krell's dynamic
capabilities.
However tube-like the midrange,
the overall sound is clean'n'lean, but
never over- etched. Given that the
VT60 adds a touch of the richness

In practice,
provided you
follow a reglue
of using both
the manual
and automatic
muting stat as
provided
respectivel> by
the toggle
switch and full
anti-clockwise
rotation of : he
volume
control, you
need never
worry abou:
`unexpecte I
transient
signal pulses'
reaching your
power
amplifier

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel 0181-947
5047

which endears vintage valve amps to
some of us, it was with blessed relief I
noted that the very warmth the LS8
adds to the Krell's middle did not tip
the overall sound toward the overly
lush. Better still, the LS8 always
sounds big and wide-open, if not
quite as impressive in scale or
transparency as the Ref 1.What sold
me on the LS8, what makes it stand
out in its price class is refinement,
pure and simple. And this was an
instantly revealed quality, clearly
detectable the moment the first
sounds emerged.
Keep in mind that I'm talking
about its role in a specific system; I
have no doubt that the Quad ESL63s
had more than alittle to do with the
overall effect. What captivated me
was asiliciness, asmoothness present
even when it should or might have
been overwhelmed by the music.
Admittedly, Ikicked off my listening
with Big Daddy's positively cuddly
'With A Little Help From My
Friends', which out-Mathises
Johnny, but the gossamer delicacy
and sense of air was present whether
you were listening to over-engineered
studio confections, live material or
even mono transfers.
It is to my probable shame that
what I'm describing, what I'm
praising is a form of artifice, of
niceness, of aw, shucks-JimmyStewart affability which results in the
easiest of listening. Given the stresses
of Christmas, the pressure of getting
ready for CES and the worst winds
since ' 47, maybe Ineeded it like a
cup of Ovaltine on acold night. But
so what? It sounded just as sweet the
morning after, and in a radically
different system using tranny amps
and small dynamic speakers.
So, by my reckoning, the Audio
Research LS8 is, this early into 1998,
one of the bargains of the year. And
probably the sweetest way yet to
move from being an ARC wannabe
to an ARC proud-to-be.
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...in response to your letter!
Quite recently we received alengthy letter which
outlined the writer's disappointment following
visits to some specialist hi-fi retailers.
Mr M's concern was that (in the case of the shops
he had visited) staff often didn't give sufficient
attention to what were, for him, particularly
important and quite specific criteria.
After careful consideration we responded with our
recommendations, and our reasoning behind why
they might be considered. More correspondence
followed before ahome demonstration was
arranged, decisions made and some equipment
taken in part-exchange. In fact Mr M told us that
he spent less than anticipated and we now like to
believe we have one very satisfied customer.
What we learned about Mr M. was that his
in-depth knowledge of music and the way it is
reproduced by hi-fi equipment has been a
meaningful learning experience (as it is with all
serious enthusiasts) accompanied by an up-grading
process pursued with studious deliberation.
The new team at KJ West One share many years
experience and enjoyment of hi-fi equipment at
the very highest level. As enthusiasts ourselves, we
take just as much care over the minutiae of our
subject which, we all know, can make asignificant
difference to one's enjoyment of recorded music.
We welcome all enquiries from serious enthusiasts
and look forward to hearing from you or,
better still, meeting you personally.
Steve Wilcock

kf

Phil Neal

Steve Boxshall

KJ West One
26 New Cavendish Street
London WIN! 7LH
Tel: 0171 486 8262/3
Fax 0171 487 3452
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Multi- CD player design may finally have
come of age in the form of the Arcam MCD, based
on a six- disc Sony changer mechanism
by PETER 1 COMEAU

iill

ust as LP autochangers used to
be scorned by hi-fi enthusiasts,
multi-disc CD players are not
usually expected to have audiophile
sound quality. But with the Alpha
MCD, Arcam offers what purports to
be the multi-CD player to set that
record straight. According to Arcam,
its performance rivals that of an
Arcam single disc player.
At the heart of the Alpha MCD is
a Sony mechanism that stores up to
six discs, each accessed either by
pressing an up/down sequence of
Disc buttons on the front panel or
selecting a disc number on the
remote handset. The fascia display
shows which disc numbers are
loaded, but you need to make a
mental note of which title corresponds to which disc number. A good
way is to stack the empty jewel cases
in order on top of the player.
Programming is much the same as
with asingle disc player, except that
you key in the disc number as well as
the track number for each step. It
takes 7to 8seconds for the player to
access two tracks on different discs,
accompanied by mechanical shuffling
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sounds as successive discs are
unloaded from, and loaded in the
player mechanism. Thankfully, the
MCD accepts standard RC- 5remote
control commands, which helps its
inclusion in amulti-room system, as
does the provision of electrical bus
remote in and out jack sockets.
Arcam has included electronics of
its usual standard in the MCD, the
Crystal 20-bit digital filter and DAC
backed up by a special low- jitter
master clock. Eight regulated power
supplies are used to keep digital and
analogue sections of the circuitry
isolated. The analogue output circuit
is similar to that of the Alpha 7,
featuring two op-amp ICs with twopole filtering. With an eye to multiroom use, Arcam has equipped the
MCD with two analogue outputs. A
separate digital SPDIF coaxial output
enables output to an external DAC.

SOUND QUALITY
Unlike multi- CD carousel systems,
the Sony mechanism fitted in the
MCD makes the player very easy to
use. Performing and sounding like a
modest Arcam solo disc player, the

Un ike multCD carouse ,
systems, the
Sony
mechanism
fitted in the
MCD makes
the player very
easy to use. It
will play one
CD, or six
discs without
differences
being ncticed

Arcam, A&R
Cambridge Ltd,,
Pembroke
Avenue, Lenny
Industrial Cent, 2.
Waterbeacb,
Carnimidge
CBS 9PB.
C,1223
203203

MCD wit play one CD, or six discs
without differences being noticed.
Add more discs, and all you have to
do is press the disc number on
the handset before
programming
or
playing. Essential
ingredients of the
Alpha MCD's sonic
signature include a
lucid and highly
detailed mid, with
natural projection of
vocals, against awell
layered stereo sound
stage. Retrieval of ambience is fair,
with stereo depth somewhat limited,
but the MCD shows off the
recording quality well. Presentation is
on the cold side of neutral, giving an
incisive attack to guitar and
percussion but weakening the natural
warmth of cello and male vocals.
This characteristic stems from a
forceful bass output that errs on the
side of fullness rather than the lean
clarity that often accompanies lack of
warmth. Kyung-Wha Chung's violin
in Bruch's Scottish Fantasy [
Decca
425 035-2] was focused and vibrant,
but the accompanying harp lacked
body and the orchestra seemed a
trifle lightweight. By contrast, Anne
Sofie van Otter's Ariodante [Archiv
457 271-2] is beautifully rendered, a
clarity of diction beyond reproach.
In absolute terms, bass performance is not as tight as one could
wish. Play the MCD through high
performance amplifiers in the class of
AVI's S2000 pre-power combination,
and atouch of woodenness and boxy
coloration is displayed. Via more
mundane amplifiers such as the
Alpha 7 and Denon PMA250, the
MCD's full bass appears better
balanced, perhaps making up for the
shortcomings in such budget amps.
Also noticeable as a departure
from neutrality, this time through all
accompanying systems, is the treble.
Errors here add a little too much
extra sizzle to cymbals and atouch of
roughness to sibilance, though not
enough to make the sound seem hard
or fatiguing. And, in fairness, this
comparison is against much higher
calibre players — these are very
much the effects one expects from
budget CD players.
Overall the Alpha MCD does live
up to Arcam's ' audiophile standard'
claims in that its midrange
performance is delightful. The extra
cost of the multi- disc mechanism
does, however, lift the MCD into the
price territory of single-disc players
able to outperform it at the frequency
extremes. But at last Arcam has
shown that a multi- CD player
needn't sacrifice clarity and resolution for the convenience of more
than seven hours' continuous play. 4-
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y last Linn cartridge
evaluation covered the
Troika, the earliest of the
three-point fixing moving- coils
designed by the company. This fine
model had a long production run,
and was finally replaced by the
Addy in 1992.
Now, the Arkiv itself has been
updated and reworked to emerge in
substantially altered form as Arkiv
2. The output is now a substantial
0.4mV, sufficient for a number of
higher- gain valve ( tube) phono
equalisers' inputs, which were
inadequately sensitive for older lowoutput cartridges from Linn ( and

indeed for models from other
companies, including Ortofon).
Distinguished by Linn's captive
wire terminations, this cartridge is
clearly suited to direct connection
to the lugs at the back of the
headshell, seen on many tonearms,
in particular the Linn Ekos and
Ittok series. Otherwise, small gold
jumper pins are available to link the
cartridge to those captive in the
arm, for example in the case of a
Naim Aro.
Mounting is an important aspect
of the Arkiv. It has heavy-duty
stainless threaded inserts, and so
may be bolted in directly with the
supplied stainless steel socket head
screws, without the need for fiddly
nuts: an 80-90nm torque is
required here. The three-point
fixing comes as standard on Linn
arm models but few others,
although it is available on arm
tops for the Aro, and it
does give optimum

The three-point
fixing comes
as standard
on Linn arm
models but
few others,
although it is
available on
arm tops for
the Aro, and
it does give
optimum
results, the
improvement in
treble clarity
and dynamics
akin to some
of the changes
heard when
replacing a
worn stylus
with anew one.
But the Arkiv
is still atop
contender
with just the
standard front
pair of fixings
engaged

LISTENING SYSTEM
Ihad access to two front ends, aLinn
tingo LP12/Naim Aro feeding a
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15 phono
amplifier, and an ell- Linn set-up
comprising Lingo LP12/Ekos/Linto.
Reference cartridges included the
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Il and
van den Hul Grasshopper GLA IV,
backed by recent encounters with he
Ortofon Rohmann, Lyra Clovis Da
Capo and Wilson Benesch The
Carbon. Replay amplification
included the Krell FPB 600, Bd Canto
SET 40 and Cary 572, driven by the
'
Conrad-Johnson ART and XTC PRE
control units. Speakers included the
Wilson Audio WITT II, Quad ESL63
and Avantgarde Duo.
results, the improvement in treble
clarity and dynamics being akin to
some of the changes heard when
replacing a worn stylus with a new
one. But the Arkiv is still a top
contender with just the standard
front pair of fixings engaged,
especially if a small blob of mastic
such as BluTack is placed under the
third fixing point to damp the
contact area. Of course, three-point
fixing presupposes that the arm has
been optimally aligned in all planes
as very little adjustment is possible
at the head-shell end.

TECHNOLOGY
Not much is given away in the
technical story that accompanies
the cartridge. The construction
is founded on a milled light
alloy base ( with the total
cartridge mass quite low at 7.4g)
and lightweight plastic mouldings
surround the generator, some
sections clear for viewing. These
may be removed by the enthusiast

A full lab and listening test on the
latest version of Linn's top movingcoil cartridge model, the Arkiv 2
by MARTIN COLLOMS
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at his or her risk. Ididn't try it,
although my colleague Paul
Messenger has; he reports little
difference, this according with
Linn's own findings.
Pole pieces are gold-plated to
resist corrosion, while the system is
energised by high-coercivity rare
earth magnets. The coil array is
hand wound, presumably in OFC
(oxygen free copper), while the
other main difference from the Mk
1version concerns the adoption of
a boron rod for the cantilever
instead of the aluminium alloy
micro tube favoured by Linn for the
last 20 years.
Downforce is indicated in the
range 1.8 to 2.0g. The exact figure
by no means set in stone: it should
be determined with regard to sound
quality, and to the tracking stability
of your player and of your
particular cartridge sample. I
examined the stylus with a Shure
microscope and found a wellpolished and well- shaped tip, a
nude grain- orientated diamond
with accurate geometry and aclean,
low- mass tough bonding slotted
into the solid boron cantilever. The
shape is described as line-contact,
in fact tending more towards the
'Vital' of Namiki than to the ultraextended contact of the fullydeveloped van den Hul profile.
Electrically, a loading greater than
50 ohms is suggested, with no other
criteria quoted.

SOUND QUALITY
From the outset, this Arkiv was felt
to be a natural. It insinuated itself
straight into my system, settling in
almost without any need for
conscious thought or intervention
on my part. Its relatively high
output made for an easy match to
higher-gain phono inputs including
valve designs, which means head
amps or transformers won't be
needed in many systems. Ididn't
need them at all.
This cartridge displayed great
intimacy with the record groove.
Where others feel on the edge of
danger, this example worked
confidently, delivering very stable
sound stages; its performance was
completely decisive in this respect.
For myself, Iprefer this state of
affairs, even if the combination of
cantilever damping and low
compliance required may deliver a
'cooler' result emotionally.
That intimacy with the groove
also extended to the polish on the
stone and the quality of its shape,
delivering pure treble and low
noise, awinning combination. This
design sounded more like a tape
feed than many a cartridge, so
steady was its delivery. Once
iien NEWS
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launched down that black spiral,
you are not minded to interrupt its
progress.
Ifound the bass to be very good,
approaching ClearAudio and van
den Hul Grasshopper standard,
with exceptional rhythm and tuneplaying quality. The bass was open
and expressive, properly extended
at the audible extreme, evenly
weighted and highly articulate. The
mid was clean and clear; not as rich
as some, with the vocal line nearer a
ClearAudio than a Koetsu, and
more distant than either of these.
This kind of presentation can
sometimes give the impression of
reduced mid dynamics, but not in
this case. The treble was very good
indeed, with high definition, nicely
balanced and with very good focus,
a very positive sign for a pickup
cartridge. Disc surfaces were
noticeably quiet.
Rhythm was very well conveyed,
nicely complementing the LP12
player, and, although dynamic
expression and timing were not
quite in the Grasshopper class, they
proved exceptional nonetheless.
The Arkiv's stereo imaging will
gladden the heart of classical music
enthusiasts. Transparency, depth
and low level ambience were all
present in good measure, while
sound stages were spacious, well
focused and nicely layered. Highlevel passages were handled well,
though if ambient temperatures fall
much below 20°C, some loss of
tracking reserve was noted,
particularly with certain ` supercuts'
(see tracking data).

CONCLUSION
Iliked the Arkiv alot, finding that it
had many good qualities more
commonly associated with models
costing two or even three times as
much.
In
particular,
the
combination of excellent rhythm,
neutrality and transparency was
most rewarding. But I have to
concede
its
low
frequency
trackability was just average and did
occasionally let the side down.
Balanced against this must be the
excellent build quality, healthy
output, insensitivity to loading,
quiet disc surfaces, mechanical
compatibility and generally fine lab
results. The tracking weakness can't
be ignored but for the money the
Arkiv is one a very few cartridges
that can set your pulse racing, Ijust
have to recommend it!
SUPPLIER
Linn Products Ltd,
Floors Road, Waterfoot,
Eagles ham,
Glasgow G76 OEP.
Tel: 0141-307 7777
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BOWLED OVER BY A

IrOIRICEIPt
Simon Yorke's transcription

turntable comes endorsed by the
world's biggest record archive
by KEN KESSLER

H

owever cool or unimpressed
we try to be, there's no
escaping'prestige'
endorsements. Even if there's been
some financial inducement — what
did it cost BMW to get James Bond
to drive aGerman car? — we're still
impressed. But Ihave to say that
Simon Yorke pulled off the niftiest
endorsement any hi-fi manufacturer
could hope to secure: his turntable
is used by the Library of Congress
in the USA. And they paid for the
privilege. If that doesn't make you
give his turntable a second glance,
then you must be George Sanders
reincarnated.
Admittedly, British xenophobes
will think, 'Library of Congress? Big
deal.' Sorry, gang, but the LoC
makes the BBC's archives look like
your local Our Price. According to
Yorke's figures, the Beeb has
500,000 recordings in its vaults.
The Yanks'? Three million.
Think of the implications. The
Simon Yorke Designs S7 Precision
Analogue Disc Transcription
System is made in li'l ol' County
Durham, yet the USA itself can
boast Rockport, Basis and other LP
spinners of note. So much for the
LoC having to buy American. But
Simon Yorke is the guy whose
turntable/arm combination was
chosen by the world's largest sound
archive to spin its utterly
irreplaceable discs during transfer
to tape for archival storage and
therefore for posterity. And if you
think that the S7 reviewed here
bears no more resemblance to the
LoC's actual unit than a Clio does
to Villeneuve's Williams- Renault,
think again.
Beneath the addenda which
makes the LoC's version of the ' 7
suitable for transcription purposes
lurks the same core which defines
the ' domestic' S7 and arm. The
price span, however, ranges from
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the £6668 entry-level 9in arm-plusturntable which Iused to the madeto-order device used by the LoC at
£15,625. Note, however, that the
latter price includes delivery and
installation 'world-wide'.
Whether you opt for the economy
model or wish to pretend that
you're an enormous building in
Washington, DC, you won't want to
set it up yourself. Yorke insists that
it's a doddle using instructions
which run to a dozen detailed
pages. Iwatched him do it with the
fluid, casual movements which
betray his role as its designer, and
still Iknow that Iwould screw it up
beyond redemption because Yorke
is so blasé about positioning the
free-standing drive pulleys to
provide the correct belt tension. I
was horrified with his glib, 'Just
check if it feels right' attitude, but
more about that later.

If you think
that the S7
reviewed here
bears no more
resemblance
to the LoC's
actual unit
than aClio
does to
Villeneuve's
WilliamsRenault, think
again

A checklist itemises the system's
25 or so components. What you'll
miss if someone else installs it is the
opportunity to examine, fondle and
therefore
fully
appreciate
workmanship beyond criticism. It
makes you wonder how a guy who
could almost pass for Swampy
manages to work to such levels.
Yorke had it up and running
(including the assembly of the
unipivot tonearm and the fitting of
an exquisite £ 2450 Crown Jewel
Reference moving- coil, on
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loan from RT Services) in under 35
minutes. And the instant he pressed
that oh-so-cool, ball-shaped on/off
button, the unit performed and
sounded like adream.
But first you will need to acquire
aserious stand. The Series 7's motor
pillar, transfer bearing housing and
main chassis rest on a 30mm thick
slab of Italian slate measuring
580x358mm, and the total weight
comes to 48kg. Which has
something to do with the deck
being fashioned almost entirely
from stainless steel.
The main bearing uses a
hardened stainless steel shaft,
rotating in precision-bored, lowfriction sleeves, its thrust bearing
made up of two carbon steel balls in
a point-contact configuration. The
record spindle is detachable,
primarily to allow custom-built
spindles to be fitted for specific
non-standard discs or to allow the
use of special clamps.* The platter
is ' a perfectly balanced flywheel',
machined to micron accuracy from
a 30mm slab of non-magnetic
stainless steel; it weighs in excess of
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11 kg, and Yorke says that the
stored kinetic energy ' guarantees
absolute stability of speed without
resort to fanciful electronics.'
Beneath it is the main chassis, a
185mm diameter stainless steel disc
which houses the turntable bearing
and supports one or two armboards
as specified. The AC synchronous
motor and transfer bearing units
connect to it solely by the two drive
belts, leaving the turntable itself
entirely immune to motor-borne
vibration. A standard S7 offers
speeds of 33.3, 45 and 78 rpm, but
it can be supplied less the
intermediate transfer bearing
assembly for a fixed speed of 33.3
rpm.
What rattled my cage is that the
enclosures containing the motor
and the intermediate transfer
bearing are free-standing and no
template is provided for exact
positioning. Yorke pooh-poohed my
concerns, as he seems totally
oblivious to the anal obsessiveness
during set-up of audiophiles. This is
rather amusing when you consider
how fanatical is his attention to

Whether you
opt for the
'economy'
model or wish
to pretend that
you're an
enormous
building in
Washington,
DC, you won't
want to set it
up yourself

*What Simon Yorke
didn't mention is the
preference of
audiophiles who
remove the spindles
once an LP is
positioned on the
platter, so this obscure
tweak is addressed as
well, if inadvertently.
Note: pictured below
is the S7, as
reviewed: the `pro'
version can be seen
over the page

detail everywhere else. But he just
plunked 'em down to the left of the
deck, fitted the belts and pinched
them together like a mechanic
checking the slack on a fan- belt.
OK, OK, so the speeds were spoton according to two different strobe
discs, but that's not the point: I'd
want absolute peace of mind for my
£6k- plus, instead of relying on
guesstimates.
On the motor housing is a small
ball which you depress to switch on
the motor. This was the sort of
detail which elicited the same
responses in observers as did the
Nagra pre-amp. All who beheld the
S7 wanted one badly and couldn't
resist playing with the on/off ball.
The module next to it, the transfer
bearing, is topped by a three-step
pulley; you move the belt to access
the speeds, and corresponding
grooves in the platter preclude belt
`wandering' or drift.
Yorke supplies an ' acrylic-overcork' record mat, but he isn't averse
to owners using other mats. He
even points out that, due to the
Series 7's astonishing neutrality,
'other materials may be used to
provide an alternative acoustic
impedance to the disc in play.
Different record mats will sound
significantly unique on this
turntable, providing auseful means
for tailoring the sound to specific
needs.' Another item which
illustrates the impossibly high
standards Yorke achieves in
manufacture is the exquisite record
clamp. In terms of feel, heft and
appearance, it could quite well be
sold separately, to serve as the ideal
paperweight on the desk of any
audiophile. And even if he asked
£200 for this puck, he'd be backordered for months. As he is with
the Series 7itself.
Attached to the main chassis is an
interchangeable armboard laser-cut
from a ' composite multi- layer
natural material' which optimises
the transmission and damping of
system resonances. Most domestic
users stick with one arm, but the
versatility of this deck, especially for
archivists, allows the easy fitting of
arms of varying lengths, as well as
platters suitable for the playback
of masters, lacquers and archive
discs in 14, 16 and 20in
diameters. Another pro
option is an Airpax DC
motor with variable speed
control from 10-12Orpm
in
both
directions,
controlled manually or by
computer.
Although Yorke can
supply boards for most
arms, it seemed silly to use
the S7 with other than the
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DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
We've also afabulous range of true
'high-end' equipment that can be
made available for demonstration

WILSON BENESCH FULL CIRCLE
PROAC STUDIO 2.5
CHORD CPA1800/SPM400
And to make things even more
interesting, our Trading Station
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with only aday's notice. Just take a
look at our advert for KJ West One
in this magazine and you'll see
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range of quality used hi-fi in the
country, is just across the road!
So, for ' serious' sound quality
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Eastern Counties.
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TURNTABLES
arm for which it was conceived.
This is a unipivot design available
in 9in or 12in lengths, ' configured
to permit free movement in both
the lateral and vertical planes whilst
preventing movement in the
rocking plane'. Made in aluminium
alloys, non-magnetic stainless steel
and PTFE, its surfaces are treated
with a ' stress-relieving process and
are non- anodised as anodic
treatments produce avery hard skin
which tends to create an equally
'hard' sound characteristic.'
The tube is made from drawn
aluminium reinforced with a
tapered external tube, internally
damped with bituminous foam.
The pivot is a 9.5mm hardened
stainless steel pointed shaft, aligned
by a slotted plate which prevents
non- rotational
or
vertical
movement;
a PTFE
sleeve
minimises any friction. The
detachable headshell can be
adjusted for overhang and azimuth,
and it locks to the arm via the
cartridge mounting screws. A
cueing device is fitted and antiskating is set through an adjustable
threaded weight assembly. The arm
is wired with silver- over- copper
stranded cable with a Teflon
dielectric,
its
four
strands
configured as twisted balanced
pairs, fixed to a connector plate
mounted beneath the arm. This
can be specified for unbalanced or
fully balanced interconnects.
Vertical tracking angle is adjusted
by a thumbwheel below the main
pivot, each full rotation producing
a lmm change in the VTA. After
adjustment, the setting is locked by
aset-screw.
As Isaid before, Ididn't have to
deal with any of this. All Ihad to do
was listen. And once I had
isolated the sound of the
Crown Jewel in another
deck, this sublime
cartridge being less
lush and romantic
than a Koetsu yet
warmer than
a
Lyra, Iwas left with
something I didn't
quite expect: the
turntable equivalent
of the Nagra PL-P
pre- amp. And I
don't just mean
the similar build
quality, colour,
functionality nor
air of professionalism.
What the Series 7
does in a Nagra-like
fashion is juggle the
desirable
traits
of
transparency
and
neutrality, necessary for
analysis purposes, with
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the less- concrete but equally
important need to sound musical.
It's the same juggling act which
defines all truly great high- end
components. Err in favour of the
former, and you have a an ultrahygienic, often fatiguing sound
reminiscent of ear-busting studio
monitors. Transients and bass
thwack become faster than life. 'Air'
is sacrificed and the sound takes on
a naked, if two-dimensional
character. Yes, it's informative, but
it's also painful, like bright lights.
Err toward the audiophilic, for
example,. mock-valve coloration,
and you sacrifice details while
possibly exaggerating the imaging,
the warmth, the sheen and
shimmer. What you want is ablend
of the two... not acompromise.
To understand why the LoC
opted for the Series 7, beyond the
functions which aren't present in
the
domestic
version,
like
computerised speed control, all you
have to do is listen to a complex
passage. You'll hear details,
individual layers of sound, even the
residual surface noise in clearly
decipherable ' planes'. Ican just
imagine some engineer using this
capability to isolate artefacts for
possible electronic doctoring, and
with a facility that borders on the
surgical.
And yet the layers don't separate
into leaves like Viewmaster 3-D.
The presentation is such that you
can focus on parts or on the whole
with equal ease. This isn't a
listening experience which requires
re-education. It simply responds to
the way you prefer to listen at a
given time. Let me elaborate, using

Vertical
tracking angle
is adjusted by
athumbwheel
below the main
pivot, each
full rotation
producing a
lmm change
in the VTA

SUPPLIER
Simon Yorke
Designs,
6-8 Durham Rd,
Leadgate,
Conseil,
Co. Durham
DH8 7Rj.
Tel: 01207
580394

Yorke's example of the way the
Series 7exploits different mats.
If you wish, the clarity and detail
of the ' 7will allow you to hear even
the most subtle of changes. I
swapped the standard puck with a
different clamp of nearly identical
weight and heard quite vivid
changes in the nature of the bass
damping and soundstage depth. I
swapped the mat for afelt sheet and
experience an instant ' loosening' of
the sound. The same with cables.
The ' 7 works at that sort of level,
and it's one of the best analogue
analysis tools I've ever used.
Conversely, while addressing
those audiophile needs, the sound
never seems diffuse or, worse,
inconsistent. If, as most of us do
when listening for sheer pleasure,
you want to sit back and succumb
to a coherent wash of sound, an
enveloping whole devoid of seams,
the ' 7 can do that, too. Believe
me, there's no contradiction here,
any more than there would be
tasting wine for judgement vs
pleasure. You want to focus on the
acidity or fruitiness or colour, go
ahead. You'd rather just wash it
around in your mouth and
experience the full flavour? You
can do that, too.
By
traditional
audiophile
measures, the Series 7 produces
gloriously palpable 3-D images
without making them artificially
over- etched. The soundstage is
authentic rather than Cinerama
panoramic. Despite its peerless
retrieval of subtle details and
dynamic coherence which keeps the
soft from being smothered by the
loud, the sound is never aggressive
or overwhelming. My favourite
Fifties Capitol treasures were
as ' human' and lifelike as I
know they can be, while the
,7,s
transparency
provided an avenue for
even more information,
especially when it came
to opening up the sound of
massed strings.
What the Series 7won't
do is play the fool. It
doesn't deliver the kind
of bass which is
favoured by rave
attendees. It never
shouts. It never
succumbs to the lure
of ' hi-fi sound'. It
simply retrieves. I'm
loath to dub it the best
turntable I've ever heard
46'or used, but Iknow that it's the
one I'd buy if Ifound myself
sitting on an excess £7k.
But only if Simon Yorke
relents and makes a dust
cover for it.
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FARELLA
A high-sensitivity French- built
floorstander sails into UK hi-fi waters:
is the Cabasse Farella 400 the answer for
low-power valve amplifiers?

by

MARTIN COLLOMS

N

oted already by others for its
synergy with low-powered
tube (valve) amplifiers, the
Farella 400 caught my ear at two
major hi-fi shows last year. On both
occasions, sympathetic system
matching had produced intriguing
results: the sound was lively and
entertaining, with aquick pulse.
This £950 floorstander comes in
a choice of black, walnut, beech or
bubinga veneer (roughly equivalent
to rosewood) with steel floor spikes
as standard. The proportions are
slim enough at 26cm wide by 32cm
deep, and it stands 90cm high. All
surfaces except the base are
veneered and the cabinet looks fine
with grille removed. In this
instance, the grille is a heavy,
acoustically- designed frame of
welded steel, fabric- covered and
secured via sliding keyhole fixtures
engaging with gold-coloured screw
heads on the front panel.

TECHNOLOGY
In this two-way design, the Cabasse
210mm ( 8in) bass/mid unit is
married to a larger- than- usual
40mm ( approximately 1.5in)
polycarbonate dome tweeter, also
made by Cabasse, conventionally
positioned above it. Initial tests
suggested placement moderately
close to a wall, say 0.4m away, to
help balance the tonal quality.
A high- quality die-cast frame
forms the foundation for the highpower, high- sensitivity bass/mid
driver, fitted with a white polymer
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cone of expanded cell
material, relatively thick
and tough but still quite
light. Good mechanical Q
values are assured by the
tested polyurethane foam
surround and long throw
suspension. This driver
has a reasonable 36 litres
volume to work in, bass
reflex tuned,
by a
rectangular port formed
in the plinth, at a low
37Hz and promising
some bass below that
figure. It has a more
limited upper range than
thin cone diaphragms
and the crossover is set
at a lower- than- usual
frequency of 1.5kHz
tweeter has been chosen the.
Skilfully fitted by a concealed
clamp, the tweeter is installed for
low- diffraction and is carefully
designed to give a smooth
frequency response.
The crossover uses good quality
components
including
film
capacitors and laminated air- gap
inductors, essentially second-order
electrical, and mounted directly in
the terminal panel moulding. ( I
would like to have seen more
reinforcement here.) The drivers
are wired via push-on connectors.
Built largely from 25mm highdensity particle board,
the
enclosure is fairly lively despite its
25mm vertical bracing struts.
Polyester wadding damps internal

standing waves, and this is pinned
to prevent unwanted flapping,
which could impair bass timing.

SOUND QUALITY
A high- quality
die-cast fame
forms the
foundation for
the highpower, high sensitivity bass
driver, fitted
with a white
polymer cone
of expanded
cell material,
relatively thick
and tough but
still quite light

Early trials suggested a healthy
output in the main treble range,
and Ifound this Cabasse to be
over-critical of the mid tonality of
the Naim 250 amplifier, despite a
degree of synergy exhibited in
respect of good pace and rhythm.
In fact, getting to grips with the
Farella 400 required considerable
care with siting, cabling, signal
sources and amplification. All
compnents needed to be sweet and
well-balanced through the mid
treble, to prevent the speaker going
'over the top' and blasting its way
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This
floorstanding
speaker
achieved a
notably high
sensitivity of
92dB/W and
in practice
sounded
even louder

SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
Ham,
Surrey
TU710 7QT
Tel: 0181
948 4153
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into excessive glare and hardness.
Despite its rhythmic capability, this
speaker needed a softer- sounding
Bitstream CD player such as an
older Meridian,
plus
valve
amplification like Golden Tube's.
Comparatively efficient, the
Farella 400 certainly made good use
of smaller amplifiers. On LP, the
upper- mid effect was less of a
problem and, ironically, it was here
Igot the best results, using asingleended tube amplifier ( Bel Canto
SET 40). But beware, this speaker
won't tolerate many of the hardersounding solid-state amplifiers.
Taking it as it comes, the Farella
400 definitely had a strong lower
treble that won't be to everyone's
taste and which Ifound hard to
handle. Orchestral strings were
rather wiry and nasal sounding,
rather forward in the soundstage;
but, conversely, this same aspect
had magic properties in livening-up
dull percussives on older vinyl cuts.
Some box and cone coloration
was evident in the lower midrange,
but fortunately didn't detract
significantly from the good bass
definition, which was quick and
punchy with good tune-playing.
Above that bright, spotlit lower
presence range, the treble sounded
smooth enough with clean sibilants,
good detail and a sufficiently
extended high range.
Driven hard on heavy rock,
preferably bass heavy, the Farella
400 proved dynamically capable,
producing impressive impact and
attack — if still something of an
acquired taste, in the Cerwin Vega
idiom. Stereo focus was well above
average and stage width quite
impressive, even if the speaker did
not command much in the way of
layered perspective or image depth.

CARASSE FARELLA 400
LAB REPORT
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promising both

As little as 10

clarity and good

CONCLUSION

watts will give

resolution of low

satisfactory sound

level detail, both

Ultimately, Iwas left with the
impression of a well- engineered
speaker, made with high- quality
components and with a rather
individual approach to tonal
balance. It was at its best when
operated at moderate sound levels
with tube electronics. This design
was indisputably bright, both by
listening and measurement, and yet
its undeniable qualities mean it will
still appeal, especially if tamed and
well-matched by the smaller valve
power amps, especially SE types.
Too flawed for the usual recommendation, which has to convey a
degree of safe universality, the
Cabasse Farella 400 is both
interesting and unusual, and in view
of its high sensitivity and fine
dynamic qualities, is worth looking
out for, to see if it could match your
specific requirements after all.
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Fig 5. Cadence Arca: Room averaged response
(solid trace); impedance versus frequency
(2 ohms/dix', dashed trace)
Test results

Cabasse Farella 400

Dimensions ihwd, mm)
900x260x320
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
10-100W
Recommended placement
floor standing 0.2-06m from wall
Frequency response
±3dB (
2m)
46Hz-19kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
40Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
36Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
9206/W (
see text)
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
107dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.2 ohms/6 ohms/fair
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
£950
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THE NEW THIEL CS2.3

MARK LEVINSON

AUDIO RESEARCH

New coaxial driver

is the result of 20 years of

extensive experience in designing high performance loudspeakers for
home music and video sound systems. Since 1977. THIEL's innovative

The new CS2.3's most innovative design feature is anewly designed
coaxial tweeter/midrange driver where the two

engineering and construction techniques have led to significant sonic

drivers' diaphragms share the some voice coil. The technique allows the

improvements in each new model introduced, resulting in speakers with
the most outstanding performance in their class.

elimination of the midrange/tweeter section of the electrical crossover
network as the driver's incorporate amechanical crossover. The coaxial

All-metal diaphragm drivers

driver mounting results in perfect time coherence regardless of listener
position, greatly improving imaging and transient fidelity.

The CS2.3 is athree-way system incorporating all
THIEL-designed and built metal diaphragm drivers—a

Cabinet construction

I- inch dome tweeter, 3.5inch midrange driver, and 8- inch woofer—along
with a9- inch passive radiator. Metal diaphragms provide much higher

The CS2.3 I- inch thick cabinet walls. 3- inch thick baffle, internal bracing. and aluminium driver chassis all contribute to reducing unwanted

stiffness which eliminates diaphragm resonances in the operating range

vibration for greater clarity and spatial performance.

for very clear and open reproduction.

Finished in the world's finest woods

The CS2.3 drivers also use unusual short coil/long gap,

The CS2.3 is available in awide variety of exquisite,

copper stabilised motor systems to dramatically reduce
distortion. Coupled with the low resonance diaphragms and very high
quality electrical network components, avery high level of clarity is

real- wood and laminate cabinet finishes, finely crafted to enhance any
home environment.

achieved.

The CS2.3 features:

As with other THIEL speakers. te CS2.3 achieves complete time and

• Very accurate frequency response

phase accuracy to provide very realistic and natural three dimensional
imaging by use of first- order crossovers, wide bandwidth drivers, a

• Phase coherent crossover system
• lime aligned driver mounting
• Low resonance cabinet construction

sloping front baffle, and coaxial driver mounting.

ACOUSTIC LOGAN

• Very low distortion driver motor , tsh
The CS2.3 midrange/tweeter

The CS2 3 crossover network

(

11tecilleati llll N
Bands. idthi - 3£181

35 Hz- 23 kHz

Amplitude Response
Phase response

Minimum j5

Sensitivity

87 dB(@2.8 V- Im
4ohms ( 3ohms minimum)

Impedance
Rec
Size
Weight

37 Hz- 20 kHz+2 dB

mended Poster

100-4(X) watts
II"Wx 15"Dx 41.5"H

.14efeeer4,4 . "

k"'

(
7/,

202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex BNI4 0E1 England.

Tel: (+44)01903 872288 Fax: (+44)01903 872234 After hours: 0860 660001 e.mailleatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
web page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com

70 pounds

MARTIN LOGAN

TOFT AUDIO

SONUS FABER

A.V.I.

The Return of a Legend.
'Genuine Garrard 401 turntables are available, as approved remanufactured
units from Loricraft Audio, the official Garrard licensees.
The first thing you notice is it's amazing bass slam. Notes go deeper and with more power and control
than Ihave heard from any other turntable

Dominic Baker Hi Fi World

In musical terms the 401 combination was a real winner

Chris Beeching Hi Fi News

We have test and calibration equipment from the original Garrard factory and can offer turntables rebuilt
to " as new" or latest specification. Mounted in our world renowned plinth, all our remanufactured units
come with afull 2year guarantee. We also offer these services to customers with their own motor units.
For further details send an SAE to:Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane, Lambourn Berkshire,
RG17 8XQ.
or call 01488 72267

or contact our dealers:Byworth Music,

Farnham, Surrey 01252 - 710910

Audible Elegance, Herne Bay, Kent, 01227 - 742928.
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odisturbingly conflicting are the
two possible approaches to the
relationship between your
speakers and your room acoustics, that
hi-fi owners ignore both. One
demands categorically that speakers
should be surrounded by absorbent
materials; the other would rather see
all absorbency behind the listener.
Generally, the latter concept is
more successful in ahome listening
environment, and is also adopted by
awide range of recording studios. So
why do theorists still go banging on
about absorbing early reflections, at
the walls surrounding the speakers? It
is thought that these early reflections
are responsible for the smearing of
detail and lack of precision in the
stereo soundstage. The problem is
that removing these early reflections
robs the room of any liveliness,
making the speakers stand out as
point sources in a 'dead' acoustic.
But what if the speaker itself
reduced the level of early sound
reflections? Could we then have the
best of both worlds? This is what the
JBL SVA series of speakers aims to
achieve, through controlled spread of
high frequency output. In a
traditional loudspeaker, the design
aim is to achieve the same level of
energy across the frequency spectrum
for ahemisphere around the front of
the speaker. Close proximity of the
side walls and floor means that
reflected sound from these surfaces
reaches the listener at nearly the
same energy level as the direct sound.
In the JBL SVA system the
mid/high frequency output is
controlled in directivity over a 90°
horizontal and 40° vertical range, by
a proprietary Bi-Radial horn. This
type of spread has been met
elsewhere in home cinema speakers,
for precisely the same reasons.
Unusually, JBL manages it here with
asingle mid/treble soft dome driver.
Above and below the Bi -Radial
horn are two bass units, built on
aluminium cast chassis and with
extended magnet pole- pieces to
linearise the magnetic flux round the
voice- coil. In the SVA1600 model
(£850 per pair) tested here, the bass
units have 150mm paper cones fitted
with semi-rigid cloth dust caps and
rubber surrounds, and both vent
through a rear mounted port.
Internal damping consists of a layer
of fibreglass over all surfaces, and
front- to- back
baffle
bracing.
Sensitivity is quoted at 89dB/1W/lm.
The enclosures are large ( 908 x
279 x 343mm, hwd), with curvy
cloth grilles giving some visual relief
from the domineering black ash vinyl
finish. The Bi -Radial horn is left
nude, with its curving flanks finished
by strips of walnut effect plastic for a
'technical/domestic' look. Crossed
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over electrically at 1750Hz, the
SVA1600
appears
seamlessly
integrated and coherent through the
midrange. Treble tends to divert
towards the horn, but there are none
of the usual horn-like colorations.
and horn flare seems just right,
combining the controlled dispersion
with excellent tonal accuracy.

SUPPLIER
iamcpath 1.ta.
25 Heathfield,
Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes
MK12 6HR.
Tel: (01908)
317707

SOUND QUALITY
As a result, the SVA1600 is as
successful with classical music as it is
with rock and jazz, with none of the
unwanted ' character' sometimes
heard with designs from across the
pond. However, the legendary JBL
dynamics and low distortion are
made obvious in the ability of the

sufficient bottom end guts, without
subwoofer assistance, yet the balance
ensures satisfying results with all
sorts of music from hi-fi sources.
Colorations are low enough to be
hardly noticeable, asmidgin of lower
mid plumminess tinging male vocals,
and bass slightly less fast than
midrange/treble,occasionally drawing
attention to`obvious' detail in the
latter. Low perceived distortion even
at high levels, fine projection of detail
and excellent transient attack would
have been enough to secure arecommendation. But the addition of
pinpoint stereo imagery elevates the
status of the SVA1600 to something
special amongst the competition at
under £ 1000.

REFLECTED

RU

In the SVA1600,JBL makes good use
of its controlled dispersion
horn technique to overcome the
room reflection problem

by

PETER .1 COMEAU

SVA1600 to play loud or soft and
retain its lucidity and liveliness. A
forgiving 8 ohm nominal impedance
seems to encourage good results from
any half decent amplifier, which
bodes well for AV use ( a matching
centre speaker is available).
Midrange/treble projection is
excellent, lending real presence to
vocals without pushing them forward
in the recording mix. The extended,
forceful bass just manages to hold on
to a semblance of control, avoiding
boominess in all but unruly rooms.
These JBLs are not members of
the lean- and- mean speaker design
brigade.
Their
well- detailed
midrange holds your attention, the
stereo image precise, rock solid, and
holographic. This works well for
listeners sitting between the speakers,
but the deliberately restricted
dispersion counts against those who
are well off- axis, the sound here
seeming to coalesce into the speakers.
Combining AV and hi-fi roles with
gusto, the SVA1600 does full justice
to cinema soundtracks — there is

What if the
speaker itself
reduced the
level of early
sound
reflections?
Could we then
have the best
of both worlds?
This is what
the JBL SVA
series of
speakers ¿ ims
to achieve.
through
controlled
spread of -ugh
frequency
output
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uoyed by its success with the
disarmingly low- tech, but
high-value Mercury budget
range, Tannoy is in the process of
reinventing itself. The Definition
series provides top end clout,
Mercury the entry level and until
now the Profile range gave Tannoy
apresence in the middle ground.
'Precision' is the radical, cleansheet replacement for Profile, which
is being produced as an integrated
range of speakers with the usual
spread of bandwidths, enclosure
sizes and prices, along with the
obligator . matching centre and
surroun •'loudspeakers. Above all,
howev , Precision is a ` music-led'
lou
peaker range that also
p
orts to make nice home cinema
sentations. If it were the other
ay around, the speakers would
Kprobably be unrecognisable
- Debuted to the press at Gleneagles
late in 1997, and at the Las Vegas
CES in January ' 98, the Precision
range is being released gradually,
with the flagship P40 last to be
introduced. The P30, one of the
more ambitious models, is a £599.90
per pair floor standing three-way,
measuring 840x210x292mm (hwd)
with an anechoic bass response
extending to 40Hz (- 3dB). Typical
rooms will improve this by, perhaps,
half an octave. Power handling is
rated at 150W, and sensitivity
91dB/1W1m. Nominal impedance is
8 ohms, and this speaker is not is
considered avery reactive load.
Along with other recent Tannoy
designs, the superseded Profile
range concentrated on an unusual
cabinet construction and cross
11.
sections, with the principal aim of
reducing cabinet edge diffraction
nd the severity of internal
onances attributable to parallel
internal panels. You would expect

to find some innovative cabinet
work in any new Tannoy design,
and the Precision range does not
disappoint. But, signalling an about
turn by Tannoy, the tec,hnological
focus is primarily diredted to the
design of the drive units.
The P30 is a true three-way
loudspeaker. Its bass unit, fitted on
the back panel, is not an ABR or
paralleled bass unit of the kind often
used in this price range, but a
dedicated bass driver, rear-vented by
the main part of the enclosure cavity.
At 150Hz it hands over to the frontmounted midrange unit, which fires
into its own sealed, damped subenclosure. The tweeter takes over
responsibility at acomparatively low
2.8kHz. All electrical networks are
second order ( 12dB/octave) apart
from the tweeter, which is third
order ( 18dB/octave). Acoustically,
however, the slopes are mainly
around fourth order ( 24dB/octave)
by the time the mechanical rolloffs of
the drive units have been factored in.
The key to the Precision range is
anew range of drive units, including
anew aluminium dome tweeter with
an off-white anodised surface which
Tannoy describes grandly as an
'anodic film sandwich', the
anodising process hardening the
dome as usual. The tweeter does
not use aone-piece metal dome and
coil former in the manner of some
high spec metal domes, but has a
classic Kapton voice coil former,
driven by what appears to be avery
powerful motor assembly.
What marks this tweeter out is,
first, the absence of Ferrofluid, the
industry standard means of
damping treble driver mechanics
and dissipating heat. As its power
handling figure implies, and my
listening tests confirm, the P30
tweeter appears to be tolerant of

Promising new drive unit designs
are central to the time- aligned, high
sensitivity, system-stretching Tannoy
Precision P30 loudspeakers
by ALVIN GOLD

You would
expect to find
some
innovative
cabinet work in
any new
Tannoy design,
and the
Precision
range does not
disappoint.
But, signalling
an about turn
by Tannoy, the
technological
focus is
primarily
directed to the
design of the
drive units

power even without Ferrofluid. The
main stated reason for eliminating
Ferrofluid, however, is to address
another issue. A tweeter without
Ferrofluid damping is said to
respond more quickly and give finer
detail resolution. Again, this was
exactly what Iheard — in spades.
Other notable claims Tannoy
makes for the P30 are an unusually
high- frequency
first
tweeter
resonance ( 38kHz) and ahigh rated
system sensitivity of 91dB (for 1W at
1m), Average sensitivity for speakers
of this size is about 2-3dB lower than
Tannoy has achieved, even after
mild resistive damping to the tweeter
has lowered its sensitivity to match
that of the system.
The bass and midrange units
appear identical, differentiated only
by the way the electrical network
breathes music into their electrical
lungs (sorry!). The key feature here
is the glass fibre reinforced
composite cone material, called
Verton, which uses unusually long
glass fibres to enhance stiffness. The
cone is injection- moulded to a

SUPPLIER
Marcum:
HiFi UK Ltd,
Kings bridge
House,
Padbuty Oaks,
575-58.? Bath
Road,
Longfield,
Middlesex
UR7 OEH.
Tel: 01753
680868

consistent thickness and surface
finish, and the surround is injection
moulded straight on to the cone, for
which enhanced dimensional
accuracy and consistency are
claimed, along with lower mass,
thanks to a reduced contact area
between cone and surround. The
polepiece is fitted with a fixed
extension which acts as aphase plug, !
and alot of work has gone into the
motor system. Its long throw and r
efficient magnetic design, combined
with the low mass of the cone,
responsible for the high sensitivity.
The final element in the equa ri
is the enclosure. Essentiely
rectangular in cross section, it has
an angled sub-baffle to which the
bass and midrange drivers are fixed.
The design listening axis is just
above the tweeter plane, and the
tweeter is fitted with an asymmetric
horn
which
Tannoy
calls
Asymmetric Truncated Variegate
(ATV) Acoustic Matching. The
idea is to,feduce standing waves, a
comorlen problem with horn
mouths, and to help direct the
listening axis almost horizontally,
even though the tweeter faces
diagonally upwards at around 20

DRIVEN TO
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music it made. Idiscovered for
example that the measured Emil
Gilds performance in the first
movement of Beethoven's Piano
Sonata No15 Op28, The Pastorale,
[DGG 419 161-2], which on
previous occasions had often
seemed to suffer from a typical
1980s DGG glassy flatness, was
restored wonderfully. Instead of the
high-frequency grit I'd expected to
hear, I was left listening to a
superbly well balanced sound, with
solid and very fast leading edges,
and with a convincing sonority and
depth of tone. Whatever recordings
I chose to play, there was no
padding to the sound, no wasted
energy, no boom or bloom. If
you've a penchant for 1970s Geoff
Love masterpieces, this speaker will
reveal things you never suspected.
But when you're tackling more
demanding music. Iwould argue
SOUND QUALITY
the P30 is better equipped than
most to demonstrate the magic
Since the P30 is not a ` hotseat'
design, it was not surprising to behind the notes.
What we have here is an unusual,
discover no fundamental difference
using the speakers toed in or and in my experience, a unique
mix. Time after time, the P30
pointing straight down the room.
revealed itself as a clean and
What Idid discover was that the
P30 should not be used close to a unusually expressive loudspeaker,
back wall. Best results in my long with a solid presence and a lean,
room, and to suit my personal detailed, tuneful, yet slightly
listening tastes, were achieved understated bass which was more
positioned the speakers about half than able to unleash flashes of
way down the long axis with about power and authority when the
occasion demanded. There was a
three metres of open space behind.
While this may sound rather sense with this loudspeaker of the
extreme, they begin to sound closed music being directed in a very
in, and the bass becomes excessive focused manner. Certainly when
if they are positioned much less
correctly positioned, as described
earlier, the P30 wasted no energy.
than ameter from the back wall.
Ialso noticed what Ifelt was a The lack of bass boom reflected an
absence of fat on the sound, was
consistent difference between the
speaker Iheard in Scotland at the well matched to the sharply focused
launch, and the one sent for review.
midband, and unusually smooth,
Despite some very strong points, precisely articulated treble.
there
were
some
obvious
CONCLUSION
peculiarities about the sound
demonstrated in Gleneagles. The Tannoy has achieved something
test speaker by contrast seemed unusual here, at least in terms of
better behaved, and at first it recent loudspeaker history. For a
occurred to me that some mainstream manufacturer normally
adjustment or revoicing had taken more concerned to ensure the
possible
range
of
place. Tannoy denies this, and it widest
appears that the character of the
loudspeaker applications, here is a
room the Tannoy was used in at model which goes all out for
Gleneagles ( a function room of musical resolution, and which as a
baronial
proportions
and quid quo pro does not suffer
furnishings) had a disproportionate inadequate
ancillaries ( or
effect on the way it auditioned. As recordings) gladly. In short, this is a
far as Ican judge, this is a speaker true, purist audiophile speaker, but
that not only doesn't like to be not of the esoteric and prestigious
crowded, but which also prefers variety most usually associated with
slightly less reflective or lively such terminology. Users will find
that the P30 stretches the
acoustics than usual.
Inverting that old canard about capabilities of their systems to a
not liking music, but liking the greater extent than can be expected
noise it makes, Istarted out being of most other loudspeakers at this
unimpressed by this speaker, and price. It may make for a rocky ride
at time, but it digs that little bit
sometimes actively disliking it until
4Ilistened carefully instead to the deeper. Great stuff.

degrees. The tilted baffle ensures
that the tweeter is slightly further
away from the listener than the
midrange driver, and the two are
time aligned, not on every forward
axis, as with Tannoy's Dual
Concentric, but on the intended
listening axis. A secondary effect of
the slanting baffle is to help break
up internal resonances.
These are just the highlights of a
subtle and sophisticated design.
The textured front and cherry
veneer flanks ( real, not vinyl) do
much for aesthetics, as do the
smoothly rounded edges, which
also address diffraction issues. The
very small baffle also helps improve
dispersion. The factory polar plots
are very favourable on both vertical
and horizontal axies and promise a
wide listening angle,
again
confirmed in practice.
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andor is a manufacturer of thus avoiding the usual domefast, lightweight, metal-cone tweeter need for a crossover that
drive
units
that
are sits right in the upper midband
incorporated in avariety of speaker where the ear is most sensitive.
systems — the emphasis being the Despite having to cover most of the
coverage of awide frequency range audible frequency range, this unit
by each unit, making the job of the keeps within ± 2dB limits from
crossover less critical in the voicing 900Hz to 10kHz before peaking to
+4dB briefly at 14kHz and falling
of the design. This system starts
with the full-range, two-way
.N84. away gently thereafter. The
Bandora
loudspeaker
e- Ç C
y..
14 litre enclosure limits the
."N.,(
bass performance to a
(£1339.50 per pair).
et.
Finished in light oak
3dB point of 65Hz with
1veneer, it houses a
)m
afairly low-Q resonance,
125mm bass unit and a
and is therefore just
65mm midrange/high
44 ) asking
for low bass
.
frequency unit, each
reinforcement
by
a
ev
1t
subwoofer.
covering a wide frequency
spectrum, maintaining good
linearity and low distortion over the
passband, and both featuring metal
cones with rubber surrounds and
hard dome dust caps.
To maintain a semblance of
'linear phase' performance, the
front baffle is sloped backwards to
place the point of high-frequency
generation from the treble unit in
vertical alignment with the bass
unit. This ' time alignment' gives a
smooth phase performance through
the crossover region. Being a cone
unit, the mid/treble driver is backed
by a tubular enclosure of sufficient
volume to allow a low crossover
frequency of 800Hz at 12dB/octave;

Enter the Mora, a pillar-like
enclosure finished in white on
which the Bandora sits. The
concept is for the Mora to appear as
a classical pedestal, but the black,
aluminium 21cm cones that feature
on either side of the enclosure give
the game away — no grilles are
provided for either cabinet. Round
the back is a resistive vent which
'ports' the 37 litre subwoofer
enclosure at around 35Hz, while
the drivers are braced back to back
in order to help cancel vibration.
The Mora is designed to be
driven by an active crossover, the
electronics supplied by Powell
Audio in aneat midi-size case with

Not, as you might guess from
the name, a dangerous South American
snake, but an idiosycratic British
satellitelsubwoofer speaker system
by PETER 1 COMEAU

ANDORAS
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gold- anodised aluminium front
plate. In addition to a Power knob
and Mute switch, a second control
knob allows adjustment of low bass
output level. Mora retails for
£1480.50 excluding its £470 active
crossover, or £ 1950.50 complete.
Price of the all- in Bandora/Mora
(£1950.50) combination is £ 3290.
Crossover between the Mora and
Bandora is set at 125Hz, with the
slope at 24dB/octave, to maintain
the smooth phase characteristics.
Moderate equalisation is included
to extend the bass performance
down to a - 3dB point of 24Hz, and
to match treble output so that it
balances the Bandora's increased
bass output level. Outputs are
provided to feed the two stereo
power amplifiers required for the
system. The Bandora has separate
inputs for HF and LP crossover
sections if you want to go the whole
hog and triamp the system.

whatever room they're used. It may
be possible to balance the low bass
using the level control on the
Powell crossover, and adjust the
upper bass using room acoustics.
The time alignment of the Bandora
also seems to suit listening distances
of over two metres, so the greatest
success will be had in the larger
rooms for which the system seems
to have been designed.
Once set up, and run in, the
Bandora/Mora
is
stunningly
transparent to the source signal,
with a stereo image that is largely
divorced from the speakers. The
presentation errs on the distant side
rather than forward projection, so
that the sound plane of panned
mono mixes appears behind the
speakers. The lower midrange and
bass is more forthright, the latter

showing good slam and extension.
Male voices are presented very
realistically.
Colorations are almost nonexistent. Occasionally a trace of
SOUND QUALITY
For the listening tests the system high treble energy excess is
was used with AVI S2000 noticeable, most obviously affecting
cymbals, sibilance and upper
Reference CD player and preamplifier, with a battery of S2000 harmonics of strings, though there
monoblock power amplifiers to bi- is nothing here to annoy the ear. In
amp the system via the Powell the upper bass, very dense
orchestral textures can become
Active Crossover.
Positioning proved to be a slight muddled; given this and the slight
problem due to the thunderous weakness in this area, Iam not so
output of the Mora at extended low sure that the crossover between the
Bandora and Mora is ideal.
frequencies. Apparently intended
The
system
showed
no
for large rooms, the Mora gives best
results when moved well away from preference for music type, with
walls and corners, and in this rock, classical and jazz all
position the Bandora exhibits a successfully exciting the senses.
spacious and well-defined stereo Neither did differences in recording
image that extends deep behind the quality produce any temperamental
response, though the system does
speakers.
On the other hand, when used in show its best on modern, vibrant
free space, the Bandora exhibits a recordings. Classical performances
loss of upper bass output. Initially recorded with a generous measure
this is not noticeable, as the Mora of acoustic ambience are especially
dominates the low frequency well reproduced by this transparent
proceedings so successfully — but system, the production technique
play back older recordings whose revealed to its best advantage.
Source components and cables
bass isn't as extended as most
are also revealed in their glory or
modern digital releases, and the
system can sound disappointingly otherwise. The AVI system proved
lightweight. Used alone as a full preferable to a mix and match of
range loudspeaker, the Bandora can other power amplifiers, but some
juggling of cable combinations was
be placed on lower stands and
moved closer to arear wall to gain necessary to attain a proper
balance. The Mora was not so
reinforcement of bass frequencies.
The Mora compromises such critical, but the Bandora liked the
Nordost Blue Heaven interconnect
adjustment by its own demands.
It is worth experimenting for and bi-wire speaker cables. Avoid
cables with atendency to brightness
several days to find the ' right'
position for these speakers in

or harshness — the van den Hul
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The Mora subwoofer, which forms the plmth-like stand for the
Bandora speaker, is designed to be driven by an active crossover.
This comes in the form of aseparate unit supplied by Powell
Audio. The near midisized case, which has agold-anodised
aluminium front plate, eames apower on/off control knob and a
mute switch. A second mntrol knob allows adjustment of low bass
output level. 77w crossover point is set at 125Hz, with the slope
at 24dBloctave, to maintain the smooth phase characteristics.
Moderate equalisation is included to extend the bass performance
down to a -3dB point of 24Hz, and to match treble output so
that it balances the Batidora 'sincreased bass output level.
The concept
is for the
Mora to
appear as
a classical
pedestal, but
the black,
aluminium
21cm cones
that feature
on either
side of the
enclosure
give the

The Second interconnects can be
used to smooth the upper treble.
With clean and well balanced
source components that match the
transparency of the Bandora, this
speaker
system
shows
how
successful a combination of high
definition satellite and powerful
active subwoofer can be. Put it high
on your list if you are after that
elusive combination of fine detail
resolution, good dynamic range and
wall-pounding bass.

game away

FOOTNOTE
*Our dictionary gives Randore, n.,
16th century plucked musical
instrument resembling alute, but larger
and fitted with seven pairs of metal
strings. Also called pandore, pandore.'
At least, that's our excuse for the
headline— Ed.

SUPPLIER
Bandor
Loudspeakers
The Studio,
11 Penfold
Cottages,Penfok1
Lane, Holmer
Green HPI5
6XR
Tel: (01494)
714058

MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATION
50-120W
Power suitability
Free space
Recommended placement
Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
Pandora
355 x251 x340
Mora
785 x261 x345
Typical retail price ( inc. VAT)
Pandora
£1339.50
Mora ( inc. active crossover) £ 1950.50
Bandora/Mora system £3290

Radlett Audij
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

'TRAY CHIC'

"Er 01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:ATC * AVI * AUDIO ANALOGUE
41UDIOLAB * AURA * AE * BOW
BiW * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARIO * COPLAND * DENON * EAR
GENESIS * GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HEYBROOK * HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS
JBL * KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD
LYRA * MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL * MIT
MICROMEGA * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
MYRYAD * NOUS ANALOGUE * OPERA
ORTOFON * PRIMARE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT * QUAD * REL
REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
SD ACOUSTICS * SHEARNE * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TARGET * TEAC * THETA
TRICHORD * TUBE TECHNOLOGY

• - •
•

•

THE
"MARK LEVINSON NO. 39
CD PLAYER"

1VBT* X1.0
NIOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

.............................
......

DIGITAL DOESN'T COME ANY BETTER

TAX FREE EXPORT MST â EFFICIENT
• •_• • • • • • •

GOOD ADVICE AND THE BEST EQUIPMENT get it together at The Listening Rooms. We are
the London specialists for systems' building.
Our 35 years of combined experience let us
get the details right—down to the last plug
and cable.

ACOUSTIC

ENERGY

ANGSTROM
e ARCAM
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO LAB

AURA

B8,1W
BOSE 4' CELESTION

Our two fully equipped listening rooms give

COPLAND

you the chance to relax and listen to some
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We

CYRUS

EPOS

DENON

KEF

eLEXICON

offer home installation, full export and

KRELL

credit facilities and can design and install

LINN e MARANTZ

quality multi-room and home cinema
surround systems.
NEW KRELL AND AUDIO RESEARCH
Products now on demonstration. Including Krell

MARTIN LOGAN
MERIDIAN e MICHELL
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO

KAV 25OP/250A/300CD/300i

NAKAMICHI

Audio Research LS9/LS8/VT50/Dl30 ARC

NEAT PETITE

Products now represents excellent value for
money as they have recently been subject
to price reductions.

PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER e PROAC
QUAD
ROGEILS

eREL
e SME

SONUS FABER e

listening

STAX

TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY

THETA

WILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA

KRELL FPB 300
161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171 -244 7750/59 Fax 0171 -370 0192
Monday Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.

HEADPHONES

I

fyou need proof that many
people take headphone listening
very seriously, look no further
than the continued availability of
many expensive electrostatics and
dynamic designs. Sennheiser has
enjoyed critical success, not only with
its inexpensive models, but also with
elegant, well-crafted models like the
HD580 [
HFNIRR, June 1994]. Now
we have the unashamedly luxurious
HD600, priced at £250.
You can really feel the quality of
these headphones the instant you
pick them up. Exposed moulded
sections such as the headband and
ear caps are finished in lapis blueblack lacquer. The circumaural ear
pads are velvet-covered foam.
Although the HD600s exert quite
firm head pressure — they certainly
don't ' float on the ear' — they do
feel comfortable. At 260gm there's
no ignoring their presence on your
head, but they don't seem to weigh
you down. No funny noises come
from the well- engineered gymbal
mounts, which facilitate a good fit
to various cranial forms.
There's no ' shut in' feeling with
the HD600. Although they look
solid, acoustically these phones are
virtually transparent, with the
reproduced sounds free from cavity
colorations and reflections. On the
other hand, they provide precious
little isolation from external sounds.
Fully serviceable, the HD600 is
supplied with detachable cabling, a
3.5m tinsel heavy duty conductor
terminated in a gold-plated 3.5mm
stereo jack, interchangeable with a
push-on 6.3 mm adapter supplied.
A moving- coil, high- sensitivity,
high- impedance design ( which
means it can be used to improve the
sound of agood CD Walkman), the
'600 uses a composite polymer
diaphragm and neodymium alloy
magnet, the magnetic circuit
computer- optimised for best
sensitivity and low distortion.
An overall frequency response of
12Hz to 38kHz is claimed, within
rather steep - 12dB limits. The ' flat
response' within - 3dB limits is
specified at 16Hz to 30kHz. The
actual frequency response is not
intended to be flat, but aligned to
the diffuse field contour for ear-side
acoustic response, to produce aflat
subjective response. Firm pressure
coupling is neither intended nor
created. In this respect the
Sennheisers may be classed as
velocity transducers. Their sensitivity is 77dB per mW, with arated
high impedance of 300 ohms.
Excludirig the 3m cable, the
HD600 weighs amoderate 260g.
The earpads are replaceable,
indeed Sennheiser makes the point
that they ` have to be replaced from
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time to time for hygienic reasons.'
In my lab, aswept frequency test
revealed anotably smooth response
comfortably spanning 25Hz to
18kHz, within close limits, and
subjectively free from peaks or
notches throughout this range.
Distortion was commendably low.
Overall, the frequency balance and
range was considered to be highly
neutral, more than sufficient for
high quality programme monitoring.

SOUND QUALITY
How do you describe a headphone
that's so self effacing it's hard to
identify any character at all? In a
perfect world further comment
would be unnecessary. However,
some comparison with established
references such as the Grado
SFt225 and Stax Lambda does shed
light on the HD600's performance.
While not quite as punchy or as
rhythmic as the Grado, the HD600
compared very well, bass sounding
yet more even across the range, and
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similar in terms of power and
extension. Sensitivity rated average,
in between the measurement for the
low cost classic Sony MDR- 3 and
Grado (highest sensitivity of these
three headphones), which in any
case has arather lower impedance.
In terms of absolute efficiency the
HD600 is significantly higher.
The Grado revealed alittle more
transparency and low level
ambience, and the still remarkable
if ageing Stax even more.
Nevertheless, Ifelt the HD600
performed very well.
Specifically
vocals
were
reproduced with neutrality and
good separation of soloists from
the chorus. Bass was taut,
crisp, clean and tuneful, and
treble, open, airy, free from
grain or sibilance, and
approaching the transient
quality of an electrostatic
headphone. There was no
sense of enclosure boxiness,
or
hardened
nasality,
common flaws with lesser
'phones. In truth, this is how
you wish speakers would
sound in rooms. Even £ 5000

PPLIEZ
Sennheb,
UK Ltd,
3Century Point.
Halifax Road,
High Wycombe.
Bucks
HP12 3SL.
Tel: 01494
551551.

per pair loudspeakers sound less
clean and linear than these
headphones, which play as loudly as
may be sensibly permitted.

CONCLUSION
The HD600 is another great
Sennheiser headphone. Perhaps not
one of its best value- for- money
models, it is certainly a top quality
example. The relatively high price is
partly accounted for by its luxury
finish and designer style, corrugated
black carton. In the absence of
anything significant to criticise, the
Sennheiser HD600 receives a firm
recommendation.

Sumptuously styled and
based on advanced drive unit design,
the Sennheiser HD 600 looks every
bit a luxury headphone

by MARTIN COLLOMS
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE- ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the Western Electric 300 B.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £2123 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks, which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby- 805,
sonically its equal in many respects.
The Reference All-Valve Earmax Mk II Headphone
Amplifier is still going strong. With improved
circuitry and sleek new case. Still only £375 inc.

805 NIonoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor
Apert lira Ta nagra

The Audiophile club
PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772

Other Products
•Shinpy cables
•Claravox speakers
•Music plus

Earmax

R.T. SERVICES

198 6

to
1996

AUDIO *SALES • DISTRINITION
ACCUPHASE: CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers
BASIS: Turntables nine models
BKS: Danish Ribbon Hybrid speakers in Granite
dCS ELGAR: Dto A converter with four awards to its name
NAG RA PL- P: Battery Valve, Preamplifier from Switzerland
SIRIUS D200: Reference Power Amplifier with Single Mosfet Technology
SHAKTI: Electro Magnetic Stabalizer for all systems
TICE AUDIO: Mains conditioners and cables
For further information and dealers contact:

R.T.

SERVICES
OXFORD

Tel: 01235 810455 Fax: 01235 810324
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edia speculation about possible
contents of the Millennium Dome
at Greenwich triggered memories
of an earlier Thames-side venture, the Dome
of Discovery, a feature of the South Bank
Exhibition which provided afocus for the
1951 Festival of Britain. Isee from the
official guide-book that this 'huge aluminium
saucer' occupied the largest single area on
the site. It was very impressive, and housed
avast range of displays representing British
exploration in all its aspects. Iinvestigated
that and much else at South Bank, but
cannot
now
recall
visiting
the
Communications section (possibly because
it was tucked away under ' Transport'!),
which included aSound Broadcasting and
Recording display offering demonstrations
to ` illustrate the high quality of sound
reproduction of which modern equipment
is now capable'.
Whatever else those dems might have
involved, they must surely have included the
microgroove long-playing record, then
starting to revolutionize recorded music. A
year had passed since Decca introduced the
new discs to the British market, pressed in
comparatively! early Decca LPs
silent vinyl [
had a somewhat coarse plastic mix — Mus
Ed] after some 60 years of hissy shellac, and
destined not only to change domestic
listening habits, but to provide a secure
foundation for the then embryonic hi-fi
industry.
But there wasn't much sign of all this in
the advertisements supporting the Exhibition
booklet. Marconi, Cossor and EMI each had
apage concerning electronics in general, and
HMV displayed its standard ` Hallmark of
Quality' slogan, leaving just Ecko to mention

music by referring to ' the full beauty of the
human voice, the orchestra, the solo
instrument'.
There
was
no
Decca
advertisement, while HMV's presence was
deeply ironical, since another year was to
pass before the Gramophone Company
deigned to enter the LP age. It was widely
regarded as scandalous at the time that the
country's most famous recording organisation
seemed to be out of touch, with upstart
labels such as Nixa and Allegro joining
Decca before the giant at Hayes finally
embraced the new technology in the Autumn
of 1952.
But Idigress, as the point Iwished to
make concerns apossible role for high-grade
audio technology at Greenwich in the year
2000, hopefully accommodating the huge
changes of half acentury and offering some
pointers to the future. The 1951 Festival
was aself-congratulatory patriotic affair held
at atime when domestic sound beyond the
radiogram was still avery small-scale sort of
business, whereas Ihope the millennium will
be granted a broader remit, with Britain
presented in aless insular guise and the hifi industry seen in evolving global terms.
However, this presupposes an official audio
display, and it would be gratifying to know
that some influential person with the
requisite expertise will be involved in
planning the Millennium Dome's contents,
and be able to arrange, say, the provision of
astate-of-the-art listening room, using the
multi-channel potential of aperfected DVD
to whisk astream of visitors into aseemingly
realistic concert venue.
An actual bricks-and-mortar concert hall,
the Royal Festival Hall, was of course the
South Bank Exhibition's one permanent

The HFN/RR CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine. The price code for each record
will be found at the foot of the review. List the CDs/LPs you require,
with the format and price as indicated, then add 50p per disc for
post and packing, up to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more
PRICE CATEGORIES:

legacy, and has contributed hugely to the
Capital's musical life ever since. But the 'live
performance' side of that life has been
paralleled by an enormous amount of
recording, providing millions in their homes
with music which can be heard (if at all) by
mere thousands in concert halls. Indeed, the
vast quantity of music now available on disc
and in the archives would have seemed pure
fantasy in 1951, as might the notion that so
much of the associated activity would take
place in London (or be organised from there)
that this city would become the world's
prime classical recording centre. And with
all that talent nearby, this suggests another
audio theme for the Dome: amodem studio
in action, with musicians heard first in reality
then via a genuine three-dimensional
playback.
Whether anyone with the necessary clout
might be swayed by such proposals, I've no
idea. But — digressing again — readers
might be intrigued to know that hi-fi did
once have a mole in high places, when
Bernard (now Lord) Donoughue was head
of the Policy Unit at No.10. He used to
write to the magazine from time to time, and
on one memorable occasion around 1977/78
he invited Gisela Berg and me (representing
manufacturers and consumers) to Downing
Street to discuss the industry's problems and
consider what it might be possible for the
Government
to
do
about
undercapitalisation, etc. Goodness knows if this
ever gave rise to amemo on Jim Callaghan's
desk, but it did make me realise how
personal enthusiasms might sometimes get
near to influencing those occupying seats of
power. Iwonder of any of Mr Mandelson's
friends read HFN/RR.
John Crabbe

discs. Unless listed here at a special price, sets are priced at the
appropriate multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also
be supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone (01234)
741152 for details and prices. The CD Service will supply any record
generally available in the UK.

• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each • MID PRICE: £7.95 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £ 5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS

CD SERVICE ORDER FORM

Name

Classical reissues - Haydn quartets

Please supply the following items:

Address

£109.95; Beecham £ 21.95

Catalogue number & title

CD/ LP

Price £

Jazz - Alati.11ease... £ 9.95; John
Coltrane £35.95; Eric Dolphy
£8.95; William Hooker £ 11.45;
Rock/pop - Pinto Bennett £9.95;
Whiskeytown £ 12.95
Audiophile - Chesky, Naim
£14.95; Mobile Fidelity £ 22.50
Rock reissues - The Zombies

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Cheques should be made payable to
HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
Card Number
delete as appropriate

£39.95; The Hollies, Dean Martin
£9.95; Harp Legends II £7.25
Expiry Date
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Postcode:
Tel:
Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to:
HFN/RR CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service Hotline: Tel: (01234) 741152
Fax: (01234) 742028
Delivery subject to availability. Non-UK sales VAT-free but
where applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE

Signature
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Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants

I
I
larh-rLuvinson

Acoustic/Iris
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excelic I
ice.
Technically...it's perfect...
Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 5

AUDIO RESEARCH D1 00.2

COME AND LISTEN TO THE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION. THIS
NEW STUNNING AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED

YOU OWE IT OF
YOURSELF TO
HEAR THE
STUNNING
NEW CDM7
BY B&W

111.111
digital
No.39

integrated cd player

£4,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

THE BEAUTIFUL.

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

AWARD WINNING
CASTLE SEVERN 2

No.31.5 Reference cd transport. £9,295.00
No.30.5 Reference digital processor. £ 15,950.00

ON PERMANENT
DEMO

amplification
No.380 pre-am pl ii
cr.
No.380s preampli tier.

£3,995.00
£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333 dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00
No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00
No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING
NEW CD PLAYER FROM KRELL

HEAR THE NEW CSA 28 REMOTE

MAKES AN IMPRESSIVE

REPLACEMENT FOR THE CSA 14

PARTNER FOR THE

INTG. AMPLFIER

CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED

INTEGRATED AM°

ARRIVING SOON AND NOT TO BE MISSED!!

authorised dealers for.

KRELL KAV500i INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER AND
KRELL KAV 250 CD PLAYER

Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies

PLUS..THE PHENOMINAL VALUE OF THE COPLAND CSA 515

Revel Speakers • Faroudja Video

AMPLIFIER 150w/c FOR ONLY £895.00!

Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn 1:lickt
Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber
Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.
Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

e CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

• 4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
• MAIL ORDER FACILITY
• EX OEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE
Agencies include:

APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND. DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, LUMLEY,
MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awitee range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO-. GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, OED AND MANY OTHERS
Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT
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headroom
afavourite gambit for producing ported
speakers for mounting close to aback
wall, the tube amplification changes the
rules. Unlike active speakers with solidstate amps, Genios run seriously hot:
•
oll.p1111111111M1111111,1 ,..«
maximum ventilation is amust. And
even with the speakers standing in `freespace', the rear section becomes too hot
;
to touch. You have to be careful
,
,nimiunit,
reaching around the back for the on-off
R
switch or the volume control. Graze
llow,..;.moinumunr Imam.
uniumumian.........
those transformers and you'll be at the
mum rilark\v
medicine cabinet in seconds, looking for
.ul1IIIilJIiULiiI
first- aid cream. Maybe the Mk II will
feature controls on the front?
Amusingly, SAP's slant on CE
regulations — despite hot transformers
on which you could fry eggs —
ontinuing my irrational passion
includes grilles which you are advised
for all things Italian (how's that
to remove. Quite why SAP felt the
for aheart-on-sleeve confessional)),
need to lit grilles in the first place, I'm
here's another treasure I've long awaited.
not sure. Do the
Think back to last year's Las Vegas CES
mandarins in Brussels
report, and the following remarks. 'My
think that flames are
favourite discovery of the show
going to shoot out of
[was] the teensy Genio from
the speaker cones?
Strumenti Acustici di Precisione
Genie's grilles are
(SAP). Somehow, this Italian
stamped from metal,
manufacturer slipped a pure
held in place by a
Class A valve amplifier into
wooden surround, and they
each 310x185x285mm two-way
rattle. You MIISt remove them, at
endosure. Yes, active mini-monitors
the risk of calling down the wrath
with on-board tube amps. The
of the EC, or the sound will
driver complement consists of a5in
suffer.
carbon woofer and a lin tweeter,
Fed by a selection of CD
which produce 106dB at lm from
players, from Krell KAV300ca
the three PCL82s per side. And
to Panasonic portable, the Genio
they're bi-amped, too, with asingleprows to be capable of delivering
ended 3.3W going to each tweeter
arich, full and above all satisfying
and apush-pull 9W going to each
sound, with bass slightly deeper
woofer. Amid all the brouhaha —
Rear engined: Corns speaker has avalve amp in the back
if less controlled than that of an
the launch of DVD, breakaway
LSI5A. The midband is equally rich,
SAP developed the Genio just to
shows, the Revel launch, the confusing
reminiscent of vintage valve amplifiers
improve the lot of PC users. It will be
hotel — finding the Genio was one of
some time before you allow us to
but with ashade more precision than
the most memorable moments of the
you'd expect of, say, apair of rebuilt
explore the advances in computer
show. Well, for ajaded old tube freak
Quad Ils. If you follow the
gaming which now include true
with an LS3/5A fetish, that is.'
instructions and place the tweeters on
surround. sound, 16-bit audio and the
A few minor details have changed
aforementioned soundtracks by wellthe inside for listening from more than
or emerged in the year-long interim.
two metres, or on the outside if
The maximum SPLs, for example, are i known act the above detour into
listening in the near- field, apair of
computing is for putting the Genio
now specified as 102dB/1m and the
Genios can fill a wall of up to 5m
into context. PC soundcards (as well
total power is I5W, not 12.3W. All
as studio mixing consoles) are on
without creating ahole in the middle.
internal wiring comes from Kimber.
SAP's own list of likely signal sources,
The horn-loaded ' super-tweeter'
One detail which hasn't changed,
gives the Genio clarity, attack and a
so the company recognises PCs
though, is the product's inescapable
sense of punch which seems slightly
alongside purist audio applications.
appeal for tube crazies, Italianophiles,
Genio, despite requiring horizontal
exaggerated by, say, Quad ESL
mini-monitor fetishists and any other
standards; but it avoids the shouting
placement on stands away from the
audio hobbyists who love the novel
produced by the sort of horns in
walls, is very much asmall-space device,
and/or the bijoux. And you just can't
and its role is not to substitute for
favour with people who love singlequibble with a (potential) UK price
systems which can fill a25x4Oft room
ended triodes for political rather than
of circa £ 1500 per pair for what is,
musical reasons. If anything, the
at life-like SPLs. Rather, it addresses
in effect, apair of speakers and apair
Genio is one of the least aggressive
the needs of space-deprived hi-fi users,
of integrated mono vive amps.
alongside such other miniature delights
systems I've heard in years.
Not that the
Genio's preas all-tube headphone amplifiers and
What's absolutely certain is that
amplification amounts to much more
there are no sonic qualities reminiscent
Musical Fidelity's X-Series components.
than avolume control and asingle
of other small powered speakers. This
But something prevents the Genio from
line input. In reductio, the Genio is an
is real audiophile stuff, imaginatively
working at its best in insufferably
upscale, glorified version of every other
compact venues like urban bed-sits or
packaged. Think of ir as a sonic
powered speaker designed to combine
the typical 6x9ft ' studies' generously
equivalent of a Fiat Cinquecento
with aportable CD or tape player to
Sport, and you're on the mark. Fun?
allocated ta long-suffering husbands by
make acomplete, but space-saving
Let's just say that you'll find it difficult
Bitch Wives From Hell: the speaker's
system. The difterence is that the
to stop smiling in their presence.
Genio makes all the right audiophilic
need for breathing space. Although
Genio's ports are mounted at the front,
Ken Kessler
noises, as opposed to iust noise.
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Addressing
the bi-fi
needs of
spacedepr ved
users,
the Genio
combines
speaker
and tube
ampl fier

SUPPLIER
&rumens:
Acustici di
Precisione; Corso
Principe Amecleo
115, 840.3
Cava de' Tirreni
(SA), hob.. Tel
+.39 89 441553;
FAX +39 89
349288.
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Given their size, two-way status and
serious on-board amplification, the
Genios should be adeparture from
the sort of powered minis you find
sold in bubble-packs by the multiples.
But the conceptual similarities
shouldn't be dismissed. Some day,
even the least-discerning listeners of
all — the game-playing schmucks who
think that £ 29-worth of plastic
appended to anasty computer soundcard is 'real audio' — might wake up
to the lineations of fist-sized powered
speakers and opt instead for quality
alternatives like the Genio. If it does
happen, it won't be due to software
vendors citing the benefits of
improving agame's sonic elements,
but because more games are featuring
music by name artists (
cg, Nine Inch
Nails) which deserve better than socalled ' computer speakers'.
This isn't to imply that
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STATIC RUINS THE SOUND
FROM YOUR CDS

5TA TM A
//
T0
STOPS THE STATIC

XTC
The ultimate listening experience

'it was meant as a reference,

". . a welcome addrticn to the

and reference qualify it i.s"
-Hi-Fi World November 96

-Gramophone August 97

lop rank of British audio."

"Firmly Recommended .'
-H:-Fr News d RR April 97'

Another
innovative
product
from the

911E- 104;M- I

designers of
Ringmat
Call 0181 810 9388
www.xtc-hifi.com
Fax: 0181 810 9365
also in the range...
FIRST REVIEWS
-.listening

extensively myself, and trying the Statmat effect on
others,....I now instinctively use the device all the time.:. Indeed,
the Statmat... makes the spoken word more articulate and clearer in inflections ( and therefore instrumental sounds too), and
gives phrasing : Intl timing in music amore natural, non-fatiguing
character...."
Christopher Breunig
•
(
Hi -Fi News & Record Review, November 1997)
...it definitely worked. What Iheard was impressive...The sound
isn't just smoother, sweeter or sharper. Rather, the music itself
seems to. change, becoming rhythmically more cohesive, and
altogether more purposeful and coherent."
o
Jimmy Hughes ( Hi -Fi Choice, December 1997)
"...What happens to the sound with Statinat? Digital becomes
more like analog, that's what. The introductory press release
offers a laundry list of sonic claims - all of them true, so far as I
can. hear... The Statmat provides "clearer ambience of recording
venue." To my jaded ears, this is what the Statmat does - better
than anything I've tried..: Sorry to say - 40 bucks, please - the
Statmat improved the sound of every CD Iplayed in every player Ihad. somutimus qui1e

Sam Tellig (Stereophile Vol.20 No.12, December 1997)
-The

Statmat actually worked rather well...the biggest change is in
the treble, which becomes clearer and more detailed while the
rest of the sound gets more dynamic. The bass end firms up atad
too and the sense of rhythm improves.., the sonic changes are
well W I0th the 111011('1'...
Ketan Bharadia & Jon Marks ( Hi Fi World, January 1998)

STOP THE STATIC WITH

STATM AT
IT'S NEW
IT'S ONLY £ 19.95
STATMAT can be obtained through good hi-fi retailers
RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
P 0 BOX 200, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX, CM15 9FB GB
T +44 ( 0)1277 200 210
F +44 (0)1277 201 225
Also available on mail order \\ ith moneyback guarantee.
UK p&p £ 1.95. Outside UK: Total cost £25 incl. p&p

CDP-1

CD

er

POW- 2 Power Amplifier

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wfre or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

ULAH 1iLLLMINT , TLHLO
GAIN 15 9cIB

10

Et 33 74B 1 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element TV from 10 to 92 Element
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather
* Interested D IY advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, inclucDng MAIL
ORDER and site surveys

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DF_ALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.
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Antiference's
FW1085
makes a
good
replacement
choice for
antennae
ravaged in
the winter
storms

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail .ohn_nelsonti)
compuserve.com

on the boom. The basic assembly
process took a matter of minutes
and is well illustrated on the
accompanying label ( there is no
separate literature with the antenna).
The only mildly demanding job is
the connection of the coaxial cable
to the junction box on the driven
element. The latter looks at first
glance like aspecies of folded dipole,
but in fact it is aconventional dipole
element which has a second and
slightly
shorter
one
closely
electrically coupled but galvanically
insulated from it below the boom.
The intention behind this ' patented
Trumatch dipole' is presumably to
provide adegree of broadbanding to
orne
very
strong winds
the driven element, although aquick
battered the UK over the
check of the antenna's VSWR across
Christmas and New Year
period, and it is a safe bet that a the 88-108MHz band suggested that
the match obtained was very
many an erstwhile Band II antenna
frequency-dependent — as indeed
is no more. Which is as good acue
would be expected from first
as any to introduce this brief
principles. It is difficult to believe
evaluation of apossible replacement,
the claimed ` even response to within
in the shape of the Antiference
1dB over the entire 88-108MHz
FM1085. This is one of afamily of
four Antiference units for VHF/FM
band' since inter alia the E-plane
gain over such a wide span of
reception, all of which used to make
frequency would be expected to be
use of the rather infelicitous
affected by local conditions such as
'Mushiciller' brand name — indeed,
height over ground and the presence
the label on our sample still bore
of nearby objects. However, the test
this branding, although it is being
antenna displayed a commendably
phased out.
The FM1085 is a five- element
clean E-plane pattern when mounted
Yagi of conventional design, with a at 60ft on top of a tower in the
paddock and rotated. Measured at
boom length of 2.05m. This equates
96.0MHz by courtesy of BBC Radio
to about 0.68X. at anominal bandcentre frequency of 100MHz, which
Shropshire, its first sidelobes under
in turn implies aforward gain at that
these conditions were at - 17dB,
which is good, and the first nulls
frequency of ashade less than 6dBd.
were about - 35dB which suggests
Antiference claims again of 6.9dBd,
quite good optimisation. The
which is on the high side but not
front/back ratio was actually slightly
markedly so: some of its competitors
better than the claimed 16dB at this
claim quite absurd gain figures. In
frequency and below, although
passing, the forward gain of any Yagi
higher in the band the figure
is principally afunction of its boom
degraded slightly and was about length in terms of wavelength, and
14dB by 107MHz. This again
only incidentally afunction of the
number of elements. It is also
suggests a design which has been
quite well optimised for the wide
important to remember that forward
gain is only one of a number of
band which it is required to cover.
important parameters to consider
The production of a Yagi antenna
to cover afew hundred kHz at VHF
when
evaluating
antenna
is considerably less demanding than
performance. Arguably the most
important of all is whether the
one which has to cope with 20MHz!
antenna will stay up in the face of
MISSING BALUN
the
inevitable
meteorological
onslaughts with which it will have
The FM1085 lacks any form of
to contend, and whether its
balun, the outer and inner of the
performance will remain consistent
coaxial cable being connected
over time.
directly to their respective halves of
Opening the box in which the
the driven element. This is generally
FM1085 was supplied revealed that
regarded as bad practice, leading to
it came in two halves, so to speak,
assorted evils such as a skewed Ejointed by asubstantial pair of semiplane pattern, although one can
cylindrical splice plates.
The
argue that for a receiving antenna
elements are secured with wing nuts,
the appearance of stray RF currents
which are simply slackened and
along the boom and the outer of the
swung into position in detents in the
coaxial cable is less critical than in
mounting plates before being retransmitting applications. Iwould
tightened. This automatically aligns
argue, however, than abalun can be
the elements in the correct locations
an important factor in the avoidance
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of EMC problems, especially if you
happen to live near a transmitter
producing substantial field strength
not far from Band II. In these
circumstances asimple quarter-wave
sleeve or stub balun might make all
the difference. And whilst in mildly
carping mood, it would have been
nice to see a recommendation that
the junction box is suitably sealed
against moisture ingress. The
performance of many a VHF
antenna has degraded with time
because of corrosion of the
connections between the coaxial
cable and driven element, and
measures to prevent it at the time
of installation pay dividends.
All in all, however, there is a lot
to like about the Antiference
FM1085. It is physically well
designed and uses good- quality
materials throughout. It is also no
larger and mechanically elaborate
than it needs to be to produce the
required performance: as such, it is
a good deal more likely to stay in
place and produce consistently good
results than many of its more exotic
and geometrically more ambitious
competitors. At its quoted price of
about £40, it represents something
of a bargain and can certainly be
recommended for those looking for
a Band II antenna which is a cut
above the average.

HOW TO CHOOSE
The fact that the FM1085 is one
of a family of four raises the
question of how to go about
choosing the appropriate Band II
antenna for a given location, and
how to evaluate the various factors.
This is actually a more complex
question than it looks, and one
which is well worth addressing in
some detail in later columns. For
now, bear in mind that choosing
simply on the basis of the highest
value of forward gain is never
correct, and that too much signal
at the front-end of your tuner is just
as damaging to performance as too
little. For example, it would not
normally be sensible to install an
FM1085 if you live within a few
miles and direct line-of-sight of a
BBC
main- station transmitter
running 250kW ERP. However,
you might well make use of the fact
that a well- designed Yagi displays
very sharp nulls in its E- plane
response at ± 90° from the peak of
the main forward lobe to reject the
aforementioned kilowatts if you
wanted to receive a lower- power
transmitter some distance away. In
the professional world, directive
antennas are often just as useful for
the rejection of unwanted signals as
the reception of wanted ones.
John Nelson
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IN VEGAS
A somewhat beleaguered high- end
industry put on a better show than ever at this
year's Las Vegas extravaganza
by KEN KESSLER

From left to right: Krell's spectacular floor-filling MRA mega power amplifier; Quad's new electrostatic speakers; and the Pass Laboratories X1000 power amplifier

D

espite the weird state of the world
economy and the utterly vile venue
into which was stuffed the highend, the Winter Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas betrayed traces of
optimism. Curious, Iknow, but there's an
indomitable spirit in the specialist audio
community which refused to allow the
death of the industry's most important
markets to cause much more than a
moment's doubt about the future of loony
tunes hi-fi equipment.
So although it was farewell to the
markets which supported too many
brands to name, the virtual loss of Korea,

Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and other
'tiger' economies to their own economic
realities didn't prevent the births of some
of the most outrageous products ever
seen. Before delving into a categorised
and alphabetical litany of launches, the
following arrivals commandingly rattled
Kessler's cage.
Nagra, bless ' em even though they're
Swiss, blew minds across the board with
the totally unexpected ( at least,
unexpected so soon) prototype power
amplifier, to match the yummier- thanyummy PL-P pre-amp. Tall and skinny,
with a footprint the shape of a carton of
cigarettes and only
slightly larger, the
Nagra monoblock
wears its two 845
valves proudly and
nakedly on the top
of the cabinet, the
whole effect being
not unlike that of
some ultra-trendy
Bauhaus
floor
lamp. Rated at
50W continuous

TACT'S Millennium
all-digital ampler

into 8 ohms, the amp uses no feedback
and is atrue Class A push-pull design. It's
blatantly a Nagra product despite not
being styled like a Series IV tape deck,
simply because it's ano-nonsense design,
it wears ameter on the front and it looks
like it could cause aworld shortage of raw
aluminium. Price? Expect it to cost
around one- and- a- half or maybe two
times the price of aPL-P.
Not least to jar one's sensibilities was
the appearance of what surely must be the
biggest, baddest, heaviest amp ever
released. Krell demonstrated, via the
long-awaited production version of
Martin Logan's elegant electrostatic
hybrids ( with 16 12in woofers!), the
utterly outrageous Master Reference
Amplifier. It asks the question: ' Recession?
What recession?' Dan D'Agostino said
that each MRA monoblock weighs 6001b.
No tape measure was available, but I
estimate that a single MRA occupies a
space of perhaps 1000x600x1500mm
(whd). Output? 1000W into 8 ohms, or
8000 into 1ohm. Oh, and safe operation
down to 0.5 ohm. 128 proprietary power
transistors. Balanced Class A operation.
On- board plug-in microprocessor
modules to control bias, programmable to
suit the impedance curve of a given
speaker and designed to offer the ultimate
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protection — including the ability, when
removed, to prevent the amp from being
switched on. Which is a fairly definitive
way of keeping your kids from taking out
your tweeters, woofers and ceiling.
And the MRA is styled to impress, too,
with long, thin, vertical strips of blue light
sectioning the front panel, metalwork
which could encase a upmarket cooker,
various remote switching options and a
price tag which harks back to the days
before China swallowed Hong Kong. Like
US$80,000 per pair, the kind of shekels
which, five years ago, wouldn't have
caused even a moment's hesitation for
then-typical Pacific Rim purchasers. And
which, added to the Statement's price,
means asystem costing $ 150,000 without
the source component or cables. The
Krell Master Reference Amplifier is the
scariest amp I've ever seen, bar none. And
it's almost anticlimactic to tell you that
Krell also launched three other new Full
Power balanced monoblocks, the 250M,
350M and 650M, with the model
numbers indicating the wattage into 8
ohms...
Less expensive — like, uh, one-seventh
of the cost of the Krell — but no less
conversation-worthy is the first amplifier
from TACT Audio. Think back a few
years to Harman's announcement of the
world's first all- digital amp. Which
promptly disappeared due to alleged loss
of interest on Harman's part. TACT was
founded to revive and perfect the work,
and the result is acompact, elegant device
which had a few tongues wagging for its
handsome styling alone. The TACT
Millennium uses a PWM amplification
stage to amplify adigital signal for direct
coupling to a loudspeaker without
conversion into analogue. The heart (or
brain?) of the Millennium is called
EQUIBIT, a proprietary PCM-to-PWM
conversion system. What caught
everyone's eyes was the large information

or unve

its new

400 power amp

fier

read-out, its surround trim being arotary
volume
control.
Although
the
Millennium's primary inputs are digital —
amix of RCA, BNC and XLR types — an
onboard AID converter allows the use of
four analogue sources with individual gain
control. Power is specified as 150W/ch
into 8 ohms, and the amp should retail
Stateside for US $ 12,000.
TACT, by the way, is part of the NAD
family, and the rest of the TACT range
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consists of digital room correction systems
based on the NAD device announced last
year. The line-up includes the $ 18,000
TACT 6.8 pre-amp featuring NAD 2.2
correction circuitry and enough power to
do its thing with five audio channels and
three subwoofers. The two-channel-only
NAD 2.2 correction processor has been
renamed the TACT 2.2.
Although I make it a habit of not
judging products at shows — who alive is
capable of making definitive statements
about aproduct heard in astrange room,
with unfamiliar ancillaries, and after a
mere five minutes demo? — there was one
exception. Imersa's magic is auditioned
through headphones, which kinda
removes abunch of otherwise inescapable
variables. Anyway, the company is touting
a licensable technology rather than a
product, so it's all abit moot. But, damn,
it's the first time since abinaural demo in
Japan that I've heard true out- of- thehead, totally encompassing surround
sound via cans.
Imersa's ' patented
headphone
spatialising technology' is the result of
research by the Australian firm, Lake
DSP, a specialist in the ' acoustic
simulation of aural spaces'. The
technologies on offer to licensees include
Imersa Light, for integration with
portables or other devices where available

Forget the mock surround of the VLS
Aun, forget holophonics, forget binaural
which depended on special software. This
is the real deal, and my fave discovery at
this year's CES...

SOLID-STATE
ATC, already established as an amp
manufacturer through its active speakers
and recently launched pre-amp, showed
the totally unexpected SIA 2-150
integrated amplifier. This brutally
handsome device, as its name suggests,
produces 150W/ch. Its sides are filled
with heat sinks and the front panel is
minimalist: source select, volume, on/off
and monitor. Designed to match the
SCM10 and SCM20 speakers, the SIA 2150 can be operated by the ATC SCAR
remote control for all functions. Given

Above, Krell's KES25i pre-amplCD
player. Left, arange of new tubes join
Western Electric's `original' 3008

processing power and cost are
primary concerns, and Imersa
Theatrephones, aimed at
makers who would incorporate
it into home cinema surround
processors, DVD players and
the like. These include access
to the algorithms and all of the
necessary licenses, while the
company will be launching a stand-alone
unit with Dolby ProLogic, Dolby Digital
and MPEG2 available via the unit to any
headphones. And that's the key: the demo
Iheard involved a pair of inexpensive
open-backed Sony ' phones, resulting in
the most convincing five- channel sound
I've ever experienced through two drivers.
The demonstration involved wearing
the headphones while speakers were
playing, the speakers then switched off —
and the sound stayed out of the head!

ATC's no-compromise policy,
we're not surprised to learn that
this component, which occupies
a physical space of only
130x440x325mm (hwd), still
weighs 24kg...
Chord's SPM1400 power
amplifier is a clean- looking
offering from a brand which
often appears to borrow
Bandai's Transformer designer
as its stylist. The front panel contains only
an on/off button and buttons to choose
speakers A or B. At the back, beefy
binding posts, an IEC mains input and a
choice of phono or balanced XLR inputs.
Rated at 350W/ch R1US into 8 ohms, the
SPM1400 is said to offer asignal-to-noise
ration better than 103dB at two-thirds
power and better than 95dB channel
separation. The chassis measures
420x355x133mm (wdh).
Creek announced three new products
due for early 1998 launch. The 52 series
has been expanded with the appearance of
the A52SE MB, a monoblock power
amplifier rated at 275W into 8 ohms. In
the 43 series, there's a new pre-amp, the
remote-dontrolled P43 at what could be a
surprisingly low price. Also announced for
'98 release is the CD43 CD player.
Mark Levinson's No 32 is the
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l'AC's Visionary System: tubes plus solid-state AIV!

company's new reference pre- amplifier.
It's a two- chassis affair with a stunning
new industrial design, fully balanced
throughout and there's even an optional
phono stage. It sells for $ 15,000 fully
loaded: your money does cover the cost of
full remote control.
Monarchy Audio's SM-70 is so tiny
and so adorable that Iwish Igrabbed one
at the show; even Ican afford its $ 599
retail price. Scaled to work with such
gems as Diapason's Karis or Evett &
Shaw's Elan, the SM-70 all- aluminium
case ( why didn't I write down the
dimensions?!) is roughly the size of a
Mission Cyrus, yet it oozes macho. Dinky
little handles, a prominent on/off switch
and high-end build quality are the visible
clues to the mind-set which created this
25W/ch miniature. It's bridgeable to 75W
mono, the circuitry is devoid of feedback,
the power supply is based around a 140W
toroidal transformer and the unit is allFET from input to output.
Mutine Corporation showed an
integrated amp called the ' Club Ten' by
Vecteur, which Iassume is the familiar
French brand, but you never know.
Remote-conitrolled, the Club Ten is said
to enjoy total elimination of electromagnetic interference through the
extensive use of EMI traps; it contains a
mechanically-decoupled massive power
supply subject to ' five- level electrical
decoupling' and the sketchy product info

KR Enteerbe,' utonollocks are based on KR 's I'aeuunt
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sheet says that it also features
'total separation of analogue
and digital stages'. Which
rather suggests the presence of
an on- board DAC. What we
have here, kiddies, is am object
lesson in the art of producing
incompetent literature. (Then
again, the manufacturer would
say Ishould have asked.)
Opera finds itself not in the
speaker category this time but
under ` solid-state' because of
the one new product we didn't Roksan's addon power amp, fed from the integrated' ,pre-out . oekets
see at TOP Audio: the new
Aria integrated amp. Seen in Las Vegas
new 99 Series. Seen in mock-up form
only in mock-up form, we do know that it
were a CD player, tuner, stereo power
will sport circuitry developed for Opera by
amp and mono power amp, with the 707
Audio Analogue and derived from the
replaced by the 909. Improvements
Puccini, and that the price will be less
include new software, new toroidal
than £ 3800. What makes the Aria so
transformers and a choice of remotes —
noteworthy is a solid timber front panel
simple or complex, the latter offering
sculpted to make the amp look both
learning facility. To follow will be a
modern yet organic, while the knobs in
surround sound decoder offering Dolby
the photo are strictly prototypical. Expect
Digital and DTS, and there are plans for
the final version to be ready for the High
amulti-room control system, too.
End 98 show in Los Angeles this June.
Rega's US importer was crowing about
Pass Laboratories showed one of the
the new Mira integrated amplifier, rated
most visually-arresting amps at the CES;
at 60W, offering pre-amp output and...
it should be at 482x266x710mm (whd).
remote control. And for aprice which will
Oh, and its weight also suggests that the
dazzle Yankee Anglophiles: US$895.
X1000 monoblock is something different,
Styling and dimensions make it an ideal
its 2001b per chassis making it one of the
match for the Planet CD player, which
heaviest on the market, if not quite
has shifted serious numbers Stateside.
KreMan. Rated at akilowatt into 8 ohms,
Roksan enhanced the terrific Caspian
the X1000 is described as having only two
range by launching a stereo power amp,
gains stages: a single-stage front end for
though no announcement has yet been
all voltage gain and a high current
made of a matching pre-amp; its current
follower stage. X1000 features the
function is to serve as a second power
company's patented Super- Symmetric
amp driven by the pre-amp outputs from
balanced single-ended Class A topology
a Caspian integrated amp. Despite a
designed to make each half of the
clean, minimalist front panel which
amplifier absolutely symmetrical. Also
matches the rest of the range, the Caspian
featured are a pair of massive 4kVA
Power Amplifier features both manual
toroidal transformers,
80 power
and automatic standby functions, a
MOSFETs, balanced-only input and the
'chain' output for multi-amping, a status
ability to be harnessed to asecond X1000
display, power failure detection a prefor power. Price for apair is US$24,000.
power- up diagnostic check and other
Also in the X series are the X2 line stage
niceties. Rating is aconservative 70W/ch.
pre-amp accepting balanced and singleSutherland never fails to come up with
ended sources and volume controlled by
a novelty. This time it's a new modular
arotary using 24 matched sets of resistors
pre- amp containing three computers,
on aSwiss-made switch providing a60dB
monoblock construction for every
range and 0.1dB tracking. The retail price
channel, plug-in mono modules for each
of the X2 is arefreshingly low $ 2500.
input (including phono), and a price tag
Pentagon, whose range is so-named
of $ 6500 — which is on the low side,
because its chassis have five sides,
given Sutherland's standards. The novelty
announced the P70 stereo
element? The front panel features a row
power amp. Rated at
of LEDs which you simply slide your
200W/ch, the P70 can be
finger across to alter level or select
configured as a 400W
sources. It only takes afew seconds to get
monoblock simply by
used to it, and it's one of the neatest party
pressing a button on the
tricks to be launched this year. But will
back.
Remote
on/off
Ron Sutherland call this pre- amp the
switching is available when
Digit? Soft-Touch? Anything bar The
it's connected to the C70
Finger, which has quite a specific
pre- amp. Operating in
meaning in the USA.
symmetrical Class A/B, the
Symfonia showed an over- the- top
P70 contains four ` huge'
powerhouse from Down Under. No
capacitors with more than
model name was provided, but the beast
130,000g overall.
is specified as delivering 200W/ch into 8
Quad will be replacing
ohms. The power supply is simply
Transistor' deviees
the 77 Series with the allmassive, with a IkVa toroidal transformer
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per channel for the output stage and a
200VA toroidal for the front end. Price
will be in the 815,000 region.

VALVEWARE
Acoustic Masterpiece is the brainchild
of none other than Miura -San of AirTight. Imagine an affordable tube kit but
with Air-Tight looks and performance
and you're on the right track. Selling for
US$1850, this diminutive stereo amp
sports Tamura output transformers and a
single KT88 per channel, good for
10W/ch ultralinear, or 5W/ch in singleended triode mode.
Aesthetix (what acool name!) makes a
pair of rather nifty all-tube pre-amps, the
lo phono stage being particularly
tempting. This two-chassis baby contains
(unless it's a misprint) 22 valves,
including 16 12AX7s, with a brace of
EL34s in the power supply. Gain is
adjustable from 45-75dB, with impedance
selectable from 10-47k ohms. Inputs and
outputs are RCA and XLR. For purists
who use only LP, it can be fitted with
volume controls to serve as athe heart of
a phonoonly system. The Callisto linepre-amp is also heavy on the tubeware as
it uses an separate power supply identical
to the Io's eight-valver. Callisto accepts a
mix of six single- ended and balanced
sources, heard via four single-ended and
balanced outputs. Its volume control
offers 46 positions, and both Io and
Callisto feature dual-mono construction.
Build quality is faultless, the look
elegantly minimalist and it could be one
of the brands to watch.
Audiomat's Opus pre- amplifier is a
handsome number from France with one
of the cleanest front panels this side of a
Copland. The controls consist of two
rotaries flanking three toggle switches and
two LEDs in a neat cut-out. The Opus
accepts six line- level sources, the rear
panel contains naught but a row of gold
sockets and the innards include four
6SN7G tubes. Housed in the same case is
the Solfege integrated amplifier, which
uses three 12AX7s and four 6550s for
38W/ch. The same case is used again for
the Concerto integrated, with eight 6550s
for 90W/ch output; both integrateds
feature passive pre- amplifier stages.
Audioprism's new reference monoblock
is the exquisite Mana, featuring the

brand's trademark champagne finish and
curved casework. Switchable to either
100W ultra- linear mode or 65W triode
mode, the Mana carries a tube
complement of a WE417A, four 6SN7s
and eight 5881 output tubes. The power
supply is fully regulated and the circuit
includes a stand-by mode and an automute facility — both to extend tube life.
Each Mana weighs a serious 751b, and a
pair will set you back US$12,995.
Bel Canto continues to produce amps
which you'd want to buy for their looks
alone. The latest is the SET, amatte-grey
masterpiece wearing its 845s in classy
cages worthy of Philip Starck. The SET
40 [as reviewed by MC — Ed] is asingleended triode rated at 40W/ch in Class Al,
utterly devoid of feedback. The SET 80 is
the monoblock version, good for 80W
and selling for $ 6500 per pair. Not yet
named but promised for delivery by the
time this sees print are a remote control
single- ended tube pre- amp for circa
$1500, afully-balanced version for $ 2500
and a single-ended 845-based integrated
amp based on the SET 40.
Canary Audio showed a host of
impressively built, classically-styled valve
products, including pre- amps and mono
and stereo power amps. The CA-601 is a
low-profile, minimalist, line-level pre-amp
using two 6922s and a 6CG7. The CA606 adds balance and a tape monitor,
while the CA-801 goes the whole hog to
dual mono status and an outboard dualmono power supply. Likely stereo mates
include the CA- 706 and the CA- 304
stereo power amps rated at 40W/ch from
four EL34s, the CA- 708 rated at 50W/ch
from four 6550s, and the CA- 301 which
delivers 22W/ch from four 300Bs.
Monoblocks include the CA- 306 at 50W
from two 6550s (or KT88s) and the CA-

Krell's PM350 amplifier
(above) and
(left) the
single-box
version of
ConradJohnson's
ART pre-

amplifier
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sismcs.,ing valve lamer time:per

303 rated at 24W from two 300Bs. All of
the Canary products are understated and
seem bomb-proof.
Cary's CAD-845SEI is a funky
integrated with one 845 per channel,
single-ended of coarse. Part of the series
which features its transformers mounted
at angles to focus the eye on the valves,
the CAD-845SEI is the offtpring of the
company's SLP-98 pre- amp and CAD805 monoblocks; it delivers 25W/ch.
Retro fetishists will adore the 1629 ' magic
eye' tube on the front.
Conrad-Johnson unveiled four new
products, not all of which are tube-based,
but Ifigured this is where C-Jfans would
look. The Premier 16LS is a line- stage
pre- amp fits the design
principles of the flagship
ART Preamplifier in asingle
stereo chassis. 6922 twin
triodes form the basis of the
circuit, which employs
neither loop nor local
feedback. Retail price will be
$7995. In an unexpected
twist,
Conrad-Johnson
showed the first solid-state
products to carry the
Premier name, The Premier
300SA is a 300W/ch power
amplifier containing five
pairs of bipolar output
devices per channel, set to
sell for $ 5995. The Premier
150W/ch integrated amplifier,
in effect a 150W version of the Premier
300SA with source and level controls in
the same chassis. Suggested retail price is
$4995. Lastly, C-Jhas a new CD player,
the DF2, featuring a passive analogue
filter stage and the reclocking circuit of
the DV2b for minimising jitter. Price is a
low $ 1695. Congratulations, too, to C-J
for supporting the new 24-bit/96kHz
format announced by Classic Records,

Muse and others.
Copland released the CSA515, which
uses valves but only as ahigh impedance
current regulator in the driver stage. Still,
it's said to sound tubey, and it delivers a
serious 150W/ch. Naturally, it looks
terrific, and Isuspect the price will be
easy to swallow.

Martin Logan s
centre channel
speaker (left)
and (below)
Quad's
new 99 system

GRAAF made good on its promises
from the HiFi Show and delivered the
final, production version of the utterly
seductive GM20. This Class A all-tube
design, rated at 20W/ch, uses a brace of
those increasingly popular 6C33C triodes
(that neat Russki military tube with the
nipples on top), with a pair of 6922
double triodes making up the input stage
and two EF184 pentodes serve as the
drivers. Designer Giovanni Mariani has
another first here, unless readers can alert
me to a different output-transformerless/
output-capacitorless amp using the fat
Russki valve. The GM20 can be used in
single- ended or balanced mode, and it
can be mono'ed to produce 60W. As ever,
the amp is simply breathtaking to behold,
sonically and visually, so expect this one
— at £ 32750 — to cut aswathe through
the sub-£ 33000 market.
Hovland showed a massive chrome
near- cube ( 365x365x280mm, wdh)
topped with naked glassware. The Aurora
uses EL34s to produce 100W/ch into
selectable loads ranging from 1-16ohms,
and it's bridgeable to 200W, halving the
impedances. How they're getting these
ratings out of two valves per channel I
don't know, but that's what the specs say.
All of the amp's controls are topmounted, the chassis is made from 1/8in
thick high strength alloy. Other finishes
include 1/4in thick side panels of
anodised aluminium, wood veneer, glass
composite or whatever the user craves,
and the amp features coloured lighting,
again user changeable. An Aurora weighs
1001b. Also seen was the HP- 100 preamplifier, all tube, line level with phono
as an option, fitted with a custom-made
31- step silver contact attenuator, nine
inputs, a mono switch and styling which
suggests Scandinavia rather than
California. Nice... JJ Electronic from the
Slovak Republic arrived with a range of
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substantial tubes including a 300B, a
KT88, a6L6G, an ECC83, an EL84 and
an EL34. The company's impressive
brochure shows aserious workforce and a
impressive facilities, but I'll be damned if
I'm going to try to sort out who's making
what in the former Commie territories...
KR Enterprises' VT600MK zerofeedback, single- ended monoblock is a
handsome beast employing the company's
not-quite-a-valve/not-quite-a-transistor
'Vacuum Transistor' and it's good for
25W RMS ` sinus output' or 50W square
wave output. The VT600 is based on a
low-profile chassis with open architecture,
black on chrome and gold. A parallel
version is also offered, good for 80W
RMS.
LAMM's ML2 is the tube lover's
eyeful, a massive pure Class A singleended monoblock shlepping 18W out of a
tube complement consisting of a I2AX7,
a 6N6, a 6C33C-B and a 6AK5, 5651
and another 6C33C in the regulated
power supply. Namedroppers
should know that the LAMM
contains Dale military-graded,
low noise metal film resistors,
Electrocube and Roederstein
film caps, Cornell-Dubilier
and
United
Chemi-con
electrolytic caps, Hammond
chokes
and
Neutrik
connectors (hiya, Stu!). The
glassware? Military spec, of
course.
Dimensions
are
404x441x210mm (wdh), each
chassis weighs 29kg, and a
pair will relieve you of US
$13,645. A note, too, about
LAMM: if you ask designer
Vladimir Shushurin for a
simple spec sheet, you get

reams of paperwork telling you everything
from Rated Output Current to Voltage
Gain to operating temperature to burn-in
time at the factory, or everything bar his
daughter's
phone
number.
Comprehensive? The mind more than
boggles.
Melos's new monoblock, the MAT100, is rated at 50W in Class A or 100W
Class AB, and it bucks the trend by being
unashamedly push-pull.., if pure triode.
The circuitry is fully-balanced and the
innards boast heavy-metal film resistors,
polypropylene caps and a ± Darlingtonregulated 1000 Joule power supply.
Nightingale's line-up of retrostyled
amplifiers now includes the low-profile
PTS-02 pre- amplifier, with all- Class-A
operation, valve rectified and stabilised
power supplies, a passive RIAA phono
stage and source select through reed
relays.
Fans of the company's 1950s
motorcycle/electric guitar styling will
welcome the new rose- metallic colour
option throughout the range.
Nightingale has also launched new
model in its range of powerline
conditioners, the CV- 1200 and CP-1600
programmable to switch on components
with varying warm-up times. The former
can power up and monitor two
components with 5(X)VA ratings and four
100VA, while the latter serves Iwo
600VA, twof 50VA and four 100VA.
Quicksilver's newest model is the V4
Mono power amp. Handsome and
minimalist, it uses four tubes — KT88,
6550. 6L6 or EL34 — to produce 120W
into 4 or 8 ohms. It contains no PCBs,
being hard- wired throughout, and a
chassis-mounted meter allows for easy
valve biasing. The input tube is a 12FQ7,
the driver a 12BH7, and the chassis
measures 194x350x425mm (hdw).
Silvaweld had a couple of floor-filling
monoblocks which look more like the
racks manufacturers used to employ for
valve burn-in. Each Œ1'L chassis contains
48 (yes, four dozen) 6C19P tubes for
200W output, the rest of the line-up
consisting of two 7199s, a 6U8A and a
6072A — that's 104 tubes per pair. In
this design each individual valve has its
own protective fuse as well as an ' error
indicator', the front panel sports power
and current meters, there are balanced
and single-ended inputs, the PCB floats
on special rubber dampers, pure silver
wiring is used throughout and you'll need
room space of 480x290x480mm (whd)
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for each channel. Oh, and the strength to
lift 50kg. Twice.
SIS
Electronics
released
the
Chaccone 5566 integrated amplifier, a
little honey of a design retailing for only
US $ 1200. Four 6550s make it good for
60W/ch. The rest of the tube complement
consist of two 12BH7s, two 6189s and
two 6922s, and the Chaccone is
distinctive for its open architecture, the
valves protected by wrap- over handles.
To follow in late spring, there's a20W/ch
version called the 5562, with four 6BQ5s
and aprice of only $ 650.
Unison Research's current prolificity
seems to know no bounds. Hot on the
trail of the Simply 845, the Dream and
the Palladios is the Smart 300B,
effectively a Smart 845 monoblock with
the 845 replaced by avalve related to the
300B. Pure Class A, it's good for 24W,

ATC's SIA 2-150A power amplifier (left)
and (right) more tube power...

and an ideal mate is the Mystery
Two pre-amp, which has evolved
from the Mystery One. The
Pentode 35 and Feather One (who
thinks up these ridiculous
names?!) form a pre/power
combination with the power
supply of the Pentode 35 feeding
the Feather One pre- amp. The
latter contains two ECC83s, the
former an ECC83, two ECC82s
and four EL34s to produce its 38W/ch.
Noteworthy — in addition to the
expected drop-dead sensuous woodwork
— is a unique lime-green lighting system
which makes these real stand-outs. Price
will be atempting £ 3795 for the pre-amp
and £ 31,495 the power amp.
VAC went way over the top with anew
system, anew look and acompletely new
concept. OK, so others (like Revox) have
developed components with a pillar at
each comer to facilitate stacking, but the
VAC Visionary System applies it to
tubeware. And it doesn't seem like
ventilation will be a problem. At each
comer is apillar with aleaf-shaped crosssection, and special caps are provided to
close off the legs of the top- most
component. And the components are
simply stunning, with smoked glass
accents and a choice of wood, lacquer or
metallic finishes; the pillars, knobs and
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faceplates are interchangeable. This ambitious project
starts with the CPA2/CVA2
remote- controlled triode based Class A tube preamplifier with phono stage
option; the CVA2 module
adds video switching, Dolby
Digital, Dolby Pro Logic and
DTS decoding and multichannel
home
theatre
operation.
The SLL1 six- channel
amplifier allows the user to
set maximum sound level for Viva tube amplification: not afraid of tv . colours.
home theatre and prevent
system from being driven into distortion.
AVP1 solid-state multi- channel home
The PTP70 is a 70Wx5 multi-channel
theatre pre-amp and the FMT1 all-tube
FM tuner.
solid-state home theatre amplifier. VAC is
quick off the mark with the DVD1 DVD
Viva first came to my attention as
video player/CD transport with HDCD
nothing more than abrochure; this time I
decoding and triode tube Class A output,
got to see these outrageous tube amps in
which Ithink is the first valve-equipped
person. What makes them so distinctive is
DVD player to reach the market; also
the ' V'- channel running from front to
back, a valley in which the valves are
announced is the CDP1 CD Player with
positioned. Oh, and Viva isn't afraid to
HDCD decoding and triode tube output
finish off the amps in wild colours
The PAS90 is a 90-W/ch stereo valve
amp designed for long tube life and no
including metallic blues and reds. Linea is
user maintenance, while the PAM160 is a asingle-ended line-level pre-amp with no
caps and only one tube in the signal path,
160W tube monoblock amp with
selectable triode or ultralinear operation,
although the line-up includes two 6922s
variable feedback and 2, 4 or 8 ohm
and two 5Y3s.
This sucker weighs 531b and
measures 16.8x9.5x14.9in, the same
as the Sintesi, a 12W/ch singleended integrated amp built on the
same case and chassis. Its valve
complement consists of two SV5723s, two 6SN7s and two 5U4Gs.
These follow the previouslylaunched Aurora 21W single-ended
Class A monoblock, and the Verona
15W
single- ended
Class
A
monoblock.
Western Electric, not content
with the return of its legendary
30013, has announced other valves in
its revival programme.
The 274B is a full-wave rectifier
with a five-pin octal base, able to
supply direct current up to 200
output impedance. The PSC 1 is a milliamperes. The 212E is a monster airremote- controlled
system
power
cooled triode which can be used as a
controller and sequencer. Oh, and there's
radio-frequency oscillator or an amplifier.
arange of ' Open-space' accessory shelves
This sports afour-pin base and can deliver
to house other brands of components.
40W in pure Class A. Macho freaks, take
Future plans include the PTS100
heed: this monster is 13 5/8in tall!
100W/ch stereo solid-state amplifier,
switchable to monoblock operation, the
• Next month: Digitaha and the rest.
LPA1 belt- drive turntable/tonearm
combination with
viscous damping
trough and supplied
cartridge,
the
AX01 stereo active
crossover
with
triode circuitry, the

Rega launched its new
Mira amplifier
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TEL / FAX : 01244 401280
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MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI-FI ACCESSORIES
The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when
purchasing a hi-fi system.
It is very easy to be sceptical about cables because of
their apparent high cost or
insubstantial appearance,
but they
can play a major part in
achieving the fall potential
from your system.

SIMPLY 845
The best Integrated amplifier available today.
For alimited period, £500 worth of cables will be supplied free
with every Simply 845 purchased.

We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
enables you to evaluate cables in your own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.
PLEASE TEL / FAX / E-MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUCT AND PRICE LIST
VAN DEN HUL • DNM RESON • SONICLINK • NORDOST I> CHORD CO
XL0 • AUDIO QUEST • KIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON
LAT • SUMIKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET

NEW IN:

Millenium 1000 loudspeaker cable from Yamamura Churchill.

Hi-end performance loudspeaker cable at affordable prices, and as you would
expect from Yamamura Churchill it is very good indeed.

SOUNDSTYLE • TOWNSFiEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY
52 Green Lane• Great iutton * South Wirral • Cheshire • L66 4LE

New & Ex-dem Equipment for sale
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birdseye maple ( list £3400)

POA

Audio Physic Tempo 1loudspeakers, black and cherry (list £ 1999) . . . £ 1500
Audio Physic Step loudspeakers, black & cherry (list £ 1299)
Adyton Opera Integrated amplifier, (list £2595)

£975

£ 1995

Meracus Tanto CD player, ( list £ 1395)

£995

Marantz CI)17 CD player, boxed with guarantee (list £8000

£600

Posselt Condor, same as the Albatross but much smaller,
made in real wood, 94dB

£ 1-100

ART Cables, various lengths, please phone for details

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale
Matisse Reference pre- amplifier ( tweaked PSU), great sound

£ 1000

Croft Epoch pre- amplifier Excellent condition

£400

DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

Posselt Albatross Loudspeakers, the best box speaker available, 94dB. £ 1600
Mullard 5-20, original main and output transformers ( stereo- set),
new and boxed

£ 120

PYE Mozart HFS20 Stereo amplifier, very collectable. great sound

£400

Leak TL12.1 ( matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard £ 1600

OUR AGENCIES INCLUDE:Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic,
Croft, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF,
Leak Troughline Tuners, Monrio, Nottingham
Analogue, Posselt, TRON, UKD Opera,
Unison Research, Yamamura Churchill Cables
& Accessories.

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY:
Tel/Fax: (+44) 01895 833099
We

are situated on the outskirts of London 4 minutes from
junction 16 of the M25 ( M25/M40) or

20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 I
DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701
Demonstrated at: The Right Note, Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio,
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio. Kent. Tel: 01634 389004
•Armchair Audio. Northampton. Tel: 01604 415466 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • Sounds of Music, Tunbridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003
•Unique Audio, London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals, Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866
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1
3,3or
ground ng
results in
unwanted
noise and
hum, but
this can
reatily be
corrected

ir

he recent DIY projects' aimed
at beating the diverse impurities
of the mains supply have proved
highly popular. An update on some
vital ancillary information is now due.
Not covered in past articles in
HFNIRR over the past decade or so
are hum or buzzing noises, caused (in
poorly designed equipment) by
ground, signal and mains wiring
interaction — quite different in origin
from the hum or buzz caused by bad
mains purity.
The 'ground/earth loop' type of
hums/buzzing caused by thoughtless
equipment grounding practice remains
remarkably common in all but truly
professional audio equipment. It is
also usually categorised in textbooks
in a section well away from
supposedly more esoteric mains issues,
under ' Fundamentals of audio signal
wiring/earthing/balancing'.

GROUND LOOP EVALUATION
1. Radio
Exterminator wire
(HEN•Rle March
'97); Purr Power
(Jan '98); Pure
Cycle (Max '98).
2.t Ben Duncan,
AMP-01 state-ofthe-art DIY
pre-amplifier,
part 1, (May 1984
page 55).
3. Ben Duncan,
Block variations,
(Oct
4. 5 Ben Duncan,
'Black Box'
Sept '94.
Ben Duncan,
AudioJStuclio
Mains Supplies,
Vol 2' — anew
compendium of the
article, and pages
mentioned above
(t), plus 'even past
'Black Box' articles
on the mains
supply. For details
.of it and the
'Audio/Studio
Maim Supplies,
Vol l' collected
reprints, please send
SAE Ben Duncan
cío HFMRR.

To determine whether ahum or buzz,
or part of such, is caused by aground
loop (' Earth Loop'), unplug all
equipment from the AC supply. Then
use an ohm-meter to look for alow
resistance (below 1 to 10 ohms)
between any two earth pins on the
power plugs. Clean grimy pins first,
and press hard on the probes to get
agood connection. If there's alow
resistance between any two or more
earth pins, this will almost inevitably
cause (or add to) ahum or buzz*.
In the past, many have suggested
removing the earth wire connection
from one or more power plugs, to
break the loop. This can work, but
should never be adopted (except
briefly,
and
by
experienced
practitioners, to prove apoint), since
it takes away alayer of safety against
fire hazard, electric shock or
equipment damage.
The simplest solution is to
`groundlift' all but one item of
equipment in your system. First
decide on the one item of equipment
that will bear the single direct
connection between mains earth (for
mains safety at least one is needed: it
is any more that causes the problem)
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and the signal ground (0V, zero volts).
As the two will have to be separated
in all the other equipment, you should
focus consideration on those units
fitted with three-core power cables
(usually signifying some degree of
metal case/chassis) where the chassis
is also serving as OV. This is common
inside poorly designed US and
Oriental ' solid-state' audio gear, and
also in much modem, let alone 'retro',
valve equipment. Telltale signs are
when the unit employs phono ('RCA')
sockets that aren't isolated from the
case metalwork, or where some
internal electronic parts connect (by
direct soldering, solder tags, or bolted
connections) to a chassis also
extending to the external metalwork,
and when the resistance — checked
with abasic multimeter — between
output terminals and the case/chassis
is much less than 10 ohms.
If you have two or more such items
of equipment in your system, you are
either going to have to undertake (or
pay for) significant modifications to
one or more of them, or else organise
balanced connections. Otherwise there
will almost inevitably be hum — at
least until you sell all but one of the
`hard chassis grounded' units! Relief
can come if you power each item of
equipment from separate transformer
isolated supplies — like using two
individual ' Pure Power' units**.

GROUND LIFT
Returning to the remaining, probably
better-designed equipment (price has
no bearing in this area), the metal
casework — which is connected to the
safety earth/ground wire — will
connect to the signal ground (OV) at
just one well defined point, via alink
or other adjustable device, often on a
PCB or on the back panel. If
uncertain, ask the maker. To ' lift the
ground', switch off mains power,
remove the lid (if required) and simply
move, remove or otherwise adjust the
`ground link'. This may be called
`ungrounding' or ' ground lifting' or
just ' lifting' the signal ground. The
isolation is generally only required for
guarding against the effects of the
induced AC power frequency and its
harmonics — hence over most of the
audio range. Also, there should be
some conductance between the two
grounds, otherwise the small but finite
leakage capacitances and insulation
resistances
across
the
mains
transformers would cause the signal
ground possibly to rise to the mains
voltage potential: albeit in away that's
more shocking than dangerous — at
least to the user (for with CMOS or
other weak circuitry, the stress of
floating high, then being earthed,
could be too much).
In my own designs, and in the wake
of 21 years of lifting experience, a4k7

10 watt (or higher) rated wirewound
`groundlift' resistor (at least) is placed
between the casework and the signal
ground. This resistance is sufficiently
high to stop audible levels of 'ground
loop' currents flowing, yet low enough
in value (in 220-250V territories) to
trip a 10mA (and most 30mA) rated
RCD (alias RCCB or current balance;
`GFD' in the USA) circuit-breaker in
ashort time, in the unlikely event of
a dangerous fault. 4k7 also limits
inter-ground fault currents so PCB
tracks on highly priced equipment are
protected from costly vaporisation. In
95-115V territories, just less than half
the value (2k2) would be used.

SAFETY AND ANOTHER
APPROACH
Connecting
the
ground-lifted
equipment through an RCD (GFD)
protected supply, as discussed above,
is rare, yet ideally recommended 2 in
cases where the ' lifted' equipment's
signal path — as distinct from the
more exposed casework and connector
bodies — could potentially become
live with afault. Today, RCDs can
be combined with MCBs in the power
distribution ` fusebox'; the combined
type is a called an ` RCB0'. By
providing aseparate supply spur, or
spurs, the RCB0(s), along with any
noise emissions made, can be placed
away from the system.
The most robust way to overcome
a70-year-old sound equipment system
interfacing problem is to adopt
balanced inputs (at least) throughout.
Ordinary
unbalanced
sources
(outputs) operate perfectly well with
these 3.The cascaded input balancing
allows ' floatage', where earth and
signal path become almost wholly
independent. The pros and cons of
the different classes of balanced
connections were covered in some
depth in a previous issue 4.Some
equipment has add-on balancing
options which may not be advertised,
so it pays to ask the maker. Otherwise,
with the designs that are on offer in
some recent books and in DIY audiozines, DIY'ers can readily add
balancing, using the active devices of
their choice.
Other basic ( as well as more
esoteric) mains-related noise/hum
conditions not recently covered in
HFNIRR are dealt with in my recent
book [see 'Accessories Club'] and also
in acompendium of ' harmonic', indepth articles 3 about mains cleansing
for critical audio, published over
1985-93.
Bert Duncan
*This assumes that the different equipment
cases are not touching each other
(electrically isolated) and that the
interconnects are unbalanced, and left in
place.
**See DIY article in January, pag70, and
this month's 'Accessories Club' listing.
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bullient, forceful, ruthless... Antony
Michaelson has applied his obvious
talents with drive and apparently
unlimited energy. He's one of the few in
recent years to make alot of money from the
hi-fi business. How did he do it? Iasked him
to start at the beginning.
'I was avery late developer; Ididn't read
or write until Iwas 10. The only interest I
had in life was music. The first hi-fi system I
had, if you could call it that, was an old
Bush valve radio, with a Goldring Lenco
turntable with acrystal cartridge plugged in.
On this Ilistened to Bach's Brandenburg
Concertos for, oh, for ever.
'Eventually, Istarted buying second-hand
valve amplifiers... an Avantic and aJason J210. One of them was pretty good, except
that it had some sort of dry joint on it, and
in the end I learned that bashing the
electrolytic capacitors stopped the noise. I
discovered the exact point to bang for
maximum effect. Unfortunately, one
morning Imisjudged it and discharged the
electrolytic capacitors across myself. It
probably altered me for life, Ishould think!
'Anyway, at the age of 15 or 16, Ihad this
uncontrollable urge — and it was
uncontrollable — to play the clarinet. Don't
ask me where it came from. Iwent in to
school and went to see the head of music,
and said "Iwant to play the clarinet!". And
she said " That's funny, someone just
brought one in this morning because they
want to give it up". Itook it home and Iwas
able to play tunes within half-an-hour, In
six months Igot my Grade Three, in ayear I
got Grade Four and in three years Igot

Antony Michaelson tells the
story of Musical Fidelity
by STEVE HARRIS
Grade Eight. Ijust had anatural affinity for
it. And that was how Igot into music.
'Of course, at school, academically Iwas
hopeless. Ijust had no interest. One day
they were talking about some historical place
where abattle had taken place. When Iwas
asked where it was, Isaid "Oh, it's way out
on the Northern Line". And that's about
where my brain was. Ihad one school report
where the history teacher wrote " Doesn't
know and doesn't care". That just about
summed it up. No-one ever persuaded me
that it was desirable to do so, so Icouldn't
be 'bothered.
`So then Idid the normal thing that
Jewish boys do, Ibecame articled to a
chartered accountant. The unprecedented
dung happened to me: actually getting the
sack. To get the sack — this was in 1968 or
'69 — from chartered accountancy was
unheard of. Ifloundered around for awhile,
Ihadn't got a clue where Iwas going or
what Iwas doing.
'I was still extremely interested in
hi-fi. By this time I'd graduated to aLux
507 and matching tuner, aTranscripturs
Hydraulic Reference turntable and Gale
loudspeakers. Wonderful! Iwas acomplete
hi-fi nut, no question. But Ithought: if you
don't know what to do, go back
to college. So Iconned my
way into business school.
Itold them Ihad ()Levels and ALeve)s which I
didn't have, and
they
never
checked — which
just goes to show!
The Musical Fidelity AI
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'And while Iwas studying for abusiness
degree Igave up the clarinet. That's the
pattern of my life, Iget quite good at
something and then just give it up! At the
time, Ihad a girlfriend whose brother
worked in the Playboy Club as amusician.
We went there and Iwas talking to one of
the musicians about clarinet concertos, and
he said to me: "You know. there's nothing I
hate more than people talking about things,
and then by the time they're 40 or 45, they
talk about what they might have done".
'Of course, Iargued with him, but Ididn't
not hear him! Going home over the Heath, I
thought: I'm just aprat. I've got amodicum
of talent on this clarinet thing, so I'd better
take it up. Iapplied the next day to Trinity
College of Music for their performers'
course; there were about 600 applicants for
five or six places, but Iwas accepted.
`The audition was taken by the principal.
Myers Foggin. Idid my pieces, Weber's
Grand Duo and some Rossini. But I'd always
wanted to be able to sing, so I'd put down
singing as my second subject. When he said
"I'd like to hear you sing", Itold him I
couldn't. He said " You can't play the
clarinet like that and not be able to sing!".
He gave me the sight-singing book, told me
to turn to page six or whatever, played the
introduction and said " Right, you're on!". I
issued a sort of yelp... and he soon
understood. So he said " Oh, go back to page
one." And the same exercise was repeated.
'A few weeks later Igot the acceptance
form, saying " Clarinet first study, piano
second study, at least for ayear, and no
mention ever more of singing".
'About this time, awell-known London
hi-fi dealer sold me on the idea of a
particular British pre- and power amplifier. I
sold my Lux and Iwent up there to collect
this stuff. It was given to me in aplastic bag,
without a box and with no instruction
manual. Iwas horrified. When Igot home, I
took the top off this thing and Ithought to
myself " I've been had!".
'And in asense, you might say that was
the start of my realisation that it was possible
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to do something in electronics. Because I
thought, if they can get away with that,
anyone can do it. Iremember it had some
thermal protection and it kept cutting-out,
driving the Gales. It was sonically no better
than the Lux, and it was rubbish in terms of
build quality.
`So Ibought myself a Radford. And I
thought: this is the sound! Then Ithought:
why don't Irebuild it. Igot the circuit
diagram, and Iwent out and bought the
components, and Ireplaced them, bit for
bit. And it worked!
'So Imodified amplifiers like this, and I
suddenly found Iwas buying and selling
valve amplifiers, which led me into my first
business venture, which was Michaelson &
Austin. Music college went on, Iwon
scholarships... and being completely illogical
as usual, as soon as I'd finished college, I
stopped playing!
'I knew how to put things together, and
we'd started acompany. But Ididn't really
know one end of anything from anything. I
still hadn't learned what the real difference
was between a plus and minus on a
capacitor. When we made the first
Michaelson & Austin TVA 1, Kevin [
Austin]
asked me to wire up some capacitors. I
didn't realise what series and parallel were,
and Iwired them up wrongly — and they
blew up in our faces. That's how little I
knew!
'Unfortunately, Michaelson & Austin
foundered due to personal differences. So I
found myself, 30 years of age, out of work. I
got a job selling advertising space for
Computer World, and very quickly rose from
Classified Trainee to Display Manager,
which is as high as you can get unless you
become Publisher. And Ilooked at it and I
thought, there's nowhere for me to go here.
I'm an ambitious sort of person, so I
thought, it's not good enough for me.
'I looked around and thought the place to
go is the computer business, that's where
growth is. So Igot ajob in acompany called
Telecomputing. But about eight weeks after

Antony Inaltimg pre-amps in the garage
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I joined the company, it went into
liquidation.
`And this is where Musical Fidelity really
started, because my wife and Iwere made
redundant on the same day. Iwent in one
Monday and they told me it was the end, so
Iwent home, got out my CV and got on the
phone to headhunters, and there Iwas doing
that when my wife came home and said
"What are you doing home?", and Isaid
"I've been made redundant". She said
"Don't be stupid. Don't joke with me. I've
just been made redundant". That was
February 1982, atime of dreadful recession,
and Idid, Ithink, about 60 interviews before
Igot ajob. We were newly married and we
had nothing, we were teetering on the edge.
`To keep myself from going absolutely
crazy, Idecided to build myself alittle preamplifier to go in my hi-fi system. Now this
is true about me: Iam able to shut off my
worries, to put alid on it and distract myself
with something else. By this time Idid know
plus from minus on acapacitor and so on.
So Idesigned alittle pre-amp, which wasn't
called anything, in a cigar box; and it
worked first time. The stuff Ibuild always
does, because Iknow that I'm incapable,
and Icheck extremely carefully every step of
the way! If you accept you're stupid, you can
do anything!
`Anyway, a friend of mine, Howard
Popeck, was so impressed with it, he wanted
to buy some. But Isaid never, ever again: I
don't want to get involved in that snake pit.
In the meantime, Igot ajob, and finally
thought: why not make a few pre-amps,
make abit of pocket money? So my motherin-law gave me $200, my wife lent me £ 189
and Iused my credit card, and Imade five
on the kitchen table. Howard Popeck gave
me a cheque on delivery, and they went
within aweek. Ihad to go out and get some
more parts.
'There's a funny story about the
metalwork on the first pre-amps. Idid all the
drawings myself; and took them down to the
local metalworker to have five sets made.
The metalwork arrived; Iput it together with
the circuit boards and it just didn't work.
And finally Irealised that they'd folded the
metalwork inside out. Itook it back; they cut
it down the edges and re-folded it the right
way. That's why if you look at the early
brochures of the pre-amp, the very first
ones, you can see they are extremely heavily
retouched, because nobody could believe
that anyone could make a product with
corners and edges that weren't right-angles.
'But then the Musical Fidelity — because
that's what its name was — began to go, and
suddenly Ifound myself getting to work at
seven in the morning, getting home by three
o'clock, going out to the garage, working 'til
midnight, seven days aweek. After afew
months of this, my wife said to me: " Look,
what's your name, Idon't know who you are
any more, because Inever see you! You've
got three choices... One: you continue what
you're doing, in which case, goodbye, have a
nice life. Choice two: you get rid of Musical
Fidelity for whatever it's worth, and you
continue with your job, and you spend some

time with me. Choice three: you get rid of
your job and go full time on Musical
Fidelity." And just to make my life easier,
she said: " Hint: choice three is the right
one.".
`I was terrified after what I'd been through
with Michaelson & Austin. It was absolutely
horrible, like having your soul ripped out.
But nevertheless, Ifight through, that's my
personality. So, Itook the risk, and went full
time on Musical Fidelity, but in a
completely mindless fashion: no real thought
about what I was doing, how I was
approaching it, anything.
`Then another major turning point came,
in about 1984. Iwas going to Italy. When I
was there, the journalists were very
disparaging about the appearance of the
stuff Iwas making. And Idid the usual
British manufacturer thing, saying " Oh, of
course you Italians, what do you know? You
are supposed to listen with your ears and not
with your eyes, my stuff's so pure...". All
that bullshit. And they said, "Well that's
your opinion, but most things sell by the
way they look".
`On the way back Ithought: they're right.
I'm an idiot. They're trying to give me good
advice. And that was the core of where the
Al came from. Imust make something
exquisite... which had really never been
done before. And that set the tone for
Musical Fidelity design from then on. And
we are unique. No-one else produces
exciting and interesting designs like we do.
`I look at cars and think, if they were still
making a Mk I Cortina, with greatlyimproved interior, engine and suspension,
how many would they sell? Not many. But
the car industry seems to be aware that you
have to keep improving the visuals, and
changing and stimulating the market,
whereas the hi-fi industry doesn't.'
So how did Antony get the industrial
designers to come up with the goods?
'I have an emotional feeling about what
the product should communicate to me. I
brief them extremely closely then Igive
them acompletely free hand. And they've
got to stimulate my emotions so that Iget a
similar feeling to what Ithink the product
should do. That's why the products are so
Quixotic and so different, because we really
do allow our designers complete freedom.'
So tell me about the Al: you can't talk
about the electronic design of the Al
without talking about Tim [de Paravicins].
'Watch me! Next question?'
Well, there was along period after the Al
when it seemed you were trying to come up
with something that would be as widelyacclaimed, as good value for money...
'It was an almost impossible act to follow.
Icome from a poor background, and I
believe in value for money, and Ido think
that the absolute price of things should be as
low as possible, which means that I
manufacture it as cheaply as possible. Iput
on things like plastic knobs, and take slight
short cuts in terms of other finish details,
which keeps the price low. Of course, all the
bullshit merchants think that you have to
have metal knobs and you have to have this
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and bad assembly. You cannot make a
and this, all these expensive things that
reliable valve power amp.
change the price utterly.
'So we're doing all sorts of things with
'During the life of the Al Ihad arunning
valves in the X-Series, and also making what
battle with every one of my overseas
distributors about the Al knobs, which they
Ibelieve is the first ever Nuvistor pre-amp
— which is staggering, amazing, a
wanted to be metal, which would have
breathtaking performance. It's called the
increased the selling price by £ 30, which
Nu- Vista! Ihave bought all the large
was alot, and they simply wouldn't accept
quantities of Nuvistors that Iknow are
this. So after the Al was killed because of
available. There may some in the American
the safety regulations, we went into
military stockpiles that will be released later,
consultation with our distributors to give
them the sort of product which they said
but as far as I'm aware, I've got all the large
they wanted, which was the Elektra E100
quantities that are available in the world.
60V output, distortion below our
series. It was really slick. And surprise,
measurements at 5 or 10V output;
surprise, after deep consultation with them,
bandwidth is fantastic, built-in phono
listening to everything they'd said,
stage... Quite staggering!'
producing exactly what they wanted... they
What other products are you planning?
couldn't sell it! Because, they said — and
'We're going to expand on two or three
this was just sickening — it was too well
different fronts... or four... actually, as many
finished, it looked too much like aJapanese
as Ican think ofl The existing Elektra and A
product.
Series will continue, depending on market
`To get that standard of finish in
demand; then we've got the X Series, which
England, to get a unified product range
has recently spawned the X-Al type of
with an integrated amplifier, CD player,
visual, which is going to have awhole range
tuner, pre-amplifier and power amplifier
of products attached to it — X-A100, the
which could sit together and mix and
Nu-Vista pre-amp, atransistor version of the
match, was ahuge undertaking. We did it
same thing. You've got the X-A200s, the Xbefore any other English company, and we
AS100, which is a 100W stereo power amp,
were not rewarded with sales success.
so you've got an awful lot coming in that.
'I decided that my distributors simply did
And then we've got the A1001, of course,
not know what they were talking about. All
they did was feed back complaints,
which is no mean amplifier, and that might
spawn its own CD player.
objections and excuses which weren't
'Our next generation of CD players will
necessarily valid. In the end, I think
be 24- bit 96kHz sampling in an X- Al
customers want to buy something unique,
package and an A2 package as well. And
something which has an identity. There are
we've decided to produce an end- of-themany companies in England which produce
products that have no identity: if you take
world phono stage, which will have fantastic
signal-to-noise ratio, massive overload
off the badge, you wouldn't know who
margin, and be monoblocks. Wonderful. In
made them. And in the export markets,
August we'll have the X-Ray, which is the
they are in deep, deep trouble.
`Musical Fidelity products have always
X-Al CD player. You like that name?
That's courtesy of Ken [
Kessler]! Ihave alist
had — even through our darker days of ' 92
to ' 95 — a clearer identity than anyone
of names in my desk which we dreamt up, in
case we forget them. The remote controller
else's. The F Series, the X Series, the Xfor the Nuvistor pre- amp is called the XAl, are all different to anything else on the
Communicator.
market, and we think that's very important.'
`Then of course, we've got the issue of
You started with valves, so don't you still
Kelly, which is doing rather well at the
think they offer the best solutions?
moment.' The Kelly Ribbon? ` That's in
'In my opinion, valves make the best
development. I'm not rushing to do that
sound. It's quite simple. There's no
because Iwant to establish ourselves on the
alternative. However, valves are sullied with
dreadful engineering. Most valve pre-amps,
market and have aproper dealer base before
Iunleash that one.'
most valve amplifier products, have
So you have the KT3 and KT2. What's
dreadful performance. And therefore, every
time you mention valves, people think it's a coming after that?
'We're leaving it there for the minute: I'm
warm, sweet, rich, fat, lovely, coloured
taking a six months' sabbatical on those
sound. This is just bad engineering: it
because we've got an awful lot of electronics
doesn't have to be like that. There is that
to develop. I've also got another recording
problem with valves.
coming up. It's aunique proposition for the
`So, in niy opinion, valve line stages, preamps, power amp pre-drivers with valves
owner of acompany to do this — or really,
anything to do with music — because it
are just fine. Valve power amps are
seems that hi-fi companies talk about it alot,
impossible from areliability and value-forbut when it comes to actually doing
money point of view. Consumers expect 50
something about music at a serious
or 60- plus watts for £ 500, and they're
right. You cannot do that reliably with
committed level, they rather dry up. So Igot
valves as far as I'm aware. Also, the valve
my clarinet out of its dusty case and three
months later recorded the Mozart Quintet...'
life is much shorter, so you will need anew
Three months?
set of valves every year or two — unless you
take the old Quad approach, where the
'Why not? After that Istopped playing for
ayear. Then we did the Brahms Quintet and
valves were grossly under-rated. But even
after that Istarted playing more regularly. In
that doesn't allow for mechanical problems
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1997, Iactually started practising properly,
for the first time in 20 years. I'd get in to the
office at five in the morning, get in aquick
hour bettere the company opened, get in an
hour during the day some other time. Did
that and then did the Mozart Concerto! Just
an unbelievable amount of hard work and
commitment. There's nothing else to it,
really. Anbody can do it, provided they're
prepared to work and make that
commitment.'
So what do you see as the future of hi-fi?
'Let's talk about music first. Music is
fundamental to the human cultural
experience. There's no question that people
have been singing and banging and playing
instruments — for ever. It is such acentral
part of our psyche. Ido not see that this is
going to change. Idon't see the presence of
silly little computers, and all this crap, is
going to alter the fundamental need for
music.
'Hi-fi is ameans of satisfying that cultural
heed. Whether or not Musical Fidelity is in
business to serve that is not what I'm talking
about. But if they need music, there will
always be a demand for things which
reproduce it. There has to be afuture in hi-fi
because music is so important to the
human-being as awhole. Computers, the
Internet,. they are just toys.
`Everybody Iknow who is on the Internet
has done just this: they've investigated what
interests them, and they look it and they say
"Well, I've got this great big computer,
capacity the size of aplanet, what am Igoing
to do with it?". Of course, there is nothing to
do with it. Ithink that maybe the solitariness
of computers is really not ahuman activity.
People talking on the Internet are dust like
radio hams used to be: they're very lonely
people. They've got no life. They just play
around an acomputer.'
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.1. Serenade
Arion Wind Quint/Schein Qt et al
BORODIN
String Qt 2 ( arr.)
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Strange Angels
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THE KEN/BR RATINGS

Sound quality and performance are separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical content.
Afew releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated). An additional
'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show catalogue number
and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price coding: 0 full price;
midprice;
budget price; K> special price - see ' Compact Disc Service'.
Reissues are shown ®, with first UK publication date.
Sound quality :
Fine, modern rec,,rding
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, cg 78 rpm

IIFTEL 1187

Performance

A : 1

I 'cry Good

8:2

Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical

C: 3
D :4
H: H
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Record of
the month

BEETHOVEN:
String Quartet in B- flat, Op.130
(with Grosse fuge) J alternative
finale _1String Quartet in F, Op.135
juilliard String Qt
Sony Classical SK 62792

JC BACH:
Overtures, Vol.2
Hanover Band/Halstead
CPO 999 488-2

Robert Main gave his farewell concert with
the Juilli 3rd Quartet at Tanglewood la.:t July

(
76m 04s)

Iremember the Juilliards playing Beethoven on a fleeting visit to the
Goldsmith's Hall, London, during the early 1970s, and being overwhelmed by
the speed and intensity of the performances. Apart f
-om Robert Mann, who
has just retired but who has been there since the beginning, they have had
personnel changes since then; and this has resulted in an entirely different
interpretative approach, as this wonderful disc shows.
The Juilliards recorded acomplete
cycle on LP, released at the same
time as their London appearance; a
second, ' live' set came from the
Washington Library of Congress
(1983). Here, Sony have selected
the Richardson Auditorium at
Princeton University, NJ, for their
latest venture in what Ihope might
be another complete undertaking.
Recently, Lord Menuhin, when
asked what many younger
performers lacked despite their
performing expertise, answered:
'style'. The Juilliards have never
lacked that. From the questioning,
opening measures of Op.130 (
Adagio
man non troppo) the phrases are
imbued with just the right amount
of rubato and poetic meaning to
make the Allegro reply doubly
effective. At the repeat of the subject
(Tempo I), extra weight from viola
and cello strengthens it even further.
The Allegro is never pushed at the
cost of clarity in the semiquaver
counterpoint. Mann even makes tiny
ritarilandi (
as Adolf Busch did) at
the ends of phrases before resuming
the argument at the original tempo:
this gives much added character to
the interpretation, a factor often
missed altogether by younger
players. Listen, too, for the sense of
mystery just before the composer
repeats his previous material. It
counterbalances beautifully, every
time Beethoven changes from Allegro
to Adagio and back again, while the
Quartet also has the facility to give
requisite bow pressure to all
dynamic markings — their sforzandi
on alternate notes [
penultimate page
of score] are tremendously exciting.
In the Presto (
ii) they bring a
featherweight quality to the note
groupings, and in the Andante con
nioto, Alla danza tedesca and the
famous Cavatina, you will hear
phrase turns that accord with
HAFI NEWS 11. RECORD REVIEW
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Beethoven's wry, caustic humour,
which he used against people
unsympathetic towards his deafness.
There is rightness, too, in the
performers' adherence to the
composer's expression markings, as
well as tempi.
The Grosse fuge is given the kind
of performance one dreams about
[the later finale is appended at the end
of the quartet'. Tensions become
unbearable towards the centre of
this formidably difficult movement,
where first-viohn moves to the
highest extremes on if chords, before
moving into the Meno mosso e
moderato, without losing momentum.
Throughout, the Juilliards' clarity of
attack, intonation, and sectional
changes are perfectly realized.
The last quartet, Op.135, is
iluminated by their grace of
phrasing, and the way in which they
'see' the work as a whole. The
Vivace second movement is not
played presto, as so many quartets —
including the Emersons — do. The
Emersons perform the Beethoven
quartets [
see Reissues1 with an
expertise and textual fidelity that at
times borders ien the miraculous, yet
Iam aware that certain details are
obscured by virtue of the fact that
they have not 'lived' with late
Beethoven for so long. Beethoven
clearly wishes to give equal emphasis
to all four parts, in what is
essentially `playful' music. The
movement must also balance equally
with the following Lento assai: the
quartet is constructed in such away
that each successive movement
maintains a continuity of thought.
In interpretation and performing
skills this is the finest late Beethoven
Ihave heard since the days of the
Busch Quartet, and it is matched by
superb sound.
Bill Newman

A*:1 • —

(57m 45s)

The apparently bottomless pit of
John Christian Bach's music is
further explored by Anthony
Halstead in Vol.2 of his traversal of
the overtures. There are three worldpremiere recordings, plus the first
recording of the original version of
the Zanaida Overture. Those with
long memories might recall the
Decca 78rpm 10in of this work,
Boyd Neel's string orchestra
providing a multi-monochrome
performance (no wind instruments,
mono recording, pre-ffrr sound).
Halstead reinstates the original wind
group of 1763: horns, flutes,
clarinets and bassoons with, most
unexpected of all, two cors anglais
(standing in for tenor oboes in F),
which add exotic colouring
particularly in the central Andante
and finale. And CPO's recording
provides an open, spacious but
detailed sound with excellent
balance. This kind of crisp acoustic
is ideally suited to the style of music
and performance heard here.
Zanaida is the only item not in Dmajor (it's in B-flat), but tonal
monotony is not aproblem due to
Bach's vivid scoring. Trumpets and
drums join the rich wind group of
Gioas, whose opening Grave Bach
borrowed from his friend Abel's
Overture Love in a Village (1766).
Cors anglais occur again in Orione,
together with flutes, clarinets,
bassoons, horns and trumpets:
period wind tone is a constant
delight throughout the disc. The
standard three-movement fast-slowfast format is also varied by the
inclusion of two marches from La
Clemenza di Scipione and two from
Carattaco appended to the overtures,
all played with infectious swagger.
Although there is a personnel list,
the harpsichordist is modestly
omitted — doubtless Halstead takes
the part, and very stylishly too. This
goes for the playing of the whole
ensemble: excitement and bold
gestures evoke the effect of those
heady operatic evenings at the
King's Theatre, Haymarket, in the
1760s and 1770s. Even more
enjoyable than Von [999 129-2].
Robert Dearling

A:1*

BERLIOZ:
Overtures — Roman Carnival J
Benvenuto Cellini J Waverley J
Beatrice & Benedict J King Lear J
Les Francsjuges J The Corsaire' J
Prelude — Trojans at Carthage 2
Montreal SOIDutoit
Decca 452 480-2

(
75m 25s)

s

1988 ,94

A perennial difficulty with the
Berlioz Overtures is that they can't
all be accommodated on asingle
disc. Indeed, this collection is only
69

John Crabbe

Robert Dearling

Gidon Kremer:
a live recording

BRAHMS:
Violin Concerto J Double Concerto
Gidon Kremer (v1n)1Clemens Hagen
(vk)1Royal Concertgebouwl
Harnoncourt

of Brahms's
Violin Concerto
with Harnoncourt
Adagio (
ii) uses one of Berwald's
favourite tricks of burying ascherzo
in its middle. Although by no means
bad, the performance could have
used an extra rehearsal.
Scored for piano, clarinet, horn
and bassoon, the Piano Quartet
receives apolished performance, its
more serious intentions well
Dutoit's Harold in conveyed.
In an apparent attempt to create a
Italy is now
kind of Schubertian musical evening
repackaged with
— aBerwaldiad — Naxos has
the Symphonie
separated the two instrumental
pieces by aSerenade celebrating the
fantastique and
power of love (text and translation
excerpts from
included in the booklet). It works
Roméo et Juliette,
quite well, but after, and against,
The Damnation
beautifully precise horn and clarinet
solos, the shaky tenor of Thomas
of Faust and
Annmo makes acurious effect.
The Trojans:
Either vibrato is in style or not, but
Decca
the two together are oil and water.
455 361-2, 2CDs The viola player realises this

Works 2
he Warriors

70

Kremer's first major recording in the
West was of Brahms's Violin
Concerto, in 1976. Karajan
conducted the Berlin Philharmonic,
and after the sessions he stated that
Kremer was the 'best we have'. Yet
that performance never achieved
classic status and is rather forgotten
today. Better-known is the 1983
version with Bernstein recorded live
in Vienna, recently reissued on DG's
'Masters' label coupled with the
Double Concerto.
Now comes this new live account
recorded in Amsterdam. Of course,
the playing is masterly: lyrical and
dramatic. Kremer's intensity and
passion are almost palpable at times,
and his solo entry has fearless attack
and power. Intonation isn't always
flawless, and one senses he's

GRAINGER:
Grainger Edition Vo1.5 - Works for
Chorus & Orchestra 2
Stephen1PadmorelVarcoelGeoffrey
Tozer (pno)1The joyful Company of
Singers/City of Lond SinflHickox
Chandos CHAN 9554

(
66m 57s)

Grainger Edition Vol.6 - Orchestral
Works 2
BBC Philharnionialickox

A(B)-A*:2-1*

Chandos CHAN 9584

(
60m 52s)

A year older than Schubert, the
Swede Berwald inhabits amusical
style similar to his illustrious
Austrian counterpart's, for all the
works here were composed during
Schubert's lifetime: the Septet in
1818, the Quartet in 1819 and the
Serenade in 1825. Although
displaying ideas slightly less
memorable than Séhubert's,
Berwald's music has afirm character
and plentiful imagination. The
Septet's finale is ahappy blend of
interesting instrumental
combinations and melody, and the

Told« 0830-13137.2
(69m 21s) recorded live

MAIM IIICILCI%

BERWALD:
Septet in B-flat _IPiano Quartet in
E-flat J Serenade
Thomas Annmo (ten)ljoakim
Kallhed (pno)1Mikael Bjârk (d-bs)1
Arion Wind Quintet/Schein Qt
Naxos 8553714

A:2-3

photo: Reinhart WolfIDG

perhaps, and joins his instrumental
colleagues in eschewing vibrato, but
at the expense of accurate
intonation. An interesting
programme, the playing and singing
less satisfying than the excellent
sound.

Richard Hickox: two
further volumes in
Chandos's Grainger series

(
74m 35s)

Richard Hickox's account of The
Warriors may be the outstanding
achievement of Chandos's Grainger
series so far. Quite as dynamic, and
as uncompromisingly modernisticmetallic as Rattle on EMI (highly
impressive, yet unwontedly grim),
Hickox returns to the music its wild
ebullience and joie-de-vivre. He takes
it at what seems atremendous lick,
too, making abracing roller-coaster
ride of it, whereas Rattle (only afew
seconds longer) sounds more harddriven and unyielding. Texturally
scintillating, beautifully caught, this
Warriors benefits from anew critical
edition prepared by Aiesssandro
Servadei. No other version, not even
Rattle's, expounds this strange,
flamboyant, extravagant work (about
which even the most ardent
Graingerians must harbour
occasional doubts) so totally
APE. INS
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the second to have mustered as
many as seven of the eight. The
absentee is Rob Roy, but Ifeel it
would have been more sensible to
have omitted Roman Carnival
instead, as most prospective
purchasers of this CD will surely
have at least one version of that
ubiquitous piece, while Rob Roy's
extra 41
/m would still have left
2
room for the short Prologue to Part
2 of The Trojans while remaining
within the 80m limit. However,
anyone with Dutoit's Harold in Italy
[421 193-2] won't be bothered by
all this, as Rob Roy joins the Corsaire
there as afiller in its own right.
As for the performances here,
Dutoit tends to adopt faster-thanusual tempi in allegro passages,
giving shortish overall timings,
although the naturally vivacious
Beatrice & Benedict breaks this rule
in lasting longer than average. But it
comes off very convincingly, and
apart from arather routine Roman
Carnival, which suffers some
roughness at brassy climaxes, this
package seems to bring out the best
in Dutoit/Montreal, whose Berlioz
I've sometimes found disappointing.
Iparticularly enjoyed the delightful
blend of tenderness and energy in
Waverley, some splendid handling of
King Lear's volatile moods, and the
sense of terror hovering over Les
Francsjuges. For the most part, then,
asolidly worthwhile collection,
supported by generally good Decca
sound. But Imust give Le Corsaire a
special mention. Although recorded
in the same St Eustache setting, this
is sonically less assertive, with a
more broad, spacious and airy feel
than the rest. Significantly, it was
produced back in 1984 by the
Comall/Dunkerley team (not
otherwise involved here) also
responsible at that time for the
superb balancing of Dutoit's
Fantastic Symphony. Is there amoral
here?

classiçiEM
sometimes having to force his tone
to fill such abig hall. The
DG/Bernstein version was live too,
but there the solo playing seemed
better technically, and the
performance overall had more
personality.
The Double Concerto is more
successful. Harnoncourt's fresh,
imaginative direction, coupled with
crisp, clean ensemble-playing
between the two soloists, ensure a
weighty yet lithe performance.
Teldec's rsecording is clear and
well-balanced, with cleaner highs
than DG's early digital sonics. Some
audience noise is apparent from time
to time, and the sound does lacks
depth and acertain tonal splendour,
though it's always natural and
unexaggerated.
James M Hughes

B:2/1 -

DEBUSSY:
Images 1 & 3 J La nier J Jeux
Saarbrücken RSOIZendel
CPO 999 476-2

(57m 35s)

CB wasn't all that impressed, but I
have to say Iderived enormous
pleasure from these performances.
Granted, the Saarbrücken orchestra
aren't exactly the last word in
refinement, but there's nothing
slapdash about their hugely
committed response, while Hans
Zender's hugely stimulating,
superbly controlled direction really

convincingly, as an inevitable,
completely focused masterpiece of
the early 20th-century concert
repertoire.
This orchestral disc also features
Grainger's very early Youthful Suite
(with its tuneful, maddeningly
likeable flanneled fool of an ' English
Waltz' for finale) and several of his
best-known short works in the
unfamiliar late orchestrations he
made for Stokowski in 1949-50,
here recorded complete for the first
time. Grainger is, posthumously, a
very lucky composer: his music's
discography is already vast, and
growing exponentially as previously
unrecorded works and alternative
versions and fragments from his
huge output get scooped up in
various trawls for completeness in
this genre or that, mostly
accompanied by admirable notes
from the most assiduous of Grainger
scholars, Barry Peter Ould.
Though Chandos's Vol.5
proclaims itself the second tranche
of works for chorus and orchestra, it
includes several instrumental items
that fill out the picture — Vol.6's
little-known ` Stokowski' versions of
Counny Gardens and Handel in the
Strand are supplemented on Vol.5
by yet later, totally unknown
arrangements of these pieces from
1952, while the rhapsodic Dreamery
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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does make you sit up and listen
afresh. Both ' Gigues' and ` Rondes
de printemps' from Images are
moulded with flair and sensitivity,
the wistful close of the former
captured here with particular
perception. Likewise, Zender's
La mer is studded with so much
revelatory detail that it had me
rushing to my battered old Durand
study score time and again for
confirmation. There's an
inspirational, truly re-creative flair
about this interpretation, as well as a
scrupulous intelligence and bighearted, rugged honesty that serve
Debussy's rapt vision exceptionally
well. Jeux, too, is something of a
marvel in its effortless mobility,
entrancing flexibility and remarkable
translucence. The sound on these
1973-84 radio tapes is always more
than acceptable. Expertly judged
balances too.
Andrew Achenbach

B:1() CI

DUTILLEUX:
Métaboles _ITout un monde
lointain ( Cello Concerto) J Mystère
de l'instant
Boris Pergamenschikow (vie) /BBC
POITortelier
Chandos CHAN 9565

(
60m 28s)

Most impressive. The present
performance of Métaboles — that
brilliantly coherent quarter-hour
concerto for orchestra in five brief

(whose initial theme anticipates by a
year or so the slow movt of
Rachmaninov's Third Piano
Concerto) receives recorded
premieres both complete, in Vol.6,
and in aravishing short form for
strings in Vol.5. Two of Grainger's
Kipling settings are given for the
first time as he reworked them for
cello quintet.
Many other tracks are recorded
premieres, either of piece or version;
among the pieces recorded for the
first time in any form, the Kipling
choruses The Sea- Wife and We Have
Fed Our Sea for a Thousand Years
are first-rate Grainger, well worth
discovery. Yet the whole message of
this Chandos series is that,
paradoxically, in such asuperficially
`merry and blithe' figure — though
we know he was far from that —
everything Grainger set down on
paper is of interest, and unusually
delightful and/or moving, too.
Both discs give the impression
that everyone connected with this
enterprise is absolutely committed to
it, not least Chandos's engineers,
who beautifully elucidate the most
curious textures and give the biggest
climaxes full weight and vibrancy.
Ca/urn MacDonald
A:1

A-A•:1*

'Hans
Zender's
hugely
stimulating,
superbly
controlled
direction
really does
make you
sit up
and listen
afresh'

interlinked movements
commissioned by George Szell's
Cleveland Orchestra for its 40th
anniversary in 1964 — riyals
Myung-Whun Chung's outstanding
Bastille Opera account on DG in its
clear-headed dedication and
meticulous polish. [
A `Szell
Centennial' 7CD set, just issued by the
Cleveland Orchestra, includes this
work.]
Similarly, this fervent reading of
the Baudelaireinspired Cello
Concerto is more than amatch for
current competitors (at least three
formidable realisations — from
dedicatée Rostropovich, Arto Noras
and Lynn Harrell — spring to
mind). With his golden tone and
consummate technical address,
Pergamenschikow cuts apowerful
yet affectingly aristocratic figure here
— listen to his rapt delivery of the
ethereal ` Regard' (ii) — and he
builds afine rapport with his stylish
co-protagonists.
Mystère de l'instant was completed
in 1989 and premièred in October of
that year by the Collegium Musicum
Zurich under Paul Sacher, who had
commissioned the work. It is made
up of ten pithy sections (' snapshots',
to quote the composer), each of
which attempts to capture the
magical properties of aparticular
sensation or, as the title suggests, the
awesome mystery of asingle
moment in time. Tortelier and the
BBC Philharmonic are on top form
once again, whilst Chandos's
engineering is demonstration-worthy.
Andrew Achenbach

A•: 1*- 1

DVORAK:
Serenade for Strings J Nocturne
for Strings -à Waltzes Op.54:1 & 2/
BORODIN: String Quartet 2
IMusici di Montreal/Turovsky
Chandos CHAN 9484

(
77m 29s)

Yuli Turovsky has very positive
ideas about the music. His small
string band (6, 4, 3, 2, 1) responds
to his every inflection — and there
are many. In the Dvorak Serenade
there is also agreat deal of
portamento brought off with skill
and conviction.The reading itself is
extremely romantic, with aflexibility
reminiscent of Mengelberg's. The
opening Moderato and the thoughtful
Larghetto are made interesting
through the free phrasing, but the
Waltz is nothing short of eccentric,
starting immensely slowly and
accelerating like along-distance train
hauling itself gradually from a
station. A real test of an orchestra's
skill is how it copes with the very
difficult ` flying' violin
accompaniment to the second
subject of (y). Here it is immaculate,
but then it should be, so slowly does
Turovsky take this passage. The
three smaller Dvorak pieces sound
charming, although Op.54:2 also
starts with ahuge accelerando.
71

Antony Hodgson

doesn't compare to this new Archiv.
Otherwise, disappointments are few;
my one reservation is that some
tempi are perhaps rather too fast,
making the performance feel just a
shade breathless. Artwork could be
better, too, but why quibble when so
much of the new set is absolutely
wonderful?
James M Hughes

A:1-1'

A:3

HANDEL:
Messiah
Soloists1Gabrieli Consort & Players!
McCreesh
Archly 453 464-2

(2CDs, 132m)

Issued to celebrate 50 years of
Archiv Produktion, Paul McCreesh's
new recording of Messiah is a
triumph. It is stylishly sung
(excellent soloists and asuperbly
drilled choir), very well played, and
scholarly without being either
pedantic or fussy. Tempi are keen,
with supple, imaginative phrasing
and areal sense of joy in the musicmaking. Messiah is an 'inspired'
work, and aperformance that fails
to make one appreciate this can only
be counted apartial success, no
matter how accomplished it might
be technically or academically.
That's why Christopher
Hogwood's 1980 ` Florilegium'
version has worn so well: it isn't
perfect, but it does capture the
freshness and excitement of
Handel's music better than any
other period instrument recording.
Until now that is. This new Archiv
set outpoints it musically; chorally it
is far better sung, and it sounds
even fresher. The recording quality
is better too: cleaner (Hogwood's
boy trebles are edgy), with wider
dynamics and amore spacious
natural acoustic.
Selecting adefinitive Messiah text
is difficult given the number of
authentic alternatives that exist. Paul
McCreesh has chosen the Foundling
Hospital version of 1754 with five
soloists — more or less the same
text as Hogwood's, but without boy
sopranos. One regret is that this
version contains the truncated
version of 'Why Do The Nations': a
real shame since the bass soloist is
so outstanding. Nicholas McGegan's
3CD version on Harmonia Mundi is
absolutely complete, but his
performance is rather dull and
72

Sir Charles
Mackerras
with Gabriela
Benackova

JANACEK:
Katya Kabanova
BenackovalStrakalRandovalPeckoval
KundlakIVelelPrague Nat Theatre
ChlCzech PO/Mackerras
Supraphon SU 3291-2 632 (
2CDs, 93m 56s)

'Selecting
a definitive
Messiah text
is difficult
given the
number of
authentic
alternatives
that exist.
Paul
McCreesh
has chosen
the Foundling
Hospital
version
of 1754'

There was apalpably Janacekian
tension about anticipating
Mackerras's second recorded Katya:
how on earth, apart from afew
textural emendations, could it
improve on his shattering, stunningly
engineered first instalment in the
VPO/Decca series, recorded an
unbelievable 20 years ago? Alas, the
answer has to be: in no respect.
Mackerras has nothing to reproach
himself with: his interpretation is, if
anything, alittle faster than before
— less indulgent (which some will
find apity) to the quiet curtain on
the lovers' tryst in Act Two. The
fact that it doesn't feel faster has a
lot to do with the much softer,
though by no means more beautiful,
sound of the Czech Philharmonic
after the revelation of the Vienna
Philharmonic playing their hearts
out. And acharacteristically overresonant Supraphon recording
compounds the problem, with harp,
glockenspiel and the occasional
woodwind up front, but only muted
brass and doom-beating timpani
sometimes breaking through the alltoo-euphonious haze.
Benackova's Katya would have
been the ideal antithesis to
Soderstrom ten or more years ago:
luminous and lovable where
Soderstrom is tense and lacerating.
True, the occasional white note is
beautifully limned, but now
Benackova has trouble pulling the
voice into focus; and given that
Randova's Kabanicha is not quite
the cheese-grating harridan that

Kniplova made of her on Decca,
there's adangerous similarity
between downtrodden girl and
unrelenting mother-in-law at times.
Nor does Peter Straka have the
lyric-heroic dimension of Petr
Dvorslcy on Decca: many phrases
are mechanically delivered, at odds
with the throbbing orchestra, and he
badly fails the one climactic phrase
in the love duet, briefly touching on
atop-C (though neither Benackova
nor the Czech strings give out
enough white heat here, either).
Kundlak's Kudriash sounds like a
character tenor, not ayoung lyric
principal-in-waiting, and Vele's
Dikoi doesn't rise to the orchestral
comedy of his drunken selfabasement. So that leaves us with
Dagmar Peckova's spirited Varvara,
the one unqualified success.
Just what changes there have been
in the 1983 Universal Edition I
haven't been able to ascertain
(Universal really should make full
scores of the Janacek operas
available other than on hire) but I
hear nothing strikingly different from
the already authentic performance
on Decca. One final plea: if
Supraphon has similar financial
backing for more Janacek with
Mackerras, then it should forget
duplication and engage him for the
Adventures of Mr Broucek, which
Decca turned down at the last
minute.
David Nice

B: 1 - 3

LIADOV:
Variations on a Polish Folk Theme,
Op.51 -IVariations on aTheme by
Glinka, Op.35 _119 piano
miniatures, Opp.11, 24, 26, 29, 32,
36, 44, 57 & 64
Stephen Coombs (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66986

(
70m 35s)

Anatoly Liadov was essentially a
miniaturist at heart, and is
principally remembered for such
impressionistic, post-Rimskyan
orchestral fantasies as Kikimora and
The Enchanted Lake. Indeed, it
might not be entirely unfair to
suggest that perhaps his greatest
historical contribution to music was
an entirely unwitting one: for when
Diaghilev was looking for someone
to write afull-length ballet based on
the ` Firebird' legend for the 1910
Ballets Russes season, he first
commissioned Liadov to write the
music. As time went by, it became
increasingly obvious that he would
never finish it by the deadline, so in
desperation Diaghilev turned to a
certain Igor Stravinsky, then ayoung
protégé of Rimsky's. The rest, as
they say, is history.
Far more conducive to Liadov's
reductionist way of thinking was the
piano miniature, as this quite
beguiling recital ably demonstrates.
Many of these pieces last under 2m,
yet unlike Scriabin, with his
APRIL IOW
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Ifelt that there were too few
strings for Dvorak's Serenade, but
there are surely too many for the
Borodin quartet: played in an
arrangement by Lucas Drew. There
is astrange papery quality which
gives away the phenomenon of
multiple violins playing music
written for asingle instrument. I
thought that the sound was
oppressive, too — more acriticism
of the intense, vibrato-laden
performance than of the engineering
which is admirably bright and clear.
Again, tempi vary greatly (although
not so markedly as in the Dvorak).
Those who can take ahigh
emotional temperature in music may
enioy it, but for me moments such
as the very end, with its high,
sustained, wavery violin note, make
me query the wisdom of arranging
this fine piece.

classAMI
propensity for attempting to pour a
quart into a pint pot, Liadov (to
redirect one American critic's
bewildering assessment of
Rachmaninov's Fourth Piano
Concerto) is more akin to
`Chaminade and vodka'. The ghosts
of Rubinstein, Tchaikovsky and the
St Petersburg Kutcha all haunt the
proceedings from time to time —
albeit with the odd passing
chromatic intensification à la
Chopin or Schumann — and even
the two sets of variations are really
no more than well-paced collections
of plaisanteries.
Yet taken in fairly small doses the
effect is affecting. Just occasionally
one feels that one has barely taken
off on one of Liadov's magic carpet
rides when it is already time to land
(the Op.32 Musical Snuffbox, for
example), but at least he knew that

MOZART:
Piano Concerto in B-flat, K450 _I
alternate ( ii) -Jin D, K537
'Coronation'
Robert Levin (f-pno)IAAMIHogwood
OiseauLyre 455 814-2

(
62m 07s)

Robert Levin's performances of the
Mozart concertos are consistently
challenging and thought-provoking,
the result of extensive historical
research. His determined advocacy
of the role of improvisation in the
performance of this music (as indeed
in his recent Beethoven and
Schubert recordings) makes for a
refreshing degree of unpredictability
that alternately surprises and
intrigues the listener.
Levin claims that in improvising
cadenzas and Eingânge for the
concertos, as well as freely
embellishing the solo and continuo
lines, he is recreating the spirit of
Mozart's own performances, in
which the score was often partially
incomplete to allow for such
extempore practices. He has not
only done this in the six concertos
where none of Mozart's original
cadential materials survive (such as
K537) but has also felt free to
discard Mozart's own examples for
the remaining 21, in abid to
recapture ' the critical element of
uncertainty' in the mind of the
audience.
This is something of a
controversial move, not least because
other Mozart scholars (notably
Christoph Wolff) have concluded
that the Mozart cadenza became an
increasingly pre-ordained and
integrated part of the concerto
during the composer's Viennese
years, and that improvisation was
restricted to embellishing the
basically fixed Gestalt that Mozart
had carefully notated. (In the case of
K488, the cadenza for (i) is fully
written into the score, and surely no
more permits of replacement than
HI-FI NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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it was better to leave listeners
wanting more than the other way
round!
Once again Stephen Coombs
proves amaster exponent of the
Russian repertoire, producing a
ravishing range of tonal colours and
flawless sense of timing which
constantly reduced this particular
listener to putty in the master's
hands. A seductively atmospheric
recording and fine annotations from
Coombs himself.
Julian Haylock

A*:1*

MAHLER:
Symphony 7
Saarbriicken RSOIZender
CPO 999 478-2

the equivalent passages in
Beethoven's ' Emperor' Concerto or
in the Schumann Concerto.)
Even allowing for Levin's
convictions, it seems regrettable that
room could not be found on this
relatively short CD for Mozart's own
thoughts on the matter. We are told
that the Mozart cadenzas are being
'held in abeyance so that, as
technological advances are made, a
re-release will grant the listener the
choice between Mozart's written
versions and the extempore homage
of 200 years later'. Perhaps Decca
has not heard of programmable CD
players!
Despite these reservations, Levin
and Hogwood produce spirited and
highly enjoyable performances of
these two concertos, using aWalter
fortepiano that Mozart owned
during the last years of his life. This
expertly restored instrument is
characterized by a particularly rich,
sonorous tone, and Levin seizes
every opportunity to exploit its
considerable dynamic range. It is
unfortunate that areconstruction of
the pedalboard which Mozart is
known to have added to this
fortepiano for performances of the
concertos could not have been used,
as it would have provided a further
opportunity (as yet unrealized on
CD) to recapture the spirit of the
composer's own playing. The AAM
plays with energy and commitment
throughout, even if Hogwood's
direction sometimes appears a little
over-vigorous.
The spontaneity of Levin's
approach offers serious competition
to Malcolm Bilson's fine account on
Archiv, although it is Bilson's
response that is ultimately the more
satisfying in its considered and
tasteful expressivity. Nevertheless, a
most worthwhile release with
excellent sound quality.
John Kersey

A*:1

(
78m 40s)

To mark the 60th birthday of
composer-conductor Hans Zender,
CPO has issued a 14-volume
Edition, sourced from live/studio
recordings by the radio orchestra
which Zender has headed since
1971. Unlike, say, Pierre Boulez,
who has recorded with the cream of
the world's orchestras ever since his
late- 1960s contract with CBS,
Zender fronts what sounds to me a
body of players more of the standard
of some provincial British orchestras
of the 1950s/1960s. Indeed,
sampling the Classical to lateRomantic discs here, Ican't really
understand why some critics have
found this Edition so exciting.
Taped by Saarlândischer
Rundfunk in 1982, this Mahler
Seventh does have a limited appeal
by virtue of its directness and
evident commitment — even if the
players sound stretched well beyond
the limit at times and the stereo
engineering standards are utterly
abysmal, especially when contrasted
with the Concertgebouw/Haitink
early digital production from the
very same year [Philips]. But
whereas Haitink moulds the
symphony to his own sense of
orderliness, or where Bernstein with
the New York Philharmonic [DG]
exaggerates its character, Zender
exposes the quirks and neuroses in
the score without overlaying it with
anything of his own making. His
work is, however, undermined by
poor orchestral playing and quite
perverse balance manipulation.
At this price level there are singledisc Sevenths by Masur [Berlin
Classics] and Abbado [DG].
Christopher Breunig

C-D:2-4

MOZART:
Symphonies: 32, 36 ' Linz'
& 41 ' Jupiter'
Saarbrücken RSOIZender
CPO 999 473-2

(
71m 23s)

You may not need a
score to unravel the
intricacies of (iv) of the
'Jupiter'. Zender does that
73

supremely well. The string lines are
as clear as daylight. Unfortunately,
the violins are also as harsh as the
light of the midday sun in summer.
It's like that in varying degrees
throughout the disc, with the bass
shortchanged by the shallowness of
the sound. Timpani sound like toy
drums. They are backward too; but
then, so is the brass, which suggests
that the orchestral balance reflects
Zender's wishes.
His reticence here does understate
the ceremonious nature of all this
music. In particular, it mutes the
surprises in (ii) of the ` Linz' where
Mozart pioneered the use of timpani
and trumpets in the slow movement
of aViennese symphony. Regrets,
though, are counterbalanced by
Zender's uncommonly keen
awareness of structure and organic
growth. This could be the composer
in him speaking. And acomposer
turned interpreter offers special
rewards even in the short but
sweepingly executed No.32 (sensibly
with timpani), its ' Mannheim
crescendos' perfectly gauged. Faults
notwithstanding, these performances
should be studied.
Na/en Anthoni

IMO

Peter Branscombe

von Otter
in the role
of Handel's
Anodonte:
a new
complete
recording
is released
on Archiv

OPERA ARIAS
Mozart, Haydn, Gluck
Anne Sofie von Otter/English
ConcertlPinnock
Archly 449 206-2

(71m 15s)

There is glorious singing, with fine
orchestral accompaniments, in this
welcome selection of 14 arias, about
half of them likely to be unfamiliar
to listeners. Mozart is in the
ascendant, beginning with
Cherubino's first aria, and
proceeding via Elvira's ' Mi tradi',
numbers from Lucio Silla and La
finta giardiniera, and Zerlina's arias,
to Vitellia's great rondà from La
clemenza di Tito. Interspersed is
glorious music from Gluck's Paride
ed Elena and Alceste as well as Otfeo
ed Euridice, and Haydn is
represented by arias from 11 mondo
74

Chandos CHAN 9567

(
66m 40s)

Symphonies K18, 21, 22 & 30
Concerto Köln
Toklec 0630 183012

A:1

MUSSORGSKY:
St John's Night on the Bare
Mountain J Scherzo in B-flat J
Intermezzo symphonique in modo
classico J Mlada - Festive March
J Khovanschina: excerpts
Anatoli Kotcherga (bass-bar)/
Marianna Tarasova (mez-sop)/
Berlin Radio Ch/South Tyrol
Children's ChIBPOIAbbado
Sony Classical SK 62034'

Anne Sofie

ROSETTI:
Symphonies 1(12, 21, 22 & 24
LMPIBamert

della luna, Orlando Paladino and La
fedeltà premiata.
Recorded recitals sometimes
prompt the uncharitable thought
that items have been late suggestions
and hastily learnt; here all is expertly
prepared, and throughout a taxing
range of characters Otter never
suggests anything other than deep
involvement — whilst also sounding
entirely spontaneous. She declines to
take Alcina's aria from Orlando
Paladino seriously, yet sings it
brilliantly; as Zerlina she is both
tender and playful... but space does
not permit individual discussion of
all these rewarding assumptions.
Trevor Pinnock and his English
Concert, well balanced with the
singer, are more than merely
supportive. Full texts are included.
This is atruly delightful issue.

or,

(
60m 27s)

Mussorgsky once frankly admitted:
'Maybe I'm afraid of technique
because Iam poor at it', and therein
lay the cause of his early demise. He
was full of startlingly original ideas,
but could never discover an
adequate way of presenting them
(the complete opposite of his coKutchka member, César Cui, who
possessed aremarkable technical
facility but had relatively little of
note to say). In the end, Mussorgsky
turned to drink which, combined
with increasingly frequent epileptic
fits, rendered him incapable of any
kind of cogent thought.
The problem with performing
Mussorgsky's music in its original
guise (as opposed to Rimsky's well'The problem
meaning manicures) is retaining its
naturally unglamorous, earthy
with
quality. This is second nature to
performing
Russian orchestras — at least, in
Mussorgsky's
their pre-Westernised glory. Whether
music in its
or not that Rolls-Royce of
orchestras, the Berlin Philharmonic,
original guise
and that most fastidiously unaffected
is retaining
of modern conductors, Claudio
its naturally
Abbado, are ideal exponents of
Mussorgsky's forbiddingly angular
earthy
utterances must, Ithink, be left to
quality.
personal taste.
This is
The orchestral playing on this disc
second
is pretty astonishing technically, the
nature to
blending and balancing of the
various instrumental sections beyond Russian
reproach. The impressively wideorchestras'
ranging and immaculately balanced
recording takes even the most
fearsome climaxes in its stride, and
we are offered a further enticement

(
65m 42s)

Two important series, Chandos's
'Contemporaries of Mozart' and
Teldec's exploration of the 18thcentury symphony by Concert Keiln,
coincide — indeed collide — here in
a major exploration of Antonio
Rosetti's symphonies, five of which
are recorded for the first time. (The
sixth, the ' Hunt Symphony', is, or
once was, available on Orfeo). Since,
confusingly, there are two
numbering systems by Sterling
Murray for these works I'll use the
old Kaul (K) numbers, quoted by
both Chandos and Teldec.
In abrief assessment Iwould say
that the approaches of Bamert and
the CK are as different as porridge
and porcelain. Bamert directs with
as much urbanity as Rosetti's
volatile spirit allows, never hurrying
when he doesn't need to, and
shaping everything neatly, while CK
is hell-bent upon excitement and
velocity at every opportunity, of
which there are many. I'm
comfortable with Bamert and both
excited and frustrated by CK.
Unfortunately, Symphonies 1(21
and 22 occur on both discs; but this
is an oversimplification, for the
performances could hardly be more
different: see penultimate paragraph.
CK opens with K18, the ' Hunt',
whose blistering (i) and (iv) reflect
the Parisian taste for which it was
composed: crescendi, headlong tutti
and seismic passagework projected
by adozen wind instruments, a large
string group, and timpani. Yelping
horns abet the cruel excitement of
the hunting-scene finale. Back at the
Oettingen-Wallerstein court,
Rosetti's orchestra was smaller but

in the form of the earliest surviving
version of St John's Night on a Bare
Mountain, with its additional choral
and solo baritone parts. The
performance of the little
Mendelssohnian B-flat Scherzo is
quite stunning, and the
Khovanschina Prelude is also
beautifully turned.
Yet in places where the brass
should ' snarl', the woodwind jibe
sardonically, the strings tear
uncontrollably at their instruments
— where the kind of sound is every
bit as important as sheer volume
and impact — a kind of all-purpose
musical cultivation and interpretative
restraint prevent the music from
having its full head. Played like this,
it's difficult to imagine what all
those ` awkwardnesses' were that so
enraged Rimsky, and inspired him to
APRIL ISIS
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the most luminously delicate
sonorities). Hans Zender's 1982
Saarbrücken Radio performance
faces stiff competition from Gerd
Albrecht and the Berlin RSO on
Koch Schwann. If Albrecht's band is
marginally the more polished of the
two, there's no missing the
exceptional dedication displayed by
Zender and his highly responsive
forces. Both outer movements are
outstandingly atmospheric in his
perceptive hands, though the scherzo
is perhaps just that touch more
teasingly capricious under Albrecht.
No matter: both interpretations are
wholly compelling.
Zender's coupling is a rarity, a
setting for mixed choir and orchestra
from 1909 of Die Nonnen (`The
Nuns'), apoem by Martin Boelitz
(who was a close friend of Reger).
It's astrikingly imposing piece,
nobly served here, but the lack of
texts in the booklet is just plain
irritating. Vivid, if slightly washy
sound.
In sum, Regerians will adore this
issue, but newcomers are perhaps
better advised to invest in Albrecht's
marvellous version of the Romantic
Suite (where the coupling is this
composer's equally adorable Four
Böcklin Tone-Pictures).

just as expert, if the frequent
exposed wind passages are a guide.
K30, however, includes trumpets
and drums, as befits its robust
character.
Comparison between LMP and
CK in K21 and 22 typifies these
groups' approaches. With CK,
Minuets are always very fast, not
always to their advantage: K18's is
marked 'majestoso' and needs more
grandeur. LMF"s minuets are sedate
and poised but rarely dull. CK uses
harpsichord, and abassoon is clearly
evident in support of low strings,
much less so with L/VLF'.
Fortunately, though, Bamert does
not follow his predecessor (and
founder of the LMP) Harry Blech in
treating winds as the Victorians
treated piano legs: coyly concealing
them at all costs. Today's LMP
performances are spruce and
beautifully balanced.
With CK's attention to
authenticity, may we assume that
rhythmic instability in some minuets,
with collapse at phrase-endings and
different tempi for trios, was
Rosetti's intention? If so, Ifeel that
Bamert is wholly right to ignore it!
And those gracenotes! In K21(i) and
K22(i) and (iii), CK plays
acciaccature, while LMP is so much
more stylish when playing them
long. That in K 22(i) is a crotchet
gracenote, crushed almost to ugly
inaudibility by CK. Rosetti replaced
the trio of K22. CK plays the
original (flute and bassoon in a
melody related to the minuet), LMP
the replacement (oboe over
pizzicato), so Rosettiphiles will need
both discs.
The Chandos sound is more
constricted than Teldec's, with
sandpapery violin tone that Iquickly
dismissed as unworrying; Teldec's
up-front recording is raw and
exciting, with delicious tone in the
cello counterpoint in K21(iii).
1:1

Koch Schwann 3 1510 2

A*:1(?)

'Staccato
brilhante,
composed

RIMER:
A Romantic Suite -1Die Normen
Chor des NDRISaarbrücken RSOI
Zender
CPO 999 480-2

(51m 40s)

A Romantic Suite (1912) is one of
Reger's loveliest creations, an
enchanting lyrical orchestral triptych
inspired by the poetry of Eichendorff
and scored with comprehensive
mastery (the central scherzo is full of
1141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Philips 454 453-2

just before
Braga
Santos's
death, is a
scintillating
brief toccata,
a short ride
in a fast
Lusitanian
machine'

(
69m 33s)

Schubert's C-major sonata, D840,
poses particular problems for the
interpreter. It was planned by the
composer as a large-scale four-movt
work similar to the A-minor, D845,
but was abandoned by Schubert
whilst still in an unfinished state.
Only the first two movements are
complete; the other two exist as
substantial fragments and have been
the subject of completions by,
amongst others, Ernst Krenek and
Paul Badura-Skoda.
Mitsuko Uchida, like Brendel
before her, opts to discard these
fragments, and her interpretation
certainly suggests that the two
complete movts can stand as a
satisfying artistic entity in their own
right. They undoubtedly show
Schubert's inspiration at its highest
level, and indicate the increasing
emotional significance that he was to
find within the sonata medium in
later years.
Uchida's response to this music is
one of considerable sensitivity, and
the subtlety of her tone in
pianissimo passages produces some
magical moments. Her approach is
essentially intimate, maintaining an
almost classical equilibrium between
the passionate and lyrical elements

13:1 "

(
62m ¡ Os)

Composers of Portugal, long
hobbled by the mean insularity of
the Salazar dictatorship, have little
international profile, but Jolly Braga
Santos ( 1924-88) was one of his
country's commanding mid-century
figures. Portuguese music is a
stubborn native growth, virtually
unrelated to Spanish styles: indeed,
the cultural links with Britain are
significant — English music is
admired and performed there, and
enthusiasts for VW and Howells will
lap up Braga Santos's lovely Concerto
for Strings (1951).
He was primarly an orchestral
composer, and Ihope Koch, in this
series ' Five Centuries of Portiguese
Music', will record some of his six
symphonies. But the three principal
works here are for strings, and only
the early, noble orchestral elegy for
Liszt's pupil Vianna da Motta
(founding father of modern
Portuguese music) reveals Braga
Santos's symphonic potential. The
other orchestral piece, Staccato
brilhante, composed just before his
death, is a scintillating brief toccata,
ashort ride in afast Lusitanian
machine. Braga Santos was no
conservative: the Concerto's modal
tonality gives way in the impressive
Sinfonietta (1963) to a far more

A:1

SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonatas in C, D840 J in G,
D894
Mitsuko Uchida (pno)

BRAGA SANTOS:
Staccato Brilhante J Divertimento
2 J Concerto in D J Sinfonietta
Elegia a Vianna da Motta
Orquesta Clássica do Porto/Minsky

A:1*-3

try to improve upon Mussorgsky's
gloriously unvarnished originals.
A truly luxurious product then,
which taken on its own terms almost
defies serious criticism, yet which to
me appears occasionally to tell only
one ‘, Ide of the ,,
ton,

Ca/urn MacDonald

Mitsuko
Uchida

photo: Philips C

Robert Deeding

Andrew Achenbach

chromatic idiom, owing much to
Bartók but individually directed,
while the cluster-chords and glassy
sheen of the late, dark Divertimento 2
(1978) suggest comparisons with
Ligeti. Like all these works, it's
superbly written for strings, and
ardently expounded by the fine
Oporto orchestra in excellent sound.
Highly recommendable. Roll on
some matching discs of Freitas
Branco and Lopes-Graça.

of the score and refusing any
'It has been
temptation towards self-indulgence.
suggested
The benefits of such restraint can
that
this
be felt in the transparent logic of
1994
Berlin
Uchida's argument; she makes the
progress of each movement seem
Philharmonie
inevitable and is constantly alert to
production
the exquisite detail of Schubert's
represents a
design. A return to Richter's 1979
considerable
live account for Philips [
nia],
however, serves to remind one of
advance,
how a more monumental approach
artistically,
can further reveal the dramatic
yet my own
tension and conflict in this music.
reaction is
Despite the extreme slowness of
Richter's tempi, his reading offers an that the
experience that is at once more
partnership
penetrating and more unsettling,
with
Sir Colin
vividly highlighting the parallels
Davis
yielded
between the world of this sonata and
that of Die Winterreise, which was
the more
composed some ten years later. By
poetic and
contrast, Uchida seems anxious to
satisfying
de-emphasize the bleakness of
result'
Schubert's bare octaves at the
opening of (i) and to resist giving
full measure to the towering if
outbursts that are at the spiritual
heart of the work. Such an approach
risks ironing out the extreme
contrasts that are integral to
Schubert's conception and misses
the intense energy that characterizes
his works of this period.
The G-major sonata calls forth a
response that is more wholly attuned
to Schubert's inspiration, and indeed
there is much to delight the ear in
Uchida's fastidious reading. Like
Kempff before her, Uchida has a
natural sense of space in this music,
allowing each event to unfold in its
own time. The textural control is
unobtrusively excellent throughout
(listen to the delicate answering
phrases between the hands at 2m
48s in the finale).
This issue contains much that will
be of interest to admirers of Uchida,
but the unconverted may also find
its brand of understated eloquence
appealing. The recording faithfully
reproduces Uchida's highly
individual sonority at the keyboard.
John Kersey

A:1-2 0

SCHUMANN:
Symphony 2 -1Konzertstück for
four horns and orchestra -1
Manfred Overture
PhilharmonialThielemann
DC 453 482-2

(
75m 58s)

Schumann's symphonies are among
the most challenging masterworks in
the orchestral repertoire, particularly
the Second which tantalisingly
counter-balances Beethovenian
rigour with adreamy sensuality
whose influence on the second
generation of Romantic composers
was incalculable. DG probably has
more classic Schumann
performances in its vaults than any
other label, including two of the
finest-ever accounts of the Second
Symphony from Karajan and

76

Christian
Thielemann:
Schumann
with the
Philharmonia
Orchestra

unconvinced, although as a
challenging reassessment this is
undeniably thought-provoking. [
In
complete agreement with everything JH
writes, Ifeel duty bound to note that
this disc has had fervent
commendations elsewhere!
Mus Ed]

B:2-3 0

Julian Haylock

SCHUMANN:
Piano Concerto _1Introduction &
Allegro Appassionato Op.92
Introduction & Allegro Concertante
Op.134
Murray Perahia (pno)IBPOIAbbado
Sony Classical SK 64577

Kubelik (both BPO), as well as far
from negligible outings by Levine,
Sinopoli and Bernstein. (Thus the
most formidable competition comes
from DG's own back catalogue!) For
sheer in-your-lap virtuosity there's
also Barenboim's electrifying
Chicago Symphony account of the
Konzertstück, also DG.
Ireally wish Icould be a little
more enthusiastic about this new
issue, but with the best will in the
world I'm afraid Ifound most of it
pretty dispiriting. The main problem
is Thielemann's handling of tempo.
A particular casualty in this respect
is the Manfred overture whose
introduction is pulled around most
wilfully; and when the main section
has barely got going Thielemann
really slams the brakes on for the
second main idea. By contrast, at
the end of symphony's scherzo the
last-minute accelerando is a gesture
which would be pretty hard to take
in a Rossini overture, let alone a
Schumann symphony.
The other controversial aspect of
these performances is Thielemann's
strong preference for legato phrasing
(Karajan was his mentor) which, it
seems to me, does Schumann's
muse no favours at all — the three
emphatic chords which open the
Manfred overture, for example, are
barely articulated.
Textures can sound at
times akin to a
pianist's over-generous
use of the sustaining
pedal. The Konzertiick
receives the best
performance here
although, curiously,
the four main
protagonists go
uncredited.
Thielemann obtains the most
beautiful sounds per se, and it is
entirely to his credit that he has
clearly attempted to rethink scores
which are in danger of being taken
for granted. Yet if, interpretatively,
you choose to furrow ways which lie
well off the beaten track you have so
make out aconvincing case for
change. Here, Iremain firmly

(
57m 20s)

There was, Iwas told, an earlier
recording of the Schumann concerto
with Leonard Bernstein which never
e"
saw the light of day: perhaps this is
why, contrary to the general rule,
Murray Perahia's 1989 CBS version
with Bavarian RSO/Davis was ` live'
[Munich 1988]. It has been
suggested elsewhere that this 1994
Philharmonie production represents
a considerable advance, artistically,
yet my own reaction is that the
partnership with Sir Colin Davis
(and perhaps the spur of the live
concert performance) yielded the
more poetic and satisfying result.
Crucially, the ensemble at the start
of the Intermezzo sounds stiff and
contrived here. Pianist and
conductor need to think as one at
the fp indications: as do, for
example, Pollini and Abbado, or
Arrau with Davis. The sound, too, is
rather soft-grained and flat; as retransferred, the DG ' Masters' disc
with Pollini and the BP0 is much
more open and pleasing [445 5222]. (The Zimerman/BPO/Karajan on
DG is aversion to avoid at all
costs!) Needless to say, however,
there is some lovely playing by
Perahia throughout the concerto.
What gives this new disc value is
the coupling of the two ' Concert
Pieces' — less familiar, although
Richter famously recorded Op.92
[DG ' Originals] and Serkin did
both with Ormandy [CBS, p.1973].
Perahia's recordings were completed
in February 1997, and therefore
postdate his threatening hand injury,
ie, represent the ' new' musician he
has seemingly become. The longer
Op.92 is disappointing because the
E
orchestral backdrop is curiously
unfocused; and whilst you might
follow the score — Dover publish all .4
three works together at £8.75 [ISBN
0-486-24340-0] — jaw dropping at
t:
Perahia's skills, the cruder-sounding
t
Richter/Warsaw Nat PO is much
more persuasive musically. Recorded
with more presence, the orchestra
sounds truly at home with the piece
(longer rehearsal time?) and Richter
shapes the progress of the work
marvelously, thereby avoiding any
suggestions of longueurs.

2

Christopher Breunig
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Sibelius
Symphony No. 5
Original and Final Versions

essAidilie
Lahti Symphony Orchestra

Osmo VOnskii

SIBELIUS:
Symphony 5 - Original versioni
Final version
Lahti SOIViinskii
BIS CD 863

(
67m 32s) '® 1995

Inspired marketing or mere folly?
True Sibelians wanting to hear
Vânska's recently completed Sibelius
cycle will surely be irritated to find
the Fifth coupled with material they
will either have already, or will
prefer to have with the original, le,
1892, En Saga coupling [CD-800].
That said, no better way of making
comparisons between the 1915 and
1919 versions of this symphony
could be devised: both scores on the
same disc, performed by the same
musicians, and with seven densely
packed pages of historical and
analytical notes with timing/track
references.
To my mind, the earlier
equivalent of (
i), Tempo tranquillo
assaiAllegro commodo, ethereally

TIPPETT:
String Quartets 1, 2 & 4
Kreutzer Qt
Chandos CHAN 9560

(70m 23s)

The Kreutzer Quartet impress me
just as much here as they did on
their earlier Tippett coupling for
Chandos ( 3 and 5: HFNIRR
October ' 97). No one, surely, could
fail to thrill to the drive and passion
this talented group bring to the
exhilarating 1(i), while they impart
to the ensuing Lento cantabile a
tender eloquence and lyrical fervour
that are very touching.
The Kreutzers' advocacy of the
bracing Second Quartet strikes me
as equally satisfying: Iparticularly
liked their athletic vigour and
lightness of touch in the bounding
Presto scherzo, and how movingly
they convey the lengthening shadows
at the work's twilit close. Perhaps
it's the authoritative Lindsays on
ASV who extract the greater
profundity from the fugal slow
movement, but generally speaking
these newcomers more than hold
their own.
In the awesome Fourth Quartet
(1978) there's certainly no want of
dedication or interpretative guile on
the part of the Kreutzers; indeed,
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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idea of each as a landscape tone
painting is misleading — the linking
connection is death: the death of
heroic endeavour; the death of ideals;
the death of innocence. Davis gives
painstaking performances of both
works, but his safety-first approach
rather robs the Sinfonia Antartica of
its wild, epic grandeur. Phrases are
often beautifully shaped, but the
music cries out for something more
elemental. Teldec's slightly cramped,
contained quality of recording
doesn't help either, and the organ in
the ' Landscape' movement lacks the
power and magnificence of Haitink's
impressive 1985 EMI version.
The Pastoral fares better, receiving
a concentrated performance of quiet
inner tension and ruminative drama.
Only Davis's brusque approach to
(iii) grates slightly; the other
movements are sensitively done. Of
the nine Vaughan Williams
symphonies, this is my own
favourite. Though not a work that
yields its secrets easily, Ifeel it is the
most deeply-felt and sincere of the
nine. Certainly, it's the one Ireturn
to most often. The music, so
intimate and personal, exudes a
gentle air of bitter-sweet melancholy
that is deeply moving.

lovely, should not be missed — and
it is most beautifully played by the
Lahti Orchestra. Later in the
original there are miscalculations
and passages which sound
unfinished or underdeveloped: no
wonder the composer was so
anguished over his work.
So how do Vánská and his
orchestra fare in the competitive,
deeply familiar finalized Fifth? Let
me say first that, even though the
augmented COE strings are not
flattered by the engineering, Paavo
Berglund's new Finlandia recording,
reviewed by AA last month, must be
heard! Rigorous in manner, exacting
over detail, and masterly in pacing
Sibelius's structures and unfolding
drama, this is surely one of the most
important readings to have appeared
on records. Vânska enjoys a more
sumptuous sound-quality; his is a
reading freer in pulse and certainly
more human — you feel he enjoys
the sound, that his orchestra enjoys
the music. There's a certain
indulgent character, as in the
ethereal string ppp sound from 3m
20 in the final track [7], equally in
the double-basses' luxuriant swelling
at 4m 14s. Should the brass enter
on the last chord after the timps, or
(as Berglund has it) with the second
timpani blow? Iprefer Vânskii's
timing for these enigmatic closing
chords to Berglund's (and certainly
to Davis's on RCA). Yes, this is a
version to hear, too.
Christopher Breunig

A—A*:1-1*

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Symphony 3 '
Pastoral' _ISymphony
7, Sinfonia Antartica
BBC SO/Davis
Teldec 0630 131139 2

(
77m 27s)

With this issue Andrew Davis
completes his BBC cycle of the
Vaughan Williams symphonies for
Teldec. These two works have never
been coupled together before, yet the
pairing is highly appropriate. The

11:1 -2 0

WALTON:
Symphony 1 J Partita
English Northern Philharmonial
Daniel

A—A*:1

their hugely accomplished, at times
daringly spacious reading clocks in
at just one second under the halfhour mark (that's some 6m longer
than the Lindsays'). On the whole,
however, Ido retain a slight
preference for the latter group's
1978 world premiere recording.
Much as Iadmire the Kreutzers'
sense of newly-minted discovery and
boldness of vision, to my mind the
Lindsays continue to offer the more
compassionate, cumulatively
powerful experience.
All the same, aficionados should
definitely investigate this beautifully
recorded Chandos release from one
of the best young quartets on the
current scene.
Andrew Achenbach

James M Hughes

Naxos 8.553180

'Paul Daniel,
a conducting
personality
of
considerably
high
potential,
in the Sir
Simon Rattle
mould,
has what it
takes to
understand
the musical
sign-posts'

(
63m 49s)

The symphony is achallenge to
every interpreter who comes to grips
with the composer's underlying
emotional involvements at the time
he was struggling to write it, and his
uncertainties of how to follow two
intentionally vehement movements
with a slow, introverted one, then a
joyous, extroverted Finale. Ever
since the pioneer Harty recording,
conductors have impressed their
own personalities on the piece —
sometimes with the composer to
hand — but new insights still
emerge.
Paul Daniel, a conducting
personality of considerably high
potential, in the Sir Simon Rattle
mould, has what it takes to
understand the musical sign-posts:
for example, after the frenetic firstsubject in (i) exhausts itself he pulls
on the reins slightly more than
usually (Groves did this, too), for
the plaintive first-flute/bassoon
theme, to pinpoint the uncertain
shadows behind the facade. He has
total control of his forces, and it is
to their credit that they outplay
Rattle's or Litton's orchestras
[EMI/Decca], with an even keener
response to the music's demands.
The Presto, con malizia (
ii) has a
feverish, pointed lightness, with no
concern for the virtuoso element (so
much the aim of American
77
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REVIEWS
always tally with what is sung and
spoken, and there are brief rough
patches in the recording of one or
two of the big ensembles. These are
not serious blemishes in an
important issue.

conductors in 20th-century music)
but an attentive realisation of the
music's acerbic qualities.
Walton experienced great
problems writing (iii), the Andante
con malincolia, because of his
innermost feelings at the time. His
own recording with the
Philharmonia [EMI] maintains a
subtle balance between the doloroso
lines in winds and muted strings,
with phrases shaped in a
rising/falling motion, against a
steadily increasing pulse beat. Daniel
realises this too, keeping aflexible
flow and counter-flow throughout.
He builds up his resources for the
Finale by kerbing his ardour in the
Introduction, then brightening his
orchestra's response at the first tutti.
The whole movement has fine
consistency of shape and expression,
Daniel keeping a tight rein on tempi
until that splendid modulation into
the extended coda. Magnificent!
Compared with Sze11's (everyone's
recommendation for the work),
Daniel's Partita is more spacious,
with rounded brass, delectable winds
and springing strings. Both views are
relevant. Brian Culverhouse's
production and Andrew Walton's
microphone placings make Leeds
Town Hall's reverberant acoustic
sound as if one of England's finest
concert halls.

WINER:
Silvana
Soloists/Hagen PO & Opera Ch/
Markson
Marco Polo 8.223844/5

(
2CDs, 123m 35s)

This issue will delight admirers of
Weber: Silvana is his earliest
surviving Singspiel, and it is rich in
atmospheric music, beautifully
orchestrated — and in this first-ever
recording, finely played. The libretto
is naive, the tale of agirl brought up
in the forest and taught to feign
dumbness; she speaks afew lines at
the end, by which time the problems
of two pairs of medieval lovers have
been happily solved. The solo
singing is variable, the best of it
coming from the bass, Andreas
Haller, as apersonable squire;
Alexander Spemann and Volker
Thies are goodish as tenor lovers,
Anneli Pfeffer charming as a
maidservant; Stefan Adam manages
to suggest enough underlying
decency in the role of testy tyrant to
make plausible his ultimate
acceptance of the marital choices of
his daughters. The one serious
disappointment is Angelina
Ruzzafante's rather squally singing in
the principal soprano part. The
Hagen company reveals the strength
in depth of Germany's operatic
establishment, with Gerhard
Markson directing a thoroughly
pleasing performance. The printed
(and translated) libretto doesn't
NHS NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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Peter Branscombe
'Zemlinsky's

11(C):2

backcloth is

ZEMLINSKY:
A Florentine Tragedy/A MAHLER: Six
Songs ( orch. C & D Matthews)
VermillionIKruselDohmen1Royal
Concertgeboutv1Chailly

painted here

Decca 455 112-2

gloriously
decadent

in refined yet
sumptuous
fashion by
Chailly and
his superb
Amsterdam
orchestra'

(
70m 33s)

Much admired by Schoenberg,
Schreker, Webern, Berg and Alma
Mahler (of whom more anon),
Zemlinsky's A Florentine Tragedy was
composed between 1915 and 1916
and was the fifth of his seven operas.
Based on Oscar Wilde's blank-verse
drama, it tells a profoundly
unsettling tale of infatuation,
jealousy, scheming revenge and
ultimately shocking reconciliation in
the context of a headily opulent
Renaissance setting similar to that of
Korngold's Violanta ( 1916) and
Schreker's Die Gezeichneten ( 1918).
Zemlinsky's gloriously decadent
backcloth is painted here in refined
yet sumptuous fashion by Chailly
and his superb Amsterdam
orchestra. All three principals, too,
are very fine, especially baritone
Albert Dohmen as the cunning,
larger-than-life merchant, Simone.
In the exquisite, brief love-duet

WEBER:
Konzertstück for piano and
orchestra' J Overtures - Der
Freischütz J Abu Hassan J Oberon
J Euryanthe J The Ruler of the
Spirits J Die drei Pintos Entr'acte J Invitation to the Dance
Russian National OrchIPletnev
(ipno/dir)
DG 453 486-2

(
73m)

The best thing here is the
Konzertstück which
Pletnev directs from the
keyboard. His playing
is commanding and
authoritative, while at
times amiracle of
lightness and delicacy.
The rippling solo
passages near the close
of the work are
astonishing for their
incredible fleetness and
articulation.
The overtures are
decently played, but once again with
this orchestra and conductor there is
sometimes a failure to inflect the
music, making phrasing feel rather
lifeless. For example, the climax at
the end of Der Freischütz misses the
passion and excitement Carlos
Kleiber brought to it in his
incomparable recording of the

[track 7] between Simone's wife,
Bianca (mezzo Iris Vermillion) and
the dashing Florentine Prince,
Guido Bardi (tenor Heinz Kruse) I
thought Chailly might have allowed
his singers fractionally more
expressive freedom — Doris Soffel
and Kenneth Briegel on the trusty
rival Schwann set under Gerd
Albrecht create an altogether more
tenderly intimate impression here.
My only other reservation concerns
an ever-so-slight lack of dramatic
flair: Ifound myself occasionally
missing the whiff of greasepaint so
evident on the ( admittedly less
polished) Albrecht version.
Vermillion goes on to give radiant
renderings of six haunting songs by
Mahler's wife, Alma, heard on this
occasion in strikingly transparent
orchestrations of which Zemlinsky
(Alma's teacher and one-time secret
lover) himself would surely have
been proud. Alma wrote nearly 100
songs, of which only 14 survive. ' Die
stille Stadt', ' Laue Sommernache
and Sei dir ist es traut' come from
the set of five published by
Universal Edition in 1910, ' Licht in
der Nacht', Waldseligkeit' and
`Emtelied' from the Four Songs of
1915. Once again, Chailly and the
Royal Concertgebouw tender
exemplary support, and Decca's
lustrous sound throughout boasts
many virtues, not least a toweringly
wide dynamic range.
Andrew Achenbach

A-A*1143

complete opera.
Likewise, the
Berlioz arrangement
of Invitation to the
Dance could be
phrased with greater
imagination: after a
beautifully played
opening — superb
solo cello — the main theme lacks
thrust; Karajan's teasing lightness
and drive are absent. Yet Abu
Hassan has plenty of movement and
bustle, as does Ruler of the Spirits.
The short Entr'acte from Die drei
Pintos impresses too.
DG's recordings sound clean and
nicely balanced, with plenty of
audible detail yet no sense of
microphone spotlighting. Sample the
'Turkish' music in Abu Hassan:
cymbals, bass drum and triangle are
deliciously crisp and detailed.
James M Hughes A-A*: 1 */ 1-2 0
Directing From the keyboard, with
the piano set extreme stage left and
his orchestra fanned right in a
narrow 'vee', Mikhail Pletnev gave a
stunning performance of Weber's
Konzertstück in the Royal Festival Hall
in 1996. It is matched in DG's
Moscow Conservatory recording.

CB
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BEECHAM — AMERICAN
COLUMBIA RECORDINGS
BIZET: Carmen Suite ,/
MENDELSSOHN: Italian
Symphony/NICOLAI: Merry Wives
of Windsor Ovt ,/PONCHIELLI: La
Gioconda — ' Dance of the
Hours' VRIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Suite
Le Coq d'or/ROSSINI: Semiramide
Ovt 2/SIBELIUS: Symphony 7 _I
Pélleas et Mélisande —
'Mélisande'/TCHAIKOVSKY:
Capriccio Italien'
NYPOPColumbia SOI2Philadelphia
OrchlBeecham
Sony Classical MH2K 63366
(2C,Dà, 146m 01,,)

playing helps the music to speak for

Sir Thomas
Beecham in
the States

mono recordings 1942P1949/ 21952
Working in the States in the war
period (Hitler's European activities
uncongenial?) Beecham attempted to
sue Columbia for issuing the 1942
NYP recordings here, on the
grounds that they ' libelled' his
artistry. And yet the Sibelius
Seventh has gained legendary status
— and indeed is impressive in its
authority and drama. Though at
second hearing, the poor standard of
playing Beecham secured sticks out.
With the ' Italian Symphony' the
execution is inferior to that of the
RPO, on the later recording, but
balances and phrasing keep the
attention. For the 1949 sessions,
and under Beecham's new contract
after flirtations with RCA, Columbia
assembled some excellent freelance
players working in New York and
results were good: the repertoire was
better suited to Beecham, eg, his
choice of movts from the two Bizet
Suites, Merry Wives and ' Dance of
the Hours', whilst the later of two
Capriccio Italien versions included is
much more engaging than the
mundane 1942 NYP alternative. (A
pity they're not on the same CD for
comparison.) A top-drawer
Semiramide from Philadelphia
completes these fine transfers, with
the usual exemplary ' Masterworks
Heritage' presentation. Altogether, a
very interesting package.
Christopher Breunig

H:1-3 0

BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets 7-11
Emerson Quartet
DG 453 764-2

(
2CDs, 149m 37s) X1996

The Emerson Quartet bring their
customary blend of virtuosity and
intelligence to bear on the quartets
of Beethoven's middle years in these
1994/5 recordings that DG is now
releasing as part of its complete
Beethoven Edition. Here we find the
three Op.59 quartets written for the
composer's Russian patron Count
Razumovsky, the ' Harp' quartet
Op.74 and the ` Quartetto serioso'
Op.95. This is music of great energy
and drive as well as introspective
intensity, and shows Beethoven
consciously pushing forward the
80

limitations of the medium in search
increasingly symphonic style
that was to find ultimate
achievement in the late quartets.
This sense of challenge and
experiment is at the fore of the
Emersons' approach, and they
succeed admirably in conveying a
spontaneous atmosphere of fresh
discovery at each innovation. Their
interpretations strike abalance
between the Apollonian and the
Dionysiac, with a careful regard for
structure and the relationship of
details to the overall design. Nothing
sounds over-emphatic; indeed the
focus and passion of the Emersons'

a the

itself. Despite the generally excellent
ensemble, unanimity of response is
not the only objective here, and
there is ameasure of individual
eloquence that seems to me entirely
in accord with a Beethovenian
conception of chamber music.
Tempi are often rather faster than
we have come to expect in this
music, in line with the evidence of
Beethoven's own metronome
markings, and the risks engendered
by such a strategy are generally
successfully overcome. Listen to the
fugue in Op.59:3 for an example of
the Emersons' virtuosity driven to
the edge, where the sweeping power
of their vision drives all before them.
Elsewhere, their reading of the Fminor quartet ( 0p.95) is particularly
strong on dramatic urgency and
Romantic brio — perhaps the
Emersons even see shades of ' Death
and the Maiden' in this most
compact of Beethoven's mature
quartets.
Their sound strikes me as
particularly appropriate for
Beethoven: rich but not over-sweet,

David Oistrakh
BMG/MELODIYA EDITION

el"

irst issued by
BMG/Melodiya as a
5CD set [74321 40710 2],
these David Oistrakh
recordings are now
available singly — two
each of violin concertos
and sonatas, and one
devoted to a rarely
encountered aspect of
Oistrakh's art, the
miniature.
Vol.' has a live 1968
recording of the
Tchaikovsky concerto
(Moscow PO/
Rozhdestvensky) which
finds Oistrakh on peak
form, negotiating this
potential technical
minefield with an effortless fluidity
that most other players would be
hard-pressed to match even with the
benefit of studio retakes. Some
might find Oistrakh ashade cool in
the big melodies — expertly sculpted
rather than urgently spontaneous in
the manner of, say, Isaac Stern —
but it is this very quality which
really pays dividends in the coupled
Sibelius Concerto and Op.87
Humoresques. These 1965 studio
recordings (USSR Radio Large SO/
Rozhdestvensky) embrace the
tantalising combination of Romantic
and Classicist which lies at the heart
of the Finnish composer's complex
musical personality with precision

and insight. For once there isn't the
slightest hint of schmaltz to the
concerto's slow movt, and the wristcrippling acrobatics of the finale are
thrown off with seeming
imperviousness [74321 34178 2, 7/m
544. 13:1
A 1952 recording of the Brahms
concerto (USSR Radio large
SO/Kondrashin), although superbly
played is afflicted by some fairly
audible ' side-joins' — notably at 2m
56s into (i), shortly after the first
solo entry. The Dvorak coupling
(USSR SO/Kondrashin), recorded
three years earlier, doesn't suffer to
anything like the same degree,
although here the recording is a little
rougher around the edges with
(almost inevitable for this period)
some ' fizzing' of the solo violin's
upper partials. However, such is the
supreme quality of the performance
Ifound myself quickly forgetting its
sonic limitations and thrilling to
what is almost certainly this
underrated work's most electrifying
outing on disc, one that makes even
the likes of Suk, Perlman, Stern and
Midori appear comparatively laidback [
74321 43179 2, 70m 58s,
mono]. H:2/ 1 *
Vol.3 collects together 21 encores
recorded between 1947 and 1953 in
Moscow, and accompanied variously
by Vladimir Yampolski, Inna
Kollegorskaya and Abram Makarov.
Given Oistrales sensitivity in
APINAIIN
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it makes the most of the expressive
opportunities offered by the score
without descending into
exaggeration and sentimentality.
There are a number of occasions
where momentary lapses of
intonation mar the overall
impression, but these are not serious
enough to detract from the
Emersons' commendable
achievement here. Throughout, their
genuine conviction communicates
itself to the listener, and those who
feel that they know every comer of
this music may find themselves
refreshed by such perceptive and
invigorating readings.
Competition in this field is severe,
but the Emerson Quartet hold their
own even in such distinguished
company as the Amadeus [DG], the
Alban Berg [EMI] and the Busch
[EMI]. There are certainly few
amongst their contemporaries who
can match them for all-round
excellence, and this set can be
warmly recommended. [
Their
complete cycle is on 447 075-2, 7CDs.]
John Kersey

A:1 • I:

illuminating extended structures,
and natural inclination to shy away
from characterising short-term
events for fear of clouding the
overall view, Iwondered what he
would make of pieces many of
which last under 3m. Certainly, in
the Spanish material (Falla, Albéniz,
Granados) and a selection of four
Brahms Hungarian Dances, the
overriding impression is of supreme
expertise rather than genuine
affection, although the restraint he
shows apiece like Rachmaninov's
Vocalise does wonders for music
which by its very nature is in danger
of overheating when treated too
indulgently. Best of all is the Vitali
Chaconne which opens the disc, and
Oistrales cool appraisal of
Debussy's ` Passepied' (
Suite
Bergamasque) and Beau soir. Some
listeners will find the rough-andready, occasionally bubbly recording
hard to take [
74321 34180 2, 73m
49s, mono]. H:1-3
What a relief, then, to turn to a
captivating live programme featuring
Brahms's Second and Third Violin
Sonatas and the Franck Sonata,
recorded live in 1968/72, and
accompanied by Sviatoslav Richter.
It is a sign of the latter's allencompassing musical imagination
and command that even so powerful
a musical personality as Oistrakh
occasionally sounds almost ordinary
in comparison. This is not to
undervalue his masterly contribution
but merely reflects my reaction that,
whenever the piano part dominates,
one is strangely aware of being lifted
onto ahigher musical plane.
Oistrakh sounds marginally less
convinced by the overtly lyrical
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BRAHMS:
Violin Concerto _ISymphony 21
Erica Morini (v1n)IRPOIRodzinskii
Pittsburgh SO/Steinberg
Millennium Classics UMD 80394
(75m 36 ,,

I
qoi

Remembered today for little more
than her Bruch/Glazunov coupling
with Fricsay [ DG], Erica Morini
recorded the Brahms Concerto in
1956. For much of the exposition
this sounds to me more like awodge
of electronically ' enhanced' mono;
but some rather crude, edgy stereo
starts just before the solo entry. The
solo placement/presence is by no
means consistent throughout the
work and in (i) is too far to the left.
Although Rodzinski's supporting
accompaniment is solid,
workmanlike, Morini performs at a
higher level of inspiration — her
commitment rather put me in mind
of Kennedy's playing. With its
sliding chromatic runs, the unusual
cadenza in (i) [ 16m 48s to 19m
14s], in place of those by Joachim or
Kreisler, may startle, yet is attractive
enough.

Brahms A-major, although the
%turn.
'und drangish' D-minor
(No.3) finds both musicians playing
at white heat, particularly in the
outer movements. Finest of all is the
Franck, abreathtaking reading
throughout, where these two great
artists appear truly to think as one
mind. Oistrakh may not always relax
ideally, but it would be
curmudgeonly to complain in the
face of what is by any standards a
magnetically compelling performance
[74321 34181 2, 73m 49s]. B:1 (*)
Finer still is a coupling of
Bartok's First and Shostakovich's
Violin Sonata, also with Richter,
recorded live in 1972 and 1969
(Moscow Conservatoire Great Hall).
Here the Bartok's opening Allegro
appassionato possesses all the
scorching fire and drive one could
possibly wish for, yet the moments
of tender reflectiveness are also
savoured the full, and (uniquely in
my experience) the music's structure
is fully illuminated, to make for a
truly absorbing experience. As if this
were not enough, the Shostakovich
coupling is the work's public
premiere (Oistrakh was its
dedicatee). Here, the underlying
sense of desolation and searingly
ironic tone of much of the writing is
superbly controlled, with not ahint
of the caricature which has afflicted
a number of subsequent
performances. This is a marvellous
example of 'less is more', apoint
not lost on the composer, who gave
this definitive recording his personal
seal of approval [74321 34182 2,
63m 43s]. B:1'

'William
Steinberg
could hardly
be less
fashionable,
and the best
of his
Pittsburgh
Brahms rests
in EMI's
vaults...'

With today's overstocked
catalogue, it's more a question of
'who' rather than ' what' one
collects. William Steinberg could
hardly be less fashionable, and the
best of his Pittsburgh Brahms —
Symphony 1and the First Piano
Concerto with Firkusny [ Capitol] —
rests in EMI's vaults. Extremely well
played, this Second Symphony (no
repeat in (i), is driven more in the
Szellifoscanini manner than
conducted with, say, Monteux's
lyricism or Klemperer's steadiness;
indeed, Steinberg is far faster than
Toscanini in (iii), especially in the
Presto ma non assai section. Made
using 35mm magnetic film, the
recording is thick, not ideally clean
and sorely lacking openness. But
both these reissues should be heard
for their interpretative qualities.
Christopher Breunig

Lisa della Casa
Kathleen Ferrier
Kirsten Flagstad
ow.

C(D):1-2 1:1

GREAT
VOICES OF
THE ' 50s
MAHLER: 3
Ruckert Lieder/
R STRAUSS: Four
Last Songs J
4 Lieder/
WAGNER:
WesendonckLieder'
Kathleen Ferrier
(con)ILisa della
Casa (sop)/
Kirsten Flagstad
(sop)IKarl
Hudez
(pno)IVP01
Walter/Böhm/
Knappertsbusch
London 448 150-2
(67m 48s)
rec.1952/53/56
mono, istereo

Lisa della
Casa:
a 1957
Salzburg
Festival
song
recital has
just been
issued on
EMI

At first sight,
further repackaging of well-worn
material. But this CD restores to
circulation four songs with piano by
Strauss, recorded by della Casa in
1956 — ` Einerlei', Op.69:3,
`Schlechtes Wetter', Op.69:5,
`Befreit', Op.39:4 and ` Ich wollt' emn
Strâusslein binden', Op.68:2 — and
some tape-pitch problems evident
with earlier LP transfers have been
rectified. (The first three songs
reappear in this soprano's 1957
Salzburg recital, just released on
EMI: CDH 566 5712, mono.) In
the course of ahighly succinct note
(no song texts are included), George
Hall remarks on Ferrier's provincial
background and comparative lack of
sophistication, but this companion
recording to Das Lied von der Erde
with Bruno Walter serves to remind
us just what a talented and sensitive
artist she truly was. The Four Last
Songs and Wagner with Flagstad are
similarly matchless. Essential'
Christopher Breunig

H/C:1*-1
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HAYDN the string quartets
HAYDN:
The String Quartets
Aeolian Quartet/Peter Pears (spkr)

The early works are performed
with solid vigour and strict attention
to structure. Firm baroque-like
minuets have occasional echoes of
London 455 261 2
Handel, outer movements are strong
(22CDs, 1477m 34s) ®1973-77
and thrusting: especially in the
A word about the contents: `The
divertimento-like Opp.1 & 2.
String Quartets' is interpreted as
'I have
Perhaps the strongest
meaning the following 68 works:
recommendation for the Aeolian
always
Op.1 ( 6), omitting Op.1:5 which is
view of these early works is the
thought these
merely an arrangement of a
lyrical sensitivity with which they
performances impart depth and feeling to the slow
symphony but replacing it with
Op.0, the contemporary companion
movements. Particularly that of
to be a
to the remaining five works; Op.2
Op.1:3 where, curiously, it is placed
bench- mark
(4), omitting Op.2:3 and Op.2:5
first.
against
because these are only arrangements
Attention to form is also reflected
which all
of orchestral divertimenti; Op.9 (6);
in use of repeats. They make repeats
Op.17 (6); Op.20 (6); Op.33 (6);
others
of both halves of sonata movements
Op.42 ( 1); Op.50 (6); Op.54 ( 3);
in Opp.0, 1, 2, 9, but halfway
must be
Op.55 ( 3); Op.64 (6); Op.71 ( 3);
through Op.17 the players feel that
measured'
Op.74 ( 3); Op.76 (6); Op.77 (2);
the later convention of observing
Op.103 ( 1). In addition, the
only the initial exposition repeat now
programme includes adisc of the
makes sense in opening movts. By
string quartet arrangement of the
Op.20 the same view begins to be
orchestral music for The Seven Last
taken of finales Words. There seems little
although this means
justification for including this
the loss of three
uninteresting transcription. Here the
first-time bars in
nine movements are used to
Op.20:4(iv). By
sandwich eight different poems read
then, however,
by Peter Pears. This strikes me as an
development
implied admission that, on their
sections had begun
own, the arrangements are not of
to be longer and
sufficient interest. It was once a
more complex, so
good way to provide domestic access
there is no real
to Haydn's music and it also gave
objection to making
the composer a little more pocket
only first repeats.
money, but the string quartet
The strength of the performances
version has surely outlived its
seems to lie in the unaffectedness of
usefulness.
the playing. Op.33:2(iv) is for me
The saddest thing about this set is
the ultimate test of an ensemble's
that it fails to include the six
understanding of Haydn's character.
quartets Op.3, so ably performed by
Here the composer makes an
the Aeolians on the original Decca
outrageous joke in the final bars:
LPs upon which this new issue is
carefully arranging the themes so
based. Ihad really looked forward to
that the listener cannot possibly
commenting on their relevance to
know which is the final phrase. The
the set, until to my great
Aeolians pass the test with flying
disappointment Ifound them
colours; their phrasing is dead-pan
missing. They are fascinating works,
and absolutely literal, with the
strangely uneven, but Op.3:5 is
tempo inflexibly strict. Time and
surely an outstanding piece of 18thagain ensembles have ruined the
century chamber music and at one
humour of this movt by slackening
time one of the most often played.
to give away the ending (the musical
Alas, it is largely ignored nowadays
equivalent of elbowing the listener in
because of the theory that it (and
the ribs).
indeed the whole opus) might have
Given this success it is no surprise
been written by amonk by the name
that the rest of Op.33 is outstanding
of Romanus Hofstetter. Prof.
also. Op.33:3, 'The Bird', is
Barrett-Ayres, musical advisor for
particularly delightful with a
this project, is not convinced: in his
fascinating performance of (ii): a
original notes he says: ' if the
shadowy Scherzando here taken
composer of Op.3 is in doubt then
exceptionally slowly yet imbued at
the composer of Hofstetter's
the same time with threatening
quartets must also be in doubt'.
urgency. The firm, commanding
Irecall being generally impressed
Op.33:1(i) represents the best of the
by the musical presentation of this
Aeolian's forthright style - the
enormous project when Ireviewed it
marking is Allegro moderato but many
some 20 or so years ago and
arival quartet has been drawn into
certainly Ihave always thought the
slowness and sentimentality.
performances to be a 'bench-mark'
Because Haydn's style developed
against which all others must be
with such consistency it is not really
measured.
possible to talk of his 'mature'

quartets. Commentators think of
Op.33 as being youthful (Haydn was
53 when he wrote it) because of the
high-spirited wit. Op.50 is thought
of as more serious, but these six
works date from a mere two years
later ( 1787). They are certainly
l'obust pieces, and Iwas pleased to
hear the Aeolians bringing out the
full width of dynamic range - the
Salomon Quartet were unusually
reticent about this in their Hyperion
set, and it seemed more than just
the nature of their gut-strung
original instruments.
Op.54 and Op.55 are less
favoured nowadays by performers,
although they too are works of
Haydn's maturity ( 1788). The
outstanding feature of the Aeolians'
performances is, this time, the
intensity of slow movements. In
Op.64 ( 1790) there is a tendency to
greater breadth in outer movements,
and occasionally there is an
uncharacteristically slack minuet as in Op.64:6(iii) which enters into
the trio section in an indeterminate
way. Strangely enough, the skilful
Festetics Quartet [on Quintana] had
asimilar problem with achieving a
dance-like all-through rhythm in this
movement. (Perhaps the work did
not suit their temperament for they
were also eccentrically hesitant in
the following movement, making
tiny pauses on the upbeats.)
The testing high-point of this
opus is surely the virtuosic
Op.64:5(iv) where the clarity
achieved by the Aeolian Quartet is
exemplary: at a tempo only slightly
below that of the mad rapidity
favoured by some groups, the leader
achieves great brilliance in this
demanding violin showpiece yet
never hints at breathless haste.
Op.71 and Op.74, often regarded
as a set and both dedicated to
Eszterhaza violinist Johann Tost,
sound forthright here. Op.71:3(iii)
finds the players revealing the
essence of the music by lighting
upon the notion of exceptionally
weighty accents to exaggerate the
quaintly bouncing nature of the
minuet. The popular ` Hunt
Quartet', Op.74:3, surpasses even
the famous Amadeus version - the
marvellous (iv) is especially tense.
Op.76 is abig challenge for any
quartet, and the Aeolians are mature
enough to cope with its wideranging demands. A fiery Op.76:1 is
followed by an ideally gritty Op.76:2
(the ` Quinten'). In (iii) look for a
dogged, metronomically stable
approach here - and that is what is
provided. Hurwitz does not, by the
way, add the wicked but enjoyable
Mahlerian glissando beloved of
violinists at the end of the first
melodic phrase in (iv).
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Op.76:3, 'The Emperor', brings
back the consideration of repeats.
Not since the earlier works had
these players observed second
repeats in opening sonata
movements, but here it is vital
because the last 18 bars must be
played faster (
piu presto) on the
second time only. A marvellous
effect, misunderstood and hence
destroyed by those who omit the
repeat — but the Aeolians have far
too keen a sense of form to make
any such error.
The gorgeous ' Sunrise' quartet,
played with the utmost grace, is a
prelude to the seriousness of the last
four complete quartets. Op.76:5
impresses by the sensitivity of (ii)
and the wonderfully graceful lowlying cello solo in the trio of (iii).
Op.76:6 is an unusually shaped
work with a set of variations for (i)
and afinale which is both academic
and jolly — no real development
here, so the Aeolians again display
sensitivity to form by making both
repeats.
As the shadows lengthened for
Haydn so his slow movements
became deeper. These players have
great understanding of this:
Op.77:1(ii) is an exquisite
composition anticipating both late
Beethoven and late Schubert, and
the fierce minuet with its even
fiercer trio emerges vividly. The
equivalent movement of Op.77:2 is
strangely angular: Haydn never
ceased to pour his genius into this
simple dance form.
Op.103 (only an Andante and a
minuet were completed) is a sad hut
ineffably beautiful work. Anyone
buying this set would be unlikely to
listen in strict order of opus, but it
would still be beneficial to leave the
wonderful Op.103 fragments until
the very end of this 24-hour
listening marathon. If anyone had a
query about readings of one or two
earlier movements or were troubled
by the nimbly acoustics, then this
final interpretation should set the
mind at rest.
This is a remarkable set. Normally
Itreat with caution information
suggesting that very few edits were
used, but here Iaccept it. True
there is aslightly higher proportion
of minor smudges in these
performances than we hear
nowadays, but this could well be
because producers are now fussier
about perfection. Balance is
immaculate, the quartet is fairly
close but with plenty of surrounding
acoustic. There are afew
mannerisms: the occasional minuet
will ease fractionally (and not always
necessarily) before a trio, and maybe
one or two finales are insistent
rather than dashing; but the integrity
of these performances is beyond
question. No ' self-seeking', just great
music presented lucidly.
Antony Hodgson
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'One of the
things that
surpriied
us about
playing from
this urtext
was that
we kept
coming
across an
extra bar's
rest befpre
the trio, so
in some
places you
will hear
the ertry
of the ' rio
on the beat but a Icter
beat than
you expect'

wenty years after interviewing the
Aeolian Quartet about their
recordings of all Haydn's string
quartets, Ihad the opportunity to
talk again to their leader, Emanuel
Hurwitz. Iprovided him with the
tape of the original interview
[Records & Recording] and we started
where we had left off: the discussion
of the disputed Opus.3 and the
relevance of Hofstetter, thought by
some to be the composer. At that
urne, the quartet told me that they
\
vere to record an authentic
Hofstetter Quartet and Iasked if it
ever happened.
'Yes we did record it not long
after your interview, but there was
no room for it on the projected
record so it was never issued. We
had the embarrassment of choosing
one and then doctoring it up so it
didn't sound so amateurish, yet at a
Lonference in the 1970s Professor
Barratt-Ayres was the only
musicologist to disagree with the
Hofstetter theory. Good man
Barrett-Ayres — Ionce played his
Violin Concerto. For our part, we
do not feel that Opus.3, particularly
Nos.3, 5, 6, could have been created
hy a composer so far short of
Haydn's stature as Hofstetter.'
Iadmired Alexander Schneider's
pioneering recordings of Haydn
Quartets far the Haydn Society in
the 1950s, and Ithought that to
some extent his straightforward nononsense style paralleled many
dements of the Aeolian readings.
'Well, in the 1960s Schneider mld
me he was planning a new complete
series, although it was never
finished. But you could argue that
there are other ways of playing the
quartets. Iheard arecording by
Quatour Mosaïques and was quite
shocked at the difference in
approach — they are so flexible —
yet if we go back to the days of
Bruno Walter conducting Mozart we

find the same thing, and Ihave
heard quartet recordings made in
the early days where every motif had
a comma before it and every melody
was at a different tempo.
'When the Busch Quartet came
along they were regarded by
comparison as the Toscanini or John
Eliot Gardiner of quartet playing. I
am coaching quite an advanced
group of young professional players
and am sometimes surprised at the
rallentandos they make. Iperhaps
wonder if Iam being unimaginative
when Icriticise them for it but I
really don't see the point of
disturbing the basic tempo too much
— Iam definitely a Busch Quartet
man! But there's one thing Ialways
stress when I'm giving lectures:
thank God there is more than one
way of playing a thing, because it
would be so boring if there weren't.'
Inoticed that sometimes a comma
was inserted before a trio section.
Many more examples and it would
have become disconcerting.
'One of the things that surprised
us about playing from this urtext
[Barrett-AyresILandon, publisher Faber
Music] was that we kept coming
across an extra bar's rest before the
trio, so in some places you will hear
the entry of the trio on the beat —
but a later beat than you expect.'
Would you agree that a feature of
your performances is a sense of
progress — in other words, once you
have set atempo there is no fussing
— and if you agree, are you happy
to have done it that way?
'Well yes, basically Iam happy,
but when we were making the
recordings we were aware of a lot of
echo around us, both at St George
the Martyr [
Opp.2, 71, 74] and St
John's Smith Square [
all the others],
and that had atendency to make
tempos a little broader. If Iwanted
to do anything again it might be a
number of the minuets, particularly
the early ones: because they now
seem a little on the slow side,
although oddly enough Idon't so
much get that impression if Iplay
the recording back at a high
volume.'
Inotice that you make all repeats
in sonata movements until around
Op.17. This seems very reasonable
to me, but is there a particular
thinking behind this?
`Not really. It's just that in all the
earliest works the movements would
be far too short without both
repeats, but as they get longer we
were usually happy to make only
first repeats, and Idon't think I've
changed my mind about it on
hearing those performances again.
As for the recordings Istill think
that the engineers accurately
represented the fine quality of the
instruments. The new discs are
presented well but Iam certainly not
happy that they have left out
Opus.3!'
Antony Hodgson
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ALATI.IELASE.RADAELE.
SCIAJNO
...I AM SURPRISED WHILE IT IS
ACTUAt LY HAPPENING...
LEO LAB CD038

Four Italians — two guitarists, a
bassist and drummer — commune
in a chapel. The quartet seek to
combine the rigour of improvisation
with the ritual aura of underground/
lofi rock — but finish by diluting
both. The Leo label seems
convinced that every eddy off the
mainstream is worth documenting,
but it ain't necessarily so.

LUTHER THOMAS TRIO
SAXCROBATIC FANATIC
CIMP 4145

'This
punchy,
fun- filled
jazz ought
to be
everywhere,
but remains
incredibly
hard to
find'

(70m 35s)

Luther Thomas is a rough'n'tumble
altoist out of St Louis (same
background as Oliver Lake and
Julius Hemphill), here playing with
guitarist Kelvyn Bell (Defunkt,
Kelvynator) and drummer Ronnie
Burrage (Woody Shaw, Third Kind
Of Blue). These guys are not afraid
to swing and burn it up, and they
also stretch out towards Hendrix
(`Star Spangled Banner') and Ayler
(the free gospel of ' Precious Grace').
This punchy, fun-filled jazz ought to
be everywhere, but remains
incredibly hard to find. Beneath the

W

(
64m I9s)

illiam Hooker is a lone star, a
jazz drummer determined to
do more than tick off abeat behind
saxophonists pastiching the roles of
their predecessors. Born in
Connecticut in 1946, he backed
Dionne Warwick and Gary ' US'
Bonds in the 1960s, wrote an
academic paper on Alban Berg,
hung out on the ' 70s Loft Scene
and employed David Murray on his
debut album. However, he fell out
with critic Stanley Crouch (currently
Wynton Marsalis's amanuensis) and
blames his critical neglect on that.
He's a powerful presence simply in
technical terms, someone to set
beside, say, Rashied Ali, Shannon
Jackson or Marc
Edwards. Hooker also
distinguishes himself
by unlikely — and
best of all, risky —
encounters with
players from the
disobedient end of
rock'n'roll.
Three of his
records have appeared
on the Knitting
Factory Works label.
Shamballa
[ICFW151,66m
ils] from 1q93
presents two duets
with guitarists —

A:2
JOHN COLTFLANE
THE COMPLETE 1961 VILLAGE
VANGUARD RECORDINGS

A:11*
GEORGE HASLAM/
LOL COXHILL
SOLOS EAST WEST
SLAM CD308

(
57m 35s)

These recordings made between 1-5
November 1951 by Rudy Van
Gelder at New York's premier jazz
venue have a towering position in
modern jazz, and this has to be their
definitive edition. Previously
available as Live At The Village
Vanguard (1962), Impressions (1963),
The Other Village Vanguard Tapes

Two of Britain's saxophone maestri
in solo recitals. George Haslam
understands jazz as esperanto; the
Ukrainian audience (we're in Krivoy
Rog) applauds when he quotes
`Softly As In A Morning Sunrise'.
His baritone rips and snorts with
creative zeal, his swing unjaded and
infectious. Lol Coxhill has one of the
most fascinating minds in post-war
art, an intelligence so keen it must
emerge as humour — or risk selfdestruction. His improvisations —

Thurston Moore from Sonic Youth
and Elliot Schwarz. Moore plays a
feedback blur against which Hooker
crashes like the raging sea; the total
sound is surprisingly organic and
sympathetic. Moore's harmonic
capability is pretty restricted — a
few modal scales — but that's hardly
the point, it's the sheer openness to
distortion and effect both players are
into. Played back at low volume, it
comes across as folk soliloquy, all
untempered notes and split tones on
a meagre selection of notes. It
doesn't matter that this has all been
done with more virtuosity by
guitarists like Ulmer and Frith:
Hooker/Moore have their own feel, a
kind of pleading elevation. Schwarz
is more finger-agile: Hooker's drums
sound fleeter against his precision,
though perhaps the very tightness
makes it less edge-of-seat. After the
slow burn, the fireworks: awellprogrammed disc. A:1 0
Envisioning [
ICFW159, 56m 57s]
from 1994 is a duet with Sonic
Youth's other guitarist, Lee
Renaldo, an instant New York beatpoetry happening. Renaldo produces
angular whorls of sound, acut-up
version of Moore's drenching
swathes, and recites anguished lines
in honour of Kurt Cobain. Hooker
also recites, rather more rotundly,
blank-verse lines about self and

cosmos. The project teeters on
absurdity, but is saved by sheer
conviction. A theatrical element —
shades of Jim Morrison's ' Lizard
King' — prevents the music taking
off into the unknown, but it still
evinces daring. A:1
Encouragingly, Hooker's most
recent album is his best. Mindfulness
[ICFVV213, 57m 27s] from 1997 is a
trio. DJ Olive provides widescreen
electronic blitz-scapes on turntables.
Glenn Spearman's extreme sax is
simultaneously expressionist and
hieratic. Hooker shouts out odd bits
of spoken word, dramatic
exclamations that heighten the sense
of occasion. His drums have a
rattling, loose-snare attack
reminiscent of Shannon, the
polyrhythms giddying. When all
three combine, it's an
unprecedented onslaught. Sax and
drums suggest late Trane with
Rashied Ali, but the psychedelic
splatchware of the turntables
provides a revved and totally original
environment. This is a challenging
listen, but the musicians are taking
each other's contributions seriously:
it's purposive, musical, ' out' noise
integrated by active intelligences.
Who says no-one dares anything in
these self-conscious, postmodern
times? Here's refutation indeed.
A:1*

IMPULSE! IMPD4-232

(
4CDs, 269m 25s)

cover art: Saxcrobatic Fanatic

A:1

(1977), Trane's Modes ( 1979) and
From The Original Master Tapes
(1985), this adds in extra versions of
'India', ' Miles' Mode' and Naima'.
The basic quintet consisted of Trane
(tenor and soprano), Eric Dolphy
(alto sax and bass clarinet), McCoy
Tyner (piano), Jimmy Garrison
(bass) and Elvin Jones (drums), with
a few minor substitutions and
additions. In these ever-evolving
dialogues — Dolphy a shocking
rhythmic tonic, Jones abeat-splitting
maelstrom — one can hear
exploratory process gel into aweinspiring classicism. Detailed notes
by David Wild, and abrace of new
photographs. De- luxe.
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froth, there's some serious
negotiation between velocity bop
and harmolodic rock. Mighty.

REVIEWS
recorded at the launch of Jeff
Nuttall's Coxhill-biography, The Bald
Soprano, in 1990 — raise spectres of
lunacy and ugliness, only to
transmute them into lyric flights as
free and heartening as birdsong. The
simple cardboard sleeve declares that
the music can speak for itself. It
does so, and beautifully, voluminous
experience ripped up and rearranged
to make fresh statements. Haslam
and Coxhill: oldsters who look you
in the eye and ask penetrating
questions. Great music.
Ad

P

urists abominate meddling, but
listeners who cannot tolerate the
flatness of 78s are evidently partial
to Robert Parker's ' digital stereo'
remixes. Musically, Modern Jazz:
The Beginnings, Great Original
Performances 1944-1946 [
CDS
Records RPCD638, 70m 15s] is a
thoughtful selection, plenty of Dizzy
plus Stan Kenton's six-minute
monstrosity ` Concerto To End All
Concertos'. A(?):1 El
Great that Eric Dolphy's Iron
Man [
Charly CDGR147, 40m 37s]
is back: the supreme reed-player's
spiky, corkscrewing masterpiece
from 1962. A:1* 0
From the same year, premium
Cecil Taylor on Trance [
Black Lion
BLCD 760220, 53m 03s] with
Jimmy Lyons (alto) and Sunny
Murray (drums) in Copenhagen:
atonal, hard-edged, bristling with
energy. A:1 Ill Those who want
the full concert will need to find the
double on John Fahey's elegant
Nashville label: Nefertiti, The
Beautiful One Has Come [
Revenant
202, 2CDs 119m I7s]. A:1
Two Braxton reissues on one disc
with Silence/Time Zones [
Black Lion
BLCD 760221, 72m 58s]: a Paris
date in 1969 with Leo Smith
(trumpet, harmonica) and Leroi
Jenkins (violin) breathes a chill,
magical, momentous openness that
makes much other improvisation
sound as tight as Bach; plus stirring

s

CAROLINE KRAABEL
NOW WE ARE ONE TWO
DARK BELOVED CLOUD DBC207

(
47m 36s)

Saxophonist Kraabel was afounder
member of the legendary Honkies,
playing on their punk/improv
masterpiece How Do We Prevent The
Advance Of The Desert? (1990). This
is a solo release, fronted by a
gummy cover-collage that will
doubtless make it acollector's item
in next-century Japan. Fuelled by
crack-brained fury, Kraabel
rubbishes comparisons to Evan
Parker and John Butcher by
shouting, duetting with rude noises
and generally upturning all ' musical'
etiquette. Yet the results are
expressive and winning rather than
coarse. ` Double Glazing' is the kind
of no-budget pop gem unheard since
the demise of the Flying Lizards: sex
infantilism chafes the repressions of
commerce and art. With so much
free music kow-towing to ` fund-me'
solemnity, Kraabel's raspberry
primitivism is a necessary blow.
A:1 0

THE SKATALITES
BALL OF FIRE

I.

ALISTAIR LAURENCE
LAURENCE LET LOOSE

ee

SKAT.p
RAU

SERENDIPITY RECORDINGS UNNUMBERED
(45m 16s)
How Mr Laurence combines his two
gigs — official tuner of the Queen's
pianos and tutor at Musikk
Akademiet, Norway — is anyone's
guess. Here he improvises on
clavichords, harpsichords, fortepianos
and grand pianos at the Finchcocks
Keyboard Museum in Goudhurst,
Kent. It's well recorded, showing
how noisy, rockist and downright
funky ` early music' instruments can
be, with steaming renditions of
'Norwegian Wood', ' Dolphin Dance'
and Kenny Dorham's ' Blue Bossa'.
Anyone involved in ' authenticity'
and ' acoustic versus electronic'
controversies should listen in. Cool
minimalists and ambient trendies
may think they've got the issue
sorted, but Laurence questions anew
the role of decorum and timbre in
setting ' classical' apart from ' rock'.
Hence its relevance to ajazz page.
A: 1 0
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'A possible
disaster
tt. rn

out

to be a
terrific set
of
Ca ib

Dean

jazz'

ISLAND JAMAICA JAll 11CD
4005 524420-2
(64m 33s)

The Skatalites appeared
at the dawn of
Jamaican independence.
Their solid Alpha
School musicianship
laid the foundation for
reggae, and hence for punk, rap and
drum'n'bass (
je, most good things in
pop). Here four originals — Roland
Alphonso (tenor), Lester Sterling
(alto), Lloyd Brevett (bass) and
Lloyd Knibb (drums) — bring in
four others to re-record their hits. A
possible disaster turns out to be a
terrific set of Caribbean jazz. It all
kicks off with a rollicking `James
Bond Theme'. Guest guitarist Ernest
Ranglin plays lightning runs that
suddenly disclose melodic poignancy
(a skill John McLaughlin could learn
from); the horn players indulge
charming out-of-tempo liberties.
Modern recording adds a new
dimension, dissecting the paddlesteamer thump of the old recordings
with digital precision (gone, too, are
the words '
Produced by CS Dodd'
printed in wobbly type on awarped
cardboard sleeve...). Any veteran
Two-Toner will embrace this

contrabass-clarinet duets with
Richard Teitelbaum's crazy Moog
from 1976. A:1 El
The obscure origins of British
Improv receive further elucidation
on three releases from Emanem:
Paul Rutherford & Iskra 1912's
Sequences 72 & 73 [
Emanem 4018,
57m 24s], Rutherford's solo
trombone album The Gentle Harm
Of The Bourgeoisie [
4019, 55m 3Is]
and Spontaneous Music Ensemble's
Withdrawal [
4020, 78m 4Is] from
1966-7.
Sequences was an attempt to prove
improvisors capable of trumping
anything by official composers and
sounds like a puddingy version of
Luciano Berio's Laboniaus II
(Braxton's Silence has more of
Berio's événement sparkle). It also
includes the famous recital where
Rutherford busked a Berio
composition and was praised to the
skies by newspaper critics! A:1 0;
trombone aficionados should chase
up Gentle Harm because
Rutherford's technique is prodigious
A:1; Withdrawal is proof of the
necessity of Derek Bailey's harmonic
antagonism if improvisation is to push
beyond mere prettiness. A:1
As usual with Emanem releases,
all have smart modernist covers, rare
photographs (on Withdrawal, a
similar line-up in the basement of
Better Books taken the same month)
and fighting sleeve-notes.

demonstration that true genres never
die, only mature. Sensible
assessment retires defeated.
Fantastic! One Love!
A:1(')
JOHN McLAUGHLIN
THE HEART OF THINGS
VERVE 539153

(
47m 18s)

Guitarist John McLaughlin makes
perverse use of his resources. Here
he's got Dennis Chambers, a titan of
funk drumming who once-upon-atime powered George Clinton's PFunk All-Stars and woke up yawninducing Mike Stern gigs with
startling solos. He's got Gary
Thomas, one of the few
saxophonists capable of streetwise
rap-jazz fusion. Yet McLaughlin's
production and arrangements
eliminate all hard edges. With
neither funk muscle nor jazz
interrogation, we're lost in simpering
muzak. Content with air-brushed
simulacra, McLaughlin shrugs off
the formal logic of the musics he
uses. That his fleet fingers have
allowed writers to confuse his New
Age confections with jazz is a blot
on the escutcheon of responsible
criticism.

At2

ó.
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room-fresh condition for anew
generation. Nothing new. But you
might be led to believe otherwise.

CARTER THE UNSTOPPABLE
SEX MACHINE
IBLAME THE GOVERNMENT
Cooking Vinyl COOKCD 136

PINTO BENNETT AND THE
FAMOUS MOTEL COWBOYS
PURE QUILL
Koch UK 336322

(41m 08s)

If his record company biography is
anything to go by, Bennett invented
country rock in 1964, agood three
years before The Byrds, Gram
Parsons, the Burritos or whoever
else you thought it was. Indeed,
Bennett's entire life-story (son of a
genu-wine cowboy, he played his
first guitar 'tit his fingers bled,
hitched up with aone-armed guitarpicker in LA, ran his own honkytonk, suffered rejection from the
narrow-minded Nashville
establishment, etc etc) is
stereotypical to the point of
absurdity. He can't be real, and I'd
guess he's actually apseudonym of
songwriter Richard Dobson. That
said, the album is alot of fun, a
tongue-in-cheek parade of skilfully
executed country cliches played with
gusto. Just don't take it too
seriously.

Pinta Bennett:
just don't take
him too
seriously.
Right:
Catatonia

Nordenstam, even when she sings
unorthodox lyrics like ' altruism
stinks of fallacy'.

KRISTIN HERSH
STRANGE ANGELS

Nappy Brown:
partnering
youngster
Kip Anderson

matter to them what political
persuasion rules the roost because
they know that power corrupts right,
left and centre alike.

(45m 47s)

Hersh's first post-Throwing Muses
album, and her long overdue followup to 1994's Hips And Makers, is a
wispy, fragile web of athing. It
virtually sits up and dares you to
offer abad review — could you
shoot arabbit that's begging you to
shake its paw? Yet there's much here
that just floats on by, doing nothing
in particular. A female Nick Drake ?
Well, maybe. But Drake, even at his
most polka-dot, kept you hanging
on, wondering where the next
breathy phrase was heading. Hersh,
bless her sparse instrumental way of
things, has adelectable vocal sound.
Even so, something's missing and I
wish Iknew what it was.

CATATONIA
INTERNATIONAL VELVET
WEA PRCD172
(37m 56s)

Nappy Brown? The guy who had a
hit with ' Don't Be Angry' on Savoy
back in 1955? The very same.
Seems he's been hanging out in his
home state, South Carolina, for
yonks now, partnering relative
youngster Kip Anderson in afairly
successful bid to dominate that
area's rhythm'n'beach charts. And
it's easy to understand why, because
the twosome, kitted out with a
tough, easy-rockin' band possess
enough know-how to dig out such
old R&B warhorses as ' Rocket 88',
'It Should've Been Me' and ` Hit
The Road, Jack' and install them in
86

Carter The Unstoppable Sex
Machine, er, stopped towards the
end of last year, so this is by way of
aswansong. But the Carter USM I
knew about didn't have aclue about
tunes, and were so gimmick-laden it
was near impossible to take their
albums seriously. This, however, is
surprisingly enjoyable, accessible and
entertaining. They start with a
couple of quirky lounge-core
diversions, then go delightfully Britpoppy for ' Sunshine', before stalling
with acouple of tuneless rants more
reminiscent of their earlier days.
Satisfying hints of Chumbawamba
and The Levellers creep in, and the
title track is abeautifully eccentric
waltz shot through with blackly
humorous lyrics. There's no
mistaking Jimbob and Fruitbat
Carter's commitment to prodding
sacred cows and pricking consciences
and, thank heavens, it really doesn't

4AD CAD 8003 CD

NAPPY BROWN &
KIP ANDERSON
BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Westbound WESF 104

(
45m 31s)

consumers to be Citizens of the
World. The hypnotic ' Part Of The
Furniture' shatters its gorgeous
mood with apredictably ranting
chorus and the otherwise intriguing
'Goldfish & Paracetamol' is rendered
obsolete by its trip-hoppy beat-ulike. It doesn't help either, that
vocalist Carys Matthews sounds like
agymslip Melanie crossed with
Kristin Hersh and Stina

Nappy
Brown?
The guy
who had
a hit with
'Don't
Be Angry'
on Savoy
back in
1955?
The very
same

(
45m Ois)

With so much imagination and
potential on display, it's apity the
whole thing doesn't quite come off.
For every neat idea or tasty lick they
provide, Catatonia furnishes other
qualities which effectively neutralise
them. The title track, for example,
boasts asplendidly rousing chorus
which, unfortunately, is built round
the gormlessly patriotic lyric 'Every
day when Iwake up, Ithank the
Lord I'm Welsh'. Sure, Wales is a
lovely place, but that lyric instantly
excludes nine-tenths of the UK
population, and almost makes me
nostalgic for the days when Texaco
issued car stickers proclaiming their

Kristin Hersh: delectable vocal sound
APRIL 191111
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THE HOAX
HUMDINGER
Credible Records »al

(
58m 153)

Having garnered excellent reviews
for their two major label albums,
only to find East-West demanding
hit singles, the finest young r'n'b
bucks in the land have broken away
and started their own label. From
the opening notes, this is a band revitalised by the freedom to do what
they most want to, and that involves
turning bar-room blues and boogie
on its head, throwing out the clichés
and starting over with a fresh
musical and lyrical palette. When
they play electric, they're relentless;
when they play acoustic they pick it
solid; and when they blend the two
the mix is hard to resist. Three
albums down the line, the Hoax
have turned in their best work yet
by avery long chalk, but at the
same time, it feels as if they're just
starting to hit their stride.

From the
opening
notes, this
is a band
re-vitalised
by the
freedom
to do what
they most
want to

The Hoax: us
starting to hi
their stride
Below
Morcheebc
LIBIDO
KILLING SOME DEAD TIME

MORCHIEBA
BIG CALM
China Records ???

Fire FIRECD62

Gorgeous electronic soundscapes
begin almost every track, and the
band's musical prowess is never in
doubt, but the absence of memorable
hooks or strong melodies coupled
with the sameness of singer Skye
Edwards' lazy semi-jazz whisper, soon
makes it hard to care one way or the
other about what's going on here.

Man You Used To Be' and various
bits of Beatles all over the shop.
Additionally he's a dab hand with
lyrics that sound like something out
of your own personal diary. There's
got to be a place in pop Valhalla for
anyone who writes songs about the
Chelsea Kitchen. Well, hasn't there?

NICK HEYWARD
THE APPLE BED
Creation CRECD210

(
49m 02s)

(42m 45s)

(
43m 38s)

'You're like a Safeway's nice price'
claims Heyward in best Betjeman
poems-for-the-ad-man fashion,
during ' In Every Place'. No problem

Despite opening with the recent,
superb single ' Overthrown', where
soaring 1990s guitar pop meets The
Hollies in overdrive, this
Scandanavian trio led by guitarist
Even Johansen, has no problem
fashioning an album that lives up to
that first promise. Johansen is
blessed with equal (and remarkable)
facility in the vocals, guitar and
songwriting departments, and he's
no slouch either when it comes to
devising quirky little noises to pep
up the song intros or introducing
extra instruments to flesh out the
arrangements. Essential for anyone
who loves beautifully crafted
contemporary guitar pop.

THE PIRATES
WE'tE BEEN TAINKING

JUICY LUCY

BMA Records/Voiceprint BMA- C-03174

BLUE THUNDER

(39m 18s)

Outer Music/Voiceprint OM-1001CD
(48m 56s)

there. Nor anywhere else on this
totally melodic, yet unsugared
offering. Okay, the one-time Haircut
doesn't possess the most ear-turning
voice in adult pop, but he knows
how to integrate all the best sounds
— stolen from the Beach Boys in
The Goodbye Man', Bowie in ` The
HI-81 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Nick
Heyward:
a dab hand
with lyrics

Not (lime the return of the original
early- 1970s blues rockers formed
from the ashes of the great
Misunderstood, as none of the core
members are present. This lineup
features later constituents who — by
virtue of guests like Mick Taylor
and Andy Summers — have
produced abetter-than-competent
hard-rock album which will now
have to figure in Rolling Stones and
Police family trees. You've heard it
all before, but the history makes it a
shade more compelling. File
alongside recent Chicken Shack and
Pirates re-appearances.

Yeah, it's almost the same old Pirates
with the same old twang, but, hey,
the Pirates have always been mainly
Mick Green. This time, the rest of
the crew consists of apair of Swedish
musas on bass and drums, doing just
what's always been required of apostJohnny Kidd Pirates lineup: framing
Green's guitarwork. And it's as if the
1980s and 1990s never happened,
with Green's liner notes unashamedly
trumpeting his distaste for... the
Prodigy! For that alone we can
forgive him ahandful of retreads.
Blow away the cobwebs, and it's still
hard-ass rock'n'roll, from one of the
UK's most influential guitarists. Hank
ain't fit to carry Green's plectrums.
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-FRIDAY NIGHT I
NSAN FRANCISCO Take one of the world's greatest jazz rock guitarists (
John
McLaughlin), add one of the world's greatest jazz fusion guitarists
(Al DiMeola) and combine with one of the world's greatest flamenco
guitarists ( Paco De Lucia), give them acoustic guitars and alive
audience and you've got one of the greatest guitar albums ever!

OGgie
KRELL KPS-25
The new KRELL KPS-25 compact disc player must forever remain

mg_cit4
s
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wadi

the stuff of enviable dreams for many a music lover - but
excellence at the leading edge can never come cheaply. Life can
be such abitch!
The 25 consists of just one chassis (so did Marilyn Monroe

This legendary recording of extraordinary guitar virtuosity, mastered

and no one complained). But there has never been achassis like

from the original analogue session tapes by Willem Makee at

this: combining atop- loading transport built to mastering-lathe

Poli gram's headquarters in Hannover and pressed on 180g virgin

precision, a DAC like never before and an active preamplifier

vinyl by Pallas in Germany, is now available as aLimited Audiophile

section that alone sets anew standard, the 25 carries multiple

pressing produced exclusively .for Vivante for only:

digital AND analogue inputs and outputs. So not only is it an
integrated player, but a comprehensive and compact control
centre for your whole system.

£19.95 + p&p
TO ORDER YOUR COPY. OR TO REQUEST OUR CURRI-

I\ I1)11 lUI, I \-.
NYL OR CD CATALOGUES.

PLEASE CONTALI

All you need is aset of interconnects and apower amp - and you
remember how good the KPS-20i/1 sounded by virtue of having
an integrated line stage? Well, the 25 takes things to new

VIVANTE LONDON
UNIT 4,60 HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK. SURREY KT I4DB

TEL: 0181 977 6600 FAX: 0181 977 4445
EUROPE'S PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

territories of musical achievement.
Awork of art that looks truly beautiful, the KPS25 is undoubtedly
Krell's digital tour de force.
If you would like to know more, telephone Brian Rivas. If you feel
the 25 may be beyond your reach, telephone anyway, and we can
talk about the award-winning and affordable Krell KAV-300cd.
There, maybe life's not such abitch after all!

English Analogue
Supplier of quality second hand classical records
Reasonable prices for truly collectable original vinyl from
the 1950s to the 1970s. Labels include:

PINEWOOD MUSIC - THE ONLY ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
DEALER FOR THE SOUTH-WEST.

DECCA SXL, SDD, SET, ECS, SPA, PFS
HMV - ALP, ASD, SAN, SLS
COLUMBIA - 33CX, SAX
RCA - SB - 2000/6000, VICS, SER

•KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • WILSON AUDIO

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON, PHILIPS

•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND

etc, also available

•AUDIOGRAM • TRANSPARENT CABLE

If you are unfamiliar with classical music,
recommendations are available of great recordings to
enhance the enjoyment of your HiFi and enter you into
the vast world of Classical Music. Just as there are good
recordings for Rock, Pop or Jazz, the sanie applies to
Classical.

•HARMONIX STRINGS

eowermy
Knights Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

To increase your satisfaction, all the records sold are
cleaned and audibly checked before being sold, free of
charge, as well as aguarantee. The records are also
supplied with anew innersleeve, as well as the old, to
insure ahigh standard. In addition, if you have any
Classical LPs or CDs you wish to sell or want afree
catalogue, please write, phone or fax to:
3Naseby Rise, Newbury, Berks, RG14 2SF, England
Tel: 44 - (0) 1635 40242 Fax: 44 (0) 1635 524239
www.multiplex.co.uk./Records

rock/pop REVIEWS
ROEDELIUS
AQUARELLO

UMAJETS
DEMOLOTION

All Saints ASCD35

(advance tape)

You've got to keep your eye on
Hans Joachim Roedelius. A bona fide
founding father of all things ambient
and techno, Roedelius was there in
the front line from the 1960s,
creating the experimental music in
Berlin that led to the ascendance of
Kraut Rock in the mid- 1970s. His
collaborations with Brian Eno,
Holger Czukay, Michael Rother and
others have always been benchmarks
for the genre, and this new work,
part-studio, part-live, ranks alongside
his finest voyages into the space
between composition and
improvisation. A continuously
unfolding spiral of delights, it
manages always to be accessibly
musical, even while exploring the
fringes of sonic possibility.
ohnny Black

A:1" •

more than makes up for the
existence of the Prodigy.

Clearspot C5009/EFA CD 05405
(57m 48s) Dist. Shell Shock
What tells you more about this
awesome, ultra-sharp power pop/rock
outfit? That its members include the
co-founders of the late, great Jellyfish
and abrace of slack Crowes? Or
that the name comes from aphoto
of Urna Thurman with rockets
superimposed over her décolletage?
Either way, you've learned that the
components of Umajets know how
to blend Beatles.Faces/Allmans/
Stones/Kinks influences into anew,
cohesive whole. And that they have
terrific taste in women. The music?
Simply sensational: a flood of
memorable melodies, lyrics which
suggest familiarity with chemical
influences, chiming, jangling guitars,
Crowded House-calibre harmonies
— this band is better than the
Gallaghers think Oasis is. Demalotion

WHISKEYTOWN
STRANGERS ALMANrC
Outpost/Geffen OPD 30005

CHEAP TRICK
AT BUDIKAN

Chesky 1D162

Mobile Fidelity
UDCD 705
(42m 20s) Gold CD

(46m /6s) 96kHz/24-bit recording
Sounding like ahuskier version of
brother James, Livingston continues to
deliver some of the most comforting,
intimate recordings available today. His
taste is impeccable — his versions of
'Baker Street' and ' Hallelujah, ILove
Her So' are nothing short of magnificent
— so this has to be one of the most
listenable discs that the sound quality
uber alles brigade could desire. Whether
or not it will transcend amarket limited
to hi-fi crazies remains to be seen, even
though Chesky must now be considered a
'proper' label. A":1* 0
JEFF ARUNDEL
RIDE THE RIDE
Demon FIENDCD 799

(
48m 55s)

When a record company's PR guy tells
you that he'd like a regular CD
considered for the audiophile section,
well, you just gotta listen. And this
typically Demonic American singersongwriter's third album (but his first in
the UK) does feature the kind of sonics
which warrant a place in anybody's
Carry-Disc. Arundel tells small, dark
stories à la Springsteen of
Nebraska vintage or Tim
Buckley when he was
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coherent, and the
result is one of
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those
eventsmusical
which you

just weren't
expecting. The
sound quality?
Merely abonus.
As:1-1* 0

APIA. SIN

is better
than the
Gallaghers
think
Oasis is

Left Guns N' Roses.

(
40m 46s)

Following the success of Dedicato, also
on Naim, here's Forcione's first album
from 1993, remastered and re-released.
Like Dedicato, the set consists of
sensitively played, Latin-flavoured
acoustic guitar pieces, this time all
originals rather the odd cover. A":1
GUNS N'BOSES
USE YOUR ILLUSION I

the decade and
Axl rising
above his
whine to do
justice even
to covers of
Dylan and
McCartney
songs.
Choosing
between the two?
Impossible.

BABTUNDE OLATUNJI
LOVE DRUM TALK
Chesky W0160
(67m 46s) 961d-lz 2I- bit recording
No, Idon't remember precisely what
Olatunji played when Ifirst saw him 30
years ago, but Iremember the
overwhelming power of the percussion.
This Nigerian world music emissary uses
a phalanx of drums topped by gorgeous
harmonies to spread the word, and this
CD makes up for a lot of other mainlytedious heavy-on-the-beat audiophile
ventures. And ' Long Distance Lover'
deserves to be asingle. A*:1-1"
STEPPENWOLF
STEPPENWOL =
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 714

(
76m 26s) Gold CD

USE YOUR ILLUSION II
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 712

this band

Below left: Steppenwolf

ANTONIO FORCIONE
ACOUSTIC REVENGE

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 711

sensational:

Fred Del

Ever raucous,
Cheap Trick live is
an unlikely
candidate for goldplating, so forget the
sound and concentrate on
the energy. Caught in front of
an adoring Japanese audience in
1978, during their peak years, the band
rocked hard and heavy, belying any
criticisms from the gothic mod. Not as
nasty as G'n'R, but hardly lightweight —
the drum sound will rattle your woofers.
A- B:1

Naim naimcd 017

Simply
(Sins 47s)

The second album from North
Carolina's finest, proves that the
spirit of the Burritos still flies high in
that neck of the country-rock woods.
Though the music is basically of the
sort that sneaked out the back-door
of the Opry, with fiddle, pedal steel
and banjo keeping things welcoming
in back-porch tradition, David
Ryan's songs and go-for-croak vocals
ensure that nothing happens that
wouldn't go down well with those
who hate the sound of Hee-Haw and
yee-haw. One for the road. Providing
that it's of the dusty kind.

Audiophile choice
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
INK

The music?

(
76m 08s) Gold CD

Their two-parter from 1991, the first
showing their ' pop' side and the second
their ' darker' side. This is hard rock of
the finest sort, Slash showing why he's
one of the most in-demand guitarists of

(
47m I4s) Gold CD

From 1968, the band's first album for
ABC-Dunhill — and what a debut!
Sookie Sookie', 'The Pusher' and, of
course, ` Born To be Wild', like you've
never heard them before. This protean
grunge, Easy Rider soundtrack material
was some of the nastiest rock of the era.
Play it loud. A .:1-1*
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes

SALE

SALE

SALE

VALVE SECONDS
These valves have been tested and are electrically to the same standard as Golden
Dragon premium quality valves. However, during testing some discolouration of the
glass envelope has occured which means we cannot offer them as first quality.
The following are available until stocks are sold
(few of each only, matched pairs available subject to stock)
300B, KT9OLX, EL156LX, KT66, 4.300B, KT90, 4.300B LX, 2A3,
KT88, 300B Super, KT88M, EL34
Valve seconds for sale at 60% of normal retail.
All are guaranteed NEW and unused.
Guaranteed for six months.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

Hi Fi Choice The ECI-1
is one of the more
important integrated
amplifiers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom
,‘

JMlab

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's

by FOCAL

cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

Hi Fi News and Record
Review " AW100DMB
combined with the
EC- 4 preamplifier is

The long awaited
UTOPIA
now available on
demonstration

recommended for
amplifier combinations
over £2000"Alvin Gold
Nov 96

Pnces from 6500 EC9 1p6ono slege through
601 2 onlegrated at 6995 w the AW 250 OMB
£3995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

JM1lab

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

rock/pop REISSUES

reissue of the month

THE ZOMBIES
ZOMBIE HEAVEN
Kg Bat »MKT 7 (4C1):, 30.Tni .
72.s,i
A-id the definitives keep o- :om;in', this time a five- hourlong collection containing every known track from one of
tIlie first ignoLps to introduce
jazz feel ro rock audiences.
Tne set is so tho -ough that we've yet to discover any
missing material The CDs ape grouped into the ecrly perk:id
w.th the fi -st hits (' She s Nor There', 'Tell Her No') and ail
th a singles- oily materia, c cisc of Odessey & Oracle aric,
the ' last album', .one of rare studio material includ ng
d'emos and alternates, ond one of live B3C performances.
Thirty- plus years on, and the group's eerie sophistication
still amazes: Cohn Bluneone's bieeathy voice, the exquisite
melodies, oddball lyrics. The preferred original mono mixes
were used where applicable, a comprehensive 68- page
book is bound irto the package... this set is a magnificent,
flowlen adhievenent. A- B: 141 •
Ker; Kessler

ELVIS COSTELLO
EXTREME 1-0NEY
Warner 936246801-2

(77m 30s)

EC's own choice of 18 tracks
covering his output for Warner
Bros since 1988. Although a
far calmer set than would have
represented the previous
decade, it still contains
fascinating material like anew
track recorded with members
of Supergrass, duets with Paul
McCartney, acollaboration
with Brian Eno and his laves
from Spike, Mighty Like A Rose
and other albums. And, yes, he
deserves the two Ivor Novellos,
the Grammy nominations,. the
BAFTA and the rest. A:1 C
TONY HATCH
HAICHEACK
Sequel NEMCD 951

(
56m 1&)

More Tony Hatch loungecore
from the Pye vaults, this batch
of self-composed instrumentals
showing how you can, if you
really try, make everything
sound like ' Georgic Girl'.
Bachelor pad music for those
who like to Bossa Nova.
A':3
TH1 HOLLIES
SPECIAL COLLECTION
Music For Pleasure/EMI CDTRBOX 280
(3CDs, 187m 09.s;
It's easy to overlook this ultralow-priced, 60-track package if
you're a Hollies fan who thinks
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

you've got it all, but EMI
spiced it up with rarities and
oddities. Certainly the best-ever
way to acquire an overview;
your £ 9.5 gets you everything
from the earliest hits to their
cover of Prince's ' Purple Rain'.
An absolute bargain, and quite
possibly the finest collection of
Britpop harmonising ever.
A-As:1-1*
HAMISH IMLACIO
1HE DEFINITIVE
TRANSAT _ ANTIC CO _ LECTION
Essential ESMCD 522

(
69m 45s)

Twenty-three tracks culled
from seven of the late singer's
eight albums for the label
between 1967-73, undiluted
bawdy Scottish folk music in
an accent so thick that Ivor
Tiefenbrun would have ahard
time deciphering it. Inspiration
fer Billy Connolly and others.
A: 1 n
LAURIE JOHNSON
WITH A VENGEANCE
Sequel NEMCD 935

VARIOUS
HmRP LEGENDS II

Music For Pleasure/EMI CDTRBOX288
(3CDs, 133m 17s)

Catfish KATCD 105

In the same generous budget
vein as the Hollies box
reviewed on this page, three
CDs containing the cream of
Dino's Capitol output, with
the odd collector's treat:
'That's Amore', 'On An
Evening In Roma' (complete
with studio chat!), `Volare' and
45 others. Absolutely sublime
1950s lounge-pop, from one of
the smoothest performers ever.
Oh, and there's some stereo
here to die for. A- A':1*
THE MONTANAS
YOU'VE GOT TO BE LOVED
Sequel NEMCD 994

(74m 27s)

(
69m 555)

VtÁRIOUS
IVC BETTA': ST LOUIS R&B
19.55-1966
Sequel NERCO 946

RICK NELSON
THE VERY TAOUGHT OF YOU/
SPOTLIGHT ) N RICK

Essential ESMCD523

Ace CDCHD 668

(
59m 05s)

As promised, another two-onone, this tune his third and
fourth (US) Decca LPs, from
1964. Ace's sterling efforts to
add some order to Nelson's
back catalogue — compilations
abound, while whole LPs have
been givers short shrift — has
resulted in another 24 tracks in
the order in which they were
meant to be heard. Glorious
period stereo, amix of rockers,
ballads and standards, prior to
his country renaissance.
A':1-2
VARIOUS
FREAKBEAT FREAKOHT
(
69m .3‘k)

Twenty-eight ultra-rare British
psychedelic rave-ups found in
the Pye vaults, from the
famous (the Troggs, the
Sorrows) to the obscure (the
Blue Rondos, the Clique).
Pretty much what Nuggets
might have been had it
originated in the United
Kingdom, and an absolute
treasure trove for collectors
with Paisley vision.
A- B- C: 1-2 C

(73m 36s)

Unlike the first volume, which
concentrated on two
performers, this sequel features
the work of 20 blues harp
wizards ranging from
pioneering masters like Walter
Horton and Sonny Boy
Williamson, through to Jimmy
Reed and Billy Boy Arnold,
and right up to date with
Carey Bell and even Charlie
Musselwhite. More than a
blues harp primer, this gem
also features unreleased
material and tracks new to
CD. A-B:1 0

More in the Ivy League vein,
the complete output of yet
another forgotten 1960s
Britpop outfit. All of the
wannabee hallmarks feature
prominently: Searchers
harmonies, nascent quasiHollies psychedelia, both
schmaltzy and spacey lyrics.
Hell, this could be the
Fortunes, Ian & the Zodiacs or
any other Second Division
British Invasion band. Great
stuff, though, on a disc rich
with rarities. A- B: 1 - 2

Sequel NEMCD 952

Loungecore with a reason:
some of the tracks are among
the most famous themes ever,
including signature tunes from
The Avengers and Dr
Strangelove. Also featured is
the composer's Two Cities State
album in its entirety and
selections with a military,
Latin, classical or noir flavour.
A : 1 -2 H
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DEAN «MARTIN
THE BEET OF DEAN MARTIN

(
60m 56s)

Companion to the earlier East
NEMCD 940],
St Louis [
another 25 vintage R&B tracks
from the likes of Ike Turner to
Little Richard-soundalike
Screamin' Joe Neal. Boogie,
early soul, straight blues, duowop — it's all here.
A- B- C:1-2 "
THE IAN CAMPBELL
FOLK GROUP
CONTEMPORARY CAMPBELLS/
NEW IMPRESSIONS
(
76m Ois)

From 1965/6, a pair of albums
kicking of with an oddity in
the form of an ode to Marilyn
Monroe. Twangy British folk
music with a Kingston
Trio/Peter Paul & Mary feel,
foreshadowing the Seekers and
from the time before the
Fairports gave the genre rock
crecl. Warning: it's so vocally
nasal that some will want to
disconnect their tweeters.
A- A':1-2 n
JESSE COLIN YOUNG
JESSE COLIN YOUNG & THE
YOJNGBLOODS... PLUS
Edsel EDCD 476

(
41m 06s)

What Mercury should have
done years ago: combined
Young's second solo album
with the four extra tracks of a
later cash-in. This is the bridge
between Soul of A City Boy
and the first Youngbloods
album, peerless American
coffeehouse folk music from
1965 and a showcase for one
of the finest voices on the
planet. The backing group on
this disc includes apre-Lovin'
Spoonful John Sebastian.
A-11•41*
Ken Kessler
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

Answers to that oft-posed question
what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as
their best hi-fi buys?
This regular HFNIRR series assembles
and updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components
for personal listening systems ( on this
page) will be of great interest to all
who follow equipment reviews. Note,
though, that the writer's inclusion of a

given product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For this feature
we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of
all-round performance and value. ( In the

case of speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be needed, the
price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models
listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does carry a
personal stamp of approval from an
experienced audio critic.

red
a
Dave Berriman

Eric Braithwaite

DAVE BERRIMAN

CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS JOSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rega RB300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Bryston BP5 (with LED MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SOD I/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon MC7500
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS

CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GIA
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Martin Colloms

PRE- AMPLIFIER
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research VT! 50 or
Krell KAS 2 or Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE- AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER
Theta Data Basic II Transport/
Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE
Roksan Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

Mrer J. Comeau

Ken Kessler

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER
Marantz CD12/DA12
Krell KAV300cd
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD! 24
Garrard 401
ARM
Decca International
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon SPU-A
Decca Gold
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Graaf WFB Two
Meridian 562V/565
Krell KRC-3
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad II Reissues
Sutherland 2000
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL 57
Quad ESL63
Rogers LS3/5a
Wilson WAIT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
von den Hu! MC Two
PRE-AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-1005
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
3

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

i)aVe BerriMan

¡:1k

lPUil/kU7i,

Percr J. Comcau

Alarr

Ken Kessler

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, PosseIt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS 10i, Tannoy 6315E
£200-£350 Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ES 11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500- £ 1000 Mission 753, Tannoy 0300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000- &2000 BBC LS5/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£2004350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD-675E,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, OreIle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

Marantz CD-6311 KI Signature
£500-£1000 Marantz CDI7, Quad 77, Rote! RDD980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDSIO, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SOD-1/SDA-1
OVER £ 2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Ratel RA- 931
£200-350 NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-500 Sugden A2Ia, Sonneteer Campion,
Sheame Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Stem bort SF60
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £ 2000 Cary SLP90/300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES!!, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000- £2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-&350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-5!6E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-500 Marantz C063-SE, Ore/le CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T- 1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-350 Denon P/vtA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E10
£350-500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AV1 S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SIAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Ore/le CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 Ore/le DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £2000 Krell KP520i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rote! RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500 Ore/le SA- 100, Naim Nait
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research Vr150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion 15i
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers 1.533
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruarkn Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP- 4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD-5505

Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, Ore/le CD100e, Roksan Caspian
CD
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A-300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

2131121112:1"
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tandy Genexxa IX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A, ATC7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB! subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC), Marantz CD675E,
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090
£500-£1000 Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter) Roksan
Caspian,

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS I, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers 1.533
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony COP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rote!
RDCD970BX
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£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD16
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300-CD, Theta Pro Gen Va,
Mark Levinson No.31.5/No. 30.5 (transport/DAC
combination
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rote! RA 960
£350-£500 Musical Fidelity XA-50 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti,
Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Copland CTA401, Audio Research VT60
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/WB13.5, Krell I<AV300i, Marantz
Project T1, Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Harman Kardon HK610, Rote! RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Ratel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505
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NEW PRODUCTION UNE = REDUCED PRICES

DEFLEX PANELS FROM AS LIME AS £ 4 EACH

We have a prestigious reputation for leading edge and innovative audio. We carry a strict
selection of only the finest designs and offer a unique system based approach. This has
earned international acclaim and established recognised sound quality benchmarks.

ASK FOR BROCHURE

& NEW

" SPECIAL OFFERS"

PRICE LIST

Zi717-1VW

Living Voice Auditorium. " Ihad expected these speakers to be hot on tone and
dynamics, since these parameters embody the company's hi-hi philosophy. Iwasn't
disappointed. Vocals were superb, instrumental timbre was beautifully resolved and any life
that could be found in the music was there to walk into.
Consumate performance at an affordable price...."
HiFi Choice '97

THE ONLY PURPOSE DESIGNED
PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PAD
FOR LINING LOUDSPEAKERS

High sensitivity (94dB/w), outstanding dynamic range, excellent low-level resolution, £ 1500.

, ...ifol TEL:
SPECTRA
01745
DYNAMICS,
2YR
360070
UNIT Al, fFORDO
FAX:
DERWEN
01745
IND EST RHYL
360086
LL I8

e

email: smasoM,enterprise.net

Our products range from modest to exotic, from mainstream to unusual.
•Living Voice Airscout, RW24 Bass Bin • Border Patrol • Art Audio •
•SJS Electroacoustics • Wadia • Musical Fidelity • Kelly Transducers • Lowther •
•Nottingham Analogue • Vitavox • Mystic Mat • Musical Shoes • Platter Matter •
and more
Second Hand Items Include.
Epos ES 22 £850, Audio Note DAC 4 Signature £2500, Helius Orion II ANS £250,
Helius Orion II (no wiring) £ 150, Musical Fidelity A220 (ex dem) £500,
Musical Fidelity A2 CD (ex dem) £375, Impulse H5 Ash (ex dem) £790,
Monarchy M22 B DAC (ex dem) £790, Monarchy M18 DAC (ex dem) £350,
TEAC P700 Transport £690, Art Audio Quintet (chrome/gold) £ 1100,
Audio Innovations - First Audio Triode Mono's £700, 2nd Audio Triode Monos £ 1500,
Audio Note M2 Line Pre £650, Audio Note ANS 1Metre I/C (unterminated) £50,
Audio Note ANV - various, XLO Type 4AES/EBU £65,
Vitavox AK 157 15" Bass Units £P0A.

AMEX - VISA - MASTERCARD

HORN

LOUDSPEAKERS

13SC li

IMMORTAL

SOUND

FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Bucks - Northwood Audio 01296 28790. Cheshire - Philip Dooley 01625 264666. Cornwall - R.J.F. Audio Visual
01209 710777. Sounds Perfection 01326 221372. Eire & N. Ireland - Kronos Hi Fi 01868 748632. Hants - The Audio Gallery 01730 895194. Herts
-Radlett Audio 01727 855577. Humberside - ZFB Audio 01472 883722. Hunts - The HiFi Company 01733 341755. Kent - Sounds of Music 01892
547003. Lancs - Orpheus Audio 01257 473175. Leics - Audio World 01162 571414. Notts - John Kirk 0115 9252986. Chantry Audio 01777 870372.
Suffolk - Audio Images 01502 582853. Sussex - Heatherdale Audio 01903 872288. W. Mids - Five Ways Hi Fi 0121 455 0667. Worcs - Music Matters
01384 444184. Yorks - The HiFi Studios 01302 781387. London - KJ West One 0171 486 8262. Musical Images 0181 952 5535. Purist Audio 0171
431 7423. The % mho Consultant 0171 380 0866. UK Distributor - Midland Radio Supplies. 111i pole lane. Birmingham B1-1

FINE

tel/fax + 44 0 1777 708673
•synite enclosure loudspeakers
•granite equipment racks
•modular amplifier racks
•Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•Isolation Plinths® for components
Cd's turntables and loudspeakers

timeless beauty with sound improvements
designed and manufactured in the UK by HNE Systems

Call the Accessories Club HOTLINE on: 01234 741152

itemised«
MORE FOR THE BOOKSHELF
THE Beginner's Guide to Tube Audio Design by Bruce
Rozenblit is an 81 page, A4 paperback published by the same
people as Audio Electronics - previously The Audio Amateur
magazine.
In this short space, Rozenblit covers the basis of designing valve
amplifiers for audio better than most, and manages to explain
electronic theory, parts, soldering and construction. The writing
style and typeface are clear, the content progresses logically, and
calculations are kept few and simple. British readers will hardly
notice the writer is American, other than having to translate afew
terms like ' plate' into ' anode', etc. The book is considerably
enhanced by having three projects to build, reprinted from the
related Glass Audio magazine, followed by 30 pages of advertising.
The latter doesn't offend because it's technical, 100% ` tubeful',
and will remain interesting with age - it may even remind one of
books from more than half acentury ago, when this practice was
commonplace. Overall, this book will suit anyone into DIY
electronics, from complete beginners, to professionals and even
solid-state adherents.

Ste ophonic Recording, by Christian
Hugonnet and Pierre Walder (hardback), is
really aimed at educating sound-engineering
students; but it will also be of interest to
audiophiles who want to learn more about
the acoustics and psycho-acoustics of
music. The book will be of practical use
to all kinds of amateur music/human voice
recordists. It says very little about the electronic
equipment in the middle of the recording path (mention is mainly
in the context of set-up for optimum quality), and lots about the
sonic pictures before and after the recording process, and particularly
the nature and causes of different stereo effects. This will be of
particular interest to collectors of esoteric and/or early stereo
recordings. The book also wisely considers the psychology of
recording, and the artistic briefing that's needed before many a
good recording can happen. Although Franco-Swiss in its cultural
origins, the English is mostly excellent, and style and presentation
have an open, friendly feel.
.

HFNIRR 001 Fltuedumper: ' Magic Brick' for
valve amps in blackash
£24.95 CI
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead moving-coil step-up
transformer:
£ 9.95 E
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: timber E steel E
set of 8, inc fixing kit £ 10.45 E
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack
£ 1.95111
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£65.00 E
CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£44.00 E
singles unit (200)
£49.00 E
4-high CD unit
£ 9.00 E
CD 4base unit
£ 9.00 E
Dividers: 25 at £ 11.25 LP O CD E Single E
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twolevel turntable support £59.95 E
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks £ 12.95 E
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
150 x150 x3mm
£ 12.95 E
HFNIRR024 ToolBox: Selfbuild essential
tools/flightcase
£99.95 E
HFNIRR 025 Test LP
£ 14.95 E
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
kit £ 199.00 E ready built £ 65.00 E
Ringmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 E
Statmat for improved CD sound £ 19.95 0
HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 E
100, £18.95 E 500 £ 0.00
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £19.95 E 100, £38.00 E 500, £ 180.00 E
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5.00 E 100, £9.00 E 500, £40.00 0
Harmonbc CD Foils: 8per pack £ 17.95 0
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 E
RATA Reveel: CD treatment, sachet £9.95 El
Kontak contact cleaner
£ 14.9510
ProGold spray £ 13.95 0 DeoidT £ 3.95 E
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95 E
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95 CI
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10.00 E
Michell Tenderfeet: original ' alloy' isolators
(set of 3) small £6.95 O large £9.95
Isopod ceramic cones ( 3)
£32.9512
Insert Audio banana plugs (4)
£7.95 E
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
3-way (4)
£9.95 E
Ferrite Noise Absorbers: small (6mm)
£11.95pr E large ( I
2mm) £ 13.95 0
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
£7.75 each E pre-amp valves £6.00 each E
•

•

•
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Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95
Home Theater for Everyone
by Robert Harley (softback) £ 17.50 E
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 tO
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 El
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 El
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £ 9.951:
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Musical Fidelity X series: ask for details/prices
Rockbase Plus V2
£ 9.95 E
DACon D/A converter kit £ 180.00 El
Ben Duncan's Pure Power mains power
conditioner
kit £375.00 E built £399.00 LI
Pure Henry amp o/p inductor £60.00 (pr)
Pure Cycle turntable power supply unit
(kit form) £375.00 0 (assembled) £399.00 LI
Radio Exterminator earth wire
(5m) £20.00 E (10m) £45.00 El
PHONES-01 headphone amplifier kit:
PCB with all components and front panel
controls £ 7.90 LI batteries/AC charger, extra
£69.90 O aluminium case, extra £59.90 El
Ready built (w. charger)
£295.00 E
PHONES-01 with Beyer DT911 headphones
£459.00 E Headphones only £235.00 El
* *

THIS MONTH'S
*
* * *
SPECIAL OFFERS

The Beginner's Guide to Tube Audio Design
by Bruce Rozenblit
£25.00 E
Stereophonic Recording by Christian
Hugonnet and Pierre Walder £ 0.00

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
Tel:
El Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) made payable to
HFN/RR Accessories Club
_I Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
My card number is
Expiry date

ni ir

i

[11 -1Lin 1 HP

H

Signature

Please send orders to HMV RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, NIK40 1YH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Please delete as necessary.
E&OE

•

• .•ffl»
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G K Audio Labs Tube Checker £ 50.00 E
Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60 E 6L6 £4.50
6SN7GT £2.60 E ECC83 £4.35 E ECC88
£.35 E EL84M £. 5010 EF86 £7.95 IE
GZ34 £ 10.60 E 6550 £ 15.40
KT66
equivalent £6.70 0 300B triode £ 9.95 0
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 El
Decca London tone arm, modified£99.00
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 II
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 E
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.90 0
Decca Mk 3Brush, carbon fibre £ 12.95 0
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
by Harry FOlson
£40.00 El
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self
£25.00 E
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan £40.00 E
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each E
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 E
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95 E
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 E
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 LI
Tube circuits for Audio Amplifiers
Mullard
£ 17.95 E
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £24.95 E
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 E
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 E
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 E
High Performance Loudspeakers
by Martin Colloms (softback) £24.95 El
(hardback) £50.00 El

.
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For Fast en Free 24 hr UK Mail Order Contact: 0181 852 132
THE CHOICE IS YOURS
e carry the finest range of HiFi in London and you
can be sure that any of the products you see advertised

SOUND• vSYSTEMS
248 LEE HIGH RD ,LONDON ,SE13 5PL
PHONE: 0181 318 5755 FAX: 0181 318 0909
OPEN: 10AM - 6.30PM MON - SAT ( CLOSED THURS)

here are on display and available for audition. Our helpful experienced staff are always on hand to help explore the possibilities
open to you. This month - Lots of new goodies from Arcam, Linn,
Naim & Pioneer and - some great ex-dem bargains, call now!

Website http://www.billyvee.demon.co.uk/

THE PRODUCTS

email: sales@billyvee.demon.co.uk

NEW THIS MONTH

ARCAM
AVI Products

Available for audition. come in and listen

B & 0

REGA RESEARCH - have two new amplifiers.

B&W

THE LUNA 40WPC - 6 inputs - pre out power in.
THE MIRA 60WPC - as above - optional remote.

DENON

Both amplifiers have a Phono stage as standard.

EPOS

Brio & Radio updated please call for details.

KEF

NAIM AUDIO - The new CDX should be available
for audition by the time you read this. If you are in

LINN

the market for atop quality CD Player we urge

AV 51 & Knekt

you most strongly to listen to this!!

MARANTZ

PIONEER PDR 04 & 05

MORDAUNT SHORT

New prices for these popular CD Recorder/Players
Our special offer on these models last until March

MISSION

20th. So if you fancy mixing your own discs come

MYRYAD

and have a listen - the benefits are obvious.
PIONEER PDR-04 (
WAS £599.00)
PIONEER PDR 05 (
WAS £999.00)

NAIM AUDIO
N.A.D

Now £499
Now £ 749

Blank disc prices down. 60m £3.99 74 m £4.99

PIONEER
ProAC

You choose-The Deposit-Time Er Amount

REGA
ROTEL
TANNOY
TARGET
YAMAHA

MIN LOAN £ 350 - MIN DEP 10% PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS
(0% APR AVAILABLE ON NEW BOXED PRODUCTS ONLY)

NEW ARRIVALS
&

FIRM

FAVOURITES
source - COMPONENTS

Arcam Alpha 7

CD
Arcam Alpha 8 CD

£ 329.00
£ 519.00

AVI S2000MC CD Player

£ 1399.00

Linn Karik Player
Marantz CD 48
Marantz CD 67se

£ 1850.00
£ 129.00
£ 299.00

Marantz CD63KI Signature
£ 399.00
Naim CD 3.5 Player
£ 1000.00
£ 399.00
Rega Planet CD Player
Rega Planar 3 T/T inc arm
£ 274.00
Yamaha CDX 890 Pro- Bit CD
£ 349.00
Linn LP12/Arm - combs from.. £ 1488.00
selected - AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha 8 ( NEW!)
£ 359.00
AVI S2000MI ( line) Amp
£ 799.00
Linn Linto phono preamp
£ 850.00
Linn Majik ( line level)
Marantz PM66KI amplifier
Naim Nait 3 Amplifier

£ 650.00
£ 399.00
£ 575.00

Pioneer A30OR Precision

£ 399.00

Rotel RA 931ax Amplifier
£ 149.00
Rega Brio Amplifier
£ 229.00
am/ftp - TUNERS
Arcam Alpha 7 Tuner
Naim NAT 03 FM Tuner

£ 229.00
£ 566.00

Rega Radio Tuner
£ 229.00
selected - RECORDERS
Denon DRM 550 Cassette
£ 159.00
Pioneer CT-830S Cassette
£ 499.00
Pioneer PDR-05 CD- R ( NOW)
£ 795.00
Pioneer PDR-04 CD- R ( NOW)
£ 549.00
Pioneer CTW806 Double
£ 299.00
Yamaha KX390 Cassette
£ 149.00
Yamaha KX580se Cassette
£ 249.00
B&W DM 302

loud - SPEAKERS
£ 129.00

B&W DM 601
£ 199.00
B&W CDM 2
£400.00
B&W P4 Speakers
£ 675.00
Epos ES12 ( NEW!)
£499.00
Linn Tukan Mini Monitor
£ 550.00
Linn Keilidh Speakers

£ 750.00

Mission 751 Freedom
Mission 752 Freedom
Mordaunt Short MS10i Pearl

£ 348.00
£ 578.00
£ 149.00

Naim INTRO
Naim CREDO
ProAc Response 2.5
Rega Kyte speakers

£ 660.00
£ 1060.00
£ 2700.00
£ 198.00

ALL PRICES CORRECT AT PRESS E&OE

CHECK OUT OUR WINTER CLEARANCE AND SAVE UP TO 50%
ON EX DEM Et END OF LINE SOME AS NEW WITH FULL WARRANTY. 24HR DEL ONLY £ 5. CHECK AVAILABLITY BEFORE ORDERING
B&W Solids/Active Bass Woofer ( WOW!)

( 469.00)

£269.00

Marantz CD67se CD Player ( New)

( 299.00)

£229.00

B&W CDM1 Speakers ( black)

( 599.00)

£399.00

Morduant Short MS30i Speakers

( 299.00)

£199.00

B&W P4 Speakers ( New - black)

( 675.00)

£469.00

Mission 750Le Speakers ( New)

( 249.00)

£179.00

B&W P5 Speakers ( New - black)

( 875.00)

£599.00

Mission 753 Speakers ( Black)

( 799.00)

£529.00

( 649.00)

£449.00

Mission 754 Speakers ( Black)(WOW!)

( 1299.00)

£699.00

( 999.00)

£699.00

Naim CD2 CD Player

Denon D-07 System
Denon DF10 Sytem ( WOW!)

Linn Kudos ( sneeky) Module Tuner
Linn Kudos Tuner
Linn Wakonda Pre Amplifier
Linn LK100 Power Amplifier ( WOW!)

( 500.00)

£349.00

Naim SBL Speakers ( Inc X/Over)

( 1930.00) £ 1100.00

( 775.00)

£599.00

Rega Elex Amplifier ( New)

( 398.00)

£295.00

( 900.00)

£599.00

Rote) RCD 970BX CD Player ( WOW!)

( 349.00)

£199.00

( 449.00)

£279.00

( 650.00)

£425.00

Rote) RCD 975 CD Player

Linn Keilidh Speakers inc stands ( Rosenut) ( 985.00)

£625.00

Tannoy 631 Speakers ( WOW!)

Linn Active Kaber inc cards ( R/nut)

( 2000.00) £1489.00

( 2380.00) £1495.00

Yamaha DSP E390 Processor ( WOW!)

( 159.00)

£99.00

( 249.00)

£129.00

TELEPHONE 0181 318 5755 OR 852 1321 NOW

SUBSCRIBE

/

and choose between 14 issues
for the price of 12. That's a
saving of £6.00 on the UK
subscription rate OR 20% OFF
when paying by DIRECT DEBIT
That's asaving of over £8.00
on the UK subscription rate
Credit Card Hotline:

01454 620070
Fax Hotline: 01454 620080

cihotline@aol.com
Hi Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION FORM
Iwant to discover what sounds and looks great
with Hi Fi News & Record Review...

HUI
amdatan.

Iwould like 20% OFF and have completed the Direct Debit mandate
Ul Iwould like 14 issues for the price of 12 and have enclosed my
credit/debit card details/cheque

Your choice of payment: oDirect Debit e) Cheque or eCredit/Debit Card

I) DIRECT

o Instruction to your

Bank or
Building Society to pay Direct Debits

Debit

Please HI in the whole form and send it tc
La* House Magazines Ltd. Subscriptions.
Bradley Paolions. Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Br mol BS12 fil30

Oopekenors ,okrkt,lealkon Norntker

8 31

1Name and full postal address of your Berk or Budding Society branch

Your details

Postode

Address
2 Names)

5

Bank or B.Irlding Socreb,

To The Manage'

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms.

o4

5 Lrnk House 'rtagazines L'd referent. number

of account bolder ir

Address:
3 Branch son code

,op ugh/held rorne

,nstructron ro your Ban , or Burldrng Society

vo, r, •

MM
Postcode
Your subscription
[J1 Direct Debit payment

Country

Building Society

Sanlitu'eS1

aCCOunt

Dare
Banks and Budding Societies ma, not accept Dire rDebt Instredrons for srme rkr's c-1account

UI
Cheque or credit/debit card payment
14 for 12

FJ UK
LI Overseas Surface
LJ Europe Airmail
[
J
I
Overseas Airmail

4 Bank or

£36.00
£44.30
£45.70
£61.80
(H18030)

20% Discount

£28.00
£34.50
£36.50
£49.00
(H18036)

Tick here if you are an existing subscriber _I
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here J
Return the coupon to: Hi Fi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions.
Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS32 OPP.
Tel: 01454 620070 Fax: 01454 620080. E- Mail: cihotline@aol.com.

fy La Ienclose acheque/postal order/international

bank draft payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.

e or charge my credit/debit card,
[i] Visa

J Access

J Diners

Ul Mastercard

LIDebit/Switch Card Issue No:
Credit/Debit* Card No:
Expiry Date:

Signature.

Daytime Tel No. ( inc STD code)
*ilelele os appropriate

The Direct Debit Guarantee: Th, Guorontee ooffered by of Banks and Buikling Societies that take port in the Direct Debit Scheme. The efficiency and security of the Scheme hmonitored and protected by year Own Bonk or Building Scanty. IF the
ornounb to be pod or the payment dotes change you unll be told of this in advance by at lerat 14 days as agreed. If on error is made by Link House Magazines limited or by your Bank or Building Society, yo.. ore guorceeeedo...ill and immediot,
refund rOnl your bronch of the ,, mount pod You can conoeio Direct Debit at any time by writing to your Bonk or Building Society. %ease also send acopy of your letter to us.Clirect Debits con ONLY be paid mrough nUE bank • ir building society.
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66
Golden

Dragon

R

'
coding z'alz-t: technology into the 2RICentury

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias

(
typical operating conditions)

Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

6.3V
1.3A
450V
425V

-15 to -40V
65mA
22W
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation

The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon

series.

For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA!! 8HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

specialist guide
DEVON et CORNWALL

CHESHIRE

DOUG BRADY HI FI
Kingsway Studios. Kingsway North
Warrington, WA I3NU
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

GREATER LONDON

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ALCHEMIST

NORTH WOOD
A

U

II)

I

AUDIONOTE ARION AUDIO MECCA

27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
IT 0181-567 8703

CHORD DENON DPA EXPOSURE HEART

C)

MARANTZ MICROMEGA MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAD NEAT PROAC REGA ROSE ROTEL

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS
B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

ff-11W

STAX TALK ELECTRONICS TEAC
THORENS WOODSIDE

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 18A

HARBETH,

KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL, RUARK,

AUDIOLAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

PHONE: 01296 28790

TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

EIRE

studio

Hearing is Believing

Arcam
SAW

CLONEY

Audllolab
Castle
Merldlan

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Classe

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

Rega

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYO

Marantz

SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Epos

30 years of Excellence

Technlcs

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

Sony

BADA BONDED DEALER

N aim

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

R1FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON V'
TEL:0171 624 8855

IDV

LONDON

to
r

el INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
,
FROM BATTERSEA

GREATER MANCHESTER

»

O'Brien Hi-Fi»

ORANGES
& LEMONS

Now in our third tangy year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
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Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, MCA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

BM

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- Fl

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
9 V

AKG, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO

TDL • Mission • Copland •

TECHNICA,

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc

CHORD,

BEYER,

CABLETALK,

COPLAND,

DENSEN,

IXOS,

DENON,

JECKLIN,

KRELL,

MARTIN LOGAN, MAXELL, MICHELL,
MOTH,

MUSICAL

NAIM,

OPERA,

FIDELITY,

NAD,

ORTOFON,

QED,

R A LABS, ROGERS, ROM, RUARK,
SENNHEISER,
THORENS,

SME,
UNISON

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM
0161 633 2602

MU"

,

to

y.ur tàes

I

AUDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockpo rt Road,
CHEADLE

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

SONY, TEAC,
RESEARCH
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Demonstration Room - Installation Service Major Credit Cards -Mail Order - Repair facilities
5miss walk from Raynes Park BR - Free car parking
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60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW

01257 473175
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EVENING CALLS WELCOME

St JC,

specialist guide
HEREFORDSHIRE

NORFOLK
The Old School

ENGLISH

School Road, Bracon Ash
'Near Norwich. Norfolk
Tel: 1015081 570829

audio

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab. U.K.D.. Heybrook, Rotel.

****CYRUS CENTRE****

Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,

Arcam, A.T.C., Audiolab, B&W, Castle,
Denon, Exposure, Harman Kardon, Kef,
Manuttz, Micromega. Mission, Naim,
Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Quad, Rel,
Rotel, Ruark, John Sheame, Stax, Teac, Yamaha
Tice inslidlation; Credit facilities; Service Dept.

•\\

Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax,

Three demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 lED
Tel: 01622 676703

Grahams Hi Fi, Canonbury Yard,
190a New North Road, London NI 7BS
Tel:0171 226 5500 Fax:0171 359 7620
E-mail: news@grahams.co.uk
Web site: http://www.grahams.co.uk

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Epos. Copeland, Hi 0, Pink A, Audio Research, Micromego
SME, Meridian, Andine, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Mich,, NVA.
Roark, Marlin Logan, Monitor Audio SD, Michell. Lumley, Creek,
Semis Faber, Denon, Celestion. d.po. Jamo, Ortoton, Rose nmuch more
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.

SOUTH COAST

BRIGHTON69london Rd 01273) 609431
_
EASTBOURNE Green St (01323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29london Rd (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
Closed Mondays eFree Parking

studio

8

-AR ,F
NC' r,

HI-FI s& TV
82 The High Street

SUFFOLK

Harpenden Herts AL52SP

Tel: 01582 764246

.

Bang & Olufsen Centre

bP1100 -el

-;

ARCAM, ATC. AUDIOLAB. AURA, AVI,
BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD. DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC

e

Anafog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)
8..49 I
ligh Road, london N12
It•I 0181 443 121,7

hi-fi

TURNTABLES - Audio Note, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan,
Wilson Benesch, Audiomeca.
TONEARMS/CARTRIOGES - Rega. SME, Wilson Benesch, Nott
Analogue, Lyra. Surniko. Goldring, Audio Note, Grado, Roksan.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Orelle,
Trichord, Roksan, Audiomeca, Primare, Monrio, BOW Technology,
Audio Alchemy. Meracus, Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Aura, Monrio,
()retie, LFD. Campion, Densen, Roksan, Meracus, Michell, Adyton,
YBA, Primare, BOW Technology, Electrocompaniet, Anon (valve),
Audio Note ( valve), Unison Research (valve), Graaf (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Audio Gem, Apogee, Audio Note,
Band W. OLN, Triangle, Jamo, JBL, Ruade. Impulse, Wilson
Benesch, REL, Totem, Tannoy. Yamamura, Klipsch, Horning,
Bravura, Lowther, Living Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel. Harman Kardon, Proceed. Lexicon, JBL.
REL, Triangle, Jamo, Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - OED. Flatline, Kimber,
Silver Sounds, Precious Metals, ART,
Yamamura, Sonic Link, Frameworks. Partington.
Stands Unique, Soundstyle.
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON 8T70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

102

Slit, lost or lull range of spuakers and
ylcr tronn stor all malor manutai. hirer,
Plea nt. phone tor details.

SOUTH EAST LONDON

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others,
plus cartridge re- tipping service

0181-688 6565

for grown-ups

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2
1 7 6 3 19

SURREY

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

'"fiftWtH
j
!eneee
g

signal;

SALE NOW ON

NORTHERN IRELAND

Fax: 01622 676723

—0171 226 5500 —

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

&VISION

*
*
*
*
*

HiFi• Home Cinema • Multi- Room Installations

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

Castle Sooner Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NCI 6CF:
Tel: 0115 958 4404

UNILET

Sound & Vision

GRAHAMS

Chantry Audio

•Three demonstration rooms
• lome trials
•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

"One of the five best
shor,gin the world"

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Nottingham's newest and largest
hifi 81 home theatre store.

le4\

NORTH LONDON

Ea

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tunford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

Teac.

Unison Research and others

Mont-Sat 9.30 — 5.30

CASTLE
SOUND

KENT

Siou'kists st: ARCANI • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • 1.0ED
•NIICRO‘IEC, A • N % 151 5E DIO • NE CT • RTC t, • ROTH.
•km I) • ‘ N. • TEAC • 1%%1AFIA S. MORE

n

indecently goodIlt
hi-fi

Y

9High Street, Harrtat Welt. Kinpton upon
Theme., Surrey KT1 41(3A. Tek 081-943
Open Toes- Fri 103000m - 7.00prn/Sa1 10am - 6pm

le\

UNMET

Sound & Vision
*

*
*
*
*

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT34BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
APRIL 1998
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SCOTLAND
THE HI-FI

Music Mill
advice that's always worth listening to.

"ea"» g'eileee'e

STUDIOS

Over the years we have carefully chosen acomprehensive
ratage of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled performance.

Pro-Ac, Ruark, Densen, Audiolab, Castle, Impulse ( horns),
Alchemist, TEAC, Michell (Full Range), Stax, Audio Physic,
Audio-Note, Nottingham Analogue, SME, T&A, Q.L.N., T. liD.L.,
Opera, Aurum, Etalon, Monitor Audio, Electrocompaniet,
Pro-jekt, Sequence, Trichord Research, Unison (valves), Living
Voice, Exposure, Blueprint, Harbeth, Celestion (A-series only),
Audioquest. Lynwood, Klipsch 8. Yamaha Home Cinema,

For friendly advice or to arrange .our demonstration of some
of the Worlds finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Genemus part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRYSTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387
Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

ACOWSC WS

Systems matched to specific requirement

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Nationwide delivery and installation

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Sympathetically designed audio furniture

THE EAST COAST'

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Class
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora . Harbeth, Myryad, D.P A

Friendly professional advice and after- sales support

Trichord, Sonic Link, Ocelle, Stands Unique.

NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS MARANTZ AVI
ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL

XTC & many Others

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

ZEN AUDIO

PREMIER AUDIO

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

Demonstration Facilities, Home Demonstrations & Free Installation
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. ( Anytimel

TEL: 01482 587397

0131 • 555 3963

Serving the Yorkshire Area

WEST SUSSEX

Zefdleit Hi- Fi
naim — rega

epoiewpfeafe*

rolcsan — alchemist - trichord — ProAc

Selected agencies Metre& Nairn, Repu. Roksar, Alchemist. Kef. Trichord. Maranta.
QLN. Tannoy. Orelle. Rotel. Teac. Triangle. Inranip. fensen. Musical Fidelity.
.Neat,
Revox. Apogee. Audomeca, Castle. Opera. Orbital. Pm•ject Turntables. Kanak. ProAc.
Marston. Sennheiser. Stars Garda. Primare. leff Rowland. Soundstyle. Nordost.
Studs Unique. Atacama. Van den Hol. Chord Company. MIT. etc

W

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Auffionote, Audiolab, Rega,

ould you like to hear more«)

Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

•Showroom and 2Listening Rooms
•Appointments and home derionstrutions available.
as
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66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978
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WEST MIDLANDS
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Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

AUDIO L.
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Demonstrations

For The Midlands

Cinema

01922 493499/473499

• Mail

31oxwich,

MAILJOSI

Walsall

• 2 Year

DOM AC3 (MORAL

Studios

• Hane

C00/11/.
ICUSICX
NAM ALY, - APOLLO
AT
AUDIO ALCaLsT
AWIO
WSW
WM
MM..
MMMUM mcamem
nsszon
more memurnmn,
TAXGW
WCIEWLCOT VAX DM NM.
TANANA
TV", nu.:
TO/11110

HI-FI

Hi -Fi

• Free

152a High Street,

AMCD/I

•3

•

Theatre

Guarantee

• Inhouse

Service

order

• Interest

Departzrent

available

Free

Credit

WM
MX/
CA/LX TALK
WOAD COWANT
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CILUTION
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Off High Street, Blcooacb,
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

)A.

gam _ 6pga l89

Late night Friday

Our extensive range o products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
Awide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

H

I -

1

Saadea

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD.

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 092 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 573 STD

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933
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OMMISSION
SALES

Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

No more 'Hassle' or
'Haggling' to deal with

PART
EXCHANGE
For the Very Best in
New or Used HiFi

THE FINEST SELECTIOJ
HI-FI IN THE COUNTRY
TURNTABLES / ARMS
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£12,990
Dual CS505
Grado tonearm
Linn LP12 ( Afr) Zeta
Linn LP12 Basik/LVX/A&R £ 1400
Linn LP12 Basik Plus
£ 1400
Linn LP12 ( Black) Basik+/K9 £ 1600
Linn LP12 + Lingo/Ekos/ Dynavector
Karat 1700Mk2
£3699
Manticore Mantra / Magician
MBP6 pwr sup / Ort MC3000
Michell Gyro Power PSU
Rega Planar 3
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
Voyd 0.5 ( Inc' Reference
external power supply £2800

£7998
£80
£498
£795
£595
£595
£695

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE

Alchemist Kraken Pre
£395
A&R A60 Integrated
Arcam Delta 90 ( Int)
£500
Arcam Delta 110/120 ( Pre/Pow)
Audiolab PPA ( Phono stage) £900
Audiolab 8000S
£ 700
Audiolab 8000C Pre
£ 500
Audiolab 8000P Power £800
Audiolab 8000A/8000P ( Pre/Pwr)
Aura Evolution
AVI S2000 M1 Integrated £999
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799
BGW 202 ( Control/Pre)
Bryston 2B Power amp
£630
Classe Audio Thirty Pre
£1320

£998
£195
£198
£249
£1298
£195
£998
£P0A
£238
£75
£268
£550
£528
£528
£298
£498
£748
£195
£648
£498
£275
£428
£695

C J Sonographe FET ( Pre) £ 1250
£495
Conrad Johnson sonic qualities with solid
state reliability, now at a truly budget price
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr
£1495
Cyrus 1
Cyrus 2 + PSX
DPA 200S Pre/Power
£1250
DPA 50S Power
£1500
DPA Renaissance Int
£595
DNM Pre Series 2
£900
DNM PA1 Power
£ 1800
Dynaco ST120 ( Classic circa 76)
EAR 834P Head Amp
£500
ElectroCompaniet
Anniversary Pwr
£4000
Exposure VIINIII Pre/Pwr
£700
Finestra EC ( Inc mains filter)
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr
£1425
Jeff Rowland
Consumate Pre
£5500

£845
£165
£415
£745
£695
£477
£528
£1168
£328
£350
£1298
£448
£795
£795
£2198

FOR NEW HI-FI
Interested in the highest quality
NEW hi-fi? Then please tall our main
store - The HiFi Company - on
(01733) 341755

1

KBL Line Stage
£4998
KSA150 Power
£4998
Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre)
KPE Phono stage
MDA300 Monoblocks ( Pair) £ 11,982
KAS2 Monoblocks ( Pair) £20.000

£2798
£2998
£3995
£P0A
£5998
£10998

As officially authorised Krell main dealers
we offer full service back-up on any of
these incomparable components

£2198

CARTRIDGES
Decca Gold (
Garrotted - little used)
Koetsu Urushi
£ 1990
Lyra Parnasus

Krel
Krel
Krel
Krel
Krel
Krel

Lecson AC1/AP1 ( Circa 1975)
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800
LFD LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr)
£2600
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr £ 6500
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750
Michell Argo/Hera ( Pre/PSU) £ 1339
Musical Fidelity P140 Pwr £600
Musical Fidelity The Pre-Amp 2a + PSU
Musical Fidelity P270
£ 1399
Naim Nait 3
£550
Naim 92 / Flat Cap / 90
£ 1252
Naim 42 Pre
Naim 72
£ 725
Naim 180 Power
£ 1095
Naim 160 ( Old style)
Naim 250 ( Old Style) £ 1655
Naim 135 Mono's ( Late) £ 3330
Nairn Hi-Cap ( Late)
£ 700
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
NVA AP30 ( Integrated) £350
NVA A60 Power amps
(Two available)
£430
Nytech CP122 / CPA602
£700
OCM 500 Power amp
£2750
On kyo A809- R1Integrated

£295
£1798
£1198
£4098
£794
£898
£250
£175
£728
£358
£998
£195
£528
£698
£495
£795
£2245
£495
£290
£228
£280
£325
£1098
£195

Quad 66 Pre- amp
£498
Quad 44 Pre- amp
£495
£265
Quad 34 Pre-amp
£400
£220
Quad 405 Power- amp
£400
£195
Quad 606 Power- amp
£495
Quad items constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.
PS Audio TwoC power amps X 2
PS Audio Elite Integrated
Rappaport Pre 2 ( Pre)
Rotel RB850 Power
£ 190
Rotel RC850 Pre
£ 160
Roksan L2 Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Sugden A48 ( Circa 1976)
Sumo Athena ( Pre) & 9 ( Pwr) Class A !
Technics SU VX820
£450
YBA 2 ( Pre)
£ 1700

£595
£398
£295
£110
£99
£758
£98
£795
£295
£878

Threshold S300 ( pwr)
£5500
£1500
Fabulous - our customer agonised for months
before deciding to part with this for big Krells!

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Arion Electra Integrated £ 1400
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000
Art Audio Conductor ( Pre) £700
Audio Innovations 1st Audio
(7.5watt heated triode) £ 1700
Audio Innovations 300 Int £500
Audio Innovations 4 Pre
£369
Audio Note M1 ( Pre)
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)
Audio Sterling Integrated £595
Avantic SPA Il Vintage valves
Copland CSA14 ( Hybrid Int) £ 1200
Counterpoint SA20 Pwr
£3000
Croft Micro ( Pre)

£875
£1198
£428
£695
£278
£247
£498
£1298
£428
£188
£828
£1398
£144

Grant G100 MC / Pre / Pwr £2200
£998
Big physical presence and a mighty sound to
match - a poor mans Chords?
Gordon Welford (
Pre)
Hand made/Hard Wired

£448

CD PLAYERS / DACS
Arcam Delta 170 /Black Box 3
Arcam Black Box 5 DAC
Arcam Delta 70 CD Player
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
4 Box CD Player
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
AVI S2000MC
Copland CD288
DPA Renaissance DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
Krell MD10 (Transport)
Marantz CD11
Marantz CD94
Marantz CD65II
Marantz CD63KI Signature

£600

£585
£295
£254

£1950
£695
£999
£1997
£569
£9900
£7990
£2000
£799
£250
£500

£1098
£498
£698
£1398
£395
£4798
£4398
£898
£398
£125
£378

Meridian 602/606Trans/DAC £3350
£1498
Meridian 206
£ 498
Meridian 207 CD/Pre £ 1400
£ 548
Meridian 506 CD
£ 1100
£ 548
We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full
range of hi-fi and audio-visual components.
Micromega Duo ( 2 box ) £2299
Micromega Stage 6
£950
Mission PCMII
£250
Musical Fidelity Digilog
Parasound DAC-1000
£795
Pioneer PD9700
£450
Pioneer PDM900 ( Multi) £600
Pioneer PD- S801 ( Gold) £400
Proceed PT2/PD2 Trans/DAC £4500
PS Audio UltraLink 2 DAC £2200
QED Digit Reference £450
Technics SL- PS 770A
£250
Technics SL PG500A ( Silver)

£1198
£625
£150
£195
£528
£254
£298
£225
£2898
£1348
£284
£155
£150

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

FULL
WARRANTY

BUY BACK

(Unless otherwise stated)

on '60 Day' up-grades!

With all purchases

CREDIT CARD
PURCHASES

FULL
PRO ALLOWANCE
M ISE

Same Day Despatch
Fully Insured

FPREVIOUSLY
NED
THAT'S $UARANITEED!
TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
Audiolab 8000T
Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 (no decoder)
Cambridge T55 Tuner ( Black)
Creek T40
Cyrus Tuner
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
Linn Kremlin Tuner
Marantz SD55 3 hd / 2 mtr
Nakamichi CR7A
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
Pioneer CT7OR 3 head (Silver)
Quad 66 Tuner
Revox B215

£750 £538

£199
£399
£250
£2600
£400
£1500

£1950

£148
£78
£125
£268
£148
£1548
£195
£1208
£1898
£150
£438
£658

RE VOX -TEAC - TASCAM - ETC
Amateur use studio and semi-pro quality
tape decks always wanted. Please call.
£2200
Revox B77 MK2
£900
Roksan DP- 1Transport
£5973
Sequerra Reference
Sony DAT DTC77ES
Sony TCK 611S
£330
Yamaha TC800D Classic Cassette Deck
Yamaha T-09 Tuner
£ 150

£998
£528
£3498
£P0A
£218
£235
£90

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE1 Black £799
Acoustic Energy AE1
(Rosewood) with stands
£950
£4000
Apogee Caliper Signature
£12,980
Apogee Diva Grigio/Perla
ATC SCM 50A
£6600
(Piano black/Active)
£995
Castle Harlech ( Ex-demNew)
Castle Pembroke (Black)
£1095
Celestion 300 ( Rosewood)

£498
£648
£1508
£6998
£3498
£879
£200
£598

Dali 104MS Special Edit £650
£418
Efficient, specially re-wired, and aworthy
match for high quality low power valve amps
Epos ES11 + stands ( Black)
£1700
Equation Zero ( Blk)
£1000
Harbeth HL4 + Stands
Harbeth HL5 Teak
Heybrook Quartets £650
JBL M Series M330 PA Speakers
KEF 103/4 ( Black)
£ 1200
KEF 104/2 (Teak)
£ 1495
KEF 70s (Surrounds) £299
Klipsch Heresy 11 ( Black)
Lentek Monitors
Linn lsobarik Passive ( Blk)
£2000
Linn Kaber (Marked)

£448
£748
£398
£798
£398
£895
£595
£595
£195
£754
£400
£950
£898

DCM Time Windows
£ 395
One time state-of-the-art speakers which simply
weren't publicised enough. Compatible with a
wide range of amps ... and they look nice too!

Linn Kaber Black
Linn Sara + Stands
Martin Logan Aerius
Meridian D600 Active
Mission 752 ( BLack)
Mission 753 ( Rosewood)
Mission 765i
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak)
Monitor Audio 852 Gold Teak
Monitor Audio MA800 Rose
Musical Fidelity MC2

Rogers LS-4 (Black)
Rogers Studio 3
Rogers LS3/5a (Black)
£398Rokaan Ojan 3 ( Black)
Rogers AB1 Sub
Ruark Templar 2
Spendor BC1
Spendor BCIII (Teak)
Spendor SP2/3

£2000 £995
£375
£2200 £ 1548
£3500 £ 1798
£580 £295
£900 £545
£695 £395
£395 £248
£500 £ 269
£795 £395
£195

Prawel Acoustics Ensemble (Teak)

£185
£ 388

£ 548
£ 348
£ 395
£238
£395
£1195 £775

Thiel CS1.2
£ 1100
£645
Good looking floor standers. A fine pedigree
and they produce a big sound from almost
any amplification. Top sellers in the ' States!

£ 1398

Unbelievable performance from agenuine
bookshelf size speaker, and less than half price!
ProAc Response 2
£ 1700
Polk Audio FDA-SRS 1.27L Signtre £3400
Rega Kites
£200
Rega ELA
£450

£600
£799
£900
£549
£559

Tangent RS2 + Stands £400
Tannoy Devon ( 12" drivers) £795
TDL Studio 1
£800
Wilson Watt 3 + Puppy 2 ( Black)£13,300

£998
£ 1498
£ 128
£268

£225
£298
£475
£7498

LONDON SHOWROOM STOCK CLEARANCE
FOR THESE ITEMS ONLY PLEASE PHONE 0171 486 8262/3
Unison Mystery One
£ 1750 £ 1450
Unison 845 Monoblocks £ 3250 £ 2750

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Audiolab 8000C Mk2 Pre £549
Audiolab 8000P Mk2 Pwr £749
Audiolab 8000Q Pre
£ 1099
Audio Research 0200 200 wpc £3250
Chord SPM1000B
£2785
Balance Power
Chord SPM1200B
£3525
Balance Power
Chord CPA2800B
Line Stage Pre
£3246
DPP Renaissance Intgrtd
£595
£499
DPA DSP200 Line Pre
£5843
Krell KSA100S
OED Systemline
£3000
Kit + Modifications
Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre
£499
£599
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr (35w)
Yamaha A970 ( New)
£800

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Alchemy
£249
Vac- In-The- Box Phono/Pre
£600
Audion Sterling Intgrtd
Audion Silver Knight
£3400
Anniversary Monoblocks
Audion Silver Knight
£1125
Integrated 300B
£888
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr
Audio Research V70 Pwr £4480
Audio Research LS5/1 Line Pre £5295
Graaf 5050 Power
£2150
Graaf WFB 2 Pre
£ 1195
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2 xMp211 Power amps £5000

£447
£547
£897
£2257

CD PLAYERS / DACS
Arcam Delta 270CD
£800
Audio Alchemy DACMAN £ 149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX £229
Audio Alchemy Digital
Encoding Engine V1.1
£399
Audio Alchemy DTI Plus £249
Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr £490
Audiolab 8000CDM Tms £ 1399
Audiolab 80000 Rev
£899
DPA Renaissance CO Plyr £950
Micromega Stage 4 CD
£600
Micromega Stage 5 CD
£750
Micromega Stage 6 CD
£950
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster £245
Theta TLC Jitter Buster £229

£1997
£2527
£2247
£477
£397
£3997
£1897
£397
£477
£507

£197
£487
£2697
£897
£587
£2487
£3997
£1657
£897
£2507

LOUDSPEAKERS

L

£447
£117
£177
£297
£ 197
£397
£ 1097
£697
£647
£397
£597
£747
£ 197
£ 177

B&W THX System
£4975 £2977
Castle Howard Mk2
£ 1200 £947
Epos ES22
£ 1185 £987
Harbeth HL Compact 7
£ 1499 £ 1197
Harbeth HL K6
£ 1049 £847
KEF Ref Model 1Blk
£ 1199 £997
Meridian M2500 Active Sub £ 1595 £ 1297
Mission 754F
£ 1498 £997
Note Perfect Virtuoso £2750 £ 1497
Note Perfect Concert £2450 £ 1297
Pink Triangle Ventrical £896 £ 597
Quad ESL63 Afro/black £3450 £ 1997
Sonus Faber
Electa Amator Mk1
£3293 £ 2497
Wilson Witt Mk1
£ 8888 £ 6887

TRADING STATION
35 Cowgate Peterborough

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

MI el flie 2,

ESTABLISHED 1974

specialist guide
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Air Tight ATM- Ivalve power map, ( 1,000; Moth Record Cleaning machine Itit £90;
Gamma Space reference (£4,000) ERA Preamp (£2,000) Epoch speakers (£ 1,500) cornpkte Gamma System only £2,200 id: 0181 672 4319 (111070)
Akhemist'Odin' power amps, £550 each or £ 1,000 the pair, Meridian 508 20-bit £975;
Meridian 541 (550; Musical Fidelity MCbs (975, all aunaculate and boxed tel: Marcus,
0181 530 6013 (111065)
Alchemist Fuesen pre-amp and tun power amps + PSU, can be bridged 450 WPC EMS
or bi-amped 150 vans x4, balanced connections, mint, boxed, manuals, bargain (£3,500)
£1,800 tel: 0181 597 4154 (111060)
Apogee Duena Signatures full range nblun speakers, mint condition including boxes and
manual ( 1,950; Symo speaker cable 2pairs of 2.5m £225 apars, Meridian 566 20-bit duc
(500; Meridian 518 digital pre-amptinerbuster (600 tel: 0171 281 0821 (111006)
Apogee Stage Ribbon Loudspeakers (Grand Series) MalrsIllk 2sears (C4,000) ( 1,500;
Meridian 551 amplifier and 506.2 CD, 6mondo (£2,000) ( 1,400; Exposure X and
Marant CD6OSE £ 100; vgc tel: 01926 314791 (Midlands) 111074)
(
ATC SCM50A Tri-amphfied ssith stands, mint conditioned (2,800; Meridian 506CD
player (695 tel: 0181 310 3832 or 0467 888 947 (111095)
ATC Speakers, SC-M 20T SL walnut, New Driver Design, wondeful, six months old, lude used by mature classical lamer, reason, have space for ESL 63S, new £2,400 asking
(1,650 tel: day, 01684 892859, evenings 01886 832356 (111079)
Audio Research LSI5 pre remote, £2,500, Classic 60 power amp, balanced £ 1,650; all
silver Theta Basic II CD Tarspon £ 1,600, all boxed with manuals, tel 0860 260956
(London) (111001)
Audio Research LS3 £950 plus D200 power amp ( 1,650 together £2,500 (list £5,000)
Kiwis black-heart MC Cartridge, just ramped by expert stylus co perfect condition £450
(list Loos t
el: 01 SI 743 3303 aenings (111007)
Audio Research LS7 preamp £ 1,250; DPA DSP200S preamp £275; both boxed, pristine; loose; Phono Equaliser RQ970BX £75 adn QED Digit £45 tel: 0181 567 4839
(111044)
Audio Research preamp SP-9MKI mint £650; WANTED: Nakamidn Dragon, must
be mint, WANTED: Sony TA-NRI monobloe power amlifiers, must be mint, WANTED: B&W 801 MX3 loudspeakers, tel: Tony, 01220 833168 or 0966 413086 (111023)
Audio Research SPIO plus MICO monoblocks xith black matching fronts (M100's have
100 hours use since Absolute Sounds re-salve) £4,350; Ileum B77 2channel R-Rtape
deck, unused with remote control plus 20 reel% of tape £650 tel: 0181 395 5178 (Surrey)
(111022)
Audio Research VT60 valve power znplifier, very good condition ( 1,150ono tek 01992
581576 (111067)
Audio Synthesis DAN with buih-in passion pre, all silver and vishay £765; Heybrook
Quartets, Burt and matching stands £290; Pioneer A400 £85 all perfect tel: 01224
572370 after 8pm (I-11051)
Audio Synthesis DAN2boxed, totally mint, £ 1,365; 2x Desire power amplifiers £825
each, 140 watts Class AAB, ten hours use from new, totally rnint set 01960 372845 anytime (FI1(841)
Audio Synthesis DAN11 excellent condition and sound £ 1,400 tek 01208 872316
(Bodmin, Cornwall) (1-11077)
Audio Synthesis equipment for sale, Passion 8S with direct coupled silver blue interconnect, stunning ( 1,195; Desire Class A150 WPC Amplifiers, 2off £795 each, DAX 2
with Ncode and HDCD £ 1,550; 2pairs of transparent audio ultra 25 foot (4x25) speaker cable fully run in,7,250
£
per pair. £4.000 for both; SDIE Speakers, just run m,Cl ,750
(£2,950 new) pair of DNM gems with latest network TCapaators, £700 each, all mint,
any danonstration, upgradmg td: 0173-1 611918 (H0992)
Audio-Note ANSPX speaker cable 1
Om stereo bi-wire set try ( 3,800 bargain £ 1,500 id:
01932 343813 (111005)
Audiolab 8000 CDM Transpon and DAC, as new condition, must be heard, complete
with boxes and manuals, sell for only £ 1,400 tel: 01275 333020 or 0467 234218
(H1058)
Audiolab 8000M monoblocks, as new, excellent sound, sell for only £ 1,100 td: 01275
333020 or 0467 234218 (111059)
Audioquest Quartz interconnects, three Im pairs £200 or £75 each; QED 864 profile
Malik, two 5.5m lengths £50 td: Andy, 0115 9633651 (Works) (181095)
Bo« Life Style 12, brand new. still in boxes, cost (2,500
sell for £ 1,850ono tel: 01705
782872 (141002)
CAT SLI reference pre-amplifier with phono, mint condition, £ 1,995ovno; Rohmann
Cartridge, new, £650; Roksan Arterniz arm, (500; Lumley MI20 monoblocks, £ 1,660
warranty; Siltech and Cardas interconnects, set: 0181 337 2544 (111009)
Celestion A-3 loudspeakers for sale, as new condition, only 4monte old, black ash, with
boxes, cost (2,400 sell for ( 1,700 tel: 01275 333020 m 0467 234218 (181060)
Chase 150 amplifer, current model (£2.250). mint condition, munmal use, ( 1,250;
Transparent plus speaker cable, 15 feet ( 300; mimer upgrading. carriage pad. tel: 353 45
876558 1reland)
(
(111078)
Counterpoint SA3000 pre-amp, including phono stage; Counterpoint SA12 paver
amplifier, both absolutely mint, boxed and sash manuals, black finish, genuine reason for
sale £950 the pair tel: 01277 659650 (111055)
Croft Mega Micro 2-box, prearnp, serviced and upgraded by Glen Croft Kimber mired
latest caps superb phono and line inputs, £ 1,000 Yamaha C60 preamp, 2
phono inputs
NELMC excellent line inputs. bargain £200 tel: 01305 853618 (Dorset) (111011)
Cyrus LAD3Q 090; Cyrus paver and Eli (890; Mission 752F speaker (Prima) (490;
All 3months old, aid boxed price negotiable when purchase all tel: 0467 348366 eves
(Sheffield) (HI093)
Dali Grand Coupe, fantastic tutimay loudspeaker, fabulous finish, new in box, never
used, ( 1,600 or highest offer gets, tel: Rickard, 00 46 1312 6589 (Sueden) (110997)
Exposure Ten Amplifier MM Phone stage,as new, boxed (290; Sony CDP750 CD player with remote, excellent condition (95; Two Target 1Tel/2 wall shelves, good condition
£30 each td: 0181 658 8091 111076)
(
Free New. Meridian 504 tuner, ponts buy new 506-20 bit CD 551 amp, MC SIM full
Meridian remote £ 1,500 cost (£2,600+) tel: 01482 842740 unwanted Christmas gift,
brand new, all boxed, mint (111039)
Goldinund ST4 tumtable,Technics EPC205 Cartridge, Cobra mdoor FM Antenna set:
0181 672 4319 (111071)
Impuhe H2 Horn loudspeakers, XL0 Patchwires, rosewood, excellent with mks and
low power amps, beautiful sound £ 1,200; Audiolab 8000 P&C pre:poise amplifier,
100WPC, clear and clean sound, £500 tel: Simon, 0171 603 3755 (110957)
hnpuhe 186 Hom loaded speakers (89db) dark walnut, as new condition £673 (£ 1,425
new); Prom Studio 100's, Teak finish aids Target RI crumb, as new condition £ 125 eel:
01780 761149 (HI050)
KEY 105 spews, Cambridge Audio RNIEs, MardICON Mantar Ttable, Pone PD75
Reference C0Maidian 606 DAC Pioneer A-9 amp, Sony CDP502ES CD, Quad II,
ELS57 Electrostatics SNeck Tine EMK111 KEF 103 ,1022 must clear, upgrading tel:
01992 718265 (181062)
REF Reference series model one, Rosetta Burr, 6months old, perfect, warranty, brad
£800 tel: Geoff, 0181 870 3451 (111012)
Krell KBL Line stage fully balanced preamplifier and sparate power supply unit, mint
condition with original packaging and manual, cost £4,950 will accept £ 1,600 tel: 01204
433698 (180980)
Krell ICSAIOOS complete with acoustic mass damper spiked feet. 3years old, posse, reliability and finesse for £3,450, buyer also gets free Linn Isobars DMS Speakers, tel:
Jonathan, 01453 885032 (H1034)
LFD Integrated Zero (phono) amplifier up (669; as new in original box, £ 395 see DB's
recommendation in HEN " Reimers Recommend" page, exceptionally good power supplies (so goes loud) and transparent PU input stage. demonstrated with pleasure tel:
Wright, 0181 692 8328 (111049)
LFD Linestage 1S1 pre-amp (nor white) excellent, boxed, instructions £275 (new £999);
Ruark Talishain II, speakers, black ash, boxed instrucnons £ 325 tel: 01255 675115
(Clacton) (181080)
Lints hock /Clyde £500; Active Kabers (950;Ttio 1-K100 £400 each; LFD LSI %amp
£500 LED PA2 monos (800; LED MCI £450; Soundstyle 6tier £ 120;Two Audiotech
tables £ 30 each tel: 01480 351781 (111033)
Linn KANS Speakers, black, plus KAN Stands, original classics, infrequently used, sound
as new, vgc, £ 195ono tel: 01789 262733 (Wansickskre) ( HI 063 )
Linn Nairn buy sell, wanted-Ekos MICE tonearm, old model non-upgraded, black SBI.s,
pairs of NAP 135, also Sondek, 52, CDS, 02, may consider system, cash waiting, for sale
latest SBLs in black, Nairn ARO toneann, tel: 01924 271043 lease number (111052)
lot)

Lumley 120 wan mono blocks, chrome black, pentane/Triode £ 1,500; Audio Note DAC
3signature DAconverter ( 1,000; Teak P700 Transport (500; Cogan lull speaker and
interconnect cables, td: 01604 39835 eserungs (111045)
Mackintosh NIC(s0 ( 1962) valve monoblocks, offers; Meridian 208 CD Preamp
£5950no (new ( 1,350); Quad 44 405 MIGI preponer amps £355 may split; Quad 306
power amp, £ 155; Croft Valve preamp £ 170 tel: 01746 768000 (F10929)
Magnaplaner MG2.5R panel speaker, ribbon tweeter. Demo and transport possible,
moving forces sale, £795ono; Arcam Alpha Delta 250 black box 500 CD combo,
£395ono tel: 01635 37066 (Newbury) (111097)
Mann Acoustics Five Shelf amp stand, (450; Mana Speaker sound base, pair £ 110;
Nakanuchi DEI cassette deck, £395 (£600); Transparmt 1metre digital interconnect
£125 (£219) set: 01797 253073 (East Sussex) (111025)
Marantz CD17 KI Sig purchased Dec, (650; Musical Fidelity XIOD £50 tel: 0181
6740 6560 (111100)
Math Levinson 30.513E5 CDIDAC, Path warranty, (£26000) £ 12,950; Martin Logan
CLS IIZ Area stands, £2,500; Kinergetics SW800 sub-woofer Towers, X-over £2,500;
Audio Research SP15/RevA £2,500; VP.I. TNT/111 Dustcover £2,500 tel: 01227
770195 (181057)
Matched pair Nairn 135 mono posse amps new style cases ( 1,525; Nairn NAC 72 prefined hi-pin mcsing coil boards, plus magnetic and straight duo' for CD (400:Nairn HiCap old style, case £350 all excellent condidon, tel: 01736 757721 (H1056)
Meridian 566 DAC £700; 2x Audiolab 8000P Power amplifiers £475 each, Meridian
M60C Active Center Channel speaker £700 all are as nay, all have brews, manuals, leads
etc. tel 01622 844556 (Home), 0973 899651 (Mobile) (110986)
Meridian System 200/203 201 pre 555 pasty, all 21/2 years old, perfect, boxed; Monitor
Audto 703's derrywood, 8months old, perfect, boxed quality cables
first etc inc
ssink belling, lot cost £5,500 sell (2.000 tel: Brian, 01224 734012 (181004)
Mobile Fidelity LP all in excellent man condition, Dean Alto speakers including stands,
excellent condition. £ 145ono; Ratel RB870 RL-870 per posse amps, as new, £225ono
tel: 01623 646543 for details (180972)
Mobile Fidelity U's for sale, also Reel pre-pvrer amps RIIRC 870 as new (225; Dean
alto speakers including stands, as new, £ 130 tel: 01623 646543 or fax: 01623 423389
(H1087)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE Loudspeakers, rosewood, boxed as new, 3months old,
upgrading,'What Hi-fi 5star ward winner and Reference speaker (new £2,400) £ 1,500
tel: 0421 507842 (181042)
Musical Fidelity 42 CD player, brand new, boxed, best buy, new price £499, bargain at
£350; Marry 408 mono block sash pre- amp and passer supply, unmarked £ 350 tel:
01572 723198 (111003)
Musical Fidelity PICO parer amp and CRPS regulated power supply (new £800 and
£600 respectively) best offer, least message on pager 01426 209138 (111038)
Nairn 82 pre ( 1,250; Pair 1355 matched ( 1,650; Custom power supplies £ 350 each;
Avondale Snaps (250; AudioquestVidez (35; Naim Nucas speaker cable tivoire 4meat,
tel: Ian, 01273 325901 (Btighton) (111090)
Nairn Amplifier NAP 250, NAC 42.5 phis snaps, including Interconnects. old style, excellent condition ( 1,250; Linn Sara Speakers, teak, £225, Quad FM4 tuner. (225; all original packaging td: 01622 746797 (Maidstone) (111081)
Nains CD! as new, axed, with manual, £ 1,150; AEI Roseurod with stands, (650;
Rogers Master valve amp, rebuilt £ 350; Pink Triangle aport light ash smith matching
poser supply £550 tel: 0141 533947 (H1000)
Nains SBL's black, latest upgrade £950; Nains 135's latest style, original boxes ( 1,750;
Nain NAC 52 pee-amp (2,700; Hi-Cap £400; Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307 £700, all
immaculate condition with minimal use tel: 01606 882716 (1-11066)
Pair ATC 10 (580; Harbeth HL-P3ES £450, both mint; Roark F.quirusies, slightly
marked hence (850ono;WANTED: PinkTriangleVentrioals. Denon 2000 3000, Quartz
DD Turntable tel: 01892 536919 (West Kent) (111061)
Pink Triangk Anniversary Surniko MD860 Koenu black £ 1,250; Audio Innovations P2
£575. Martin Logan Aerius as new, ( 1,200; Nalamichi Dragon F.S.H mint (950ono tel:
0151 474 4262 (H1089)
Mower A300X amp, F2OIL tuner, Philips CD920 remote CD player, offers around
£250 for my old hi-fi, all are in yea good condition with manuals tel: 01733 552665
(1110589)
Quad 77 migrated amplifier, boxed, cost £700 bargain £400 cash, can demonstrate;
Sugden T48 FM tuner, grey. mint £75 cash tel: 0121 744 1829 (111035)
Quad 606 Pout+ amp (later version) £500, tel: 01424 718921 (Hastings) (180967)
Quad ELS63 speakers, black, superb condition ( 1,275; Meridian component amplifier,
MC plus CD modules £ 175; Goodmans module 90 receiver, (50; JVC (L-A40 record
deck, (20 tel: 01903 770888 (Worthing) (F11036)
Quad ESL 63's brown unused kneeing Quad reconditioning £ 1,700, including Dean
stands, fully boxed, tel: 01205 724305 after 6pm (Lincolnshire) (111064)
Quad ES1-63 Speakers and stands, lu 410 power amps (200W monoblodis) 44 pre-amp,
all boxed, unused unce recent Quad Sua, Linn LP 2ZetaKoetsu, black, direct designs
PR2001 deck SME3009 Goldnng Emma tel: 0181 441 4154 (111054)
Quad Vahe Gonad unit, teak housing, 2Quad 22 amps; Quad FM Stereo was, teak
housing 20F; Quad AM short wave timen Original warrantee cards, insmiction books,
spare KT66 valva; Original Quad packing cases, offers; Thorens TDI50 turntable offers
tel/fax: 01222 756764 (111085)
Rh. Sub Woofer "Storm", new Christmas, not needed £395 finn, Bright Star Isolation
base, ideal TNT size decks, £ 195, Grad° Mus cartridge, new Stylus, ( 125, tel: 0181 325
2585 (111082)
Revoic11.77 tape reconia 12track 33 4x71 2kspeed vgc, brig box and reslo mic stands,
shore noes tapes-reels £475ono tel: Jon, 01225 480381;465124 (111096)
Rogers ISI 5A plus AB1 Woofer, rosewood, £700 tel: 01895 625636 (Middlesa)
(181053)

PRIVATE

Ruark Prologue one speakers for sale deluxe finish, four months old, cost £900 acepe
(650 genuine reason for sale, tel. 0191 431 0206 for details (111043)
Rim Andrews Dual mono pre amplifier (( 1,750) (650; Russ Andrews modified Pioneer
CD Laser plarer (£ 1,750) (400 for full details tel: 01204 413211 no offers (111040)
SME 20A sensible offers ale, Jadis JP80 £4500000; lam Audio Research Lialine
speaker cable £5130, upgrading all above tel: work, 01223 868204, home 01708 442598 ,
mobile 0411 069525 (181084)
Sonus Faber Minuettus £600; Soundsnle five shelf equipment stand, gres' £ 125, mint
condition; Quad 33. 303.FM3 teak sleeve £250 tel: 01539 721719 (FI1073)
SoundLab 43 plus full range Amerman Electrostatic loudspeakers, with upgraded ' ultimate' pmer supplies, medium oak with white grilles 18 months old, unmacuhte rrp
£13,500 will accept7,995
£
tel: 0181 291 1744 (111013)
Them Data Basic 1lTransport hardly* used, £ 1,295;Audio Research DAC I, 20-bit AT&T
£850 tel: Gerry, 0181 743 7809 (I-11075)
Thomas TD241I, SME 3009S2, both boxed, unused, ( 300; Rogers Ravenabourne amp,
Ravensbmok Tuner, (75; Pioneer CTF212 deck, (20; WANTED: Meridian 506/20, tel:
John, office 01223 216253, evenings 01480 464691
Top Class System Roksan TMS Artesia Shiraz Turntable Ear 834P phono amp, Conrad
Johnson P(IOAL preamp, Far 509 MKII Power amps. Nakamichi CR7E studio quality
cassette 13,1F Pro monitor SAKIV improved stunning sound, £6,000 tel: 0191 417 5145
after topin (HI037)
Tennaparrszt music saw plus speaker cable I5fi bi-sared £ 525 ((798); Krell KRC2 pre
ampl er (2,200 (£4,200) tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex) (181091)
Unison March Smart 845 monoblocks ((2,450) few weeks use, still in box, genuine
reason for sale; Lowther Acoustas PM7A ((475) hexer treble and bass than PM6A, excellent condition, Sovtek 300B pair valves (£ 130) 30 hours use, boxed tel: 0131 668 3389
dayaight (181046)
Van Den Hid Revelation loudspeaker cables, range-topping carbon fibre hybrids, Martin
Collons reference, 6m single-aired set: can be reconfigured 2x3rn bruire, lot £ 1,550, sell
(800o00 tel: 0131 556 7545 email: s.hussainrt ed.sac.ac.uk (111069)
VPI1NT2 new LD, mint £ 1,895; Eminent Technolou ET2 arm, excellent £ 395; Chord
SPM800 Power amplifier, excellent, boxed (975; Cartridge Man's Creado Signature 2
hours, boxed, £285 tel: 01747 853372 (Dorset) (180993)
Wadia 16 COI Player, remote volume control, digital 10, reference performance, mint
£3,
750 GC&,500 new);Theta Pro-Generation 5A DAC,Stereophile Class Aperformance,
sound, mint, boxed £2,250 (£4,800 new) tel: 01473 281957 (110999)
SFB3 speaker system two, good condition,lborens TDI50 Turntable base
with cover and onephon cartridge, reasonable offers only tel: 01666 502204 (Tetbury,
Glas) (181081)
Wheaton Tripbnar arm, very rare, barldbUlit saut, bunt November, I've never used it, latest model in black £2,300 (ass ( 3,300) tel: 0181 325 2585 (180981)
Wdson Wan Puppy System 5, (9,750 (£ 17,000 neweadia 20 CDTransport, 25 DAC,
digital volume control, latest specidiation, boxed £,650 ((9,500 new) no dealaWdreamers tel .
.
0374 966942 (evenings only) (181021)
Condete system, nearly new with guarantees, half pneu. Micromega Drive 2,
Meridian 263DS DAC, Van Den Hid Second, Musical Fidelity A1000, ProAc Studio
100,Weighted Atacama's, Cord Myth, Linn Bank. Akito & Ki, £2,650 tet 0117 924
6297 (111102)
Krell KSASOB. dark grey and black, stunning sound. mini condition. boxed sash manual, balanced or single ended input, ( 1,695 tel: 0127) ".",' 5302 HI " l

Wa

FORSALE/TRADE
E.A.D Theater Master, fabulous 24es gold AC3 DAG preamp rrp £7,500 ((
7,000)
matching reference LI) CD T800 Transport rep £4,995 ((3,500) both are ex-Mti and
extremely rare with full warranty tel: 01628 140873 (111647)
Mirage BiPolar Speakers, ex dan bargains MI090 (£ 1,295) (995 M5si (( 1,995)
(1,395; hiPS2 mini monitors ((599) £479; BPS 150 Active Sub 059) (559; MC2
Centre Speaker ((449) ( 349 NI with urea= relax: 01628 440873 (181048)
Wilson Beneach Turntable (red cherry), Si Osan Benesdr Act Two Toneann, Wilson
Benesch Stage One phono amp (line level fully adjustable), all boxed with instructions,
excellent condition (now (4,500) sell £2,400 tel: 0151 348 0256 (H1086)

WANTED
Copland CTA401;YBA Integrated, conrad-sohnson PV- 5, MV-50; Quick Silver Amps;
The Head MC transformers; UM MCI phono stage; Vendena Research phono stage;
vdH or Garrott Decca; td: 0181 883 5618 or unte to: Box Na 0786, HiFi News &
Record Review Classifieds, link House Magazines, link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (110983)
Apair of BeC 801 monitors, finish not important, but must be in good condition, tel:
01296 415826 (evenings) (111083)
Copland CTA401;YBA Integrated; contad-johnson PV- 5, MV-50;The Head MC transformas; LFD MCI phono stage; Vendena Research phono stage; vd1-1 or Garrott Decca
tel: 0181 883 5618 or unte to Bon Na 0786, HiFi Nan Classifieds, Link House
Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA (140983)
Old HI-Ft's and Classical LP's Wanted! Valve amplifies: Quad, Leak, Radford, Rogers,
Pye,Lowther; Loudspeakers: Tannoy,Westres,Vitavca, Goodmans, JBL, Alm; Turntables:
MT 927, Garrard 301, Thirtere TD- 124, SME 3012, Orotfon 309, telfax: 0171 625
8966 (180953)
Fink Triangle PIP II pre-amp, must be mint, lei: 0181 461 4797 after fomn (180963)
SKA rod:steady roots and Dub Records, 7", 12" and LK, 1960 to 1982 ,any
,any quanity, Michael. 5Foxbush, Htidenborough, Kent,TNII 9HT, 01732
832452 (I-11026)
Spares from private or trade source including replacement or upgrades for Philips CD100
circa 1983 - could be IC's or boards etc blow the dust off those boxes! tel: Steve, 0976
964004 (Gloucester)

ADVERTISEMENT

ORDER

FORM

Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note tolenhone or product eeeee ence numbers count as one word ( no none°, A400 otwo words)

e

Please Wink the above advertisement for
I[7 FOR SALE
El WANTED
• Box ntonber required
Duo
Ono.

anortrt under the headoes,

Name
Address

l Cheque/3,
mgal order enclosed for
(
puma sterisne made payabk sss lank House Magamnes
I OR Please charge my AcessalVisa I
Diners I
Ames' Corti Number

•
e

g Expire (
date)

IPicas< oubcate who))
s
-

Daytime telephone member

111111111111111
Signature
'No reunbursements will be due tot Auscellonon of robsequent Immures
AREN. 1998

Cut out your advertisement ( or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Advertising, HiFi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Aveltue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
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sale tradej
Lintone Audio
YEAR END BLOW

OW.

EX- 05M, REVIEW, SHOW STOCK
SOILS
Make
800.00
Acoustat Model II., e/static spkrs. hdern
1603.00
Acouncrt Model 1100 . e/static 'aka. x-darn
2000.00 1000.00
500.00
Alchemist Forsen...100W Into. 4clem
900.00
960.00
Anthem Amp 1. _ Valve pwr amp. x-dern
1200.00
Anthem integrated 1.. .Volve htg. x-dem
1500.00 1200.00
Anthem Pre 1...VoNe pre Inc rnm/rnc.x-dern
1500.00 1200.00
Anthem CD I. ..Volve output CO payer. x-clem 1600.00 1280 00
Mon Electra...Intg(mm).ex-dem
1800.00 1000 00
AudloMeca Kreatura/Elke., Trans A DAC. x-dem 2650.00 2000.00
450.00
Charlo Hear 2...2-way saw. new
750.00
350.00
Chorlo Hip.* 2...2-way spkr. ',clam
750.00
550.00
Charlo leper 3...3-way saki. new
950.00
450.00
Chorlo leper 3...3-way spkr. x-dem
950.00
Chorlo Academy 1...2-way spkr. new
1349.00 1000.00
800.00
Chorlo Academy 1 .. 2-way spkr. x-dem
1349.00
Chan,' Academy 2...2-way saw. new
1699.03 1400.00
Chant, Academy 1..2-way spkr. x-ciern
1699.03 1100.00
Charier Academy 3...4-way FfS spkr. x-show
8500.00 5000.00
Counterpoint HC808...Dolloy pre. x-show
1990.00 1000.00
Counterpoint SA1001
Counterpoint SA1C031...Valve are/Pwrk -Oem 3003.
00 2000 .
00
Counterpoint DA10/0A11. _ Tram & DAC. x-dem 5200.03 2000.00
Genesis 5201)...2-woy spkr. xdeys
1000.00
500.00

A LPHASON
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for the UK's leading specialist hi-fi and
home entertainment furniture manufacturer.
For further details contact John B. Reddington

kinsnaw Overture- ling. xdeys
550.00
mcinrosh C712...Remote PreomP ( min). x-dent 2003.00
mciraosn MC17C0...100W pwt amp. new
2.00
Mcirecan MC17C0...1COW pwr amp. xdom
2000.00
McIntosh C40...Full function pre amp.. x-show
5000.00
McIntosh MC500...503W pwr amp, x-show
9000.00
Musical Fcleirty T-1... ..Collectors Iterre• New, boreal

SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

350.00
1200.03
1503.03
1203.00
3000.03
5000.00
300.00

N EAR 20M...2-way.
NE.A.R
10M.. 2-way metal
3driver
cone
spkr.spkr.
x300.00
show
xdom
1200.00
600.03
503.00
N.EAR Sound Mast...3 way Pillor• x-sen
N.E.w P-3/ o-20.1...Pre/pwr. x-dem
Nader, Neol...Codon spkr. x- show
Neoltth Neo2 with stands, Codon spkr. s-shOw
Neolith Neo3 Conan err , x-show
Sonic Frontiers SPI40, Valve Pwr amill. x-dons
Sonic Frontiers Une-I.. Valve preamp. x- rev
Sonic Frontiers SECD-1...Volve CD player x-rev
Sonic Frontiers $11M-160. Volve mfbrocs. x-dent
Sonic Frontiers SFT-1/5FD-2 Trans & DAC. x-damn
Halle P5250/P. Prearnp. ',den
Thule C0100...CD payer. x-dern
Trilogy Pre/948...Pre/Pwr arnP. k-elve
Unison Simply 2...Votve keg, x-erem

1500.00
2500.00
3030.00
5000.00
5000.00
2000.00
2500.00
3800.00
6003.03
7600.00
700.00
803.03
1700.00
1030.00

a0000

2000.00
1500.00
2500.00
2500.00
1200.00
2.00
2800.00
3000.03
5000.03
403.03
500.00
1200.00
800.00

A ROOF FOR YOUR CD PLAYER?
Yes. Against vibration Isolation Platforms give only half
the answer. Most casings still resonate due to affect sound waves.
We can help cut this and RF interference.
• CO Roof: A unique product that cuts both casing vibration and
RF interference. This attractive sheet copper/medite/dampingpad slab sits on log of your CD. And? "As vital as an isolation
platform. Brings smoothness and detail " f49.95 Custom Sized
• We also offer aCustom Sheet Copper & Damping Pad

Service

FOR FREE BROCHURE: 07970 - 654356
Kopperae, PO Box 6884, Dundee, 005 1VB wkoppOtaynet.co.uk

ALPHASON DESIGNS LIMITED
Tel: -t-44 1189 833523 Fax: +44 1189 833567
E-mail john reddington.@virgin.net

The best audio electrolytic capacitors
invented and made in the UK

T Network

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY TURNTABLES, TONEARSAS, CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS, DAT. MINIDISC, CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES &
DISCS, TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES. CABLES,
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audio«ivirgin.net

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
coil and save up to 45°0 off a new one!!

1117
1

1
7NEA
‘

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NEK 3.1W.

Advanced 4 terminal design in a 10,0000 63 volt
version available from stock for £ 22 + VAT retail

atv

2,2000 to 15,000g, voltages from 40 to 100

ATV SERVICES

send for price list

LEATHERHEAD

DNM Design, 18 Dartmoor Drive
Huntingdon, Combs PE18 8XT
tel/fax 01480 457989
denis.m@dnm.co.uk

01372 456921

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

r

1
1
,00101. ISVPLAINLIPAINJ111111

li Mr

HORN LOUDSPEAKERS
For aDx flaunt: Exciting Natural Sound

Absolute Sounds

hear our full range efficient

Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

Fax 0191 477 2771

MADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE,

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can %%%%%% wpli n.
modify tir re- align any Inglx-end equipment tt o ,, ili
undeilake rebuildn with selected audiophile grade
components and earl 41st etiller .1 Val et.
matching m•r‘ lie L \ red only the best. \

Tel 0191 477 4167

Slit Foil

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey imports. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or wnte for specific details.

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON. DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

Alchemisi Foreal Amplifier
i
es demi
£S99.00
Alchemist Maxim Amplifier
e‘ dem) £ 199.00
Arcam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier ISM .'1
,, •
Anew) £ 299.95
Arcata Delta 90 Amplifier._ . iused) £295.00
Arcam Della 60 Amplifier.. rased) £ 15001
Arcam Kehl 5Channel Dolh> Pro Amp
i
es dem) £699.00
Arrant Alpha 5CD Player
( used) £ 25001
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
, ex demi
£599.00
Audiolah 8(X)OA Amplifier
, et, dom)
£400.00
Audiolah 80X)S Amplifier
et, rlem) £560.00
i
es demi
£800.00
Audiolah 816810 CD Player
Audiolah 8000A Amplifier
I
used) £ 295.00
Audiolab 801/0A Amplifier
( used) £ 35000
B & W DM601 Loudspeakers ( used) ..... £ 140.0)
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
( used) £420.00
Castle Severn Loudspeakers
lex dem)
(399.00
Infinity Emit K Speakers ine stands ( white I . ....( used) £450.00
Linn Majik-I Amplifier
( used) £450.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
ex dan)
£201.00
Meridian 501 Pre- Amplifier
i
ex dem) £549.00
Mehdian 563 Delta Sigma DM'.
, m dem) £595.11)
Micmmega Trio CD/DAC/P/Suppl> / Slaw 14,.,I ..lused) E2600.00
Micromega Stage One CD player
le'. dent) £329.00
Micromega Stage Three Cl) player
. .1
used) £550.00
Mus Fid B2131 Amplifier
( used) £ 195.00
Mus Fid MA50 Mono Power Amplifier.
I
used) £50001
Mus Fid A100 Amplifier
( used) £ 250.00
Nakamichi CD2 Compact Disc Player
( used) £ 195.00
Naim MAC 62 Pm- Amplifier
( used) £ 295.00
Maim MAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
( used) ( 195.00
Maim MAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
( used) ( 321101
Maim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
lased) £800.00
Nairn Rat Cap Power Supply
lased) £250.00
Maim NAC 82 Pre Amplifier
( used). ( 15(0.00
Pink DACAPO DAC Convenor
( used) £790.00
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
lox dent) £599.00
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
( ex dent) £270.00
Status 500 Pre- Power Amplifier
( used) £4481.00
Sony CDP502ES Cl) Player
( used) £240.00
Technics SLP2000 CD Player
moll £550.01
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convenor
ex dent) £899.00
VPI TNT T/Tahle C/W Exact Arm Grado Sig
iaxvdl. £ 1950.00

AX

ECLIRSIE

chat.ro.xpoly

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

Hom Loudspeakers which use
only the finest drive units.

seas

Solen Inductors

CVNAUDIO
1,110010/1/UNUMUN/

Superb with valve amplifiers and

LUOLIM

good solid state amplifiers.

ACOUSTIC PANELS

For details and demonstrations call
J.T. Horn Loudspeakers on

cables on the market?
The Russ Andrews Solution
Use Kimber Cable - the best!
By using high qualiy Kimber Kable you can achieve
results that will astound you... it will transform your
Hi Fi System.
Our Paid Approval Scheme allows you 14 days to
evaluate these quality cables without obligation to
keep them.
Our NEW Audio Lifestyle Brochure contains our
range of accessories and cables to make your
music sound better.

Give your system anew lease of life!
To receive our latest information just mail, phone or fax the following address:
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. Edge Bank House,
Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS England
Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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SLEDGEHAMMER

01332 51251(lanytime.

baffled by the number of

omain
D igital

morer

/ „--------------,,
\
‘
SPECIALS OFFERS
l
•SONY Mini Disc Player MDS-JE5 10 £
..179
• PHILIPS CDR870 CD Recorder £449
• TDK SA90 box of 10 £8.99 per box

Eet3

LEAP

i • FLOPPY DISKS HD £2.99 box of 10 I
\--------.......----..„-------------/

DAT Tapes
D15 from
D30 from
D46 from
D60 from
D90 from
D120 from

£2.25
£2.50
£2.75
£2.90
£3.45
£3.85

Mini Discs
74 mins £ 3.25 eah
60 mins £2.75 each
Storage box £ 2.99

DCC

JVC 90 mins £2.99 each

CD- R for Pioneer/Philips
Maxell £ 3.25 each
CD- R Maxell £ 1.49 each
Unbranded £ 1.25 each
Call us for latest prices
for Audio Cassettes,
ADAT's, VHS, etc..

Place your order by calling FREE Now!
[CO Free Filou
L 8
seco
lmoi8
latil
on 3LP wi8th eve8ryo2rder

VISA

SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY,
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 808-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundeitis.com
Web Page: http:hentitis.com/madisound
107

for sale trade
1998
SPECIALIST

Sale Retail

ProAc Response 2.5's XD (Cherry, mint cond.) £2,100 £2,700
Naim CDS (unused; mint) £2,900 £3,940
Naim CD2 (X-Dem) £1,699 £2,000
Theta Data Basic Mk2 CD Transpon
£1,500 £2,300
Wadia 15 (Digital preamp/DAC, Remote etc) £1,500 £3,800
Rega Radio Tuner (1left only) (XD) £198 £298
Charlo Syntar (pale walnut floorstanders) XD £499 £549
Opera DuettO (Solid mahog.Stand Mount) XD £295 £395
Opera Terza (Solid mahog/Floorstanders) XD £795 £995
Transparent Musicwave Plus Biwire 7.6M pair £700 £1,068
Transparent MusicLink Plus interconnect £160 £239
Orelle CD100E (X0)
£500 £650
Orelle SA100 (XD)
£400 £500
Rotel RCD970BX (XD)
£299 £349
28 Church Crescent, Dumfries
Telephone:- 01387 267048

'Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

vfflor

OUT NOW - £2.00
7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe
North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

t

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

iii

Tel/Fax. (+44) 01724 870432

A UDIO M ATTERS
=101
U,8,LE
£2228 ... PO.A.

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
£579
PO.A.
Anthem int. 1valve (ex/d)
£1295 ...£1036
Anthem CD 1player (5star What Fli-Ei) £1595 ... PO.A.
Audiolab C+R

£500

Audion Black Shadows 845 valve (new) . .£4300 ... PO.A.
Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks ....£2250 ... PO.A.
£2000 ... £999

Clements RT7 piano lacquer, black
£4250
Jadis JA80's monoblocks
£9912
Jadis JA30's monoblocks KT88 £5980
Krell 250p. (new)
£1990
Krell Kar 300 int/ amp
£2500
Macintosh 712 pre (ex/d) (r/c)
Macintosh MC7100 power (ex/d)
Nissan 753's
Musical Fidelity MVT pre
Musicai Fidelity 3A pre

...£2250
.. £4450
.. £2750
...£1350
... PO.A.
PO A
PO A
£450
£399

£180

Nakamichi BX300E cass
Nakamich. 682 /
Xcass

£250
£450

PMC LB1 spks + stands
Restek Sixtant pwr. amp
Yamaha DSP-E 1000

£500
£595
£299

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE
ES MK II'S - LISTEN & BE PERSUADED
On Ocre:- Alchemist, Anthem, Audiomeca, Audion Valva Amps,
Cadence speakers. D.P.A., Monarchy, &lean, Pink Mangle,
Scnic Frontiers,Triangle speakers. Trilogy Valve Amps, Von der Hal

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
C -11-1 0KING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless

cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from

thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

•FREE SHIPPING

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E
S
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our website
http://www.fatwyre.cos
fetwyre@fatwyre.com

THE

coman',
cCABli

P.O

Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
10K

il \ RAM IIIi li *A' Ql Al.11) NI

.AND

R

\

\ DE I(

A

ALL VAINE AIDI0 EQUIPMENT, SYNIPAT11E11C UPGRADING. TINTA(.1
RIST0RATION ANIS TUNER ALIGNMI

El

I SRI' & sPECIA1 O

G T AUDIO

Tel/fax: 01895 833099

=vi

\Ve are alee Ame. for - Sodio Amlogue.
Ploe, A,.intgarde. Clon. Inop.iem
CATE ChI Audio, GRAAE. Leak Troughlinmo Momo Noninghain Analogue. Possek.
TkON PEI) Opero 11 Ufl liteeanh. Vanumum Chincha' h,
nia'
,

Music Mill
111-1.1 o,l‘ ice Iliot\ , 1 \

LIST
£7987
£6600

£299
£
18955
Audio Research SP14 pre amp silver
£ 1395
Audio Research CDT1 transport pro 9
£ 1595
Audiolab 8000 mono power amps
£995
Threshold FET 10E pre amp phono/line
Threshold PET 10 pre amp ' E' supplies
Oracle Delphi Mk3 tumtable Sumiko the arm
Lumley St70 valve power amp chrome

£
£1
1
9
69
95
5
£ 1495
£ 1295

B & W 800 Matriz black ash superb rare
Ensemble Pnma Donna speakers
/don 4speakers black ash

£4995

£4450
£3298
£3290
£1600
£4920
£4250
£3400
£2300
£10000
£10000
£3850
£3450
£600
£8888
£1000.
£1461
£2300
£1998
£5350
£3500
£3250
£6200
£6890
£1600
£4550
££8595

£299
£
1495
5
Apogee Stage speakers • stands
£ 1395
Tannoy 638 Profile speakers black£ 395
Wilson Audio Win speaker piano black
£4995
SME 345 Tonearm blacWgold rare
SME VTonearrn boyes! tools etc
As new
£M
:5
25
955
9
Krell (SL
preamp balanced

Sosas Faber Guannad speakers limited eddron £4500
Donas Faber Extrema speakers • stands
9
Nakamici 700 ZXE 3head cassene deck
££
38
795
5
Manin Logan CLS 2Z speakers astands
Apogee Mini Grand speakers • subs piano black

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

Project

SALE
SAInt £4500
MinI

Krell PAM 1dual mono preamp tsuperb phono)
£998
Burmester 850 mono power amps trare) £ 1995
Burmeister 838/846 phonene gold plated £ 1495
Burmeister 838/846 phono/line chrome
£ 1295

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

Chario hyper 4's (ex/d)
SPECIALIST

EXCHANGED

Krell ( SA 200S power amp choice 012
Krell ( SA 250 power amp choice of 2
Krell Studio DAC balanced AT&T etc

COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

Alchemist Fo'seti pre + power

BOUGHT/SOLD

orlh liqcning

0131 - 555 3963
MICHELL ARGO/HERA
£ 400
THETA CHROMA ( NON HDCD)
£ 600
TANNOY M20 ( BLACK)
£ 100
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST ( WALNUT)
£ 2950
AUDIOLAB 8000A 10 MONTHS OLD
£ 380
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN ( AFEW HOURS USE)
£480
MICHELL ISO/HERA
£ 400
QUAD 34/306 ( GREY) VGC
£ 350
CELESTION 3000 MK1 C/W STANDS
SILVER/BLACK
£ 250
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN PRE/PWR EX DEM £ 850
CELESTION A3
£ 1500

from £ 1995

Audro Research V70 power amp balanced

££

Audio Research LS3B
0160 power
preampamp
remate black

£495
£
1795

2
1:9
95
5

£4400
£2645
£3025
£1698
£8000
£5500
£2400
£700
£450
£750
£520
£900
£1200
£5150
£1495
£1200
£6000
£1660
£1665
£3900
£1500
£??
£2195
£4400

Audio Research LS7 preamp
Lates! £ 1295
Gryphon Lmited Edition preamp
£3500
Gryphon XT preamp
£2295
evinson 12A preamp • p/supply mm/mc
£995
rcam 170.3 CD transport
£350
£250
Arcam black box SDAC
Arcam Della 1100 preamp/DAC black box 50 chipset £395
Arcan Delta 120 power amp
£250
PS Audio 4.6 preamp mm/mc
Counterpoint SA12 power amp black
£s9
95
5
Goldmund Minimis 3power amp
££
1995
Cary 283 hiede stereo power amp chrome95
Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp
595
Acuphase DP70 CD player AT•T
Mehdian 200/203 CD DAC tnchord

£
8
££
1
79
95
5
£795

Mendian 208 CD/preamp phono board MRS
CAL tempest 2CD player valve
Cambridge CID1 CD player
Cranfield Rock The Original
Tanberg 93009 Mk11 mono power amps
Sota Cosmos tumtable vacuum hold

value £ 1295
£500

Rare £500

Stunning £ £
15
89
95
5
Snell Type A3 loudspeakers
£3295
Spender SP2.2 loudspeakers • stands
£350

£8995
£850
SA moco,
SA
et000

Wharldale Option 1active loudspeakers
Rare£0
f
Linn Archive Cartridge
Good condition £495
Accoustat II Electrostatic speakers black
£
1
490
5

SA £ 1095
SA £895
s/h £2350
5m £4800

KEF 102.2 8Kube 200 speakers rosewood £450
Silverado speaker 8, stand
Stunnmg £ 1495
Counterpoint SPA phono stage
Beard BB100 Mk2 integrated amp valve
Marlin Logan SL3 hybrid electrostatic
Proac Studio 200 speakers mahogany
Jadrs JD2 Top load CD transpon
Linn (amok Nemeric 2CD transpoq/DAC

The best £ 1895

SA £1495
SA £3399
c/d £ 1850

£2E4
79
95
5
from £995

Os
s/h
SA
SA
s/h
s/n
SA

from £ 1295
2
91
95
Melos 402 Gold High Current 400W Mode monos
f3995
Rowland Model 2power amp
Latest £2995
Krell KSA 200B power amp
Last version
Krell ( ST 100 Mk11 power amp balanced
£2
£
1459
00
5
Krell (AV Audio Visual preamp prosessor AC3 etc
f8995
Audio Research V140 power amps mono
£ 3995
Audio Research reference one preamp
£4995

sAs
s/h

PS Audio IVA Phono stage modified MM/MC VGC
£250
Krell (AV 300i Integrated Amp RC 3months &d. mint £ 1995

SA
SA

Quad 44 Preamp. mint
Concordat Equerte Preamp s'AM exclusive supply
Musical Fidelity A1001 Integrated Amp RC. mint

£250

££995
1995
Mark Lewnson ML3 Power Amp, VGC
£2995
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano speakers 8stands
only 3months old, mint
9
Quad ESL 63 speakers 8stands black, latest mint
Counterpoint SAII Valve Linestage RC Silver.
Fully serviced new valves etc, superb, mint
Magneplanar 1.5 OR Speakers, mint

£4490
£2572
£8950
£5000
£5550
£2897
£ 14390

SA
£8800
SA £8950
SA £5490

Krell ( PS 30, CD Player 3months old, mint
£2995
Counterpoint DA I
0E & DA IIECD Transport & DAC Ultra
Analogue 20 Be, Silver. mint
99
Nakamichi CR7E 3head Cassette deck, mint
££1
1195
5

£4165
£ 1995

£700.
£2545
SA
£450
s/h £ 1995
New £2500

£
£1
16
495
5
£2995
£995

sAs

£8250

SA £2111
SA

£3000

SA £8785
Mi £ 1600

NEW IN THIS MONTH
Micromega 2.1 CD Transport, mint
Michel Argo Hera line Preamp 8supply. mint

£1495

Cary CAD805 Single ended 211 sabe mono amp
Jadis JA80 Valve mono amps Mkl. must
Jadis JA80 valve mono amps Mk2, mint
Mendran Argent 3speakers Rosewood. mint
Carver amazing loudspeakers Pianno black. g/c

£495
f4995
£2995
£3995
£795
£695

Cabasse Colonne 135 speakers VDH wired walnut with
Cabosse Actsre Equaliser silver wired. mint

£1995

,

Pre owned/Ex-dem Equipment

HIGH END AUDIO

LINKS

1-

ZeUeft Hi- Fi

AUDIO

£2500
£885
£8000
£7100
£9912
£1500
£2300
£4600

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

10.00am - 7.00pm MON SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS'

10am 6pm • MCN SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 5GG

APRIL 1998
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OFFER THI

An inexpensive first step to sample the flavour of Audio Note

Two diverse companies, one goal. Perfection.

in your system is to try their interconnects and speaker cable,

Audio Note is hand-crafted, retrospective, minimalist;

in your home, We offer mail order with 10% discount, and

Mark Levinson is highly-resourced, high-tech.

10 days approval; carriage paid by us. It couldn't be safer or

One is timeless; one is future- proof. Each company has built

easier. Deduct 10% from the following prices. A full price list of

on over twenty years of progress, stimulating yet leaving

cables and equipment is available on request. We would like

behind many copiers and rivals. Under one roof, two ranges

to contact all Mark Levinson owners for an informal Owners

widely regarded as the final step. When you're finished with

club, including details of new products and Madrigal's

hyped products, ill- matched and calibrated components,
constant upgrades, add-ons and cures, you are ready to

quarterly magazine. Through PATH's MIT cables we represent

contemplate an outlay or a programme to bring home a

Bruce Brisson. Along with Mr Kondo the inventor of audio

definitive and world- class system.

cable and still well ahead of the game. Why compromise?

AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 1000

Audio Note
INTERCONNECTS per metre pair, RCA phonos

(
per additional metre)

Silver-wired monoblocks 50 Wpc

£1,750

AN-A, yellow, 6N purity litz copper

(£18)

£29.50

AN- C, red, OFHC litz copper

(£35)

£59.50

AN-S, grey, 15-strand 99.99% silver litz

(£99)

AN-V, silver, 15-strand 99.99% silver litz

(£179) £ 219

unquestionably the finest amplifier on British soil

AN-Vx silver, 20- strand 99.99% silver litz

(2450)

AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 11 Mk 2

£1,150

AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 2

£1,500

AUDIO RESEARCH 2xCL120, GroovTubed 1994

£3,000

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX-2

£1,350

£ 139

£575
POA

AN-Vz Reference Standard

Audio Note
LOUDSPEAKER CABLES per metre

(
factory termination)

£4.50

AN- B, blue, 6N screened copper

(£20)

£16.50

AN- L, blue, 6N screened litz copper

(£2z1)

£29.50

AN-SP silver, 15-strand, 99.99% silver, litz

(£40)

£150.00

AN-SPx silver, 20- strand, 99.99% silver, litz

(£40)

£450.00
POA

AN-SPz Reference Standard

£1,000

unopened box, the ultimate MC
AUDIO NOTE Kegon-C amplifier
unique hand- made by Mr Kondo,

£45,000

GRYPHON Limited Edition Pre- amp,

(£ 19)

AN- D, green and red 6N copper

AUDIO NOTE 102 cartridge,

MM and MCX boards, wow!

£3,995

harman/kardon PA2400 Signature 100 Wpc power amp
INFINITY Reference lb
a classic speaker updated with our modified silver wiring,
selected components, biwiring; magisterial scale and
delicacy of sound from elegant slim oak cabinets which
look visually stunning and work in small rooms
MARK LEVINSON ML- 23.5
MERIDIAN 605 monoblocks 150 Wpc

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION

£801

£4,500
£3,000
£600

ACCUPHASE DP8OL CD Transport,DC81-L Converter

£2,000

QUASAR-SE Turntable with TRIPLANAR Tonearm

£3,250

APOGEE DIVA with DAX-Ill and SIMAX cables

£3,000

VOYD Reference (
Audio Note) Turntable

£4,995

AII products fulty guaranteed for six months: UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement

AUDIO NOTE . ANALOGUE PRODUCTS. DIGITAL PRODUCTS . CABLES . AMPLIFIERS BY KONDO-SAN
MARK LEVINSON

LYRA. MIT

REVEL

STAY

LFD

Export and Credrt Card soles welcome

PATH PREMIER

LIVING VOICE

BOW TECHNOLOGIES. MADRIGAL.

PSB

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, Scotland
E

(
0)141357 5700

FAX

(
0)141339 9762

EDINBURGH

SHOWROOM

TEL

(
0)131 226 7000

for sale trade
HAZLEMERE AUDIO
Helphil and objective advice, comfortable listening rooms,

home demonstrations,

free

installations and exceptional service.
SOLID STATE OR VALVES?
C.D. OR VINYL?
Listen to some of the world's finest equipment ( sound, value and reliability) and

KEF AUDIO

—1

make up your own mind
VINYL
Basis
Notts Analogue
V PI. Reference

C.D.
Auchomeca
Classé
EA.D.
Helios
Monno
Teac
Trichord

Graham tone arm
Ortofon Cartridges

AMPLIFICATION
Alchemist
A.T.C.
Audio Analogue
Classé
Electrocompaniet
Monno
Sinus
Trilogy'
Unison Research

P

TUNERS
Fanfare
Magnum Dynalab

SPEAKERS
A.T.C.
BKS
J.M. Labs
Mirage

CABLES
Henley
Sonic Link
Straighbvire
Tice

Opera
Triangle

SALF: QUALITY BARGAINS
NEW

COS-rNEW

SALE PRICE

Arion Electra Export Integrated
Audiomeca Elixir D A C.
Basis Ovation Turntable
Muse 100 Power Amp
S.D. 3Speakers
Triangle Alcante Speakers

1500
800
4900
1490
399
1099

1050
600
3200
1100
275
899

6400
3949
5399
8499
7995

4000
2200
3150
4750
4400

S.D. 5Speakers

2900
1650
1235

1750
900
975

PRE-OWNED
Dacin-the-box

265

AS NEW (LITTLE USE)
VP LReference Turntable ( Under 3hours use)
Mark Levinson:28 Pre- amp with phono
27.5. Power Amp
31 Transport
35 D AC
EX- DEMONSTRATION ( MINT)
Lumley Reference LM2 Speakers
S.D. ISpeakers

For

MARANTZ KI

isO

an appointment: ( DAY OR EVENING) Call: High Wycombe ( 01494) 437892

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

DENON

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
MARK LEVINSON 333 Power Amp

KEF 104 Loudspeakers

Ex Dem MINT

£450

£5500

AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp £7000

MARK LEVINSON 380S Pre-Amplifier £5495

ARCAM Delta Black Box 11 DAC Boxed £175

KRILL KST 1008 Balanced Power Amplifier £1495

AUDIO NOTE ANE/SE Loudspeakers

FORSELL Air Ref CD Trans/DAC

silverwired

3months (£15650)

£8995

PINK TRIANGLE DaCapo DAC

£895

£3995

AUDIO NOTE DAC 4MINT/boxed £3995
STUDER A807 Pro, tape recorder MINT

£
3750

LUXMAN C1000 Pre-amp & MX4000 Power Amp 11495

HEYBROOK Ouartets & stands Ex Dem (£840) ....£595

MILLER & KREISEL M100 Subwoofer Excellent .. 11195

SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands £495

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 300 Integrated Amp £295

NAKAMICHI RX505E Cassette Deck

NAIM NAC62 Pre-amp with Snaps PSU

£
295

SONY ES Full System including OAT machine . 11495

QUAD FM3 Tuner Boxed/Mint Condition £150

JADIS Defy 7stereo stereo amp. MINT £3695

£695

BOULDER 250 AE Power Amplifier £1995

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power

SPENDOR BC1 Loudspeakers with stands £175

amplifier

RE VOX 8285 Receiver Mint/Boxed £995

Q.E.D. Digit Dac & Positron PSU

MARK LEVINSON No 29 Power Amplifier

LUMLEY Promanade SPI Loudspeakers ( NEW) £250

MERIDIAN 606 Dac

£1995
£
695

£1295
£
125

TECHNICS SL030 Turntable

£125

LYRA Parnassus OCT Cart. Ex Dem Guaranteed 11200

YAMAHA CDX880 CD Player

£195

VOYD Standard Turntable MINT

MARK LEVINSON 38S pre-amp ex-demo £4850

£ 1495

MARSTEN AUDIO Sillouette Dac & PSU Ex Dem 1760

MARK LEVINSON 332 power amp ex-demo £4995

B & W Matrix 801 Series Ils

MARK LEVINSON No. 35 DAC ex-demo £5795

£1995

HELIUS Silver wired tonearm

£995

MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 Watt Dual
Mono Amp

CELLO SYSTEM
£3195

KRILL KAS Reference six box pre-amp

£3995

B & W 801 Series II with special additions

£2600

AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge & PSU

£
2750

NAKAMICHI ZXL1000 Tape Deck •
B & W Serviced

SME IV Silver wired. Fluid damper

£1895

AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000

£895

PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi

PLEASE PHONE

EX-OEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS

352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

FOR AN.UP-TO-THEMINUTE LIST PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE.

http://www.hifi-stereo.com

AUDIO NOTE Kassai Silver Amplifier £19995

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER

MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands £250

AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE

V1SA

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234
e-mail.heatherdale@hifi.stereo.com

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
Email: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral* (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi-F1 News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: ZUMBZ Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS "
The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Alan Sircom, Hi Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. «1have never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree" Noel Keywood, HI-FI World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HIFi News R/R. I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment"
Dominic Baker, HIFi World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art ' Mr Tellinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 3011
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

Watdiee deole &de a dieumoord

THE GLASSMAT ii
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat
was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.
THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED Apt( Sill I:N71
STORMFORCE I)
EVASTATING SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR'
HUMDINGER /.1E VA TE YO!

EARLYSME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC

BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS: BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN f•
PGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® ALSO FOR EMT .- 1,\DTHORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
SLATE AUDIO 10124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA R8300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS
SME 3009S2 (
1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT
BE

BRAVE

FACE YOUR

FEARS

LIVE YOUR

DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ei TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601
E CD

Audio Note _Kit Amplifiers
The

Audio Notec_
Kit
1'One (
Illustrated)
e7

Based around the justly famous 300B directly heated triode, we see this kit as the
introduction to real Audio Amplification, as it covers all the important aspects of
design necessary, Single Ended, No-Feedback, Class A, Directly Heated Triode,
to become a member of this exclusive club of amplifiers.
Kit One has one 300B per channel running at 420 volts with 75mA current giving
8-9 watts of the cleanest power you will ever hear, the input stage consists of
a 6SN7GT with a 5687 double triode driver stage running in SRPP. The power supply
is capacitor-choke-capacitor configuration with a 5U4G HT rectifier, the 300B's have
a DC filament supply for hum-free operation whilst the other valves are AC heated,
Component quality is similar to our Level 2finished products, Audio Note paper in oil
signal capacitors, Beyschlag 1watt 1% metal film resistors, good quality electrolytics
(sorry NO Block Gates!) and a simple, attractive
stereo chassis In black painlwork. We have
several component and cosmetic
upgrades available for Kit One,
please ask for details.

The Audio Note Kit Two
Kit Two features a single 6550 tetrode running in Single- Ended mode, yielding some
12 watts of pure Class A. Wrlh a valve rectified HT for the output stage, stereo chassis,
and 6SN7GT input and 12AX7/ECC83 SRPP driver stage, componenhy and chassis
as Kit One.
Kit Two costs £599 incl. VAT, includes valves, but not postage/packing.
KIT TWO ORDER

CODE:

AN- KIT- 002

The Audio Note Kit Three
Kit Three features 2x300B's per channel running in single-ended parallel yielding
16/17 watts in pure Class A. This kit is on two mono chassis with valve rectified HT
supplies, no signal feedback, it uses a 6SN7GT double triode as input valve and
a pair of 5687 double triodes running in SRPP as drivers. The Kit Three is essentially
a mono version of the Kit One with double the power, the same component choices
and on two chassis' instead of one.
The Kit Three costs £ 1,550 Incl. VAT but excluding delivery.
KIT THREE

ORDER

CODE:

AN- KIT- 003

The Audio Note Kit Four
The Kit Four is really our introduction to valve amplifier kit building, the circuit and
power supply being mounted on a single printed circuit board. The high-quality pushpull output and mains transformers are all mounted in a small aluminium chassis
covering everything so nobody will be able to see that you have succumb to the lure
The Kit One
has recently
been
awarded the
title "The
Greatest Audio
Bargain of the
Twentieth Century"

of the valve amplifier which is sweeping the world. The circuit consists of Iwo 6V6GT
tetrodes running in Push-Pull class A. yielding about 10 watts, driven by a 6SN7GT and
a 12AX7/ECC83 input stage. Easy to build, even for the beginner. Visually Kit Four
matches the Audio Note Pre-amplifier shown here but with a single chrome- plated
volume control. As with all Audio Note kits everything (except solder) is included.
The Kit Four costs: £299 incl. VAT but not delivery.
KIT

FOUR

ORDER

CODE: AN- KIT- 004

by Dick Olsher
(ex-Stereophile) in a review on
the Internet - this is just one of
many rave reviews, copies of
which we can supply on request.
Price: £ 799 incl. VAT,
which Includes ALL parts & valves
(yes, also the 2 x 300B's needed)
but not postage/packing which
to UK customers is £ 12.
KIT ONE ORDER CODE
AN- KIT- 001

Audio Note Driver, Interstage & Pre Amplifier Output Transformers
Here is a product group that you do not see advertised every day! As usual we start
small with the intention to grow quickly.

Audio Note Paper In Oil Signal Capacitors
These handmade signal capacitors are sonicaliy superior to any of the plastic or other
paper types we have come across. If you have never experienced the difference that
a really good paper/oil capacitor can make in a valve amplifier, then you really
should try.

Audio Note Paper In Oil Tin Foil Signal Capacitors
Audio Note is happy to provide a wide range of complete kits, output and mains
transformers, chokes, paper in oil, aluminium, tin, copper or silver foil signal
capacitors, Black Gate, Cerafine or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum,
carbon and metal film resistors, silver wires, interstage and driver transformers,
switches, balance controls, potentiometers, attenuators, chassis's and fittings for the
quality oriented DIY'er, whether you are a beginner or hardened experimenter, male
or female, we have the best (
and not always most expensive) parts for most projects.

The tin foil is better than alu-foil for most applications, we recommend you try them!

Audio Note Paper In Oil Copper & Silver Foil Signal Capacitors
These copperfoil paper signal capacitors are considerably better than both the
standard offerings and the tin foils. To start wit) there will be a few values / voltages of
each available and we shall expend as fast as we can to cover all the popular values.

Audio Note Loudspeaker Drivers & Kits

Audio Note Acid & Chloride Free Silver Solder

We shall be offering the speaker drivers that we use in our own loudspeakers for general

The best solder available, used in all our amplifiers from OTO to the mighty GAKU-ON.

sale from now on. You can by the drivers indMdually or together with matched and
tested cross-overs, cabinet drawings and reflex ports.

Audio Note Cables & Wires

Audio Note Circuits, Valvedata & Basic Technical Information

Audio Note manufacture a range of high quality copper and silver coax, speaker and

If you would like some suggestions which to base a future project around, then we shall
be happy to provide you with a circuit pack containing good circuits like ONGAKU,
KEGON/KASSAI, NEIRO, GAKU-ON plus several other power amplifier circuits and the
M7Tube & MI 0 pre-amplifiers, which are the beet sounding pre-amplifier circuits we
have come across.

Audio Note Quality Output Transformers
We are in the process of building up four separate ranges of Audio Note output

wiring cables, which, depending on the overall price of the project, will do justice to
any hifi system, regardless of price. Please call for prices and details.

Audio Note High Quality Stepped Attenuators & Switches
These handmade attenuators and switches are manufactured by a friend of
Mr Kondo of Audio Note. They are the best you can buy.

Audio Note High Quality Valve Bases

transformers, in order to offer the best possible outputs at different pricepoints, they will
fall into four categories,

All of our valve bases are of the highest possible quality materials. Ceramic, Teflon
and gold and silver plated. If you want the best look no further - they are the ultimate!

Economy range Selected to ensure quality audio in a price efficient package.

Audio Note Resistors

Mid-price range Top quality with specially selected components.

Audio Note endeavour to stock the entire El 2 range of all the different makes of
resistor, since most are used in our products stock is generally available within four weeks.

High Quality range Double C-core outputs for single-ended circuits exclusively.
Super High Quality range All-sliver wired outputs of the best possible quality.

BEYSCHLAG - HOLCO - SHINKOH Tantalum Film Resistors

Audio Note offer a design, prototyping and production service, where we can supply
for almost any requirement. Please telephone for details.

AUDIO NOTE 1/2 Watt Tantalum Resistors

Audio Note Mains Transformers
Available for most popular designs. We shall continue to expand the range as
opportunities become available.

AUDIO NOTE 1Watt Tantalum Resistors
AUDIO NOTE 2Watt I% Tantalum Resistors
AUDIO NOTE Precision Carbon Film Resistors
ALLEN BRADLEY 1Watt 5% Carbon Film Resistors

Components
The Audio Note Pre-Amplifier Kit

(
illustrated)

& Valves
The Audio Note AV300BSL

(
Illustrated)

A complete kit loosely based on the Audio Note

Audio Note is proud and happy to announce a jdnt venture with Mr Alesa Vaic of

M7Tube pre-amplifier circuit is now

AVVT in the Czech Republic, under the agreement reached Alesa Vaic's company will

available. The moving-magnet

be making a range of directly heated triodes for small signal, driver and output stages

compatible phono stage

exclusively for Audio Note. This will with time allow

consists of a cascode

us to explore hitherto uncharted territory in the

input, with passive RIAA

field of Single- Ended Audio Amplifier

equalisation and anode-

design, by putting us in a position

follower output using the

to design and manufacture

12AX7/ECC83. Line buffer/

triodes specifically for a given

amplification for the four line

purpnsP, something which has

inputs consists of an ECC82

not been within our reach in the

configured in parallel anode-

post, where we have always had

follower mode. For the power supply a

to settle for the best amplifying

valve rectifier and choke- input filtering

devices available, but which

are employed. All circuitry is housed in

good as many of them are, were

a non-magnetic aluminium chassis

generally made for other purposes.

giving the very best sound quality.

Initially, we will only have a Super Linear

Both phono and line stages are built on

version of the 3008 available, dubbed the

'track-less' pubs allowing easy construction

Audio Note AV300B SL It will be available in

but with the sonic benefits of hard-wiring.

limited numbered samples at US

The standard-quality version of the preamp kit includes Roederstein polyester
film capacitors. Beyschlag 1watt 1%
metal film resistors, Noble open-frame
style potentiometers and all pubs, valves,
wire etc. Various component upgrades
are available, details upon request.
Cost of The Pre-Amplifier Kit is: £349
incl. VAT but not delivery.

$425

each

either single or in matched pairs. We will follow this
fairly quickly by a new very powerful power triode, the
Audio Note AV62B SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 watt Class A in singleended configuration, the most powerful and linear power triode available, at an
expected price of US $ 750 each, it will help advance the case for SE operation
despite the deplorable inefficiency of most modern loudspeakers!!

Audio Note Selected Audio Valves
Our valves are selected from the best available sources and are tested to the some
stringent standards that we apply in the production of our own amplifiers. They fall into
Iwo categories, standard production items and rare, mostly NOS (New Old Stock)
valves which are no longer in production. We have compiled a special list of the NOS

Audio Note Black Gate Electron Transfer, High Performance,
Graphite Foil Capacitors

items, which is available against a stamped self addressed envelope, if you live
outside the UK, send US $ 2. You should be aware that the valves on this list are NOT
cheap, but we have stock of original GE, RCA and United Electronics 211, both

Audio Note is currently Me sole source in Europe that holds any significant range of

standard versions and reinforced anode type for the US airforce, 845 Westinghouse,

values in stock, we use literally 1000's in production, as we were the first company to
realise the tremendous benefits that Black Gate capacitors offer, and we are to date

VT25/10/10Y, VT62/801A, WE300B, STC4300A, Mullard GZ34/CV1377, Tungsol 5U4G

the only high-end audio company in the world to incorporate Black Gate capacitors
consistently in our finished products.
There are very few audio parts that promise a guaranteed improvement when
replacing practically any other parr, but this is what the BLACK GATE capacitors
actually do. Exchanging any electrolytic capacitor anywhere in the circuit of an
amplifier or in the crossover of a speaker will greatly improve sound quality. We are
working on some guidelines as to where, how and which types of Black Gates to use
in different circuits, the first such technical guideline is available now and is called
improving your CD-Player" and can be obtained by sending a stamped addressed
envelope to us requesting this leaflet. All AUDIO NOTE Level 2Signature products use
Black Gate Electron Transfer in critical signal / power supply idnctions.

Audio Note Cerafine Powdered Ceramic Electrolytic Capacitors
We have at long last secured a reliable source for these fine power supply filter
capacitors, a must in any single-ended project. The Cerafines really cover many of
the Black Gates values and where the prices for the BG's are prohibitive the Cerafine

(best sounding 5U4G we hove ever heard!), Chatham 5R4WGY and many others.

Audio Note Recommended Magazines
Listener - Review based music & hi-fi magazine that contains some of the
best considered & well written articles in print A very good read £4 per copy.
The Audio Adventure - Well produced publication, a good alternative to the
established magazines Not afraid to be controversial £4 per copy
Sound Practices - Our best seller . A must for all DIY projects
Contributors include Audio Note. Herb Reichert and Diego Nardi £5 per copy
Vacuum Tube Valley - Specialising in anything to do with audio valves A wealth
of information on specific valves and their applications £8.50 per copy.
Positive Feedback - Including zany, controversial articles from a wide range
of contributors including our own Peter Qvortrup £ 7per copy.
A full list of available issues on request

is a fine sounding alternative. We have increased the range of Cerafines we stock
quite recently, and strongly recommend all the Cerafines as a far superior
replacement or substitute for ordinary electrolytics, and at the prices offered that
should be within most budgets. All power supply Cerafines are supplied with a
capacitor clamp and are upright mounting.
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Call for or more information. Ask for a full components catalogue or see our web page.

Audio Note Potentiometers
The best available from a sound quality / price viewpoint, made by Noble in Japan,
utilising high quality conductive plastic film. However a better alternative is the KO-ON
volume controls which are used in pre-amplifiers like the M7 Tube, M7Line, and in a
mono version on the input in the NEIRO, KASSA', KEGON and GAKU-ON, these are very
good sounding pots by any standard.
Audio Note also carry large quantities of STANDARD TYPE SWITCHES, STANDARD
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (good quality industrial types), RCA, BNC, BANANA, PLUGS,
RCA SOCKETS, SPEAKER & GROUND TERMINALS & LOUDSPEAKER SPADES.

Audio Note Moving Coil, CD Line & Input Matching Transformers
Audio Note now offer moving coil, CD and Input matching transformers for general
sale. Common to all of these small signal transformers is that they come in a
mumetal screening can with a threaded spindle with a nut for mounting.

Audio Note
Musics Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate
Lyon Close, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: + 44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

Web: www.audionote.co.uk
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THE EMPORIUM

Sounds Perfection

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 65074-1
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We stock awide range of products from some exclusive manufacturers worldwide.

LIST

£59950.. £22500
£59950.. £ 19950

AUDIO NOTE M7 PHONO PRE-AMP BOXED

£ 18000... £9950

AUDIO NOTE ANSc 7MC TRANSFORMER MINT

£6995... £3795

AUDIO NOTE M2 PRE-AMP BOXED EX COND

£995. . £495

AUDIO ANALYSIS LATEST SPEC FULL RANGE RIBBON
SPEAKERS BOXED MINT ( NOT RUN IN)

£4995... £3295

LINN LP12 ITTOCK LVII NEW GOLDRINGI042
MINT BOXED 81 MODEL

£445

J.R.T. SPEAKERS WITH STANDS MINT BOXED

£825.... £425

EPOS ES14 WITH STANDS

£7004-. . £325

QUAD 606/34 PRE POWER BOXED
QUAD FM 4TUNER BOXED
NAKAMICHI LX 53 HEAD CASSETTE MINT BOXED

£699
£249
£349

LUXMAN D 103u VALVE CD PLAYER MINT BOXED

£275

FOR FRIENDLY ADVICE AND HOME SERVICE CONTACT NIGEL ON
01326 221372
MOBILE 0498 554357

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR
WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

Wilmslo wVA udio

Contact
COMMUNICATIONS

SALE

AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU BOXED MINT 3YR'S OLD
AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU BOXED MINT 4YR'S
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The loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years

The UK's largest distributor of replacement speaker drive units
and accessories for the trade and DIY speaker builder

PR
marketing
design

COME AND
LISTEN TO
THE AMAZING
NEW

tudio Synthesis
—Decade"
AMPLIFIER & DAX

I
PR Award Winners 1997

NOW ON
DEMONSTRATION

A range of 25 DIY loudspeaker kits from £ 140 - £ 800 on demonstration
• Crossover design and supply

01732 780 364

• Large range of accessories including Capacitors, Inductors

contactPR@btinternet.com

• Resistors, Binding Posts, Grille cloths and foams
• Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more
Wilmslow Audio Ltd

Phone for your free catologue

50 Main Street
Broughton Astley

Po Box 117 Sevenoaks Kent England TN15 6ZY

Tel: 01455 286603

Leicester

Fax: 01455 2866115

LE9 6RD

Emaihwilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com

This Month
Condition
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Unison Research Smart 845
Mint S/H
Audio Note PI SE
Mint S/H
Musical Fidelity XA 50 Mono
As New
Audio Research VT130
Mint S/H
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Mint S/H
Jadis JA 200
Mint S/H
Nairn Nap 140 ( New style)
Mint S/H
Meridian 551 Integrated
As New
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Unison Research Mystery One
Mint S/H
Expressive Technologies SUI Step Up
Mint S/H
Jadis JP 80 mc
As New
Audio Research LS3
Mint S/H
Audio Research SP15 Rev A
Mint S/H
Audio Research LS5 mk 11
Mint S/H
Audio Research SP11 mk II
Mint S/H
Audio Research LS1
Mint S/H
SPEAKERS
Wilson System 5.1
Mint S/H
Castle Howard
Mint S/H
Proac Response 3
Mint S/H
Wilson 3/2
Mint S/H
Linn Keltiks
Mint S/H
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Mint S/H
Alon Lotus SE
New
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Mint S/H
TURNTABLES/ ANALOGUE/ VARIOUS
Transfiguration Temper
As New
Tesserac Phono Stage mm/mc
Mint S/H
Linn LP12 Lingo/Cirkus
Mint S/H
Voyd 0.5 SME V (ref bearing /platter)
Mint S/H
Ortofon MC 7500
Mint S/H
Kiseki Agat Ruby
Mint S/H
Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire
Mint S/H
C.D PLAYERS
Micromega Minium CD
Mint S/H
DPA PDM1 Series 3
Mint S/H
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Mint S/H
Sony R1/S1
As New

Choice
Original
Price Retad Price
£2300
£595
£425
£3995
£4995
£7500
£450
£650

£3000
£950
£500
£6000
£10000
£16000
£650
£900

£995
£1500
£6500
£1195
£2495
£3000
£1795
£895

£2000
£3000
£12000
£1900
£6000
£5700
£3500
£1900

£12500
£795
£1795
£5995
£3500
£4000
£3000
£4250

£17000
£1400
£3000
£15000
£6600
£6000

£1500
£795
£1200
£1800
£1295
£1495
£495

£2500
£1500
£2000
£3000
£2250
£V Rare
£1200

£275
£550
£11500
£4950

£350
£1000
£24000
£8000

£7000
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Condition
Audio Research VT 60
Alchemist Kraken a2Stereo & Pre-amp
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Jadis JA500 monoblocks
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
Albany PP1
Conrad Johnson Prem Ba
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PAI/LS1
NVA A80 Monoblocks & P50 Pre-amp
Musical Fidelity P180 & CRPS
Krell KSL Pre-amp
Meridian 557
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated
Meridian 505 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML 2Monoblock
Audio Research D200
Audio Research 2240 mk II
Audion 3008 Silver Knights
Talk Electronics 2P

Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/1-1
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
As New

Choice Original
Price Retail PlICE
£1295 £2390
f695 £ 1400
£1895 £2990
£4995 £10000
£7995 £21000
£1695 £3200
£295
£450
£16000
£7995
£3295
£5000
£895
£1998
£995
£1760
£1600
£895
£1095
£3000
£1400
£1050
£495
£999
£1195
£1590
£2795
£15500
£1795
£3248
£3500
£1995
£1495
£2800
£475
£730

Amplifiers
CordnIon
Audio Research SPI4
Audio Research PHI Black
MC Cormack TLC- 1
Tesserac Tale
Boulder L5AE
Conrad Johnson Prem 7B
Exposure IX professional power supply

Mint S/H
Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/H
X-Dem
Mint S/H
Mint S/H

CHOICE]

Choice
Orna,
Price Retail Price
£ 1395 £3000
£795 £1500
£595 £995
£795 £ 1495
£2250 £3400
£5995 £ 11000
£795 £1595

tel:

Mint SH
Ex Dem
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H

knowledge and being given the freedom
to

choose

and

upgrade

the

audio

equipment you want, when you want.
Others will sell you hi-fi, Choice Hi -Fi will
sell you solutions.

e Generous

part exchange

-le Show room/dem room
le Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
-10 All credit cards inc. Amex
-1E) Mail order

£395 £675
£2000 £3500
£450 £800
£4995 £ 12000
£4500 £ 10000
£595 £1500
£395 £769
£450 £600
£6995 £20000
£9995 £ 19000
£695 £ 1170
£7995 £12500
£2500 £3790
£595 £ 1500
£1395 £2350
£495 £950
£2500 £6000
£995 £ 1500
£2500 £5000
£2500 £5000

15 CDPlayers
& DACS
Condition

about taking advantage of our unrivalled

1E) Export service

Amplifiers

Epos ES 14
Alon IV mk 11
Snell JII's
Infinity IRS Beta
Martin Logan CLS 1128 Kinergetic Subwoofer
Dalquist 2012
Spendor SP2/2
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Westlake HR1 (Retail £20,000)
Alon Phalanx
Acoustic Energy AE1 & Stands
Proac Response 4
Soundlab Dynastat
Apogee Centaur Minors
Meridian M60 Rosewood
Royd Priors
Wilson Watts 2 (White)
Shahinian Arc
Alon Vmk 11 Oak
Alon Vmk II Black

Pink Triangle da Capo 1307
EAD 7000 Transport
Krell Studio 2
P.S. Audio Ultralink
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD
Wadia 16
Mission Cyrus Discmaster (Transport)
Krell SBP 640
MCCormack DAC-1
Wadia 22/26
Acuphase DP70
Acuphase DP90/91
Mark Levinson 30.51 31.5
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk 11
Forsell Air Ref dac
Rotel 965 BX
Meridian 500 Transport
Audio Alchemy Transport
Theta Progeny
Micromega Duo CD2

Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/11
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/H
Mint S/H

Choice Ongnal
Price Retail Pnce
£1450
£895
£1295
£2495
£1495
£3198
£2390
£795
£3250
£6000
£7395
£4750
£1000
£595
£3500
£9900
£695
£995
p.o.a.
£4500
£2250
£9950
£20000
£12500 £26245
f8995
£250
£995
£495
£750
£995

£13800
£300
£1245
£900
£1145
£2000

SID Best prices paid for top quality
equipment

& Analogue

le Finance arranged subject to status
le Widest range available

Condition

le In-depth experience on high end
used equipment
ie Unbiased advice
-IIE) Unique ' Hi -Fi Exchange' - a
computerised databank of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Agents for: Acoustic Energy Alon. ATC, Boulder, Bryston
CA T. Chord, Elemental Audio, Forsell, Gamma. Graham
Lumley Rockport, SME, Soundstyle, Straight Wire, Target.
Totem. Trichord. Trilogy van den Hut, VP!. XLO
and many more
Exposure VActive xover
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Mod Squad Line Drive
Krell PAM 3Pre amp
Musical Fidelity MVT
Michell Argo 8Hera
Jadis JP 80 mm

Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
Mint S/H

£495
£395
£250
£ 1295
£595
£495
£4995

£995
£595
£450
£3000
£ 1200
£900
£8000

S • eakers
Condition

Choice Onginal
Price Retail Puce
Mint S/H £795 £1150
Mint S/H £1295 £2250

ATC SCSI 10 Black
Impulse H2

0181

392

1959

8(

VPI HW 19 jr/ RB 300
Piere Lurne J1ISL5
Kuzma Stabi/ Stogi reference
Stas SR Gamma Pro 8SRMX Pro Energiser
Basis Ovation
Piere Larne JI/Sowther mk Ill
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
Musical Fidelity TI Tuner
TNT mk Ill & Lid
Clear Audio Gamma 24 CT Gold Coil
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Michel ISO

As New
Mint S/H
Mint S,11
Mint S/H
As New
Mint S/H
Mint S/1-1
Mint S/H
Mint S/H
As New
As New
Mint S'H
Mint SH

e Clearance

Choice
Onginal
Price Retail Price
£1750
£1295
£350
£3495
£2250
£1995
£195
£3995
£495
£11995
£250
£295

Bargains
Condition

Audio Research D125 balanced power
Jadis DA 30 intergrated
Beard P35
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp (200W)
Naim 42.5 Avondale
Apogee Scintila
Duntech Crown Princes
Apogee Caliper
SD Acoustics SDI
Wadia x64.4 dac
Lino Tuner
Ensemble PAI Silver • bi wire
Ruark Icon & Stands
RoydSaphire

0181

392

Choice
C;qa
Price Retail Price
Mint S/H £1595 £3500
Mint S/H £1700
£
2880
Mint S/H
£
495
£1395
Mint S/H
£
495
£1200
Mint S/H
£195
£
600
Mint S/H
£
695
£
5000
Mint S/H £1650
£
6120
Good S/H £595 £3500
VGood S/H £
795
£
2695
Mint S/H £1395 £4750
Mint S/H £225 £475
As New £1695 £3000
Mint S/H
£
250 £500
Mint S/H £175 £245

1963

Choice HI-FI open from 10am to 8pm by appointment
i. ix 0181 392 1994 • • mall. choice hifi@msn.com

£4500
£2600
£500
£4950
£4500
£5000
£450
£4000
£900
£25000
£395
£400

0%

0%
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EUROPE

CONNECT

OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate, Ditton, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 (7 Lines)

Fax: 01732 848289

• 4 Evaluation Suites.

• Easy Access M20/M25/M2&A2.

• 8.30am to 6.00pm Mon - Fri.

• Home Evaluation.

• Ample FREE On- Site Parking.

• 10.00am to 4.00pm Sat.

• Evening Appointments.

• World Wide Mail Order.

• Demonstrations by Appointment.

Audio Analogue, Bose,
BCD Engineering, Diapason, Ergo, Goertz,
Graaf, Helios, JBL, Kelly, Monrio,
Musical Fidelity, Opera, Partington,
Precious Metals, Sonic Frontiers,
SonicLink, Sonneteer, Townshend, Unison.
Musical Fidelity
X- Series

Sonic Frontiers
Anthem CD1

Audio Analogue
& Opera

NEW PRODUCTS
Audio Analogue Paganini CD — SOON!!
Bose — Stunning Lifestyle & Speaker Systems
Kelly— KT2 Loudspeakers
Musical Fidelity — X- A200 & X-Al Amps
Opera — Platea Loudspeakers
Helios — Superb C.D. Player

Townshend
Sink Stand

PRJEC 0 S
METALS
CABLES
Sonneteer
Byron CD

Loudspeaker
& Interconnects

SONIC— LINK
SAM., The World's Frnest 11111 Cede*
From Th• floghost Osehly Idaterials

UHL

Partington
A7-60 Stands

"...top-notch systems will benefit from
Sonic Link's fabulous Vermillion..."

Better sound through research.

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP

JAWIRIÓWER AMPLIFIER

DEFY 7STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
JADIS AMPLIFIERS are recognised wo
wide for their functional elegance and
unmatched standards of musicality with
the use of innovative circuit design and the
highest quality parts, Jadis has become
something of a legend.
The latest members to the family are the
Orchestra Integrated Amplifier and CD
Player at £ 1099 each. They represent True

ORCHESTRA INTEGRATED AMPIFIER

Audio value.

[1M

ETurntables are massively and beautifully constructed using the finest quality parts, and engineering techniques. Both models now in mk2
guise offer much improved performance from their predecessors, featuring aimproved power supply and anew 3phase, high- torque motor
system eliminating cogging. The listening experience from those 12" slabs of vinyl and 78s is nothing short of breathtaking, with aextraordina
three dimensional soundstage, and stable stereo imaging, together with precise pitch stability. Th.s is all achieved by aunique four point
suspension system featuring purpose moulded 'O-'rings and fluid damping, ensuring SME turntables are free of extraneous vibration effects.
SME Turntables feature long term dependability, and freedom from critical adjustments and setting up procedures.
We now also have the Tri ,Planner one ot thr finest tone arms available. For Digital lovers we have the new DAX DECADE by Audio Synthesis
to celebrate their 10th Anniversary.
For all aspects of audio information - do not hesitate to call us.

41.

Agencies include'
Absolute Sounds, Audio Physic, Audio Synthesis, Jadis, Graham Engineering, Harmonix, LFD,
Magnum Dyna Lab, Mitchell, Pink Triangle, QLN, Sonus Faber, SME, Tri planar, VPI, Wilson Audio, XL
Yammamura plus many more. Many brands of cartridges stocked.

for sale trade
replay
audio

consultants

IHI 0

TEL/FAX
CHESTER

28 OUEENSVVAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL/FAX 01403 251 587.

bidifbanunengemm-aosed6 MilailLActoixdafflreelsionwp•ectuk

(01244) 401290
email replay(ª diaLpipex.com

PANTON ROAD CHESTER CH2 3HX

Products
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE INTEGRATED, AND BELLINI/DONIZETTI
PRE/POWER AMPLIFIERS: solid build quality and magnificent sound from Italy. Both
include excellent MM/MC phono stages. (integrated £595, pre/power £ 1050).
HEYBROOK OPTIMA: (£259) Excellent value budget tloorstanding loudspeaker.
NEAT LOUDSPEAKERS: the Petite ink3 is now on demonstration along with the
improved versions of the Critique and Nlyqique.
PINK TRIANGLE LITAURAL:

s An. ay. new F
&How CINEMA

the best CI) player in its category by far.

•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS
• ACCUPHASE
• AUDIO ANALOGUE

•TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS
• MICHELL PRODUCTS
• UNISON RESEARCH
•OPERA SPEAKERS
• MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS

CLEARANCE SALE. UP TO SCW/o OFF MANY ITEMS. PHONE.
CHORD SPM 120013 PWR AMP
TEAC P-30 CO TRANSPORT ( NEW)
MAGNEPLANAR MG 2.7 ( NEW)
MAGNEPLANAR MG 0.6 ( NEW)
VII 30/30 VALVE AMP ( S/H]
PERREAUX 200W POWER AMP
HELIUS CHAMELEON SPEAKERS
AUDIO ARTISTRY VIVALDI'S
AUDIOLAB B0000 PRE ( X/D)
AUDIOLAB 8COOM MONOS ( X/D)
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT ( S/HI
MARK LEVINSON 27 PWR ( S/H)

£1995
£1995
£1995
£1095
£495
£895
£275
£2995
£795
£1095
£695
£1995

REL STENTOR SUB ( X/D)
£995
MANLEY 31:08 MONOS ( X/D) £ 1995
FANFARE FT- 1 TUNER (X/D)
£ 095
NAKAMICHI CO4 C.D. PLAYER £ 195
QUAD 77 [ CARBON) PRE-AMP ( X/0) £ 595
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER ( X/D)
£495
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE-AMP (X/D) £695
QUAD ESL 57 BLACK (S/H)
£450
BEARD P35 POWER AMP ( S/H) £ 550
ADCOM 535 MK2 POWER AMP
£ 250
LEXICON CP2 PRO-LOGIC PROCESSOR
£ 250
VIMAK TRANSPORT & DAC (£ 6000) ...£2500

We are agents for Alchemist, Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, AVI,
BluePrint, Heybrook, LFD, Neat, Origin Live, Ortofon, Papworth,
Pink Triangle, Roksan, Sonneteer, Trichord, UKD etc.

Confused By Hi Fi Technology?
You Don't Have To Be!

Clearance Itents

What You Really Need Is...
Alchemist Maxim integrated amplifier

£150

Alchemist Nemesis integrated amplifier

£299

AVI S2000MC Reference CD player

£10iin

Keswick Audio BluePrint Point One loudspeakers

£699

LFD LSO preamp with MM/MC phono stage

£399

LFD Mistral CD player

£699

LFD Mistral integrated amplifier

£399

Pink Triangle Export GTi turntable

£499

Royd Sorcerer loudspeakers

£279

Sonneteer Alabaster integrated amplifier

£749

Trichord Genesis CD player

£375

Monday - Saturday 10am - 6pm

To Understanding Hi Fi Technology
Guide 1: " Foundation" contains clear explanations of:
Acoustics. Decibels, Frequency Repsonse, Electricity,
Audio Signals. Magnetic Recording and more!
All this for only £ 18.50. ( please add £ 1.25 for p&p)
Send cheque or postal order ( total £ 19.75 made out to CMW Publications)
or send for further details, with your Name and Address to:
CMW Publications, PO Box 21, Pershore. WR10 1YB.
Please Allow 28 days for delivery.

Visa/Mastercard/Switch/Delta welcome.

BRAND DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
To use communication and presentation skills
in developing the strength of our dealer network
B&W is one of the most dramatically successful companies in the hi-ft world. Continuous innovation has led
to our loudspeakers taking leading positions in their market segments and the quality of our products is likely
to be understood by most of the readers of this publication. Quality is adetermining factor in every aspect of
our operation — and also for our retailers. This new job will carry full responsibility for making sure that
dealers understand, and can properly demonstrate, our product advantages, the technology on which they are
based and, perhaps above all, our brand philosophy. Training will therefore be amajor activity and candidates
must demonstrate the structured communication and presentation skills needed to develop dealer knowledge;
the job is bound to require considerable travel in the UK. Candidates must also be able to play afull part in a
small management team, using field experience to influence business strategy We will be looking for apassion
for hi-fi and an appreciation of technology, and though our ideal candidates may not be currently working in
the sector they'll have the professionalism and pragmatism to turn their hobby into acareer! The excellent
reward package will include asalary geared to attract the best, and acompany car. Please send full career details
to Chris Hugill, Director of Sales, B&W,Loudspeakers Ltd., Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2RX.
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Premium

Discs,

Audio

Equipment

&

Accessories

STE VIE RAY VAUGHN
Couldn't Stand the Weather £20

BOB DYLAN Highway 61 £20
KEB MO Keb Mo f20
These are all pressed on high grade quality
180gm virgin vinyl with their original sleeves.

EMI CENTENARY-2nd Issues
lowing the success of the original vinyl collection this year
MI bring you afurther twenty classic albums.
It the albums are pressed on 180gm virgin vinyl. The sleeves are
rinted on quality board and original UK release packaging.

ate Bush Hounds of Love - Frank Sinatra Come Fly with Me
liff Richard Cliff - Iron Maiden Iron Maiden - Blondie Parallel Lines
ueen A Day at the Races - Wings Band on the Run - John Lennon Imagine
thro Tull Thick as a Brick - The Waterboys This is the Sea - David Bowie Hunky Dory
yd Barrett Barrett - Deep Purple Shades of - Marillion Misplaced Childhood
he Band The Band - The Beach Boys Surfs Up - Roxy Music Roxy Music
he Rolling Stones Sticky Fingers - lggy Pop Lust for Life - Japan Tin Drum

12.50 each or all 20 for f200 p.p f6

New US Magazine published by Myles Ascot
concentrating on serious high end products
and quality recordings, informed and involving
writing by serious enthusiasts which is a
refreshing response to the creeping sterility
which seems to be afflicting the hi fi press.

10 ISSUES ayear.
SUBSCRIBE NOW for f29-95,
and receive the first two issues free

HELIOS CD PLAYERS
VPI HW

161

Record cleaning machine £399

The HW16.5 has been

New to the UK,The Revolutionary

the benchmark record cleaner

CD players from Helios.

since its introduction.

These machines look and feel totally

Stereophile's Analogue accessory

different to the opposition.
They sound better too.

of the year for more years than
ican remember, the 16.5 is

On the outside aMetacrylite front

much more than a luxury - it is

panel and Stainless Steel controls

essential to protect your

combine with aheavily damped chassis
to produce areassuring sense of solidity.

valuable investment in vinyl.
It also opens huge vistas of
gloriously cheap second

Inside, you'll find amassively rebuilt

•
...± Lt.?

transport system ( Model I& 2) with

hand records !

extensive use of Carbon Fibre, and

Nobody with a serious interest

proprietry digital electronics, all

in vinyl record replay can afford

upgradable between models.

to be without one.

The results speak for themselves.

We stock a full compliment

Effortless bass dynamics and awide open

of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17F,
intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

sound stage give music atremendous
Experience the Helios Solution to CD sproblems.
From £650 to f1250
HELIOS 2 CD PLAYER ** * * *

1/1k11/1

INERAAAJA

Dt

D

1C71:

r

crsa

What Hi Fi July 1997

c rt• -r - 1

HELIOS 3 CD PLAYER

sense of presence and involvement.
Impressive beyond their price.
** * * What HI-Fl July 1997
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for sale trade

SOUND

AKG,
AVI,

LEXICON,
MYRYAD,

ALCHEMIST,

MICHELI„

B.C.D.,

NORDOST,

BLUEPRINT,

ORTOFON,

CHORD CO.,

PROJECT,

MUSIC

DYNAUDIO,
DEVA,
DYNAVECTOR,
ELECTROCOMPANIET,

PROJEKT STANDS,
QLN,
RESTEK,

The Alternative HiFi Shop
Come and hear why

JOHN SHEARNE,

ROKSAN,
STANDS UNIQUE,
TEAC.

KEF,

93-95 Nantwich Road
Crewe
Tel: 01270 - 214143

SELECT AUDIO
***************** *

( LOnD0n) ******************
NOW

ACCUPHASE ( NEW LOW PRICES)
JEFF ROWLAND ( AMPS)
MARK LEVINSON ( CD & AMP)
SONUS FABER ( SPEAKERS)
MUSICAL FIDELITY ( CD's, AMPS)
KELLY (SPEAKERS)

Sonus Faber Quid (Int Amp)
Martin Logan Aerius (Biwire)
Marantz 17D K1 Sig

WAS

£800 . £ 1,250
£ 1,100 . £2,300
£600 . £ 1,300

Nakamichi BX300 (3Head)
£350 £800
Proceed Amp 2
£ 1,150 . £2,000
Tannoy D700

£ 1,300. £2,100

Apogee Duetta Sig, DAX X/D

£3,000 . £ 10,000

HELIUS ( CD PLAYERS)

Audio Research LS2B Black

£ 1,500 . £3,500

BKS ( RIBBON SPEAKERS)

VPI HW19 Junior Walnut, RB300
£400 £650
Mark Levinson 36 DAC
£2,500. .. £4,000

VPI (TURNTABLES)
SHAKTI ( STONES)

Wadia 2000 (DAC and Supply)
Jeff Rowland Synergy (Black)

£2,000 ... £6,000
£3,000 . £5,000

TICE ( CABLES)

Wadia 3200 (Transport)
£900. £ 1,800
Primer 401 & 301 (Amp & CD ex dem) .. £2,000 . £3,500

BASIS (TURNTABLES)

Threshold SA4, FET 10E, FET 10 Phono ... . £5,000 .. £ 14,000

TEAC ( P30 TRANSPORT)

Lyra Parnassus
£800 ... £2.000
Lumley ST70
£900 ... £2,000

LYRA ( CARTRIDGES)

Clearaudio Gamma S24K (new)

£500 £800

PRIMER ( CD's & AMPS)

Clearaudio Signature 24K (new)

£950 . £ 1,600

TARGET ( STANDS)

Snell Type C (Silver Wire & Coils)

CLEARAUDIO ( CARTRIDGES)
DCS ( CONVERTER)

£2,000 £6,000

DNM 3B Twin Supply
£750 £3,000
Ortofon MC5000
£550 , £ 1,500
Solen Tiger Amp
£600. £ 1,600

ADVERTISERS INDEX
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Absolute Sounds
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Clarity like a clean window
Radical new technology and design concepts put the
new DNM Series 3and SiriuS amplifiers at the top of
any short-list for people who want separation, insight
and soaring dynamics in their music. Within five seconds you'll know you're hearing something special.
You may never have heard the astounding natural clarity
and "walk-in" sound stage we achieve from asystem with
these amplifiers and Audio Synthesis or Wadia CD and
Audio Physic or BKS ribbon speakers. Plus our magic!
Give us acall - the advice is free - then come to listen.
We know we can help because customers say we make
some of the best sounds they have ever heard. If you find
we make music here, you know we can do the same in
your home. Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is needed, in
stages you can afford. You avoid expensive mistakes,
enjoy music along the way and save money in the long
run. Just listen and you'll know.
CD: Accuphase, Acurus, Audio Synthesis, Classé, dCS Elgar,
Enlightened Audio Design, Meracus, Orelle, Wadia, XTC
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel, Graham, Michell, Stratosphere,
Sumiko Blue Point Special, Transfiguration
Amplifiers: Accuphase, Acurus, Audio Sculpture, CAT,
Classé, DNM, Kora, Lumley, Michell, Orelle, SiriuS,
Sonneteer, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, BKS, Dunlavy,
Ethos, Harbeth, Magneplanar, Lumley, Mirage, NEAT, Totem
Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co., DNM, SonicLink, Tice etc
The Right Note - Bath
(01225) 874728

el11111,

Among the major equipment reviews for May will cover the
key product in Meridian's long-awaited new 800 Series, the
861 — acontrol centre ready for the next generation of home
cinema and audio. We'll also be reviewing speakers from
Sonus Faber, Tannoy, Mission and Mirage, as well as the
exotic Bob Carver-designed Sunfire amplifier — can you
really get kilowatts out of atiny box? — NAD's amazing
digital room-correction system and the astonishing ZSystems
digital pre-amplifier. We'll also be unveiling aspecial treat for
DIY enthusiasts. May's music section starts with an interview
with cellist Julian Lloyd Webber, discussing the music of
Delius, while the CD review section will cover all kinds of
music. And don't forget,
finally, that there'll be a
chance to win more than
£2000 worth of hi-fi in our
next free-entry competition.
Don't miss the May issue,
on sale Friday, 3April.
111-F1 NEWS IL RECORD REVIEW
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Carl Perkins's
one monster
hit was the
masterwork
of agenre.
Here's why
the late
creator of
'Blue Suede
Shoes' really
deserved all
those tributes

4

honky tonk roots of rock'n'roll.
Wise men told us that rock'n'roll
was a teenage slant on rhythm'n'
blues, but Carl Perkins proved that
wasn't so. ' Blue Suede Shoes' came
straight out of the mid-Tennessee
bar- rooms: ' You can burn my
house, steal my car/Drink my liquor
from an old fruit jar...'. Teenage
concerns? I think not. Unlike
Chuck Berry, Perkins couldn't sit
down and imagine himself in the
role of apimply suburban teenager.
He had grown up dirt poor and
came of age playing grim rural
beerhalls, and his music was never
better than when it referred back to
those roots. Try to find the
he amazing thing about Carl
alternate take of ' Everybody's
Perkins is that he had just one
Trying to Be My Baby' which
hit, albeit a good one, in
1956, and made no more than a contains the wonderful couplet,
'They're ballin', squallin', runnin'
handful of really good records after
down the hall/I guess ol' daddy's
that. Statistically, he's on apar with
Gogi Grant, Patience & Prudence,
got alot on the ball'.
Perkins also deserves a mention
and the Kahn Twins, yet the flood
as a triple threat: he wrote the
of tributes that accompanied his
passing in January would lead you
songs, he sang them, and he played
lead guitar. This wasn't unusual in
to think that one of the era's biggest
blues, but it was rare in country
hitmakers had passed. How can we
music and rarer still in rock'n'roll's
account for this contradiction?
early days. Perkins' guitar playing
For astart, Perkins was aprince
was at least as influential as his
of a man. When the Beatles met
singing or songwriting. He came to
him in 1964 they discovered ahero
Sun playing country guitar laced
who was not an ass. Countless
others made the same discovery.
with blues and whiskey- fuelled
He was disarmingly humble and his
aggression. It's called rock'n'roll
guitar today, and Perkins was a
eyes filled with tears when anyone
pioneer.
told him how much his music
Then let's not forget two of the
meant to them. Those of us who
greatest rockabilly records of all
grew up in the late 1950s or early
time, ' Dixie Fried' and ' That's
1960s with a passion for guitarRight'. Here's a verse from ` Dixie
based rock'n'roll had special reason
Fried': ' Dan got happy and he
to feel grateful to Carl Perkins. His
started ravin'/He jerked out arazor,
Dance Album was one of the
but he wasn't shavin'/All the cats
precious few LPs available in
England to fuel the
knew to jump and hop/ Cause he
frenzy, and the
was borned and raised in a
butcher's shop'. Perry Como's ` Hot
Beatles were
Diggity' was No 1 the week it was
not alone in
recorded, and Perkins, God bless
knowing
him, thought ' Dixie Fried' could be
and being
a Top 10 hit. He's audibly drunk
able
to
on ` That's Right,' a malevolent
replicate
record full of thinly veiled threats:
every note.
`If what they say is true and there is
They,
another joker/We'll use a number
however,
were in a five in this game of poker/When I
find the cat that's been gettin' my
position to
sugar/It's gonna be rough when I
repay
the
debt
by
catch that booger'. When it was
issued in England, Decca Records
recording three
excised that entire verse, little
of the album's
twelve
tracks,
knowing or caring that rockabilly
came no finer.
4
4; 1
1W ' Honey
Don't,'
All the songs mentioned so far
`Matchbox,'
and
were recorded prior to Perkins
' ' Everybody's Trying to Be
leaving Sun in 1958. After that, he
My Baby.'
tried to become a teen poet, but it
Perkins' defining moment,
didn't work. He tried to return to
of course, came with ' Blue Suede
his roots in country music, even
Shoes'. It was recorded for Sun
wrote afew hits for Patsy Cline and
Records in 1955 and topped many
Johnny Cash, but just barely
charts the following year. For
scraped by. What worked was
many, it was an introduction to the

T

coming over to Europe and playing
to the faithful. When he first
arrived in 1964, he was drawing
fifty or a hundred people a night
back home. His older brother and
musical partner, Jay, had died,
leading Carl to drink heavily and
consider throwing in the towel.
But, as he went on-stage at the
Odeon, Hammersmith, he was
greeted by something he hadn't
heard in years: thunderous
applause. Several fans unfurled a
banner that read ' Welcome Carl
Perkins, King of Rock'n'Roll'. He
was bottom of the bill and had no
idea that anyone in Europe cared.
'Tears filled my eyes as Ifelt the
love and. appreciation from them,'
Perkins wrote later. ' Iperformed
with a vitality Ihad never known
before. The standing ovation at the
end was too much to handle. For
the first time since Jay's death, I
felt there was still aplace for me in
music.'
After the show, he gave a little
impromptu concert outside the
theatre. Who else did that?
Try as he might, Perkins could
never translate the acclaim in
Europe into arenewed career back
home. He still managed to place a
song or two, and the ongoing
royalties from ' Blue Suede Shoes',
'Honey Don't,' and ' Matchbox'
stocked his fridge, but the second
monster hit remained elusive. In
1985, Dave Edmunds stagemanaged atribute in London with
a cast that included George
Harrison and Eric Clapton.
'Sometimes in your twilight
years,' Perkins said later, ' you see
these boys come along with the
flying fingers, and you get the
feeling that you're way over the
hill. Then a guy like Eric Clapton
will visit and say how proud he is
to meet me. Now we all like to
drive new cars and wear pretty
clothes but you can't explain how it
feels for an older guy like me to
have these boys say these things
about me. I feel that I've left
something in the world that people
can enjoy. If you do that, it ain't so
bad to leave because part of you
will always be here.'
The music will endure, but it's
Perkins himself who deserves to be
remembered. He could no more be
rude or dismissive towards his fans
than Mary Poppins could beat
babies. He played professionally for
more than forty years, and the
experience could so easily have
soured
him.
His
memoirs,
published in 1996, could have been
unreadably embittered, but he rose
beatifically above the squalor of the
music business to become a
gentleman.
Colin Escott
APRIL US
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TEAC
The

Mini

was

always

synonomous with performance, whether it was the

You Could Always Get Brilliant
Performance From AMini.

car or the fashion. And
now there's another Mini
which delivers unbelievable
performance. The Reference
500 System from Teac.
The

sound

quality

of

separates combined with
the convenience of aMini
System. No other Mini
comes even close!
T- H500 TUNER D

AV-H500
PRO-LOGIC AMP
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MINI DISC c
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R- H500
CASSETTE DECK
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PD- H500
ED PLAYER
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VRDS 9
CD PLAYER

"TEAC mini sets standards"
WHAT HI.FI, Jan 97

"All three sources sound
big and confident, with an
accuracy and delicacy more
akin to separates than minis"
WHAT HI.FI, May 97

C;

'In terms of its good looks,

ga

the system's asking price
:culd just about be doubled"
Gramophone, Jan 97

You Still Can.

Visit your TEAC Stockist for a
demonstration or call TEAC
on 01923 819630
for more information

TEAC

DUE TO TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES BEYOND THEIR CONTROL, OTHER MINI SYSTEMS
WILL NOT BE DELIVERING THIS LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
,

Chief Musical Officers' Warning

NATURE'S GREATEST

SOUND EFFECT

eauty is in the ear of the listener . . .
soft ilearet, loud and glorious.
Nothing sounds as good — or looks better than
STUDIO SERIES

MONITOR AUDIO
hit 34,;' * fton Road, Cambridge C131 4ZW England Phone:

f

*

